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Abstract 
This thesis will add to the debate on the nature of popular politics at Rome from 
the time of the Gracchi to Sulla. It examines contemporary evidence in order to 
reconstruct the terms in which political discourse was conducted. The period marks a 
time of political dynamism in the Republic, prior the fateful precedents set by Sulla, and 
falls before the period dominated the Ciceronian corpus. The first aim of the thesis will 
be to evaluate and utilize the fragmentary evidence of contemporary oratory in order to 
consider the terms in which politicians described themselves and their opponents. This 
will allow for a critique of the model of Roman politics derived from Cicero's works 
which has been often ascribed to the period. Rather than substantiating the traditional 
picture of politics, conducted in terms of the opposition between popularis and optimas, 
it reveals that this period is characterized by competition to appropriate the same 
rhetorical concepts and identification with the traditional role of the Senate in the res 
publica. The second aim is to contribute to the question of the role of ideology in Roman 
politics by further demonstrating the existence of a versatile and varied vocabulary 
capable of articulating a discourse between different ideological standpoints. 
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Introduction 
The period from the mid second century BC until Sulla's fateful marches on Rome 
in 88 BC and 82 BC is one of astonishing dynamism in Roman politics. Whilst working 
within the theoretical limits of the constitution, Roman politicians enacted a series of far 
reaching measures which are strongly suggestive of democratic process and raise 
important questions about the impetus behind them. In the year 139 the tribune Aulus 
Gabinius passed a law instituting the secret ballot in electoral con itia, thus starting a 
process, through a series of laws over the next thirty-two years, that ensured popular 
voting in legislative, and judicial, assemblies was also conducted in secret. This reform, 
without which modern democracy would be inconceivable, allowed far more 
independence in voting by those most susceptible to pressures imposed by candidates or 
legislators and their supporters or detractors. 
Contemporaneous with this process was a series of remarkable innovations in the 
field of justice. In 149 BC the tribune Lucius Calpurnius Piso Frugi instituted the 
quaestio de rebus repetundis, the first of the permanent standing courts. Although this 
replaced direct popular jurisdiction with that of senatorial indices, the practice of creating 
quaestiones by statute allowed the establishment of courts which could be designed to 
appeal to and deal with issues of concern to the popuius. Consequently, the repetundae 
courts, dealing with misappropriation and extortion by Roman officials in foreign 
provinces, conducted a number of high profile cases (the most well known being Cicero's 
prosecution of Verres), and were continuously modified through the period by a series of 
statutes. These changes included alterations to the composition of the juries so as to 
minimise cronyism between senatorial defendants and indices, and rewards for successful 
prosecutors. These trials reflected the idea that the provincial goods and money extorted 
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by governors were effectively the possessions of the populus at large, literally the public 
res, and as such constituted an offence against them. 
The roster of quaestiones continued to grow with new courts, covering offences 
such as ambitus (electoral corruption), and, in the very last years of the second century 
BC, the charge of ininuta maiestas was defined by the tribune Saturninus in a law which 
created a quaestio to deal with it. This charge continued the theme of magisterial 
accountability, which the repetundae courts characterized, and constituted a startling 
statement of popular sovereignty with a broad mandate including military incompetence 
and obstruction of the popular will. Importantly, the growth of the quaestiones, by their 
lack of limitation on who might bring a prosecution, also opened a new means of 
advancement for people outside the political elite as well as giving them a political voice. 
The quaestiones were not the only means of bringing magistrates to heel. This 
period also saw a series of extraordinary tribunals created for the express purpose of 
punishing magistrates whose actions had damaged the res publica, as well as high profile 
prosecutions before the populus, probably using the older procedure of perduellio. 
Significant amongst these are the public prosecutions attempted by C. Memmius in 111 
BC of officials accused of accepting bribes from Jugurtha, king of Numidia; the inquiry 
of C. Mamilius Limetanus in 109 whose commission likewise attempted punish 
magistrates for corruption in dealings with Jugurtha; the public prosecution C. Popillius 
for his failure against the Tigurni by Coelius Caldus in 107; the complex prosecutions 
brought against Q. Servilius Caepio a few years later, both for his part in the military 
disaster at Arausio in 105 and for his alleged appropriation of a large treasure hoard from 
Tolosa; and finally in 91 Q. Varius Hybrida created a quaestio for the express purpose of 
punishing those whose actions had brought about the Social War. 
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As well as these displays of magisterial accountability, measures were taken to 
meet social pressures by distributing land and fixing grain prices. Also laws were enacted 
to control and limit actions in foreign policy, both specifying what was to be done with 
foreign income, as in Tiberius' attempt to divert the Attalid inheritance into his agrarian 
scheme in 133 BC, and in limiting the freedom of action of governors abroad, as in the 
surviving lex de provinces praetoriis from 100 BC, outlining the spheres of action for 
praetors in the Eastern provinces. 
Given this variety of political action, often carried out at the expense of other 
magistrates in the name of the populus, it is not surprising that the question of how to 
characterize Rome's constitution has attracted much scholarly speculation. The debate on 
the nature of Roman politics has been ongoing ever since Mommsen's interpretation of 
Cicero's and Livy's descriptions of politics in terms of populares and optimates as 
oppositional party politics. There are two main, but heavily interconnected trends of 
argumentation visible in the subsequent treatments of the question: firstly, the question of 
whether the actions of the politicians we see passing laws for the benefit of the populus 
are driven by some sort of popular ideology, or merely one based on the selfish interest of 
political advancement; secondly, the question of whether the popular legislation in this 
period and later demonstrates that Rome's constitution was democratic, or whether it 
should really be understood as an oligarchy. 
The debate was first enlivened by the work of Matthias Gelzer, who offered a 
reading of Roman politics, informed by prosopography, which painted a picture of 
Roman politics dominated by temporary political factions, existing merely to secure 
power through election, rather than two main parties. ' This approach was complemented 
by Münzer, who, based on his earlier prosopographical work for the RE, offered an 
Gelzer, 1969 (Originally published in 1911). 
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extremely influential explanation of Roman politics in terms of competing familial 
factions which helped to push the Gelzerian model into orthodoxy. ' This model was 
established even more firmly by Hermann Strasburger's article exploring the concept of 
optilnates. He argued firmly against the idea of parties at Rome and suggested that 
populares were merely politicians seeking position and power through manipulation of 
the popular assemblies. ' To offer legislation beneficial to the populus was merely a way 
to garner later support, thus populaces should be seen merely as the practitioners of a 
particular political method, the popidaris ratio as Christian Meier called it .4 This 
orthodoxy, stressing the oligarchic and ideologically barren interpretation of Roman 
politics has proved very popular, informing influential histories of the period such as 
those of Scullard and Gruen. ' 
This orthodoxy was shaken in the mid 1980s by the publication of Fergus Millar's 
articles on the nature of Roman politics. In these groundbreaking studies he reassessed 
the political developments of the second century and offered a defence of the democratic 
element noted by Polybius in his famous analysis of Rome's constitution. ' One of Millar's 
most compelling arguments, developed further in a later statement of his position, was to 
point to the pervasive importance of persuasive rhetoric in the literature and accounts of 
the period. ' If there was not some sort of meaningful discourse with a populus free to 
decide on whether to support a measure, why then was there such importance accorded to 
rhetoric and speech making before the populus in contiones? 
2 Münzer, 1999 (Originally published in 1920). 
Strasburger, 1939. 
Meier, 1965. 
Scullard, 1973; 1982; Gruen, 1968. For a more detailed account of the development of 
the 'ideological vacuum' (as he names it), see the excellent account of Wiseman, 2002, 
pp. 303-308. 
6 Millar, 1984; 1986. 
Millar, 1998. 
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The questions raised by Millar have provoked a flurry of responses, both positive 
and negative. It is the negative questions that are of interest in this case. One recent work 
by Mouritsen has sought to attack Millar's model by suggesting that Roman politics was 
conducted on a very small scale and that Millar has been misled by the democratic veneer 
that overlay an oligarchy. ' He suggests that the poptdus, represented at contiones and 
conzitia was, rather than a mass gathering of people of all classes, a small number of the 
leisured and wealthy upper classes of Rome, reference to whom as the 'popidus' was part 
of a consensus ritual, a democratic facade which legitimized the regime. 
Apart from Mouritsen, Millar's revival of democratic interpretations of Roman 
politics has precipitated lively response in continental scholarship. ' The general criticism 
of Millar repeats the assertion that the democratic institutions he sees are part of a more 
complex phenomenon by which aristocratic competition can be resolved in a way that 
ensures continued stability. The recent work of Hölkeskamp, in particular, stresses this in 
opposition to Millar's stance. 10 This approach naturally downplays the role of ideology in 
Roman politics. " Another criticism of Millar is also that he undervalues the significant 
powers of the senate outside the voting assemblies, giving too much weight to what is 
seen as only a small part of the political process. " Such is the current deadlock in the 
debate. 
This thesis has been conceived in the hope of adding a useful new element to the 
debate. Rather than asking the same questions as previous scholars this thesis will 
concentrate on the language and terminology in which popular politics was articulated. 
s Mouritsen, 2001. 
See for example Jehne, 1995, which even takes its title from Millar's assertion that 
Rome should be considered a democracy. 
"See Hölkeskamp 2004; see also Hölkeskamp, 2000. 
"Ferrary, 1997. 
12Burckhardt, 1990. 
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The period from the Gracchi to Sulla has been chosen on the grounds that it saw a variety 
of significant legislative activity and developments in the field of popular politics, yet at 
the same time it falls before the domination of the political scene by Sulla which changed 
the rules and aims of the political game forever. As such these years represent an ideal 
period for studying the possibilities inherent in the respublica at a time when 
monarchical aspirations were still some way off. By looking at the sort of terms available 
and used by those participating in politics at the time, a picture can be built up of the 
conceptual framework which underlies Roman politics. The period in question offers a 
challenging, rich, yet frequently underused, source of evidence in the form of the many 
fragments of oratory and written history. It is these especially, which allow us to build up 
a picture utilizing, but not dependent on, the testimony of Cicero. Ultimately this thesis 
will argue that there was a rich conceptual framework available to the politicians of the 
second century BC with which they could articulate and conduct a complex discourse 
between different ideological standpoints; a framework which could easily cope with 
concepts such as popular sovereignty and senatorial accountability, and which could 
easily accommodate a variety of ideological positions. It will also offer some significant 
reinterpretation of the terms and rhetorical positions in which political debate was 
framed. 
The thesis will be split into six chapters. Chapter. 1 will begin by considering the 
evidence for the contio. Recognizing the contio as the sole means of official 
communication between politicians and the populus, it will consider, particularly in light 
of Mouritsen's critique, questions of the composition of the contio's audience, the 
possibilities for genuine political debate, and its importance in the conduct of popular 
politics. Chapter 2 will continue some of the necessary groundwork for systematic study 
of the oratory of the period by considering the implications of Cicero's Brutus, a vitally 
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important source for pre-Ciceronian orators. It will offer a critical reading of the work, 
placing it in its political and stylistic contexts in order to demonstrate the considerable 
impact Cicero's agendas had upon his presentation of the orators. It will also show how 
the work's other concerns undermine the sense of apopularis' style of oratory, which can 
be seen in Cicero's speeches. 
Chapters 3 and 4 examine the evidence for the terms in which political debate was 
articulated. Chapter 3 sets out to understand the terms in which a popular politician 
would conceive of his political stance. It examines, through Cicero's De Re Publica, the 
concept of res publica and what it reveals about the role of the populus in legitimizing 
the state. In demonstrating the flexibility and breadth of meaning of the term res publica, 
the chapter will identify two logical rhetorical standpoints, emphasizing respectively the 
duty of the magistrates to the populus, and the role of the senate as a guiding force, both 
of which can be invoked with appeal to the traditional duty of the senate to the res 
publica. These rhetorical patterns and the fundamental concepts underlying them will 
then be demonstrated in the fragments of oratory of period with which the thesis is 
concerned. 
On the basis of the rhetorical positions outlined in chapter 3, chapter 4 considers 
the lack of evidence for discourse in terms of'optimates' and 'populares' in the period 
outlined. It will closely consider the nature of the these terms and their origins, before 
looking for evidence of their use in this period either as a means of actual identification 
of a politician's stance, or merely as a rhetorical division. The chapter will offer two 
conclusions contrary to the usual interpretations of the period. Firstly it will suggest that 
the construction of individuals' political inclinations in terms of being 'populares' or 
'optimates' is merely a rhetorical simplification which masks a far more complex reality 
of a spectrum of opinion within the senate. Secondly it will argue that the identification 
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of orators of this period as'populares' or'optimates' in later writer such as Cicero and 
Livy, is an anachronistic usage. Rather, it will be argued that political oratory and 
self-construction, instead of being characterized by a bipolar split, was actually carried 
out in terms of competition over the same rhetorical standpoint. That is to say, orators of 
opposed political inclination would both describe themselves as bonus, optimus, or 
optinias whilst seeking at the same time, to undermine the other's claims to the term. 
Finally chapters 5 and 6 will look at the evidence from the relatively well 
documented career of Satuminus in order to reinforce the conclusions drawn in the 
previous two chapters. Chapter 5 will examine the evidence for the concept of maiestas, 
and will argue that it represents a fundamentally important political concept, which 
encapsulates the principles underlying the popular rhetorical model outlined in chapter 3. 
Chapter 6 will examine the epigraphic evidence for Satuminus' legislative activities, and 
again demonstrate lines of continuity with the rhetorical models of chapter 3. Also by 
looking at the terms in which the laws were constructed this chapter will reinforce the 
conclusion that the authors of popular legislation did not present themselves as radicals, 
but carefully worked within the accepted conventions of the res publica. 13 
"Note on translations: the translations in this work are generally based on those from the 
Loeb Classical Library, where available. I have frequently adapted them in order to make 
the use of particular terminology clearer. For their advice on the translation of 
fragmentary material, I gratefully acknowledge the help of Prof. Adrian Gratwick, Prof. 
Harry Hine, Prof. Christopher Smith, Prof. Jill Harries, Dr. Philip Burton, Dr. James 
Reeson and Dr. David Creese. Any remaining mistakes are my own. 
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Chapter 1: Maxima Scaena Oratoris: The Arena for the Political Voice 
INTRODUCTION 
Contiones were absolutely fundamental to the day to day working of Roman 
politics; it was not without reason that Cicero said of contiones that they were the 
maxima scaena oratoris. ' Indeed, as will be seen, it is stressed far too infrequently that 
given the prohibition from addressing the populus at comitia, every political speech we 
know about from the Republic, not delivered in the senate, was therefore delivered in a 
contio. Aulus Gellius indicates this distinction in his discussion of the terms 'cum populo 
agere' and 'contionem habere'. 2 Gellius states, 'Ex his verbis Messalae manifestum est, 
aliud esse "cum populo agere, "aliud "contionem habere. "Nam "cum populo agere" est 
rogare quid populum, quod st ffragiis suis aut iubeat aut vetet; "contionem" autem 
"habere" est verba facere adpopulum sine ulla rogatione'. 3 This crucial distinction is 
' Cic. De Orat. 11.338. 
2 Although Gellius was writing in the reign of Antoninus Pius (138-161), he can still 
offer valuable insights into Republican practice as his antiquarian rather than narrative 
concerns often lead him to quote earlier authors. In this case he bases his statement on a 
quotation from Valerius Messala's fiber de auspiciis. Messala was involved in Roman 
politics from Sulla's time to that of Caesar. Gellius' close use of an original text (at 
NA. XIII. 15.3-4 he refers to the work as'... cuni hoc scriberemus, forte ädfirit. ', and quotes 
'... ex libro verba ipsius Messalae'), is further demonstrated by the appearance of an 
archaic -ei form for an -i in an earlier quotation (XIII. 14.1) which is likely to be from 
Messala. See Holford-Strevens, 1988, p. 30 n. 67. 
3 Gell. NA, XIII. 16.2-4 ('By these words of Messala it is clear that 'cull? populo agere' is 
one thing, and'contionem habere' is something else. For'cum populo agere' is to ask 
what the people what, by their votes, they either order or forbid; 'contionem habere' is to 
speak to the people without any request [for a decision] at all'). Rogatio here is used in 
the sense of the actual request for the voters to cast their votes rather than to law 
proposals which were naturally read out during contiones. See also L. R. Taylor, 1966, p. 
111, 'To the contio belonged the address to the people, both by the presiding magistrate 
and by the people he admitted to the platform, and also the presentation to the people of 
the question (rogatio) to be answered in the comitia. The only business of the coniitia 
was to secure, by oral or written vote, a positive or negative answer... '. See also pp. 61-2 
on possibility of confusing pre-comitial contiones with speeches at the comita 
themselves. See also Cicero's reference (Ad Att. I. 14.5) to Cato's ad hoc speech in front of 
a legislative coniitia which was being disrupted by Clodius. The interruption of Cato and 
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often masked by inaccurate translation of the term contio as 'assembly', which carries 
undertones of organized voting assemblies! The rather grandiose sounding 'assemblies' 
of many translations are mostly none other than contiones. 
This thesis aims to approach the language of popular politics as a means of 
gaining a different perspective of the debate about popular politics and the democratic 
potential of Rome prompted by the work of Fergus Millar. ' It is therefore important to 
look at contiones, the only real arena for political discourse and debate, and consider the 
recent charge of Mouritsen, who has argued that the contio represented no more than a 
meeting of the party faithful or a consensus ritual. ' Clearly, questions over the 
composition of the contio or the possibility of genuine debate within it are of great 
significance to the wider concern of this thesis with popular participation in the political 
process. The contio was the main means through which any political discourse between 
the politicians and their audience would have to be conducted; it was in the contio that a 
voter could receive information about new legal proposals or hear of the merits of 
particular candidates for elections; it was perhaps where a voter could be persuaded as to 
the wisdom of accepting or rejecting a particular law. The very existence and frequency 
of the contio is predicated on the necessity that it fulfilled some type of important 
function. The idea that Rome could facilitate any type of popular participation in politics, 
and that political discourse had a meaningful place in which to be displayed before the 
populus in the late second and and early first centuries must be borne out by clear 
a number of other senators was evidently considered newsworthy by Cicero. 
a Cicero does translate the Greek lKKXqßia with the latin term contio (See below p. 
36), but his choice of contio in place of the more appropriate coinitia is influenced by his 
desire to represent the Greek voting assembly as inherently less stable and trustworthy 
than the Roman equivalent. See L. R. Taylor, 1966b, p. 3. 
5 Millar's (1984; 1986; 1998) work has been particularly important in stressing the 
centrality of the contio in the conduct of Roman politics. 
6 Mouritsen, 2001, p. 52; pp. 13-14; see also Hölkeskamp, 1995. 
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evidence of popular participation in the condo. Therefore this chapter will examine 
contiones, looking closely at their purpose and focusing particularly on the question of 
their composition and the practicality of actual political debate. ' 
It is the contention of this chapter that the evidence for the contio does not support 
the recent work of Mouritsen on the subject, but at the same time can move the debate 
further than Millar's interpretation of the subject allowed. Mouritsen, in line with his 
arguments limiting the participation of people of the lower classes, paints a picture of the 
contio as little more than a'party meeting' consisting of well-to-do supporters of the 
speaker! It will be argued that Mouritsen's stance is untenable, especially given the fact 
that his civilized and well-to-do 'party meeting' model struggles to incorporate the 
contiones of Clodius or the Gracchi, which he is forced to regard as exceptions to his rule 
concerning popular participation. ' Mouritsen criticizes Millar for not addressing the 
question of who was present at contiones, but, in avoiding the question, Millar is making 
a point in itself. His stance suggests that the true composition of the contiones is variable 
and cannot be known and that consequently the question should be passed over. 10 While 
Since the writing of this chapter, Morstein-Marx's (2004) study concerned with 
contional oratory of the Ciceronian era has appeared. In studying political oratory of the 
period his work has taken a very similar approach towards the contio to my own, and 
gratifyingly reaches very similar conclusions. For the main details of this work on the 
contio see pp. 34-68; pp. 128-136; pp. 161-72. 
8 Mouritsen's line of attack (2001, pp. 39-55) is two-fold, he firstly attacks the idea of a 
politicized plebs contionalis and alternate theories of issue driven participation, 
suggesting that poverty would have been a prime factor keeping the lower classes out of 
time consuming contiones. Secondly he suggests that a contio was an impractical forum 
for genuine political debate, emphasizing the difficulties inherent in being heard over the 
shouts of a hostile crowd. 
9 See Mouritsen, 2001, pp. 49-50. Mouritsen's account is somewhat inconsistent. While 
he attempts to minimize popular participation in the contiones, he is nevertheless forced 
to admit that popular leaders might be attended by 'mass gatherings'. 
10Mouritsen (2001, p. 16) points to Millar's multiple description of the crowd, the body 
whose importance he is promoting, as '... those who, for whatever reason and in whatever 
numbers, came to the forum to vote. ' (JRS 76,1986, p. 4; See also Millar, 1998, pp. 45; 
196,212). 
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the argument that the exact composition of the contiones is irretrievable is fair, it is 
nevertheless possible to advance beyond this point. This chapter will move past Millar's 
boundary and argue, on the basis of Cicero's construction and characterization of the 
contio, that, while it is impossible to speak in terms of specifics when referring to the 
audience of the contio, it can nevertheless be argued that the audience, whatever it was, 
was sufficiently distant from the political elite that, even if it only consisted of members 
of the first class, it still formed a democratic microcosm that the political elite had to take 
account of. First however, a brief consideration of the basics of the institution and 
morphological roots of the term contio is necessary. " 
BASICS OF THE CONTIO 
The term contio is a contraction of conventio derived from the words cum and 
venire, literally giving the term the sense of a'coming together'. 12 The contraction is a 
"The earliest reference to a contio comes in Plautus' Meaechmi (446 ff. ) where 
Peniculus, in a tirade against the inventor of contiones gives a lively picture of an early 
second century contio. His comments on the composition of the contio contrast with 
Cicero's characterization of contional audiences which will be examined later. 
"Fest. p58L, 'Contio: conventus, dicta quasi convocatio. ' ('Contio: A conventus, called as 
a sort of a convocatio'; pI OOL, 'In conventione: in contione'; also instances of conventio 
in Var. L. L. VI. 87-88; On the formation of contio see also TLL s. v. contio and convenire. 
For the details of the back-formation of the 'n' in these words (conventio was originally 
coventio in a similar way to consul and cosul) see Allen, 1965, pp. 28-29. See Pina Polo 
(1995, p. 204) who, in addition, outlines the various words derived from contio such as 
contionor, contionator, contionarius, contionalis. Festus, like Gellius, wrote in the 
second century AD; his work is an abridgement of the De verborum significatu of the 
Augustan antiquarian Verrius Flaccus. The first half of Festus' work survives in the form 
of an epitome by Paulus Diaconus (writing in the eighth century AD) while the latter half 
(from the letter 'M') has survived. Verrius Flaccus' work, incorporating much material on 
the history of Roman institutions, is considered one of the major contributions to Roman 
antiquarianism and lexicography alongside those of Varro. He drew on Varro, Cato, 
Aelius Stilo and others as well as conducting first hand research, and is one of the major 
sources for other later authors such as Gellius, Pliny, Plutarch, Macrobius and the 
Virgilian commentators. His work was also a major source for the antiquarian details in 
Virgil, and Ovid's Fasti. Although the text of Festus is in a poor state, it preserves much 
otherwise unknown material from Verrius Flaccus. Used critically, and in conjunction 
with other authors derived from Verrius Flaccus' work, Festus is one of the most 
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regular form similar to the contraction of nuntius from noventius. This basic 
morphological meaning of the term is further underlined by two instances in our source 
material where the word contio is defined. Festus further demonstrates the link with the 
term conventus and also adds the significant detail that the term only refers to a gathering 
convoked by either a magistrate or priest through the agency of an official known as aa 
praeco. 13 Festus' comment, 'non tanien alitan, quarr... ', suggests that the contio was an 
officially recognized gathering and that the term could not be applied to any meeting 
other than one formally convoked by a magistrate or priest and called together by the 
praeco. Cicero's letters also seem to bear this out, demonstrating the principle that 
senators not holding magistracies had to arrange to be called to officially convoked 
cpntiones rather than just calling one themselves. Most of Cicero's political speeches to 
the populus belong to the years of his magistracies, when he could convoke his own 
contiones. However, the post reditum speeches to the people do not fit this pattern; the 
contiones in which they were delivered must have been convoked by somebody else, 
most likely the consul. " The Philippics need not pose a problem because Cicero as an 
augur by this stage could have called his own contiones. 15 Also, Pina Polo's tabulation of 
the privati summoned to speak in contiones. demonstrates this principle; the majority of 
contional speakers without the right to call contiones are ex-consuls, therefore 
important sources for the history of Roman institutions. See OCD s. v. Pompeius Festus, 
Sextus; Verrius Flaccus, Marcus; Cornell, 1995, pp. 20-22. 
"Fest. p. 34L, 'contio signifzcat conventum, non tanzen aliunz, quanz eum, qui <a> 
magistratu vel a Sacerdote publico per praeconem convocatur' ('contio signifies a 
gathering, but nothing other than that, which is convoked by a magistrate or a public 
priest through a praeco. '). On the limitations of who could convoke a contio see also Pina 
Polo, 1989, pp. 45-53; 1995, pp. 204-206; Taylor, 1966, pp. 15-33; Mommsen, Staats, 
I. 197-202; Leibenam, 1901, pp. 1149-53; TLL s. v. contio II does, however, offer six 
limited occurrences of the term in a context which does not refer specifically to the 
institution as outlined by Festus. 
14See Pina Polo, 1996 pp. 38-48, esp. p. 40. 
"Contra Pina Polo, 1996, p40, who suggests that priests were limited to calling contiones 
on religious matters (1989, pp. 54-64). 
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demonstrating the need for high ranking, but non-magistrate senators to have contiones 
called on their behalf" 
Gellius adds further layers to his definition by outlining the triple meaning of the 
word. Unusually he points first to the use of the term contio to refer to the place from 
where the speaking was done, before including the basic usage of a gathering of people, 
and finally he points to the use of the word to designate a speech in such a meeting. " The 
failure of Gellius to give primacy to the basic meaning of the term should not be seen as a 
problem with the quality of his evidence however; the context of this definition is the 
answer to anýenquiry about whether the term contio could be used to signify a speech as 
well as a meeting. In reply the questioner was sent a book of Verrius Flaccus, the section 
quoted from which seems to deal particularly with the question of terms with more than 
one meaning. As Verrius Flaccus is also one of the primary sources of Festus who gives 
us the basic definition, it seems likely that Flaccus dealt with the term contio in more than 
one context, in this case words with more than one meaning. " The provenance of these 
definitions adds to their value as Verrius Flaccus, despite writing in the Augustan period, 
was in a good position to draw upon material which would appreciate the subtleties of 
terms like contio. His focus as an antiquarian rather than a historian, like Livy, means that 
he would have been actively consulting earlier material in order to understand the origins 
of the institutions he saw around him. 
16Pina Polo, 1996, p. 182, Table 1. 
"Gell. N. A. XVIII. 7'contionem autem trio significare: locum suggestumque unde verba 
fierent, 
... item significare coetum populi adsistentis, ... item orationem ipsam quae ad 
populuni diceretur. ' ('For contio has three meanings: the place and raised area from 
where speeches are made... also it signifies a meeting at which populus can be... also the 
very speech which is delivered to the populus. '). 
"See Mueller, 1839, p. xvi. For Verrius Flaccus as a source for Festus see OCD s. v. 
Verrius Flaccus, Marcus. 
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Gellius' triple definition of the term contio raises another issue which could 
impact upon any study of the term. As already shown above, in the sense of a public 
meeting, Festus shows that the term contio was used of a specific form of official 
gathering, rather than being a more general term to indicate a variety of different types of 
meeting. Such specificity for the term would be fitting for an institution fundamental to 
the day to day running of politics. However, Gellius' triple definition raises questions 
over how limited the usage of contio was in the sense of a place or a speech. In terms of 
the use of contio for a speech, it seems that again a similar level of exclusivity is 
observed in using the word; it never occurs in reference to legal speeches, " but does so 
frequently in reference to speeches to the populace, which as noted above, must have 
taken place in contiones. 20 A section of the Rhetorica ad Herennium seems to suggest 
that the term would not be used of a senatorial speech; a clear distinction of vocabulary is 
made when referring to the different arenas in which a politician could speak, in contione 
aut in consilio. 21 Also illuminating is Quintilian's choice of words when listing some of 
Cicero's speeches, with contio used to refer to Cicero's Catilinarian speech to the 
people. 22 
19See OLD s. v. contio. 
20See n. 3 above with references to the inability of politicians to address comitia. 
21Rhet. Her. 111.4.24, 'His atque huiusmodi partibus iustitiae si quam rein in contione ant 
in consilio faciendam censebimus, iustam esse ostendemus, contrariis iniustam. ' ('With 
these and like topics of justice we shall demonstrate that an action of which we are 
sponsors in a contio or in a consilitmz is just, and by their contraries we shall demonstrate 
that an action is unjust. '). 
22Quint. Inst. Orat. V. 11.42, 'Vtitur eo Cicero in libro de haruspicum responsis et in 
contione contra Catilinam ... et pro 
Ligario... '. ('It [authority of oracles] is used by 
Cicero in his contio [in the sense of a speech in such a meeting] in which he denounced 
Catiline to the people ..., and 
in the pro Ligario... '). Quintilian seems to make a 
distinction between Cicero's speech to the people and his lawcourt speech via his use of 
the term contio. Were the term equally applicable to other types of speech, it seems 
unusual that Quintilian did not use contio in the plural. 
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The use of contio in reference to the place where a meeting would take place also 
seems to be limited to the narrow definition of the contio as suggested by Festus' 
definition, although its less frequent usage does not lend itself to concrete statements 
about its meaning. However, the general use of the term certainly supports the idea that it 
was used only in reference to popular meetings. It occurs as a synonym for a rostrum or 
other speakers platform associated with words like ascendere. 23 This is in agreement with 
its use for meetings involving an address to a crowd. " 
At this stage it is also useful to point out the study of Francisco Pina Polo, who, 
using Livy in particular, has outlined and schematized the different usages of contiones. 25 
He makes a division between contiones associated with comitia, either legislative, 
judicial (in the case of iudicia populi), or electoral, and the rest. These comitial contiones 
were not part of the comitia and were held before the populus was split into its voting 
units, after which it was illegal to address them. Pina Polo's remaining types include 
political, informative, triumphal, those associated with entering or leaving office, and 
funeral laudations. His breakdown is instructive in demonstrating the variety of uses a 
contio could be put to, even if it almost certainly conceives of contiones in a far more 
schematic fashion than the average Roman would. It seems likely that the contio was 
generally seen as the principal method for the communication of political ideas and 
information between the political and non-political classes, regardless of the specific task. 
23e. g. ad contionem ascendere, See Cie. Fin. II. 22.74; Ad Att. IV. 2.3; Liv. 11.7.7. See 
Lewis and Short, s. v. contio II. B. In contrast the OLD and TLL consider this insufficient 
evidence for seeing contio as a concrete word equivalent to pulpita or rostra and chooses 
to omit this meaning. 
24The term contio can also be used to refer to speeches of a commander in chief to his 
troops, in a military context. But this usage does not directly concern us here. On military 
contiones see Pina Polo, 1995, pp. 213-215; TLL s. v. contio I; III. 
25Pina Polo, 1995, pp. 208-211. 
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The morphology of contio and this analysis of Gellius' and Festus' descriptions is 
consistent with the idea that the contio, in meriting a very specific designation, was in 
fact an extremely important wheel in the Roman political machine. Given its importance 
as the sole means of official communication between the magistrates and the people, it is 
unsurprising that the term 'contio' seems to describe a very specific institution. 
Nevertheless, although its importance is clear, and now that the limits of the term's use 
have been established, it is still necessary to look more closely at what the source 
material can tell us about the functioning of the contio and its participants. 
THE EVIDENCE 
The evidence for contiones presents a number of challenges to the historian. 
Aside from later authors, there is a small body of evidence contemporary with the late 
second and early first centuries BC, which is the time period of concern to us. This 
evidence consists mainly of fragments of earlier political speeches and legal inscriptions. 
Although the fragments are generally preserved as quotations in later authors, several can 
be identified as verbatim quotations. 26 The inscriptions, being contemporary public 
documents, are particularly solid evidence for this period. Unfortunately this body of 
evidence is not sufficiently extensive or analytical enough to draw more than a picture of 
the sort of situations where and purposes for which contiones were used. To get further in 
"Although paraphrases of speeches, which would be too inexact for close analysis of 
political terminology, are common in narrative histories, such as Plutarch's renderings of 
the political speeches of the Gracchi (ORF 34.13; 16), or Sallust's version of the speech of 
Memmius (Sal. Iug. 31), some quotations are clearly genuine. Those quoted by 
grammarians or rhetoricians are generally accurate as they are intended to either highlight 
an unusual grammatical usage or a particular method of argument, consequently they 
hinge on an accurate version of the text quoted. Cicero quotes directly on a number of 
occasions, where he wishes to compare older examples of speech with how he would 
have rhythmically altered them, for instance, his reworking of a sentence of Gaius 
Gracchus in Orator (233 = ORF 48.24) in order to show the superiority of his own 
rhythmic arrangement. 
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our understanding of contiones it is necessary to utilize the evidence of Cicero, who, as 
will be seen, offers much more in the way of descriptions of the contiones and 
judgements on them. This allows us sufficient depth of material to address the more 
interesting questions of the composition of the contiones and how they worked. The 
reasons for combining'the Ciceronian evidence with the contemporary, in order to enrich 
the picture of second century BC contiones, will be examined and justified next. 
The value of Cicero lies particularly in the fact that the nature of his work lends 
itself to interpretation more readily than to the other main sources for this time period, 
such as Sallust, or later, Livy. Both these authors aim at creating a historical narrative, 
which, while valuable, offers little beyond reports of contiones taking place. Cicero, on 
the other hand, writes much that offers description and analysis of political events during 
his time, which would be superfluous in a narrative history. Cicero's political speeches 
and letters contain many allusions to, and judgements of the contiones of his opponents 
and friends, while his treatises, especially oratorical, preserve several other details. Also 
Cicero's place at the centre of politics from the 70s to the 40s BC is ample testimony to 
his expertise and in-depth knowledge of how the political institution we seek to 
understand worked. Sallust too took part in politics, though his own political career was 
cut short after he held the praetorship and the governorship of Africa; his subsequent 
retirement into writing history is defended in the introductions of both of his works. 27 
Nevertheless, where Sallust makes comments of interest, his testimony should be also be 
carefully considered. 28 Livy, on the other hand, despite having close connections with 
Augustus and the imperial family, held no such office and should be used with greater 
"Sal. BC. 4; BJ. 3-4. 
28But see Earl (1961, pp. 69-70; 115-116) who argues that Sallust's interpretations of 
political events were somewhat informed by an artificial historical scheme which he 
imposed in his works. 
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care, especially since most of his experience of political life at Rome would have been 
very different to that of Cicero and Sallust. 29 
The problem for the historian attempting to use Cicero to illuminate the less well 
documented period of the late second and early first centuries BC is the question of 
whether the contiones referred to by Cicero had in fact changed over the intervening 
decades. Firstly it should be appreciated that the chronological gap between authors, like 
Cicero and Sallust, and the time period addressed by this study was bridged by some lines 
of continuity. Cicero, in particular, represents the closest major source to the events, 
having directly witnessed the end of the Sullan reforms and having been closely 
associated with many of the important political figures of the early first century BC, such 
as Crassus, Antonius and Scaevola. Thus both Cicero and Sallust experienced the 
working of Roman politics before it came to be dominated by triumvirs, and were 
exposed to politicians of the previous generation who had first hand experience of the 
contiones we seek to understand. Also, aside from a decidedly tendentious comment of 
Cicero, there is little to suggest that the essentials of the condo had changed since the 
days of the Gracchi. Cicero's comment, interesting in itself, will be dealt with first, before 
the evidence for continuity in contiones is considered. 
As part of the build up to his insistence, in the Pro Sestio, that his return from 
exile was welcomed by the whole popudus, Cicero attempts to create a distinction 
between his time and our period in terms of the level of concordia existing between the 
29Livy, a Paduan, was born in 59, suggesting that even had he arrived in Rome aged 20 he 
would not have experienced genuine Republican government, instead being exposed to 
civil war dominated by generals. See also Ogilvie, 1965, p. 1, who argues for his birth in 
the year 64 on the basis of a likely mistake in Jerome's chronicle. Walsh, 1961, pp. 2-5, 
suggests that Livy was educated at Patavium, and was only likely to have travelled to 
Rome once the threat from Antony and Cleopatra was nullified, offering the date of 29 as 
likely. Internal evidence from the first books of his history suggest that they were 
published between 27 and 25 BC. See Ogilvie, 1965, p. 2 for references to the internal 
dating evidence. 
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plebs and the boni. He states, 'Itaque homines seditiosi ac turbulenti, quia nulla iam 
largitione popultmt Romanum concitare possunt, quodplebes perfuncta gravissintis 
seditionibus ac discordiis otiunt amplexatur, conductas habent contiones neque id agunt, 
tit ea dicant autferant, quae illi velint audire, qui in contione stint, sedpretio ac inercede 
petfciunt, tit, quicquid dicant, id illi velle audire videantur. i3' The intention of his 
argument here is clear. Cicero is quite transparently trying to discredit the popular 
opinion shown in the contiones of Clodius, where the anti-Ciceronian sentiments of a 
large segment of the urban populace were painfully clear. 31 
It has also been suggested, by those arguing for the genuine nature of the popular 
antipathy toward Cicero, that the finale to his three proofs of his own popularity in the 
speech, the dramatic scenes at the Floralia, where the crowd reacted in Cicero's favour to 
the emphasized delivery of lines of the play appropriate to his predicament, was not 
typical of the attitude of the urban plebs 32 Cicero also mentions instances where Clodius 
and his brother received hostile receptions at theatrical shows. 33 The answer to this 
apparent contradiction between the popular antipathy against Cicero and the supportive 
reaction of the theatre crowd may lie in their being of an unusual composition in this 
case. 34 
"Cie. Pro Sest. 104, 'And so seditious and trouble making men, unable now to excite the 
people through the promise of largesse, because the plebs, having endured the gravest 
seditions and discord, embrace peace, hold hired contiones, and nor do they conduct them 
in such a way that they say or propose things which those present in the contio wish to 
hear, but they achieve their aims by bribes and money, so that, whatever they say, the 
audience seem to wish to hear it'. 
31See Tatum (1999, p. 178-206), who convincingly argues that Clodius' focusing of 
popular invidia against the senate on the person of Cicero, and identification of him as 
the enemy of provocatio and libertas, was in fact a great success and a considerable 
problem for Cicero, accounting, in some measure, for Cicero's frantic forensic activity 
after his return from exile. 
32Cic. Pro Sest. 117-124. 
33Ibid. 118; 126. 
"Tatum (1999, p. 182) argues that the crowd at this particular games may have been 
dominated by supporters from the rest of Italy drafted in by Pompey to support his bill for 
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After his comments on Clodius' use of hirelings in contiones, Cicero goes on to 
directly contrast them with contiones of our period, namely those of the Gracchi or 
Saturninus. He states, 'Nun, vos existimatis Gracchos aut Saturninum aut quemguain 
illorum veterum, qui populares habebantur, ullum umguam in contione habuisse 
conductum? Nemo habuit. Ipsa enim largitio et spes commodi propositi sine mercede 
ulla multitudinem concitabat'. 35 Under more normal circumstances this would suggest 
that the composition of. contiones had indeed changed by Cicero's day, but, given the 
tendentious nature of Cicero's portrayal of Clodius' contiones, it can be said that the 
opposition of Clodius' contiones to those of Cicero is purely rhetorical. His aim was to 
discredit the suggestion that he was unpopular with the populus. 36 The does not, however, 
rob Cicero's comment on the contiones of Saturninus and the Gracchi of its use. Although 
it would be wrong to use this statement to suggest that the contiones of our period were 
actually more representative and genuine than later ones, Cicero's characterization must 
still be recognizable to his audience. It must be the case that a contio, such as Cicero 
describes for the Gracchi and Saturninus, without hirelings or predetermined crowds, 
would appear to the audience as normal. 
The suggestion that contiones had remained essentially unchanged can be 
validated by comparing the small body of evidence for the contiones of the late second 
and early first centuries BC, which give us a clear indication of at least some of the 
purposes of the contio, with later evidence. Firstly fragments of oratory of this period can 
the recall of Cicero. In this case it may not be representative of the usual make up of such 
a crowd. 
35Cic. Pro Sest. 105, 'Do you think the Gracchi, or Saturninus, or anyone of those times, 
who were considered to be populares, had any hirelings at all in their contiones? Nobody 
had, for the largesse itself, and hope of privilege offered to them aroused the multitude 
without any bribes whatsoever. ' 
36The same caution must be used in dealing with Cicero's other references to the 
contiones of Clodius. 
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be used. 37 The variety of purposes the contio fulfilled, in Cicero's descriptions, suggests a 
number of broad uses to which they were put. Firstly contiones seem to be used for the 
dissemination of political messages and propaganda which allowed politicians to create a 
public persona and defend it from attacks and slurs made by opponents. This could take 
the form of personal promotion, promotion of friends, or the denigration of one's enemies 
and the resultant replies. In Cicero's time this usage can be seen in his use of contiones to 
boost the reputation of Q. Metellus Celer and to publicize Brutus, in Asinius Pollio's 
declarations that he would only act on the authority of the senate, in Clodius' attacks on 
Cicero, and most clearly in his attempt to rebuild his own reputation and answer his 
critics in the contio speech Post Reditum Ad Populum. 38 In a very similar fashion, in the 
fragments of the orators we see Gaius Gracchus, in contiones, justifying his conduct in 
Sardinia and attacking the reputation of his commanding officer. Of particular interest for 
this use of contiones as a forum for political cut and thrust, are the fragments of Gaius' 
speech pro se fending off implications that he was involved in the revolt at Fregellae. 39 
There is some confusion over whether this was a legitimate trial or political 
mud-slinging. Alexander lists it as a trial, suggesting that the charge may have been 
perduellio, but refers to Badian who suggests the latter alternative of mud-slinging. " In 
fact, Gracchus' words, 'Si nanciani populi desidierium, conprobabo rei publicae 
commoda' are fairly inconclusive. The sentiment of his words could indicate a contio 
37The samples chosen are verbatim quotations from later grammarians and Gellius (where 
he specifically states that he is quoting). Paraphrases and descriptions of speeches from 
later authors and quotations preserved in Cicero are avoided for the time being (even 
though some are demonstrably verbatim) as their use would be inappropriate in this. 
instance. See n. 26 above. 
3SCic. Ad Fam. 5.2.3.7 (Celer); 11.7.3 (Brutus); 10.21.5.1 (Pollio); Pro Sest. passim 
(Clodius); Post Red. Ad Pop. passim. (Cicero). 
39Gell. N. A. XV. 12. = ORF 48.26-8 (Sardinian speeches); Prisc. GL II, p. 513.16 = ORF 
48.30 (Fregellan speech). 
40TLRR 24; Badian, 1958, p. 180 n. 3. 
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appearance in which he argued that he had been wronged and would only continue in 
politics with the assent of the populus. However, it would be normal in a speech to the 
populus to address them directly, perhaps with the term quirites; it is perhaps possible 
that the indirect address could be designed to underline a symbolic withdrawal from 
dialogue with the populus, but this must obviously remain as conjecture. ' 1 More 
importantly for the argument against a trial, given the severity of the Roman reprisals at 
Fregellae, such a capital trial would have been a cause celebre, concerning which, the 
cursory mention in sources such as Plutarch would be troubling. " The suggestion of the 
popular audience, and the fact that this occurred just before Gaius' campaign for the 
tribunate should suggest that this was an example of political mud-slinging in contiones43 
The similarities to Cicero's struggle with Clodius are striking. 
Another prominent similarity to Cicero's experience of contiones as arenas for 
political propaganda and self advertisement is provided by none other than Q. Caecilius 
Metellus Numidicus. Gellius preserves a speech 'Dc triumpho suo' which Malcovati 
conjectures to have been given on the occasion of his triumph awarded for his services in 
Numidia 4; At least some of its content appears to have been given in response to some 
41Prisc. GL II, p. 513.15 = ORF 48.30, ('If I should obtain the request of the populus, I 
will partake in the rewards of respublica [partake in the rewards of public business, so 
participate in politics once more? ]'). 
42Plutarch (GC. 3) mentions this affair immediately after referring to a speech concerning 
Sardinia delivered before the censors (On this similarities between the speeches before 
the censors and the people see Malcovatti, ORF vol. 1, p. 180-1). He uses legal 
terminology, '6 Xa, aS cWttc S' and '&i«xa ', but just goes on to suggest that Gaius 
successfully proved his innocence. It seems likely that Plutarch is mistaken in his 
identification, such'a trial would probably have attracted a similar degree of attention as 
the subsequent trials of the ambassadors to Jugurtha under the Mamillian commission (cf. 
Sal. lug. 40; Cic. Brut. 128), or on a more similar theme, the Varian trials on the causes 
of the Social War (cf. App. BC. 1.37; Asc. 22C; Val. Max. 8.6.4). 
43Plutarch (GC. 3) makes it clear that these allegations surfaced at the time that Gaius was 
preparing to campaign for election to the tribunate. 
44Gell. XII. 9.4 = ORF 58.7; See Malcovatti's comments (ORF, vol. I, p. 212), 'Insequenti 
anno triumphuni egit orationenique, tit mos eras, de triumpho suo habuit. ' ('During the 
following year he triumphed, and, as was custom, he gave a speech de triunipho stio'). In 
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kind of attack on his military exploits in Numidia and the legitimacy of the triumph. Such 
an attack most likely emanated from Marius, as part of his presentation of himself as the 
novus homo and skilled general, owing his position to merit, as opposed to the 
aristocratic incompetence of Metellus. This sort of exchange could only have occurred in 
contiones organized by the opposing politicians and their allies and Metellus' words also 
clearly refer to a popular audience. Gellius, noting that Quintus Metellus his verbis uses 
est , 
45 preserves part of the speech as such, 'Qua in re quanto universi me unum antistatic, 
tanto vobis quam mihi maiorem iniuriam atque contumeliam facit, Quirites, et quanto 
probi iniuriam facilius accipiunt quam alteri tradunt, tanto We vobis quain mihi peiorem 
honorem habuit; nam me iniuriam ferre, vosfacere vult, Quirites, ut hic conquestio, istic 
vituperatio relinquatur. i46 Marius' use prior use of contiones to advance his own chances 
of election to the consulship and attack his commander Metellus is noted in later accounts 
of the period and are further evidence of the war of words waged in contiones between 
the two generals. 47 This contest is again strikingly similar to the contest between Cicero 
and Clodius and suggests that the use of a contio as a forum for public opinion remained 
unchanged. 
a similar fashion to the speeches given before voting comitia (i. e in pre-comitial 
condones), Metellus' speech on his triumph was given in a specially convened condo. On 
the identification the triumphal speeches with contiones see Pina Polo (1995, p. 210) who 
quotes Livy XLV. 40.9 (A contio is called for the triumphant Paulus to address by the 
tribune Marcus Antonius. Livy describes this practice as more). 
45Gellius is here demonstrating an unusual usage of the word honos and so must be 
quoting from an original copy of the speech. 
46Gel. N. A. XII. 9.4 = ORF 58.7 ('In this affair, by as much as all of you together are more 
important than my single self, by so much he inflicts upon you greater insult and injury 
than on me; and by as much as honest men are more willing to suffer wrong than to do 
wrong to another, by so much has he shown worse honour to you than to me; for he 
wishes me to suffer injustice, Romans, and you to inflict it, so that I may be left with 
cause for complaint and you may be open to reproach. '). 
47Plut. Mar. 8-9; Vel. Pat. 11.11; Sal. Itug. 64-73. 
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Another correspondence between Cicero's depiction of contiones and the picture 
from the fragments is in the use of contiones to actively support or undermine proposed 
laws. Aside from the actual display of proposals on alba, the contio was the sole means 
of publicizing a proposal and of persuading the voters to support or reject it. The clearest 
examples of this usage of contiones in Cicero, aside from numerous reports of other 
instances, are in his extant speeches Pro lege Manilia and Contra Rullum de lege 
agraria. Both of these speeches were delivered in contiones, respectively exhorting the 
popultts to vote for the law granting an extraordinary command for Pompey and 
attempting to persuade them of the folly of supporting Rullus' bill. The fragments of the 
orators offer a rich vein of evidence for this type of contio. A particularly interesting 
example of this is the series of quotations from Gaius Gracchus' speech ut lex Papiria 
accipiatur which are preserved in the grammarian Charisius. 4ß The two most extensive 
fragments give a vivid impression of the emotive arguments used by Gaius, 'Pessirni 
Tiberiunt fratrem meant optimum interfecerunt. Em! Videte quam par pari sim. ' and 'Qui 
sapientem cum faciet, qui et vobis et reipublicae et sibi connnuniter prospiciat, non quo 
pro suilla humanunt trucidet'. 49 Another good example is provided by Gaius' well known 
speech in support of his own law on the enfranchisement of the Latins. Preserved in 
Gellius, it gives us another glimpse of Gracchus' persuasive oratory, this time justifying 
his attempt at enfranchisement by illuminating the plight of Latins in the face of 
48Char. p. 313.18 = ORF 48.17; p. 255.29 = ORF 48.18; p. 262.18 = ORF 48.19; p. 
287.25 = ORF 48.20. 
49Char. P. 313.18 = ORF 48.17, ('Those most wicked people murdered my great brother 
Tiberius. Voila! See how I may be equal to my equal [perhaps referring to Tiberius? ]'); 
Char. p. 255.29 = ORF 48.18, ('When he esteems him as a wise man, one who looks out 
for you and the res publica and himself jointly, not one who slaughters fellow humans as 
though they were swine. '). Suilla in the second fragment is based upon a plausible 
emendation by Wölfflin (1884-1908, vol. IX. p354) of the original manuscript which read 
Sylla. This would have to be a reference to an earlier Sulla or a scribal error. The 
emendation fits well in the context of the speech. 
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overbearing Roman officials. 50 The fragments of the orators provide several more 
examples of this including examples of other orators such as Crassus or Caesar Strabo 
who bridge the gap between Gracchus and Cicero. " Once again these examples clearly 
show continuity in the use of contiones between the late C2nd and Cicero's own time. 
A final, though slightly more elusive, correspondence that can be seen between 
the earlier and later contiones is in the practice of calling others, especially political 
opponents, to contiones in order to justify themselves before an audience. Cicero refers to 
several occasions of people, both enemies and supporters, being summoned to appear at 
contiones. Indeed this practice was a necessity for individuals who were not currently 
holding an office or priesthood and thus were ineligible to call a contio. The advantages 
of having the right to convene a contio at any time may well have represented a powerful 
inducement for ambitious individuals to win priesthoods. Cicero, in the treatise Lucullus, 
demonstrates the principle that political rivals could be summoned to the contio and 
interestingly connects this with the behaviour of tribuni seditiosi, 'Quid me igitur Luculle 
in invidiam et tamquam in contionem vocas, et quidem ut seditiose tribuni solent occludi 
tabernas iubes? '. 52 A more tangible example is provided by Cicero himself, in the De lege 
agraria, when having politely refused the invitation of Rullus to appear in one of his 
contiones, in return, goes on to invite Rullus' to his own contio. 53 
"Gell. NA. X. 3.2 = ORF 48.48. 
"Fest. p. 362.33 (GILat. IV, p388) = ORF 48.22 (C. Gracchus vs. a law of Pennus); Fest. 
p. 136.16 (GILat IV, p296) = ORF 48.38 (C. Gracchus vs. a proposal to recall Popilius 
Laenas); Gell. NA. XI. 10.1 ff. = ORF 48.44 (C. Gracchus vs. a law of Aufeius); Schol. 
Bob. in Cic. Sull. p. 81.18(Stangl) = ORF 48.47 (C. Gracchus in support of his own 
laws); Fest. p. 220.2 (GiLat IV, p310) = ORF 48.53 (C. Gracchus vs. Minucius' proposal 
to abrogate the colony at Junonia); Pris. GL. II, p. 428.16 = ORF 66.25 (Crassus the 
orator in support of a Servilian law); Prisc. GL. II, p. 170.21 = ORF 73.14 (Caesar 
Strabo's speech vs. a law of Sulpicius). 
52Cic. Luc. 144 ('Why then, Lucullus, do you bring me into disfavour and summon me 
before a contio, so to speak, and actually impersonate seditious tribunes and order shops 
to be shut. '). 
53Cic. De leg. ag. 111.1. 
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This facet of the contio is more difficult to demonstrate from the fragments 
themselves, although it is likely that this use of the contio had not changed on the basis 
that it was a necessity for politicians out of office. 54 The best evidence is provided by the 
tribune C. Curiatus' production of Scipio Nasica Serapio at a contio to account for the 
current corn crisis. The author describes Nasica and his consular colleague as productos 
in contionem, and relates Nasica's pacifying of the audience by his authoritative 
performance. 55 There are also two fragments of oratory by Gaius Gracchus which are 
tentatively identified with his verbal attack on Calpurnius Piso Frugi. 56 Unfortunately the 
evidence connecting this speech to a contio summons comes from Cicero, which renders 
it less useful in our present task. 57 Another example, albeit somewhat insecure, from the 
fragments is offered by Metellus Numidicus in two fragments of a speech which may 
have been delivered in the contio of a hostile tribune. Priscian preserves a line of speech 
which he states to have been from a contio, '... qua apud populum C. Manilio tribuno 
plebis respondit... 'S8 while Gellius refers to his own quotation as, 'Verba haec sunt Metelli 
adversus C. Manlium tribunum plebis, a quo apudpopulum in contione lacessitus 
54Numidicus' triumphal speech must have been delivered in a contio convoked by 
somebody else as by this stage he was aprivatus. See Pina Polo, 1996, p192, Table 8. 
55Val. Max. 3.7.3 = ORF 38.3, `Tacete, quaeso, Quirites, inquit, `plus ego enim quam 
vos quid rei publicae expediat intellego', ('Be silent, citizens, if you please. I understand 
better than you what is for the public good. '). The fragment of speech itself here suggests 
the orator speaking in a hostile contio. 
56Prisc. GL. II, p. 386.3 = ORF 48.42; Isid. Etym. 11.4 = ORF 48.43. The invective tone of 
the second fragment tallies well with the Bobbio Scholiast's judgement that the speech 
was an oratio maledictorum magis plena quain criminum (Schol. Bob. In Cie. Race., p. 
96.26 (Stangl)), and the reference to old age is likewise fitting for Piso, but see also 
Stockton, (1979, p. 220) who prefers to regard them of uncertain origin. 
57Cic. Pro Font. 39 = ORF 48.39, 'Quem [Piso] cum in contionem Gracchus vocari 
iuberet et viator quaereret, quern Pisonem, quod erantplures: 'cogis me, ' inquit, 'dicere 
inimicum mean Frugi" ('When Gracchus ordered him to be summoned to the contio, and 
the attendant enquired as to which Piso, on account of there being many, Gracchus said, 
'You force me to call my enemy frugal [the literal meaning of the cognomen, and, being 
rather complementary, at odds to Gaius' attempt to denigrate his enemy]'). 
58Prisc. GL. II., p. 382.6 = ORF 58.5, ('... in which he replied before the people to C. 
Manlius, tribune of the plebs... '). 
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iactatusque fiuerat dictis petulantibus'S9. The difficulty of these two fragments lies in the 
fact that they could equally refer to Metellus' response in a different contio, in which case 
they do present good evidence for the use of contiones in political infighting. Later, and 
consequently less trustworthy sources also mention Papirius Carbo's summoning of 
Scipio Aemilianus to a contio, and Tiberius Gracchus' summoning of Annius. 6o 
Nevertheless, despite the less solid evidence, the suggestion that allies and enemies were 
regularly summoned to contiones of the late second century is still highly likely given the 
inability of politicians out of office to conduct such a meeting. 
Moving on to the evidence presented by legal inscriptions of the period, one clear 
correspondence to the usage of Cicero's day is demonstrated. Cicero gives clear 
indication of the use of contiones as a means of communicating information to the non 
political classes at Rome. The post reditum in senatu, for example, demonstrates the use 
of a contio for the communication of a decree of the senate, presumably as a extra method 
to its contents being posted on an album. 61 In direct parallel with this, the legal 
inscriptions of the late second century frequently specify that lists of jurors be announced 
in contiones. 62 This therefore directly confirms the use of contiones as a means of making 
important information public. 
59Gell. NA. VII. 11.1 ('These are words of Metellus from his speech against C. Manlius, 
tribune of the plebs, by whom he had been assailed and taunted in spiteful terms in a 
contio-speech delivered before the people'). 
"Cie. Vat. 24; Mil. 8; Plut. Ti. Gr., 14.5-16.1. 
61Cic. Red. in Sen. 26.9 which describes the reading of the decision of the senate on 
Cicero's status in contione. 
62See Crawford, RS, 1.15; 18; [38]; 42; 8.13; 13.5; 7; 8; 11; 14; 17. All of these laws contain 
the instructions for the names of the jury, selected under the terms of the law, to be read 
out in day time in contione. RS 13, is an Oscan law, which uses the term comono in 
almost exactly the same context as in contione in the other laws. Crawford translates the 
term as in coinitio, which tallies with the definition given in Buck (1904, p. 332 
s. v. kummne). However, given the similarity of context, it is attractive to suggest that the 
term may be being used to refer to a contio or Oscan equivalent. 
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Consideration of the evidential problems associated with the study of the 
contiones of the late second and early first century reveals many potential pitfalls 
awaiting the historian. However, careful use of the contemporary evidence along with an 
appreciation of its limits allows the hypothesis that contiones had changed little between 
Cicero's day and our period to be examined and validated. The clear and vivid continuity 
of usage between Cicero's time and the generation before are ample testimony to this. On 
this basis it seems reasonable to continue to enrich the source base for these contiones by 
considering the unique Ciceronian material, which, as stated above, allows a good deal 
more investigation of the more fundamental questions about the position of the contio in 
the political system of the late second and early first century. Thus we return to 
Mouritsen's model of the contio as nothing more than a civilized, upper class 'party 
meeting', which minimizes any role it could have played in any sort of genuine political 
dialogue. 
USING THE CICERONIAN EVIDENCE 
COMPOSITION OF THE CONTIO 
The question of the composition of contiones seems at first to be critical to any 
understanding of their political significance. However, as will ultimately be seen, this 
question will prove to be of less importance than other facets of the contio which the 
evidence can reveal. Nevertheless, asking this question does yield valuable results. 
Concerning the idea of the lower classes attending contiones Mouritsen is justly critical 
of earlier suggestions of a limited group of politically active plebs contionalis (made up 
of the forum tabernarii in Meier's case)63, but is less convincing in his arguments against 
63See Meier, 1965, p. 614 for references to plebs contionalis; Meier, 1966, pp. 114-115; 
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Nippel's suggestion of issue-driven participation. 64 Mouritsen suggests that lower class 
citizens would have little interest in most issues discussed in a contio such as foreign 
policy; he suggests that they would only be likely to be concerned with issues leading to 
immediate benefit, such as agrarian measures. 65 The events of the Jugurthine War, 
however, which led to the creation of a public inquiry, and ultimately the election of 
Marius to the consulship on a wave of popular indignation at the way Jugurthine policy 
had been handled, would seem to suggest otherwise. However, the main thrust of 
Mouritsen's argument is based upon a priori reasoning; he contests that the practical 
necessity of working for a living would keep the lower classes out of the contiones. 66 
Although an attractive solution to a difficult problem, Mouritsen's stance, given the 
predictable lack of information concerning levels of prosperity amongst the lower classes 
in the sources, is very difficult to substantiate from the ancient evidence. It also seems 
rather too simplistic to suggest that the entire population of Rome other than the political 
elite were so near to the breadline that they could not attend occasional contiones which 
addressed matters important to them. Nor is it unrealistic to imagine that the families of 
such people could not help sufficiently, in working in a taberna for instance, so that the 
Perelli, 1982, pp. 207-215; Vanderbroeck, 1987, pp. 83-93; Pina Polo, 1996, pp. 
129-133; Mouritsen (2001, pp. 39-42) concentrates on the practical problems of 
imagining a single small, constant, politicized group of plebs who would still have to 
support themselves as well as attending lengthy contiones. 
"Nippel, 1995, p. 47; Mouritsen, 2001, p. 45. 
65Though on agrarian matters see Vanderbroeck (1987, p. 102) Brunt (1988, p. 245) both 
of whom conjecture that urban plebeians would not have been particularly interested in 
agrarian legislation. But given the regular grain shortages in Rome, this conjecture does 
not seem a necessary truth; moreover the fact that contiones were often held on market 
days (suggested by the necessity of a trinundinum between initial rogatio and voting on a 
law) would considerably widen the potential audience to include rural citizens and 
labourers. See Pina Polo, 1996, p. 131; Lintott, 1999b, p. 44. For more detail on the 
trinundimum see also Lintott, 1965; Lintott, 1968. See also Cicero's (De Leg Ag. 11.70) 
comment, that agrarian laws were justified because they would remove excess 
population. 
66Mouritsen, 2001, p. 5; p. 42. 
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head of the family could take part in political activities. The question of the entertainment 
value of the spectacle of the forum is also neglected by Mouritsen. However, abstract 
reasoning is always limited and must not be solely relied upon. Therefore, accepting the 
possibility of genuine participation from the lower classes, but by no means stating it as a 
fact, more light can be shed on the composition of the contio by looking again at the 
ancient sources. 
The first warning sign presented for Mouritsen's analysis of the contio as a largely 
upper class party meeting, by Cicero in particular, is his frequent association of the contio 
with what he describes as populares' and with sedition. For instance, even during his 
speech De Lege Agraria which itself was being delivered in a contio, Cicero, in giving a 
list of ways in which the state could be upset, listed the seditious contio first. " As part of 
his defence of Flaccus, he also shows disapproval of the undisciplined nature of the 
contio in contrast to the more predictable cornitia held after the meetings had been broken 
up into tribes or centuries, 'O morem praeclarem disciplinanique quam a niaioribus 
accepinnts, siquidem teneremus! sed nescio quo pacto iani de manibus elabitur. Nullam 
enim illi nostri sapientissimi et sanctissimi viri vim contionis esse voluerunt; quae 
scisceret plebes aut quae populus iuberet, summota contione, distributis partibus, 
tributim et centuriam discriptis ordinibus, classibus, aetatibrts, auditis auctoribus, re 
nutltos dies pronutlgata et cognita iuberi vetarique voluerunt. Graecorum autem totae res 
publicae sedentis contiones temeritate administrantur. Itagite tit hanc Graeciam quae 
Tarn diu suis consilffs perculsa et afflicta est omittam, illa vetus quae quondam opibus, 
imperio, gloria floruit, hoc uno malo concidit, libertate innnoderata ac licentia 
67Cic., Agr. 2.91.1, 'Homines non inerant in urbe qui malis contionibus, turbulentis 
senatus consultis, iniquis imperiis rent publicam miscerent... ', ('But at that time there 
were no men in the city to throw the res publica into confusion by bad contiones, 
turbulent decrees of the senate, by unjust exercize of authority... '). 
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contionurn. Cum in theatro imperiti hoinines reruin-omnium. rudes ignarique 
consederant, turn bella inutilia suscipiebant, turn seditiosos hoinines rei publicae 
praeficiebant, turn optime meritos civis e civitate eiciebant. i68 Later on in the same speech 
he asks the jury to consider the instability of an average crowd (tenreritas multitudinis) 
before then asking them to imagine instability of a crowd of Greeks, the implication 
being that the Greeks would be even worse than the undisciplined Roman contio. 69 
Admittedly, Cicero's comment about the crowd's instability is a rhetorical necessity for 
his attempt to undermine the prosecution's evidence, which was based on statements 
made and validated in Greek assemblies, but nevertheless, even rhetorically charged 
statements cannot rely on absurdities. Cicero's other negative comments concerning 
crowds and contiones show that this judgement on the multitudo stretches beyond the 
confines of this speech. 70 In fact, Cicero seems to almost use the contio as a negative 
68Cic. Flacc. 15-16, ('What a glorious custom and practice we inherited from our 
forefathers - if only we had retained it! But somehow or other it is now slipping away 
from our hands. No, gentlemen, our wise and most scrupulous men wished there to be no 
power in the contio. The plebs passed their bill, the populits passed their law; but first the 
contio was dismissed, areas were assigned, orders, classes, ages were apportioned 
separately in their own tribes and centuries, the supporters of the act were heard, the text 
was published and studied for weeks - then whatever those two bodies passed as law was 
commanded or forbidden - such was their will. But all the states of the Greeks are 
managed by irresponsible seated contiones. And so, not to discuss this later Greece, 
which has long been troubled and vexed by its own counsels, that older Greece which 
once was so notable for its resources, its power, its glory, fell because of this defect alone 
- the undue freedom and irresponsibility of its contiones. Untried men, without any 
experience in any affairs and ignorant, took their places in the theatre and then they 
undertook useless wars, then they put factious men in charge of the res publica, then they 
drove the most deserving citizens out of the country. '). 
69lbid. 57. 
70See also Cie. Red. Sen. 13.2 (Gabinius the consul is introduced at a condo by a latrone 
archipirata or master of bandits and pirates); 20.6 (contiones held by iniprobi in 
opposition to the senate; Britt. 223 (lesser orators still suited to the turbulens contio); Ad 
Att. 4.3.4.1 (various negative superlatives used of a contio). However, Cicero does 
occasionally imagine an ideal people, the verus populits by which it is likely that he could 
seek to privilege the responses he received in his own contiones as opposed to those of 
his rivals. e. g. Cat. IV. 9.1 1 (distinction made between the levitas contionatorum and the 
animism vere popularein). 
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yardstick, hence his comment that during a particularly fiery debate the senate was almost 
as noisy as a contio. All these comments by Cicero, who was obviously in a good 
position to be fully aware of the workings of the contio, sit very uncomfortably next to 
Mouritsen's model of elite party meetings based largely upon abstract reasoning. 
Concerning the composition of the contiones the sources give some interesting 
but tantalisingly vague and contradictory hints. On the one hand Cicero can talk of the 
audience of a contio being made up of those who would be moved by largitio et spes 
commodi, of the improbi, of the imperiti, of the infirmi. 71 Yet at the same time he can also 
refer to contiones erupting after the use of a particularly good cadence, or similarly on 
another occasion after a ditrochee. 72 Finally, to add to the confusion he also states in some 
cases that the plebs and the boni alike were at certain contiones. 73 Despite this apparent 
contradiction, some advance can be made from this point. The statements of the audience 
at contiones cheering at clever use of rhythm should not be taken to indicate an audience 
akin to Mouritsen's party elite; it would be unwise to assume (even if Cicero is taken to 
be exaggerating slightly in his reports) that appreciation of rhythm was something limited 
to the sophisticated upper classes. Modern understanding of ancient appreciation of 
rhythm and the significance or effects it might have must remain limited, although the 
example of Plautus can be instructive. Plautus included differences in metre used to 
comic effect in his plays which can be expected to have reached a broad spectrum of 
"Cie. Sest. 105 (on the particular nature of this evidence see above pp. 19-20); Red Sen. 
20.6; Brut. 223; Ad Att. 4.2.3.6. 
72Cic. Orat. 168.7; 214. It must be noted that Cicero's agenda in writing the Orator was to 
demonstrate the efficacy of rhythmic oratory, but at the same time Cicero's own 
continued use of this manner of oratory suggests that it was not ineffective. On the 
agenda of the Orator see Narducci, 2002. 
73 Cic. AdAtt. 4.1.6. 
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people. " Thus the possibility of people from either end of the scale attending contiones is 
still there. 
The discussion referred to above in the Pro Flacco is instructive in understanding 
the make up of a Roman contio. In his attempts to undermine his opponents testimonies, 
which were validated by the votes of various Greek assemblies, Cicero makes a 
comparison between Greek EKKkila . at and Roman contiones, 
75 which gives some 
important insights as to what was possible at Rome. In order to demonstrate the general 
untrustworthiness of Phrygian and Mysian assemblies, Cicero reminds the jury of the 
effect of just a few of them on Roman contiones before asking them to consider a jury 
composed entirely of them. 76 He subsequently also mentions the ability of crowds of Jews 
to set ablaze a contio. 77 Both of these instances suggest that foreigners could be seen in 
the audience of contiones and the context of the discussion suggests foreigners of a low 
status. 7S 
Cicero's descriptions of the Greek assemblies, although obviously not referring to 
Roman contiones seem to reflect some of his prejudices against the audience of a contio. 
He talks about the dangers of excessively powerful contiones (16) suggesting, in a 
Platonic fashion, that they were responsible for the downfall of Greece, and relates how 
"Beacham (1991, p. 21) notes that the games were free and even women and slaves were 
allowed to attend, although the latter were not allowed to sit. On the richness of Plautine 
and Terentian metrical effects see Gratwick, 1993, pp. 40-66; pp. 245-260; 1999, pp. 
209-237. See also Rawson, (1985b, p. 99) who hints at the political significance of 
Roman theatre and points to the suggestion that, in Campania, the theatre was a 
legitimate arena for political discourse. 
"Cicero (Flacc. 16) makes clear his approximation of Greek EKK2116i. at with Roman 
contiones by his statement that all the states of Greece were managed by irresponsible 
seated contiones, Le' EKK%, 11aia1.. 'Graecoruni autem totae res publicae sedentis 
contionis temeritate administrantur'. 
76Cic. Flacc. 15. 
"Cie. Flacc. 67. 
"Cicero explained shortly before this that contiones were bad because they were made up 
from the nnultitudo (Flacc. 57). See also Pina Polo (1996, pp. 127-134), who notes the 
impossibility of keeping non-citizens and slaves from a contio. 
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Mithridates was acclaimed by such a crowd in Pergamum merely because he fed them 
(17), finally he reminds his jury that the decisions of the Greek contio were nothing more 
than'wild decisions of a mob', or the 'uproar of the ignorant' (19). 79 It seems likely that 
these comments, although not referring directly to Roman condones reflect some of 
Cicero's concerns about Rome. The image of the Greek contiones tallies well with 
Cicero's more negative comments about Roman contiones and should perhaps be seen as 
evidence for the presence of lower classes in Roman contiones, as well as his concerns 
that they potentially held the same dangers he perceives in the excessively popular Greek 
tKKX11artat. Also, Cicero, creating a vivid word picture of the Greek scene says, 
'Opifrces et tabernarios atque illam omnem faecem civitatum' frequented the contiones. 80 
Again, this is not a direct reference to Rome, but it does tally almost exactly with Cicero's 
other descriptions of Roman contiones with the same unflattering terms, which seem a 
long way from Mouritsen's 'party meetings'. " 
Cicero's letter to Atticus, describing the first contio speech given by Pompey after 
his return in 62, offers further evidence for the general composition of the contio in its 
breakdown of the people Pompey managed to upset. Cicero writes that the prima 
contione Pompey was, 'non iucunda iniseris, inanis improbis, beads non grata, bonis non 
gravis. itaque frigebat. '82 Once again, it is necessary to take into account Cicero's purpose 
at this point, and a certain amount of rhetorical amplification, but as with Cicero's 
comments in the Pro Flacco, it would seem strange for Cicero to include such a wide 
spread of population in his description if Atticus were likely to find the scene completely 
79Cic. Flacc. 19, 'temeritateni vidgi'; 'strepitum imperitorum'. 
80Cic. Flacc. 18, Literally, ('Craftsmen and shopkeepers and all the dregs of the body 
politic'). 
81Cic. AdAtt. I. 16.2, '... apud sordem urbis etfaecem'; See also Cic. Ad Quint. 11.5.3. 
82Cic. Ad Att. 1.14.1, ('[Pompeius' first contio was] ... not pleasing to the wretched, to the 
unruly poor, not agreeable to the prosperous, not dignified for the boni, and so fell flat'). 
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unbelievable. The list as Cicero relates it suggests a fair amount of the lower classes. 
present at the meeting, represented by no less than two different classifications of poor. 
Cicero then goes on to describe a second contio held in the Circus Flaminius where there 
was the usual nundinarum 7tavtjyvptS 83 This reference seems to be somewhat tongue in 
cheek, implying a solemn assembly of the marketplace. It suggests, once again, Cicero's 
disdain for the audience of a contio. 84 
The evidence in Cicero for the composition of the audience of contiones presents 
a number of problems for the picture, suggested by Mouritsen, of civilized, upper class 
'party meetings'. Cicero gives constant and explicit indications of classes of people he can 
describe as the multitudo, or in his less charitable moments, improbi, infirmi, imperiti or 
evenfaex urbis. On top of this, Cicero's implicit equation of contiones with uncouth and 
untrustworthy Greek voting assemblies through his use of the term contio as a translation 
for EK0,1101ot, rather than the far more appropriate term comitia, speaks eloquently of 
his opinion. Furthermore, beyond his choice of word, Cicero explicitly compares . 
contiones with the Greek institution, admittedly to the advantage of the contio but with 
the implication that they were of the same ilk. Although these terms cannot be applied 
unequivocally to any individual class of people, they do present a sense of social distance 
between Cicero and his audience. Moreover, this evidence does not preclude the 
attendance of upper class individuals at contiones; their attendance would be expected, 
and is noted by Cicero. This evidence does not sit comfortably with the picture advanced 
by Mouritsen, and nor can his suggestion, that references to the audience as populus or 
83Cic. AdAtt. 1.14.1. 
84Numerous contiones are known to have taken place in the Circus Flaminius. It was 
frequently chosen as a venue on account of it being outside the pomerium and therefore a 
viable venue for contiones which required the attendance of magistrates with imperium. 
The question of why it was preferable to the Campus Martius may have to do with its 
proximity to the forum and also perhaps the ready supply of people to make up the 
audience. 
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Quirites were merely part of a consensus ritual, explain Cicero's equation of contiones 
with Greek assemblies or with sedition and certainly not his use of offensive terms such 
as hnprobi. 85 His point that supporters of the speakers would undoubtedly be present is 
fair, but to suggest that they dominated the audience, is at odds with Cicero's 
characterization of the contiones. Likewise, the incontrovertible evidence that contiones 
of certain politicians, such as the Gracchi, Saturninus, or Clodius, were attended by the 
lower classes forces Mouritsen to adopt an 'exception to-the rule' explanation, which is 
unsatisfactory. 86 
PRACTICALITY OF DEBATE IN THE CONTIO 
The Ciceronian evidence offers further problems for Mouritsen's model of upper 
class 'party meetings' when the question of genuine debate or persuasion within the contio 
is considered. A key foundation of Mouritsen's argument in favour of this model is his 
assertion that any form of debate within a contio was impossible. He argues that any 
attempt to speak in front of an audience containing dissenters would be futile as they 
would merely shout down the speaker, rendering him inaudible to the rest of the crowd. " 
Once again, however, Mouritsen's model seems to be at odds with Cicero's descriptions. 
85Mouritsen, 2001, pp. 13-14. Although persuasive, Mouritsen's idea of consensus rituals 
can not take into account Cicero's negative attitudes toward or insulting characterization 
of contiones. 
86Mouritsen, 2001, p. 49. An interesting difference to the picture of contiones being 
characterized as including the improbi or dregs of society is offered by Plautus. In the 
Menaechmi Peniculus' tirade against the inventor of contiones (446 ff. ) suggests that they 
busy'busy men' ('homines occupatos occupat') and suggests that men without business or 
serious patronal obligations (i. e. people lower on the social scale than himself) ought to 
be the ones occupying themselves with contiones. Ironically, though, Peniculus himself is 
a parasite, so does not represent the highest stratum of society. Also it is difficult to know 
how particular this scene is to Rome. On the ambiguities of the Greek and Roman 
elements that comprise 'Plautopolis' see Gratwick 1982, pp. 112-114. 
ß7Mouritsen, 2001, p. 47. 
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A first challenge to Mouritsen is provided by the fact that Cicero does indeed 
record instances of people facing hostile crowds. A letter of Cicero gives us a clear 
example, not only of a public debate within a contio, but also of a speaker managing 
against a clearly hostile crowd. The letter narrates Mark Antony's being called to a contio 
by the tribune Cannutius who supported the killers of Caesar. 88 Antony faced a crowd 
who seemed to have sided with Cannutius and he appears to have failed to persuade them 
otherwise. The letter even specifies that he left tuipissime. 89 Under Mouritsen's model 
Antony would have been facing unanimous supporters of Brutus and Cassius who would 
have drowned out any attempts of his to communicate. However, despite all of this 
Cicero tells us that not only was Antony able to refer to Brutus and Cassius as traitors, he 
also managed to implicate Cicero in the plot. The very fact that this information reached 
Cicero suggests that at least some of the audience heard what Mark Antony had to say. In 
this respect it is worth remembering that oratory was considered to be an extremely 
physically draining occupation. Cicero himself refers to the intense physical demands, 
and indicates that in his younger days he was considered too frail to be an orator. 90 The 
physical effort apparently required could suggest at least one mechanism by which an 
orator could make himself heard. Another possibility is suggested by the Rhetorica ad 
Herennium which mentions an instance of a praeco calling for a speaker to be heard. The 
role of the praeco as a valuable supporter of the speaker in a contio is also demonstrated 
in the Plautine prologues whose speakers, addressing an audience similar to a contio, 
88Cic. Ad Farn. XII. 3.2.3. 
89Even Cicero's very act of mentioning that Antonius failed presupposes a chance that he 
could have succeeded, otherwise his failure would not have made a newsworthy subject. 
Moreover, Antonius' decision to turn up at the contio would suggest that his cause wasn't 
hopeless. 
90Cic. Brut. 313-314. 
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behave in a similar fashion to magistrates delivering speeches. 9' These illustrate another 
prop for an orator facing a hostile crowd beyond his own powers of projection. 
The idea of unanimous support from the audience of a contio also runs into 
trouble when the numerous examples of contiones not going according to the wishes of 
the speaker are considered. One notorious example is the unfortunate plight of Clodius, 
who, given his less than saintly reputation after the Bona Dea scandal, was laughed off 
the stage by an audience when he exhorted them to piety in the defence of their shrine of 
libertas. 92 Some caution must be used with this evidence however, as Cicero is actively 
trying to discredit Clodius in this speech. However, other examples of badly behaved 
contiones are frequent enough to -make such a situation plausible. An example of this 
already mentioned is Cicero's letter to Atticus referring to Pompey's disastrous first contio 
speech. 93 The fact that Cicero actively cultivated the support of Pompey for most of his 
career would suggest that he would be concerned not to ridicule him, yet his description 
of Pompey's effect is unequivocal. Perhaps the worst example of failure in this respect is 
C 
presented by Curio who, Cicero tells us, was twice completely deserted by his audience 
and subsequently avoided all appearances in contiones. 9; Plutarch also notes a contio of 
Tiberius Gracchus failing to run to plan when Titus Annius, summoned to the hostile 
contio managed to get the better of Tiberius. " Not only does material such as this 
demonstrate the weak evidential foundations of Mouritsen's model, it also suggests that, 
in contrast, the audience arrived at a contio with an open mind or at least a willingness to 
listen, and made up their mind on the basis of the performance of the orator. 
91Auct. Rhet. Ad Herenn. IV. 68, The passage is an example of a vivid word picture, 
which details a praeco calling for silence in the uproar immediately prior to the death of 
Tiberius Gracchus. Plaut. Poen. 11-15. 
92Cic. Har. 8-9. 
93See above n. 82. 
94Cic. Brut. 192; 305. 
95Plut. Ti. Gr. 14. 
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The suggestion of an active and discerning rather than passive audience can be 
built upon further from Cicero's observations. His rhetorical treatises are full of 
suggestions on how a good orator could change the mood of a crowd, all of which 
presuppose the possibility. For instance in De oratore Cicero catalogues four ways to 
upset a contio, and four remedies to these, implying again that the mind of the audience 
could be changed. 96 He also states that nowhere was better than the contio for diverting a 
crowd from tristitia by a joke or pointed remark. This statement is particularly 
significant. Cicero is clearly stating that a contio could be more receptive to the orator's 
clever deployment of the right sort of words than his other arenas: the senate and the 
court97 Cicero's less than flattering reference to the audience of a contio as infirmi in the 
sense of being irresolute or pliable, again hints at the possibility of influencing the 
opinions of the audience. Lastly, in the indications of an orator's ability to genuinely 
influence a crowd, an important place belongs to Cicero's statement noted at the very start 
of this chapter: that the contio was the maxima scaena oratoris. This statement ought to 
tell us a great deal about his attitude. There is no question about an orator's ability to 
influence the opinion of a jury through oratory, so why apply this restriction to the 
contio? It seems odd that Cicero would dub the contio the greatest stage if it were merely 
and exercise in party rhetoric. His use of the description is much more intelligible if he 
saw the contio as somewhere than an orator could make a significant difference. 
Finally, accepting the idea of a more active audience, a further level of 
interpretation of the role of the audience at a contio can be placed on what are perhaps 
Cicero's most interesting comments in the rhetorical treatises. Cicero's speeches, in their 
96Cic. De Orat. 2.338. 
97Cic. De Orat. 2.340; although the statement is indicative of Cicero's own hierarchy of 
the relative amounts of skill needed to persuade in the different oratorical arenas, it still 
suggests that a skillful orator could win over the audience of a contio. 
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published form, occasionally mention or react to intervention from the crowd which 
raises the interesting question of whether some form of two way discourse could exist 
between speaker and audience. 98 Although the speeches we have offer little evidence of 
this, Cicero's comments on witticisms offer much valuable material. The section devoted 
to witticisms in De oratore outlines two main forms of wit, 'Etenim cunt duo genera Sint 
facetiarum, alterum aequabiliter in omni sermone fusum, alteruin peracutum et breve, 
illa a veteribus superior cavillatio, haec altera dicacitas nominata est. i99 The form known 
as dicacitas is further defined as follows, 'ttan vero in hoc altero dicacitatis quid habet 
ars loci, ctnn ante illud facete dictum emissum haerere debeat, quam cogitari potuisse 
videatur. "0° It seems that Cicero is here describing repartee, fast retorts and come-backs 
to shouts and heckling mid way through a speech. The emphasis on the lack of time to 
I , 
think of a reply underlines the unexpected nature of such comments. Cicero goes on to 
give several examples of memorable retorts, most of which seem to come from a judicial 
context. However, he does give one example the this sort of wit in a contio of Crassus, 'tit 
in ipsa contione nihilfere dictum est ab hoc, quod quidem facetius dictum videretur, 
quod non provocatus responderit. i10' This crucial statement indicates that interruptions 
which required retorts were known in the context of a contio. However, the problem 
remains of accounting for the comparative lack for this in our evidence. Fortunately an 
98See for example Cicero's reference to the murmuring of a crowd: Cic. De Leg Ag. 111.2, 
though he does in this case feign ignorance as to what the audience mean by their 
utterances. 
99Cic. De Orat. 2.218, ('For there are two types of wit, one running with even flow 
throughout the speech, while the other, though incisive is intermittent; ancients called the 
former cavillatio and the latter dicacitas. '). 
'°°Cic. De Orat. 2.219, ('What room is there for art in dicacitatis, that other sort, wherein 
the shaft of wit has to be sped and hit its mark, with no palpable pause for thought? '). 
"'Cie. De Orat. 2.227, ('... in that same contio, our friend here said scarcely anything we 
thought particularly witty, which was not said by way or a retort to a challenge. '). 
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answer has been recently proposed by Tacon in an article examining Ecclesiastical 
thorubos at Athens. 102 
Tacon makes an ingenious comparison of our records of ancient oratory with 
modern day British parliamentary records. The official records offer long unbroken 
speeches in much the same way as our published versions of ancient speeches do. 
However, Tacon then compares the official record with the recollections of the same 
speeches from political memoirs. In the memoirs most speeches are shown to have been 
frequently interrupted resulting in much repartee that is unrecorded in the official 
versions of the speeches. Cicero's description of the immediate form of wit, his account 
of Crassus' contio where he demonstrated his mastery of it, and the hints that survive in 
some of the speeches, suggest that there may have been much interplay between crowd 
and speaker that our evidence fails to preserve. On this basis it can be suggested, 
although not proven, that a limited form a discourse between the audience and the orator 
could have taken place. Something like this process can be observed in the prologue to 
Plautus' Poemdus which captures the sorts of the interaction between speakers and 
audience that were possible. 
Thus, the evidence for contiones once again suggests a very different picture to 
that of Mouritsen. Cicero makes it clear that hostile crowds would not necessarily shout 
down a speaker, and his descriptions of unsuccessful contiones, disregarded by Mouritsen 
as examples of bad planning, imply that the audience was far from a gathering of 
supporters. 103 Building on this, Cicero's descriptions of methods of persuasion to be used 
in contiones suggest that the audience, rather than being a group of passive supporters, 
actively listened to and could be persuaded by the orator. Finally a certain amount of 
102Tacon, 2001. 
103Mouritsen, 2001, p. 50-51. 
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evidence for limited discourse between the speaker and his audience can be surmised on 
the basis of Cicero's comments about wit. 
CONCLUSION 
This chapter set out to examine the potential for meaningful political discourse in 
the late second and early first centuries BC that could be identified in the evidence for the 
workings of the institution of the contio. It has outlined the problems faced in analysing 
the contiones of this period, but has proposed and justified the use of Cicero to 
complicate the rather simplistic picture that can be derived from the contemporary 
I 
evidence. The contio was clearly an institution of extreme importance in the conduct of 
politics at Rome and far more than an ad hoc gathering. The Ciceronian evidence 
demonstrates that the audience of the contio generally included a significant element who 
were socially distant from the speakers. Although, in line with the position of Millar, it is 
not possible to speak in definite terms of the class of the audience, Cicero's attitudes 
towards and characterization of the contio and its audience suggest that they were of 
sufficient social distance from the speakers that there would not be an automatic 
community of interests. Even with the most negative reading of the evidence, suggesting 
that the audience consisted entirely of citizens of the first class, it would still represent a 
voting electorate who did not automatically share the values and aims of the political 
classes and thus had to be courted and persuaded. 10' Beyond the question of the 
composition of the contio the Ciceronian evidence also suggests an active rather than a 
passive audience who were merely recipients of a party line. Rather it seems that an 
audience could enter a contio with an open mind, or at least one not closed to persuasive 
10; Yakobsen (1999, pp. 44-48) argues persuasively, on the basis of the evidence for the 
wealth qualifications of the first and equestrian classes, that the first class was broad 
enough to include citizens of considerable social distance from the political elites. 
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argument. Finally, Cicero's treatment of witticisms suggests the possibility that the contio 
could be a channel for some discourse between the speaker and the audience, certainly 
via their reactions to his performance, but more specifically through heckling. 
Overall then, it is the contention of this chapter that the condo of our period 
played a crucial role in politics. More importantly, the evidence for the breadth of the 
audience and the obvious effort that was expended in persuasive rhetoric shows that the 
contio was an institution which facilitated an effective arena for political discourse with a 
broad spectrum of citizens in the political process. As such this interpretation of the 
contio forms an important building block in studying the language of popular politics; the 
stage on which this language was displayed did indeed function as a meaningful 
institution through which popular politics could take place. With the scene for the 
language of popular politics set, it is now necessary to turn to the evidence offered by the 
orators themselves. The next chapter, before dealing directly with the fragments of the 
orators, will consider the complications added by the work which dominates the source 
tradition for the orators: Cicero's Brutus. 
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Chapter 2: Cicero's Brutus and Early Oratory 
INTRODUCTION 
Cicero's Brutus is a pivotal work in the study of the language of popular politics. 
It forms the most comprehensive account of Roman oratory surviving from antiquity, and 
the importance of this survey is reflected in the fact that many orators are known solely 
from their inclusion in the Brutus. The Brutus' unique position in the history of Roman 
political oratory, however, is both positive and negative; for all the information that the 
text furnishes, at the same time, it subjects the reader to many of Cicero's personal 
viewpoints and agendas. An uncritical reading of the Brutus leaves the reader in no doubt 
as to Cicero's own superiority to prior oratory, and gives an impression of primitivism 
amongst the orators of the period which concerns this thesis. Clearly a good deal of care 
must be taken in reading this text. 
This chapter will offer a critical reading of the Brutus while demonstrating some 
of the contemporary concerns which have shaped Cicero's portrayal of oratory in the late 
second and early first centuries. Initially, the stylistic criteria on which Cicero judges 
many of the orators of the period will be examined in order to demonstrate the very 
narrow aesthetic criteria which Cicero uses to attack earlier oratory. The specificity and 
idiosyncrasy of Cicero's viewpoint will be demonstrated with reference to a similar 
survey of Tacitus, which offers a strikingly different conclusion. Following this, the 
chronological, political, and stylistic contexts of the work will be examined in order to 
demonstrate the concerns which shape Cicero's portrayal of the earlier orators. Firstly it 
will be contended that the sense of progression towards the apogee of Ciceronian oratory 
ties in to Cicero's perception of the future of political oratory and is articulated also in the 
funereal tone which can be detected in the work. Secondly the stylistic context in which 
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Cicero wrote will be examined, particularly with reference to the idea that the Brutus was 
written as an answer to Attic criticism. It will be seen that Cicero's work offers a defence 
of his own style versus that of the many alternatives present in Roman oratory. Finally, it 
will consider the question of Cicero's attitude towards popular rhetoric and the curious 
absence of any indication of a specific popular style of rhetoric. The reasons behind this 
vindicate the picture presented in the previous section and offer more insight into the 
effects the stylistic context of the work had on Cicero's presentation of the orators. 
Finally, it also offers an interesting insight into the realities of popular political oratory. 
CICERO'S STYLISTIC CRITICISM 
For any enquiry into the oratory preceding the era of Cicero, the Brutus provides a 
remarkable and invaluable source. The conclusions it draws, however, must be treated 
with caution. The picture painted by Cicero of this period of oratory is one of 
development from rude beginnings and a progression punctuated by several new 
developments arriving at the `coming of age' of Latin oratory through the careers of M. 
Antonius and L. Licinius Crassus, `... quod idcicro posui ut dicendi Latine prima 
maturitas in qua agitate exstitisset posset notari et intellegeretur iam summam paene esse 
perductam.... ', and finally, though it is not stated explicitly, culminating in the oratorical 
peak of Cicero's own career. ' Describing orators of this period Cicero refers to them 
I Cic. Britt. 161, (`... I have set this down so that it might be recorded in what era the first 
ripening of Classical Latin occurred, and so that it might be appreciated that it had 
already been brought almost to perfection... ). The expression Latine dicere here rendered 
'Classical Latin' refers the development of a sense of correct Latin usage and the 
standardization of the language partially under the influence of Greek grammatical study. 
In this way Cicero's statement represents a negative judgement on the practitioners of 
earlier Latin based on the incorrect usage (in his eyes) of Latin. See Kennedy, 1972, pp. 
62-64; Wilkinson, 1984, pp. 241-243; Cicero uses the adverb Latine in this sense at Britt. 
258 in reference to the inherent purity of the Latin of Scipio Aemilianus derived from his 
upbringing. See. OLD s. v. Latine 2a. 
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being as eloquent as was possible at that time. In his answer to Atticus' scathing attack 
(293-297) on the praise he was willing to give to early orators, Cicero refers to the verbal 
pictures of the elder Cato lacking the brightness and colours which had not been 
discovered yet, 2 stating, `Ita enim turn loquebantur... '. 3 Aside from this general 
judgement, Cicero, describing early orations, uses terms such as archaic and uncouth, 
meagre, and lacking brilliance in language or faculty of expression! This obviously 
provides a less than sparkling image of Roman oratory before Cicero. This section, 
however, will contend that Cicero's viewpoint is far from objective and that many of his 
criticisms concern narrow stylistic criteria, thus they should not form the basis of any 
assumption of the general quality of the oratory concerned. With reference also to 
Tacitus' Dialogus, which gives an invaluable further example of discussion on past 
oratory, this section will demonstrate that the judgements of Cicero in the Brutus are 
unlikely to be representative of any general consensus and therefore should be treated 
with great caution when trying to evaluate the oratory of this period. 
THE BRUTUS 
A good starting point for the examination of Cicero's objections to oratory of this 
period is to look at the what he says about the capabilities of oratores niediocres, by 
which Cicero meant ordinary, middling orators. Statements such as Cicero's judgement 
on L. Cassius are troubling, if we are to use Cicero's accusations of ordinary or 
2 Cic. Brut. 298.. 
Cic. Brut. 68, (`For at that time that was the manner in which they spoke'). 
a Cic. Britt. 68 (Cato's language archaic and uncouth); 97 (L. Cassius not eloquent); 104 
(Ti. Gracchus having no brilliance of language); 108 (Ap. Claudius too fervid); 110 
(Scaurus and Rutilius lack talent for oratory); 117 (Q. Aelius Tubero mediocre in 
speaking); 126 (C. Gracchus lacks perfection); 223 (Saturninus meagrely endowed with 
any real faculty of expression or sound sense). 
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unremarkable oratory as a basis for the interpretation that oratory of this period was 
merely developing towards the pinnacle of the Ciceronian ideal. Concerning this orator, 
Cicero states, `Tian L. Cassius multum potuit non eloquentia, sed dicendo tainen... '. 5 That 
an orator is capable of wielding power through words without being eloquent, in Cicero's 
view, suggests that his conception of eloquence is not a necessary component of an 
effective speech. Cicero, later on in the work, also states, `Tenet enim auris vel mediocris 
orator, sit modo aliquid in eo... '6 and just prior to this he refers to the possibility of a 
crowd being content when seduced by a middling or even a bad orator. ' This trend is also 
apparent in Cicero's treatment of many of the orators of this period. Despite such 
criticisms as outlined above, he grants that they were effective speakers. Galba, for 
example, despite his surviving written speeches appearing `meagre' and `savouring of 
antiquity' to Cicero, is praised for his acheivements; 8 Saturninus, despite his faults is 
rated as the best of the `radical' speakers to follow the Gracchi. 9 From this brief survey, it 
is clear that it is mistaken, on the basis of Cicero's negative comments, to imagine that 
Latin oratory as far back as Cato was not powerful and effective. 
A closer examination of Cicero's criticisms of the orators of this period reveals 
quite clearly the level on which he judges them. Cicero's description of the elder Cato is 
a good staring point for demonstrating this. In his praise of the Attic qualities of Cato, 
despite excusing his language as characteristic of the way people spoke at that time (see 
n. 3), Cicero clearly demonstrates the aspects of Cato's oratory which he finds to be 
5 Cic. Britt. 97, ('Then L. Cassius, who had much influence, not by virtue of eloquence, 
but nevertheless through his speaking. '). 
6 Cic. Britt. 193, ('For even an unremarkable orators holds attention, should he amount to 
anything at all in this thing [the practice of the orator]'). 
Cic. Brut. 193, `... cum a mediocri aut etiani malo delectatur, eo est contentus... ' (`When 
[the vulgus] is seduced by a mediocre or even a bad [orator], it is content... '). 
$ Cic. Britt. 82. 
9 Cic. Britt. 223. 
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lacking. He states, `... id meta, quod turn ille non potuit, et adde numeros et tit aptior sit 
oratio, ipsa verba compone et quasi coagmenta, quod ne Graeci quidern veteres 
factitaverunt, lam neminem antepones Catoni'. 1 ° This shows that in Cicero's mind, the 
main thing separating Cato from later `true orators' such as M. Antonius and L. Licinius 
Crassus was the rhythm of his speech and the arrangement of the words. Indeed Cicero 
goes on to mention that Cato was well versed in the use of figures of speech called by the 
Greeks tropoi and schemata". Schemata in particular Cicero later on describes as the 
greatest ornaments of oratory, going on to commend Antonius for his particular skill in 
the delivery of such figures of speech and thought. " Thus Cicero's comments would 
suggest that Cato was well capable of using rhetorical figures of thought to give force to 
his arguments, and was only inferior in those qualities of rhythm and arrangement 
outlined by Cicero. " 
This pattern of criticizing narrowly aesthetic stylistic factors continues with 
several of the other orators Cicero includes in his survey. L. Cassius, as already 
mentioned, is described as exercising great influence without being eloquent; " Cicero's 
criticism of Tiberius Gracchus, tempering his admiration, is that Gracchus has, 
`... orationes nondum satis splendidas verbis... '; 15 even the oratory of Gaius Gracchus, 
who appears as the best of the early orators, after its merits are praised is, `perfecta non 
"Cie. Brut. 68, ('... change that, which in his [Cato's] time he was not able, add rhythm 
and so that the speech should be better fitted (to Cicero's aesthetic? ), arrange those words 
and cement them as it were, which the old Greeks did not frequently do, and now you 
will place nobdy before Cato. '). On aptus see below pp. 51-52. 
"Cie. Brut. 69. 
"Cie. Brut. 141, `... cZ, ucl'ra eninz quae vocant Graeci, ea maxime ornant oratorem' 
(`For those things that the Greeks call figures (schemata) embellish the orator the most. '). 
"For a breakdown of Cato's sophisticated use of figures of thought and speech in the 
Oratio Pro Rhodensibus (ORF 8.163 = Gell. N. A. 6.3.14), see Leeman, 1963, pp. 44-49. 
14See n. 5. 
'SCic. Br. 104, ('... orations not yet sufficiently brilliant... '). 
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plane'; " Appius Claudius is described as too impetuous and fiery, while P. Decius is 
described as being too turbulent; " finally Cicero criticizes Gaius Fimbria for his 
excessive volume. " This indicates that Cicero's criticisms of the speakers of previous 
days, where he elaborates further than merely regarding them as ordinary, are narrowly 
aesthetic, and do not necessarily suggest that the oratory of the previous period was in 
any way simpler and less sophisticated than that which Cicero was used to. Obviously 
this does not preclude the existence of bad orators prior to Cicero, but suggests that care 
must be taken when examining orators dismissed as unremarkable by him as this 
judgement frequently seems to be based on stylistic criteria, and he has clearly stated that 
orators ordinary in his view could be effective speakers. This can be demonstrated further 
by the remarkable existence of a direct example of how Cicero would alter the original 
text of one of Gaius Gracchus' orations. 
In the Orator Cicero, reacting to criticism of his own particular style, spends a 
large part of the treatise defending the use of rhythm in oratory. As part of a series of 
examples demonstrating the differing impact of the same sentences with the words 
arranged in a non rhythmic pattern, then rearranged to Cicero's rhythmic taste, he states, 
`... si alicuius inconditi arripias dissipatam aliquam sententiam eamque ordine verborum 
paululum commutato in quadrum redigas, efficiatur aptum ilhid, quod firerit antea 
diffluens ac solutum'. 19 The aliquis inconditus turns out to be Gaius Gracchus who Cicero 
praises elsewhere. He gives an example from one of Gaius' speeches, and then 
16Cic. Brut. 126, ('... not completely perfected... '); prior to this Cicero praises This grandis 
verbis, and the gravitas of his style. 
"Cie. Britt. 109. 
'8Cic. Britt. 233. 
19Cic. Orat. 233, ('... if you should take hold of a dispersed sententia of some disordered 
speaker; and with the order of the words changed a little, you should make it fit together 
in proper fashion, then an appropriate result is effected, which was previously loose in 
form and diffused. '). 
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demonstrates how he would alter it to fit with his tastes, thus giving a rare and direct 
insight into the basis of Cicero's judgements of the earlier orators. The original words of 
Gaius as reported by Cicero20 are as follows, `Abesse non potest quip eiusdem hominis sit 
probos improbare qui improbos probet'. 21 Cicero then states, `... quanta aptius, si ita 
dixisset: Quin eiusdem hominis sit qui improbos probet probos improbare! '. 22 It is 
immediately clear that Cicero has no qualms with Gaius' choice of language or the 
overall structure of the sententia. His main changes are to give emphasis to the word play 
already included by Gaius. In order to effect this Cicero has removed Gaius' first clause 
and rearranged the final words so that the four probus/improbos words are not interrupted 
by the qui. This has the effect of making the word play a little more prominent. However 
Cicero's main aim is to improve the rhythmical qualities of the sentence; he succeeds in 
this by creating a ditrochee ending, in place of Gaius' more abrupt version. 
The language used by Cicero to describe his changes is also interesting. He states 
that after his changes the sententia becomes aptior. It is interesting that Cicero uses 
precisely this word when describing the changes necessary to improve Cato's oratory 
mentioned earlier. " The adjective aptus is derived from the verb apo (also apio) meaning 
to fasten attach or join, hence the adjective carries the implication of something fitting, 
"There is little reason to assume that Cicero has invented his example here. Several of 
Gaius' speeches were clearly extant well into imperial times. See ORF 48 for numerous 
quotations of his speeches amongst later imperial grammarians. Also Cicero himself 
refers to a wide readership of the speeches of Gaius Gracchus at the time of writing of the 
Brutus (126 = ORF 48.1; Seneca refers to people using his speeches as a model (Sen. Ep. 
114.13 = ORF 48.6); likewise Fronto who refers to choosing a speech of Gracchus to 
read (Fronto, Ad M. Caes. 3.19.1 & 2.4.6 = ORF 48.12). Also the subject matter of the 
speech reported by Cicero fits well with both the reports of Gellius, who preserves 
fragments of another speech on the same subject delivered before the people rather than 
the Censors (Gell. N. A. XV. 12.1-4 = ORF48.26-28). 
21Cic. Orat. 233 = ORF 48.24 ('It is not possible to be different, indeed he who would 
esteem wicked men is of the same kind that disapproves of the virtuous. '). 
22Cic. Orat. 233, ('... how much more fitting, if he had said: "Indeed he who praises the 
wicked is of the same kind that disapproves of the virtuous. '). 
23See n. 10. 
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well put together, or suitable, which must always be a very subjective judgement. It 
frequently occurs in an oratorical context, and is generally taken to imply appropriate 
rhetorical fullness and periodic rounding, though a more accurate reading here might be 
'more fitting to Cicero's conception of good oratorical style and rhythm'. " Thus it is an 
interesting choice of word for Cicero, who has chosen a stylistic emphasis, instead of a 
more general expression of improvement. It seems that Cicero's alterations clearly come 
down to an aesthetic level, which could easily reflect little more than personal taste 
despite his insistence on the importance of rhythm as a persuasive tool. 
That Cicero's stylistic preferences were not universal is clear from a variety of 
sources. Firstly the very existence of Orator and Brutus should warn us against taking 
Cicero's viewpoint as a commonplace for the judgement of the quality of oratory. Both 
were written with defensive intent against those who obviously had a very different view 
of what constituted good oratory. 25 Orator's preoccupation with the importance of 
rhythm, for example, would seem to imply that its use was not a concern for those whose 
criticisms it intended to answer. 26 Cicero's defence in the Orator is of his own aesthetic 
and stylistic preferences and need not imply that oratory falling outwith this aesthetic was 
not effective or sophisticated. Both this and Gellius' reference to orators preferring the 
style of Gaius Gracchus to that of Cicero clearly show that Cicero's stylistic preferences 
were not necessarily the norm. 27 The danger of taking Cicero's viewpoint as standard is 
"Lewis and Short s. v. apo. III. B, 'Esp., in rhet., of the fitness, appropriateness of 
discourse: quid aptum sit, hoc est quid maxime decens in oratione, Cic. de Or. 3,55,210; 
so apta oratio, which has the appropriate rhet. fullness and periodic rounding: numerosa 
et apta oratio, id. Or. 50,168; cf. id. ib. 50,70; so id. Brut. 17,68: Thucydides verbis 
aptus et pressus, exact and brief in expression, id. de Or. 2,13,56. --Hence, apte, adv., 
closely, fitly, suitably, nicely, rightly. '. See also OLD s. v. aptzls. 6. b, which limits the 
definition to 'neat and orderly'. 
"Wisse, 2002, p. 364. 
26Narducci, 2002b, pp. 436-437. 
27Gell. N. A. X. 3.1. 
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exemplified when a similar, albeit later, work of oratorical criticism by Tacitus is 
considered. 
TACITUS' DIALOGUS 
Thus far the examination of Cicero's preoccupations when describing early 
orators implies that his judgement must be treated with caution and that his viewpoint is 
far from being a universal one. Another approach that can be taken to evaluating the 
criticism in Cicero's Brutus is given by Tacitus' Dialogus, which, being another example 
of a text with the same aim as the Brutus, but from a later chronological standpoint, gives 
a superb insight into the levels of partiality which are present in the Brutus. The 
Dialogus, probably amongst Tacitus' first works and published in the first decade of the 
second century AD, seems to be written with a clear nod towards the Brutus, being set in 
dialogue form, and, unusually for Tacitius, being written in a style far more reminiscent 
of Cicero than the usual terse prose of the Historiae and the Annales. 28 The topic of the 
debate between Curiatus Maternus, Marcus Aper, Messalla, and Julius Secundus is that 
of the decline of oratory since the great orators of the generation before the end of the 
Republic. The outcome of the dialogue is to attribute the changes in oratory to a 
combination of the detrimental effects of declamation as a practice exercise for oratory 
and the necessary impact of changed political circumstances under the Emperors, where 
oratory counted for less. On the way to this conclusion, however, an extremely interesting 
opposition to the argument is raised by Marcus Aper. Instead of participating in the topic 
proposed, Aper attacks the premise that oratory has declined at all since the day of 
Cicero, giving instead a spirited defence of contemporary oratory. 
"On the dating of the work see Mayer, 2001, pp. 22-27. For a more detailed account of 
the debate over exactly when the work was published see-Brink, 1994, pp. 251-280. On 
the Ciceronian style of the work see Mayer, 2001, pp. 27-3 1. 
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First of all he attacks Secundus' and Mesalla's reference to earlier orators as 
`ancients' and attacks the practice of eulogizing `ancient' orators such as Cicero. In the 
process of this he makes some extremely interesting statements. He agrees that oratory 
changes with the times and makes some familiar comparisons between Cato, Gaius 
Gracchus, Crassus and Cicero, pointing out where improvements have been made. 29 
Aper's survey, however, does not end with Cicero, as is obviously the case with the 
viewpoint in Cicero's rhetorical works; he continues, `... Cicerone mitior Corvinus et 
dulcior et in verbis magis elaboratus'. 30 Seeing Cicero inlcuded in such a list, without 
him being at the head puts his own judgements nicely into perspective. Aper then goes 
on, `Nec quaero quis disertissimus: hoc interim probasse contentus sum, non esse unum 
eloquentiae vultum, sed in illis quoque quos vocatis antiquos plures species 
deprehendi... '. 31 This clearly demonstrates the existence of alternative viewpoints to that 
of Cicero concerning earlier orators and acknowledges the existence of different types of 
oratory to that of Cicero that could be considered eloquent. 32 
Aper underlines the danger of excessive admiration of Cicero in particular by 
cataloguing the opinions of some contemporaries of his who did not share in his high 
opinion of his own oratory. He states, `Satis constat ne Ciceroni quidem obtrectatores 
defirisse, quibus inflates et tumens nec satis pressus sed supra modum exsultans et 
29Tac. Dial. 18. 
30Tac. Dial. 18.2, ('And Corvinus is more mellow and sweet than Cicero, and in words, 
more finished. '). 
31Tac. Dial 18.3, ('Nor do I enquire who is the most skillful in speaking: in the meantime 
I am content that the fact be approved, that there is no single countenance of eloquence, 
but in those also who you call `ancients' there are many types [of eloquence] to be 
discovered'). 
32Aper also gives an extreme example of the championing of ancient oratory in the case 
of those who make a show of preferring the oratory of Appius Caecus (consul 307 and 
296) to Cato. Tac. Dial. 18.4, `Non dubitainus inventos qui prae Catone Appium Caecum 
magis mirarentur? '. 
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superfluens et parum Atticus videretur'. 33 Aper also alludes to correspondence on the 
subject of Atticism in Roman oratory between Cicero and Brutus and Calvus. 3' Aside 
from the very existence of such correspondence underlining the partiality of Cicero's 
viewpoint concerning other orators, Aper preserves the judgements of Cicero by these 
two orators. Calvus regarded Cicero's oratory as `solutunr et enervem' while Brutus' own 
words were apparently `fractum atque elu nbem'. 35 These judgements on Cicero clearly 
show that his own interpretation of what constituted a good orator was far from universal; 
there existed at least one other school of thought on oratorical and style, and there is 
ample room for a variety of opinions between these two points. That orators with such a 
different set of aesthetic and structural preferences in speaking would have viewed the 
early orators in a different light to Cicero is apparent, and it reinforces the need to escape 
from the illusion that Cicero's Brutus, in its domination of the source tradition for the 
early orators, represents a general or objective view of them. 
The position of admiration of earlier orators taken by Secundus and Messalla is 
also interesting. Aper's characterization of such a rose-tinted view of the past suggests 
that was not an uncommon view, and, despite the chronological difference, a huge leap of 
imagination is not required to suppose a similar sentiment during Cicero's time. In fact, 
Aper gives a fairly universal emphasis to his statement, `... nec statim deterius esse quod 
diverum est, vitio autem inalignitatis humanae vetera semper in laude, praesentia in 
"Tac. Dial. 18.4, ('Indeed it is agreed enough that disparagers of Cicero were not in short 
supply, to whom he seemed puffed up and full of hot air, not concise enough but 
exuberant and superfluous beyond measure and insufficiently "Attic"'). 
"On Cicero's stylistic correspondence with Brutus and Calvus see Hendrickson, 1926; 
Douglas, 1973, pp. 120-129; Narducci, 2002, pp . 
408-412. On Atticism and Asianism see 
below pp. 69-70. 
35Tac. Dial. 18.5, `loose and weak' and `feeble and without strength'. Hendrickson, 1926, 
p. 235-6 notes some controversy concerning the words enervis and elumbis, but rejects 
claims that these words are post-Augustan and consequently that the letters are forgeries. 
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fastidio esse. ', 36 and as already mentioned, Gellius, albeit with hostile intent, also refers 
to a tradition of preference of earlier orators to Cicero. 37 Most tellingly, however, Aper 
considers himself unusual in praising contemporary oratory and actually compares 
himself with Cicero in this undertaking, describing Cicero as, `... cui eadem pugna cunt 
aequalibus suis fait quae mihi vobiscttnt est'. 38 This could even suggest that Cicero's 
viewpoint in the Brutus could even be considered as a controversial one given that in 
Tacitus' opinion at least, Cicero's contemporaries in general `antiquos tnirabantur'. 
Aper's defence of current oratory against that of the Ciceronian era, perhaps even 
by the intention of Tacitus, 39 ultimately produces a description of the era of oratory that is 
extremely reminiscent in tone and language of Cicero's picture of the oratory of the 
generation preceding him. Describing the contrast with the more concise style of his day, 
Aper alludes to the audiences of previous times preferring `impeditissintarum orationum 
spatia'40 followed by a pejorative description of their lengthy exordia, narrative portions 
starting from the beginning of all things and the thousand and one stages of proof all in 
strict accordance with the principles of Hermagoras and Apollodorus, which could easily 
describe most of Cicero's forensic speeches. 41 He also explicitly mentions the long 
winded nature of Cicero and other contemporaries in a series of rhetorical questions, 
`Quis quinque in Verrem libros exspectabit? '42. Aper reflects on the changing demands of 
36Tac. Dial. 18.3, ('nor is that which has been changed [in oratory] steadily worse, but it 
is by a defect of the malice of humanity [carping spirit of mankind (Loeb trans. )] that old 
things are always held in esteem, while what is at hand is held in loathing'). 
37Gell. N. A. X. 3.1, `Sed quod nonnullis videtur severior, acrior ampliorque esse M. 
Tullio, ferri idpotest? ' ('But who is able to bear the opinion, that he appears to many to 
be more grave, more penetrating and more grand than Cicero? '). 
38Tac. Dial. 22.1, ('[Cicero] for whom there was the same battle with his contemporaries, 
that I have with you. ') . "It is entirely possible that Tacitus was deliberately echoing and toying with the Brutus in 
Aper's speech. 
40Tac. Dial. 19.2, literally, ('extents of most cumbersome speeches'). 
41Tac. Dial. 19.3. 
42Tac. Dial. 20.1, (`Who would wait through the five books against Verres? '). 
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the audience suggesting that their tastes have progressed since the age of Cicero, `Vulgus 
quoque adsistentium et adfluens et vagus auditor adsuevit iain exigere laetitiam et 
pulchritudinem orationis; nee magis perfert in iudiciis tristem et impexam antiquitatem 
quam si quis in scaena Roscii aut Turpionis Ambivii exprimere gestus velit. '43. The 
statement naturally suggests that, to Aper's mind, one or even both of these traits were 
present in earlier oratory. 
Aper also gives his opinion on M. Caelius Rufus, a protege of Cicero and whom 
gained some praise for his oratory from the latter. " In Aper's view, however, `Sordes ... 
reliquiae verborum et hians compositio et inconditi senses redolent antiquitatem'. 45 
Shortly after this Aper also gives verdicts on other orators of Cicero's era, referring to the 
speeches of Brutus and Caesar as characterized by lentitudo and tepor46 and castigating 
Asinius Pollio as durus and siccus 47 Finally Aper finishes with a slight concession to 
Cicero, tempered by criticism of his early work, which could easily have come from 
Cicero's own pen when describing the orators prior to him. `Primus eniin excoluit 
orationem, Primus et verbis delectum adhibuit et compositions artem; locos quoque 
laetiores attentavit et quasdam sententias invenit, utique in Us orationibus quas senior 
43Tac. Dial. 20.3, ('The common listener of the audience too and those flocking in and 
roaming have now come to be accustomed to require delight and beautiful speeches; no 
more to endure harsh and unpolished old-fashionedness in court than if anyone wished to 
imitate the gestures of Roscius or Ambivius Turpio on stage'). 
44Cic. Brut. 273 refers to Caelius' style being splendida,, grandis, faceta, perurbana 
(brilliant, grand, elegant and witty). 
45Tac. Dial. 21.4, ('The sordid remains of words, gaping arrangement and sense of 
disorder smell of antiquity'). It could be pointed out that the aspects of Caelius' oratory 
mentioned by Cicero and Tacitus are not the same, one mentioning style and the other 
arrangement. However, it is nevertheless difficult to reconcile Cicero's idea of elegance 
and wit with Tacitus' description. Also Tacitus' cutting conclusion to the sentence 
demonstrate that he regarded the flaws of Caelius arrangement as characteristic of the 
orators of his generation. Also the charge of hians compositio could easily refer to the 
long duration of speeches he criticizes in Cicero. 
46Tac. Dial. 21.6, ('sluggishness and slowness'). 
47Tac. Dial. 21.7, ('hard and dry'). 
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iarn et iuxta finem vitae composuit ... 
Nani priores eins orationes non carent vitiis 
antiquitatis: lentos est in principiis, longus in narrationibus, otiosus circa excesses, tai-de 
commovetur, Taro incalescit; pauci senses apte et cum quodam lumine terininantur. Nihil 
excerpere, nihil referre possis... '. 48 
In Aper's speech, Tacitus presents a picture of oratory which at the same time 
contrasts and agrees with that found in Cicero's Brutus. The contrast comes with Aper's 
description of the oratory of the Ciceronian era, which obviously forms the pinnacle of 
the development of oratory as far as Cicero is concerned. In Aper's view Ciceronian 
oratory suffers from excessive, length, lack of emotion, paucity of memorable sententia 
and a lack of rhythm; 49 all of these charges seemingly incompatible with the peak of 
Roman oratory. However, this discrepancy also offers a certain similarity to Cicero's 
work; a similarity, in fact, explicitly recognized by Aper/Tacitus, who directly compared 
himself with Cicero for championing the cause of contemporary oratory over the 
commonplace of excessive admiration of earlier oratory. 50 With this in mind the 
similarities between Cicero's and Aper's criticisms of earlier orators are very striking and 
support the proposition that Cicero's judgements on earlier orators were primarily 
influenced by narrow aesthetic and stylistic criteria which were subject to change. This, 
48Tac. Dial. 22.2-3, (`For he was first to refine oratory, and first to employ selection in 
words, and artistry in arrangement; he also attempted more agreeable passages, and 
contrived certain sententiae, at any rate in those speeches which he composed now and 
near the end of his life ... For his earlier speeches are not free from the blemishes of 
antiquity: he is sluggish in introductions, long winded in the narrative, and, having 
digressed, too leisurely; he is slow to be stirred, and is rarely heated; few observations 
are finished aptly (apte) and with a certain flash point'. ) Tacitus' criticisms of Cicero's 
slowness to stirred, and lack of fire are particularly interesting given Cicero's frequent 
criticism of his stylistic opponents' inability to raise sufficient pathos in an audience (see 
for instance Cicero's criticisms of Calvus at Brut. 283-285). 
"Depending on the translation of apte. See Cicero's use of the term in reference to his 
modification of a fragment of Gaius Gracchus above n. 24; Mayer, 2001, p. 161, renders 
it, 'harmoniously'. 
50Tac. Dial. 22.1; see above, n. 38 
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once again, suggests that caution must be used in dealing with Cicero's criticisms of 
earlier orators. 
Thus, a survey of the sort of criticism that Cicero levels at earlier oratory reveals a 
very narrow stylistic criticism, based upon a set of aesthetic criteria, which are clearly not 
universally accepted. Such a narrow set of criteria seems to be designed to privilege 
Cicero's own style as the pinnacle of oratory. This demonstrates the danger of reading the 
Brutus uncritically when considering the orators of the late second and early first 
centuries BC. It does not, however, rob the work of use in the study of the early orators; 
more qualified observations can be made by examining and understanding Cicero's aims 
and intentions in composing the work. Thus the next sections will consider the 
chronological, political and stylistic context of the Brutus before offering an observation 
on popular oratory that can be made once the context of Cicero's work is secure. 
THE CHRONOLOGICAL, POLITICAL AND STYLISTIC CONTEXT OF THE 
BRUTUS 
THE CONTENTS AND STRUCTURE OF THE BRUTUS 
The Brutus is a work of around three hundred and thirty chapters in length. It was 
composed by Cicero probably in the spring of 46 BC, after Caesar's victory in the Civil 
War. s' Although the treatise bears the name of Marcus Junius Brutus, it does not open 
with a direct dedication to him; in fact the Brutus has an unusual structure. It begins with 
a series of reflections on the death of Hortensius in 50 BC and his association with 
Cicero, and links Hortensius' death with the ending of free speech in the forum (1-6). 
"Douglas, 1966, p. ix; pp. xix-xx; Narducci, 2002, p. 401, though for more detail, see 
next section. 
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Cicero then rather abruptly shifts the focus to his own tragedy in having to live through 
these changed conditions (7-9). After this the form of the work changes to a dialogue 
when Cicero muses that the recollection of great orators in the midst of current problems 
was a welcome relief (9). It is during the early narration of the dialogue that the 
connection of the work to Brutus is made clear. The interlocutors in this dialogue are 
Cicero himself, Brutus, and Cicero's old friend Titus Pomponius Atticus. Both berate 
Cicero for his recent silence during his exile and Brutus, on Atticus' behalf, demands 
reward for the works they had sent him, a treatise De Virtute and the Liber Annalis 
respectively. After this exchange the dialogue begins with Cicero introducing Greek 
rhetoric and then progresses roughly chronologically through a comprehensive list of 
Roman orators. 52 At various points Atticus and Brutus are used to interject and allow 
other discussion. The descriptions of the orators vary depending on their fame and merit 
in Cicero's eye. Some of the less well known orators are dismissed with in a single line, 
but more well known examples such as Cato the elder get a much more in-depth 
treatment. The dialogue finally closes with Hortensius again. Despite his preference for 
not mentioning living orators Cicero weaves an account of his own training as an orator 
into his description of Hortensius. He again approaches the theme of Hortensius' fortune 
in dying before the current blocking of free speech, weaving in his own tragedy once 
more (301-29). After this point the work loses its dialogue form and instead becomes a 
direct address to Brutus grieving at his position in relation to the current fate of oratory 
and repeating Cicero's observation that in his opinion only one or two orators of each 
generation really live up to the name. The final line of the work is corrupt. 
"Cicero goes as far as to defend his inclusion of so many orators of little consequence: 
Cie. Brut. 137-138; 244. 
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THE POLITICAL CONTEXT AND AIMS OF CICERO'S BRUTUS 
In evaluating the context and aims of Cicero's Brutus, the opening to the work is 
significant. It is usual to open with a formal dedication of the work to the dedicatee, " 
however, in this instance, Cicero has chosen to make the death of Hortensius the first 
thing to confront the reader. Hortensius' death had occurred in 50 BC, four years prior to 
the writing of the Brutus (see below), suggesting that immediate grief or sorrow was not 
the impulse which inspired Cicero to write the Brutus. Instead his choice of this 
beginning is deliberate. Hortensius is also used to finish the dialogue, before the final 
address to Brutus. 
This structural use of Hortensius is significant given the date of the Brutus, which 
can be narrowed down to a fairly restricted period of time. It appears, from a comment 
early on in the work, that it was Cicero's first treatise after the writing of De Re Publica, 
completed between 54 and 51 BC. 54 Douglas, suggesting a date sometime in the early 
months of 46 BC for the Brutus gives a good breakdown of the internal evidence which 
can be used to narrow down the date and the debate which it has generated. 55 For example 
events in the autumn of 47 BC are referred to such as Brutus' defence of Deiotarus before 
Caesar and his appointment as Governor of Cisalpine Gaul. 56 Cicero also hints at his 
return to Rome from Brundisium which also occurred at this time. 57 An enquiry as to the 
progress of Caesar's campaign in North Africa suggests a date after December 47 BC and 
before the end of the campaign. 58 This terminal date, however is slightly complicated by 
"Douglas (1966, p. 1, commentary on sections 1-9) notes that Cicero has a similar lack of 
dedication at the beginnings of the Academica and De Legibus (although in the case of 
the former a letter of dedication to Varro exists). 
"Cie. Brut. 19. 
"Douglas, 1966, pp. ix-x. 
"Cie. Brut. 21; 6. 
"Cie. Brut. 10; See also Ad Fain. XIV. 20. 
"Cie. Brut. 10. 
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references to L. Manlius Torquatus and P. Lentulus Spinther, both killed at the battle of 
Thapsus on April 6 46 BC, as dead at the time of writing. 59 Contrary to this is Cicero's 
refusal to speak of the oratory of the younger Cato, thus implying that he was still alive, 
or at least, that news of his suicide had not yet reached Rome. Douglas suggests an 
elegant solution to this impasse. He proposes that Cicero was indeed aware of Cato's 
death, but, already having in mind a separate treatise on Cato, conveniently regarded him 
as amongst those living and therefore not within the stated remit of the Brutus. " This 
would place the Brutus' time of writing between the end of February 46 BC and a little 
past the end of April when the news of Cato's death reached Rome. This date places the 
work into a period of uncertainty for Cicero. The year 46 marked his return to Italy and 
sojourn in Brundisium before his pardon by Caesar. Even after this reprieve the future of 
the Republic under Caesar seemed bleak to Cicero, who was unaware of the short time 
Caesar would continue in his position. " 
With this date in mind, the choice of Hortensius for the introduction to the work 
makes sense. Although ostensibly mourning Hortensius, Cicero carefully links him to the 
wider events occurring at the time of writing. As Douglas points out, Hortensius is set up 
as a symbol of the old Republican order, implying that Cicero was interested in making 
some kind of political statement. 62 With closer inspection of Cicero's treatment of 
Hortensius and the language he uses a clearer picture of his intentions can be revealed. 
59Cic. Brut. 265; 268; The latter's death can be assumed from the fact that Cicero 
described his oratory, having stated that he would only talk of the dead. Brut. 248. 
60Douglas, 1966, p. x. 
"Cicero refers directly to the recent uncertainty of his position, mentioning recovery from 
a, `... long perturbation of spirit, which even affected my physical health... ' (Cie. Britt. 
12). For a summary of the bleak political situation facing Cicero see Stockton, 1971, pp. 
269-279, esp. pp. 277-299. See also Narducci, 2002, p. 401. 
"Douglas, 1966, Commentary on Britt. 1. 
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Leaving aside the connections to the current situation of the Republic for the 
moment, Cicero's treatment of Hortensius is characterized by its echoes of a funerary 
oration. 63 Firstly Cicero takes pains to establish his credentials as a funerary speaker. He 
points out his connection to Hortensius, beyond their friendship and rivalry. Mentioning 
their common membership on the college of the augurs, Cicero adds, `Qua in cogitatione 
et cooptum me ab eo in collegium recordabar, in quo iuratus iudicium dignitatis 111eae 
fecerat, et inauguratum ab eodem, ex quo augurum institutes in parentis eum loco colere 
debebam' 6a This, still within the first chapter of the work, places a filial relationship 
between Cicero and Hortensius in the mind of the reader, and makes Cicero a suitable 
person to be delivering Hortensius' funeral oration. 65 Cicero immediately moves on to 
statements of lament over the loss of such a great man, using words of grief such as 
dolebanl and doluisse. 66 Apart from this Cicero gives an overview of Hortensius' life and 
meditates on excessive grief" before the dialogue deals with what could be seen as his 
ancestors in the practice of oratory. 68 Finally a more detailed treatment of his life is given 
towards the end of the work with a summary of his achievements69 
63The funereal tone of the work is also noted in Narducci, 2002, p. 401; Narducci, 1997, 
pp. 97-98. In the latter case Narducci is concerned with relating the decline of the 
political importance of oratory to Cicero's increased emphasis on its artistic and cultural 
value. 
64Cic. Britt. 1, ('With that in mind, I remembered that I was co-opted into the college by 
him, in which, having sworn an oath, he made a judgement of my dignitas, and having 
been formally inducted into the college by the same, in accordance with the customs of 
the augurs, I was bound to honour him as a father. '). 
"Flower, 1996, pp. 130-131. Polybius (VI. 53.2) and Appian (BC I. 106) both suggest that 
it was normal for a son to conduct the funeral laudatio. Nepos (Att. 17.1) refers to 
Atticus' laudatio for his mother. 
66Cic. Britt. 2-3. 
b7Cic. Britt. 4-6. On the inclusion of details of the career of the deceased see Flower, 
1996, p. 139. 
68Cic. Britt. 25-301. On the inclusion of ancestors see Flower, 1996, p. 132. 
69Cic. Britt. 301-30. On the position of a detailed treatment of the life of the deceased see 
Flower, 1996, p. 139. 
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This rough breakdown of the treatment of Hortensius tallies well with the 
description Cicero later gives of laudationes mortuorum. Cicero describes them as 
follows, `... ipsae enim familiae sua quasi ornamenta ac monumenta servabant et ad 
usum, si quis eiusdena generis occidisset, et ad memoriam laudum domesticarum et ad 
illustrandam nobilitatem suam. '. 70 We see Cicero as the stand-in relative delivering the 
oration, coverage of the glorious past deeds of Hortensius' `ancestors' in oratory, as well 
as a final celebration of his own deeds. Cicero also notes the propensity for falsehoods in 
funeral orations, however, suggesting that they have distorted the historical record with 
spurious consulships, triumphs and familial connections. 71 Cicero, of course, is above 
such criticism, having already made it clear that Atticus' Liber Annalis, `... quo iste 
omnem rerum memoriam breviter, tit mihi quidem visum est, perdiligenter complexes 
est. '72, has given him exactly, `... eam utilitatem quam requirebam, tit explicatis ordinibus 
temporum uno in conspectu omnia viderem. i73 
It is obvious, though, that the Brutus is far more than a mere funeral oration for 
Hortensius; Cicero's funerary allusion is multi-layered. As was mentioned earlier Cicero 
connects Hortensius' fate with that of the Republic. Whilst discussing the grief that will 
be felt at the passing of his rival, Cicero points out the felicity of his life and timely death. 
He supposes that if Hortensius were still alive, he would suffer one pang of grief (dolor) 
more than any other thing: that the Roman forum, `... quod fuisset quasi theatrum illius 
ingeni, voce erudita et Romanis Graecisque auribus digna spoliatum atque orbatum 
70Cic. Brut. 62, (`... for those families preserved their orations as kinds of ornament or 
monument, and for use, if any of that family should have died, and for the memory of 
fame of the house, and for illustrating their nobility. '). 
"Cie. Brut. 62. 
72Cic. Britt. 14, ( `... in which he has included all past events concisely and, as indeed it 
seemed to me, so diligently. '). 
73Cic. Brut. 15, ('... that help which I required, so that I should see in one view all of time 
laid out in order. '). 
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videret'. 74 Cicero's use of the verb orbare here continues the funerary context, applying 
it, this time, to the current situation facing Roman oratory. 75 He suggests that the Roman 
forum itself is orphaned by the death of vox erudita. At this point in the introduction 
Cicero also switches the focus onto his own plight, noting his own angor at the situation. 
He mentions the state's lack of heed of the weapons of consilium, ingenium and 
auctoritas; precisely the weapons that could be wielded effectively by orators. 76 It is clear 
from this that the current political situation was in Cicero's mind when composing the 
introduction to the Brutus. 
The funereal language of the introduction to the work is conspicuous by its 
continued inclusion when Cicero moves into the dialogue proper. Also, further allusions 
to the current state of affairs contribute to providing continuity between the two 
sections. 77 After the description of how Brutus' and Atticus' scholarly endeavours had 
lifted him from the torpor he had fallen into, and the topic for discussion has been agreed, 
Cicero once again returns to his funerary motif. Atticus recalls the first occasion of 
Cicero and himself beginning to discuss the topic, stating, `... tegtte Bruti dolentem vicem 
quasi deflevisse ittdicorum vastitatent et fori'. 78 Here Brutus is opposed to Cicero's aged 
orator, deprived of his honourable repose at the end of a distinguished career, 79 and 
74Cic. Britt. 6, (`... which was a kind of theatre for his genius, should be seen pillaged and 
bereft of that eloquence, learned and worthy of Greek and Roman ears. '). 
"Douglas (1973, p. 126) refers to the work as 'testimonial' for Roman oratory. 
76Cic. Britt. 7-8. 
"Although the change from the introductory laudation of Hortensius to the dialogue is 
abrupt, a sense of continuity is maintained by the opening exchanges continuing the 
comments on the woeful state of the Republic. For example, see Brutus' ominous reply to 
Cicero's request for news, `Nihil sane ... quod quidem ant tit audire veils ant ego pro 
certo dicere audeam' ('No nothing ... nothing at least that you would wish to hear or that I 
should venture to report as certain'), and Atticus' preference for avoiding the subject 
altogether, To ... ad to animo veni»uts, ut 
de re publica esset silentium' ('It was precisely 
our thought in coming, to avoid talk about the res publica'). Britt. 10-11. 
78Cic. Britt. 21, `... and you grieving for the misfortune of Brutus fairly wept with loss 
over the desolation of the of the courts and forum. '. 
79See Cicero's characterization of himself at Britt. 8 and 22. Although at the age of 60, 
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presented as the young orator who has been disinherited by the end of free speech. Once 
again the choice of the verb defleo implies mourning at their loss, and maintains the 
funerary tenor introduced at the beginning of the work. Cicero also makes explicit the 
reason for the situation, painting a vivid word picture of eloquence muted by the collapse 
of the traditional institutions of the Republic. 80 Thus Cicero seems to be hinting at 
multiple funerary themes, firstly that of Hortensius leaving Cicero bereft of his friendship 
and counsel, and secondly the death of a Republic in which oratory was not constrained, 
leaving eloquence bereft of a situation in which it can flourish. With the sense of the 
work being a laudatio fttnebris for oratory itself, Cicero's schematic description of 
oratory, progressing from rude beginnings to its apogee under his own acheivements, also 
makes sense in a funerary context. In this case the catalogue of orators could be seen as a 
description of the cursus honorem of Roman oratory culminating, shortly before its death, 
in the highest office of Cicero. " 
Cicero returns to his use of funereal themes towards the end of the work, after the 
bulk of the orators have been dealt with and towards the end of his more detailed 
treatment of Hortensius' life. Cicero compares the ending of Hortensius' oratory with the 
ending of his own, blaming the fate of the Republic for his situation: `Sic Q. Hortensi vox 
exstinctafato stta est, nostra publico'. 82 He then goes on to sketch out an elaborate 
metaphor describing the new condition of oratory, `Nos autem, Brute, ... post Hortensi 
given his continued vigour and involvement in politics until his death, Cicero's 
characterization of his career nearing its end may be exaggerated to fit with the tenor of 
his introduction. 
80Cic. Brut. 22, `... subito in civitate cum alia ceciderunt tum etiam ea ipsa, de qua 
disputare ordimur, eloquentia obinutuit. ' ('... suddenly in the state, when other things 
were destroyed, then even that very thing, on which we begin to discuss, eloquence, was 
muted. '). 
ß10n the inclusion of the curses of the deceased, see Flower, 1996, p. 139; on the Brutus 
as the funeral oration for Roman oratory see Haenni, 1905, p. 52; Douglas, 1966, p. xi. 
82Cic. Britt. 328, ('Thus the voice of Quintus Hortensius was extinguished by his fate, 
ours by that of the Republic. '). 
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clarissimi oratoris niortenz orbae eloquentiae quasi tutores relicti... '. 83 Once more Cicero 
suggests that the current political situation has orphaned eloquence, and, with the death of 
Hortensius, only he and Brutus remain to act as guardians. Again the language Cicero 
uses, orbo and tutor, has a funerary ring to it. 8; Finally Cicero ends with a further 
expression of the grief he feels for Brutus, who as an orator has been disinherited by the 
current situation. The word dolor is again prominent in this section. 85 
It is clear from Cicero's deliberate choice to begin with Hortensius that the 
funerary tone used by Cicero and its application to the current state of the Republic was 
meant to be significant, and, above all, noticed by the reader. This conviction is 
strengthened by the continued use of the theme as a unifying thread throughout the work, 
followed by the echoes of the introduction in the epilogue. 86 The presence of the funerary 
motif running through the Brutus raises interesting questions as to Cicero's intent. We 
have already seen that the work cannot be regarded as merely a funeral oration for 
Hortensius. This multi-level metaphor, on the surface, purports to be a laudatio for 
Hortensius, recognizing his oratorical ancestors; but it soon develops in complexity 
83Cic. Brut. 330, ('But we, Brutus, ... after the death of the great orator Hortensius, remain 
as guardians of a sort of orphaned eloquence... '). 
84The metaphor also continues with the image of eloquence as a virgin grown into a 
woman, who must be protected by Cicero and Brutus from hos ignotos atque impudentis 
procos and ab amatorum inipetu (Brut. 330). This may represent an aside at those orators 
whom Cicero considers to be unworthy of the title, perhaps even those Cicero's describes 
as Attici. However, on the problems concerned with these see below. Douglas (1966, 
Commentary on Brut. 330) argues that proci and amatores are a reference to Caesarian 
partisans. 
85Cic. Britt. 331-2. This section is in contrast to that which immediately precedes it where 
Cicero seems to repeat the sentiments of Brutus' work de Virtute: that he can rest on his 
laurels secure in the fact that his deeds already done, will speak amply for him to future 
generations. The contrast with Brutus, who has been denied a chance to prove himself is 
taken by Douglas to be a challenge by Cicero, exhorting Brutus to make a name for 
himself by resisting Caesar and restoring the Republic (1966, commentary on Britt. 332). 
This reading, however, is far from secure, aided as it is by hindsight. 
86For example, compare Brut. 22-3 with 331. See also Douglas, 1966, commentary on 
Britt. 330 for further echoes. 
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becoming in some ways the funeral of practical oratory itself, recounting the development 
of oratory from youth, to its prime, where it was tragically cut off. As with Hortensius, 
the broad pattern of the work fits Cicero's description of a funeral oration. First the loss 
of free speech is alluded to, then the dialogue comprises a catalogue of the achievements 
made while free speech was in existence, finally the work laments those who are bereft 
and disinherited by the loss of free speech. It seems likely that the readers of the work 
were meant to recognize Cicero's funerary allusions and their significance to the current 
state of affairs at Rome. Given the prospects of oratory as they would appear to Cicero at 
the time of writing, such a pessimistic viewpoint is quite understandable. However, it 
would be wrong to suggest that the Brutus was meant to be read exclusively as a funeral 
oration for Roman oratory. As will be seen below, there are other messages within the 
work, and it would also be an error to discount the the explicit statements of Cicero when 
he talks about the purpose of the work as a historical exercise and as a way of showing 
how few of all the orators, in Cicero's opinion, truly excelled. " On the whole, though, 
considering that the arrangement and composition of the Brutus is moulded to allow the 
use of such language, it would seem that one of Cicero's chief intentions in writing the 
Brutus was to comment on the current state of the Republic, and hence he had good 
reason to schematize his presentation of earlier orators in order to create a natural sense 
of progression towards his own oratory. 
Nevertheless, it has often been argued that the one of the prime impulses behind 
the Brutus was Cicero's desire to answer a stylistic challenge posed by a group known as 
the Attici. It is certainly possible that a work as long and complex as the Brutus could 
have multiple agendas and themes running through it, and an impression of the stylistic 
87See for example Cic. Britt. 20 and 25; See Narducci (2004) for an argument giving 
more weight to the historical aspect of the Brutus. 
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context of the work is valuable in the interest of examining possible influences on 
Cicero's portrayal of earlier orators, such a claim will be examined in the next section. 
THE BRUTUS AND ITS STYLISTIC CONTEXT 
A reason often thrust forward to explain the composition of the Brutus, is to 
suggest that it was the product of the debate on Roman Atticism. Atticism, as a self aware 
phenomenon known by that appellation, appears to have been a style championed by a 
limited number of younger orators, characterized by a move away from the full and 
rhythmic oratory exemplified by Cicero to a more precise and self consciously elegant 
form, though Cicero's accusations of meagreness and bloodlessness should not be taken 
as evidence that Attic delivery could not be emotive. Although the debate in these 
particular terms seems recent, the seeds of the dichotomy are sown much earlier in the 
development of Latin. The concise 'Attic' style represented the natural tendency of Latin 
towards brevity, as seen in the Latin of Cato the Elder and in the plays of Terence, while 
the Asiatic style (exemplified by Plautus) represented the influence of the more overtly 
full and rhetorical practice of Asian, particularly Pergamene orators who were becoming 
more visilbe at Rome after the Second Punic War. 88 The debate articulated in the terms 
we see in Cicero, however, appears to have become very visible in the period after the 
composition of the De Oratore (54 BC), which has no mention of Attic oratory. 89 For 
88The question of what Atticism actually represented is a long and exhaustively debated 
topic. On the early historical development of Attic and Asiatic tendencies, see Gratwick, 
1982, pp. 132-133. A good account of the particular debate concerning Cicero, stressing 
the fact that Atticism did not represent a longstanding self-aware movement, and with 
ample bibliography over the debate is furnished by Wisse (2002, pp. 364-368). For more 
detail on this and on the likely Roman origin of Atticism see also Wisse, 1995; Douglas, 
1955. Against the suggestion that Attic oratory lacked pathos see Kennedy, 1994, p. 151. 
For a useful, but ultimately over-interpreted, breakdown of the evidence for the evidence 
for the stylistic trends of Atticism see Leeman, 1963, pp. 136-167. 
89Hendrickon (1926, pp. 238-239) and Douglas (1966, p. xiii) both suggest that the 
publication of De Oratore sparked off the response against Cicero's standpoint. Caesar's 
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example, Hendrickson on more than one occasion states that the Brutus was written as 
an, `... appeal to the record of Roman practice to demonstrate the correctness of the 
writer's point of view concerning effective oratory'. 90 If correct, such a proposition 
would, in addition to the political comments he was making, give ample reason for 
Cicero to mould his portrayal of the development of oratory into a progression 
culminating in his own style. Douglas is more cautious but also accepts the Attic debate 
as an important factor, although one whose `... wider significance has been greatly 
exaggerated by modern scholars'. 91 
The existence of some sort of debate is demonstrated by Cicero's disparaging 
comments about Attici, such as his assertion that they were almost '... ab ipso foro 
irrisi... ', 92 and also the evidence preserved in later authors of correspondance on the 
subject between Cicero and Calvus, who is the only orator actually named as Attic. 93 That 
Attici were in Cicero's mind while he was writing the Brutus is clear from his mocking of 
their failure to notice `Attic' qualities in Cato the elder, and his attack on their use of the 
term Attic to describe their style of oratory. Also the sequence of developments which 
Cicero traces in the early orators points, in a thinly veiled way, to Hortensius' style and 
De Analogia is seen as a part of this reaction. Hendrickson (1926, p. 250) also adds the 
death of Calvus as a likely cause for further debate and comparison between him and 
Cicero. Wisse, 2002, p. 364; Narducci, 2002, p. 409. 
"Hendrickson, 1952; see also Hendrickson, 1926, p. 251, 'Under the appearance of 
historical objectivity Cicero seeks to effect an inductive proof in vindication of his own 
position, showing by appeal to history that the type of emotional discursive oratory which 
he himself represented had always been the more admired and effective'. 
91Douglas, 1966, pp. xii-xiii; see also Douglas. 1973, pp. 119-126. See also Clarke, 1996, 
p. 80; Kennedy, 1994, pp. 151-156; Wisse (2002, p. 364) is more positive about the 
impact of the debate on the work. 
92Cic. Tusc. Disp. 11.3., ('... laughed out of the forum... '). 
93For a breakdown of the evidence for the correspondence see Hendrickson, 1926. Cie. 
Brut. 284, `Tuna Brutus: Atticum se, inquit, Calves poster dici oratorem volebat; inde 
erat ista exilitas quani We de industria consequebantur. I ('Then Brutus: `Our friend 
Calvus, ' he said, `wished to call himself and Attic orator. That was the reason for that 
meagreness of style which he cultivated deliberately'). 
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his own style being the last improvement and culmination of the process respectively, and 
consequently implies that reactions to this type of oratory must be inferior. There are, 
however, problems and complications with this standpoint. 
The evidence for Atticism itself does not suggest a widespread or well-established 
movement, at least at the time Cicero composed the work. In fact, when considered 
closely, it is difficult to reconstruct much of a distinct Atticist standpoint, and Cicero's 
work seems to take issue not only with Atticism. As much scholarship on the subject 
shows, it is difficult to disentangle Atticism from broader trends in Roman oratory which 
almost certainly did not consider themselves 'Attic'. As has been already stated, although 
there are references to Attici in the plural, the only reference we have to a named 
individual being referred to as an Atticist is Brutus' comment on Calvus. 9; Even the 
attribution of Brutus to the camp of the Atticists is by no means secure. Douglas points 
out that Cicero's comment on Atticists being `laughed out of the forum' in a work 
addressed to Brutus, would be rather boorish and clumsy if Brutus actually called himself 
an Atticist. 95 
Despite the concerns of authors as chronologically distinct as Hendrickson and 
Douglas, 96 other authors often speak of an established Attic movement in Roman oratory 
and ascribe names to the cause. Kennedy, in his survey of Roman oratory cites a letter of 
Cicero as evidence that Brutus was an Attic orator, 97 while Clarke concurs but cautions 
against indentifying orators other than Brutus and Calvus as Attic orators. 98 The greatest 
9'Cic. Britt. 284; See preceding n. 
"Douglas, 1966, p. xiii-xiv. . "Both warn of the dangers of using the term `Attic' as a coverall definition of non 
Ciceronian oratory: Hendrickson, 1926, p. 238; Douglas, 1966, p. xii. 
"Kennedy, 1994, p. 153; He cites the letter Ad Att. XV. 1 a. 2. Shacketon-Bailey in his 
commentary on the passage states that the reference to style is, `.. of course, the Atticizing 
style. ' (SB, Vol. 6, p. 244). 
"Clarke, 1996, p. 80. 
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culprit for naming orators as Attic is Leeman, who devotes a large chapter to Roman 
Atticism. Leeman to refers to, `Brutus and other less gifted Atticist orators', regards M. 
Calidius as the oldest of the Atticists, includes Calvus and Caesar, and finally admits 
Asiunius Pollio and Sallust as extreme forms of Atticism. 99 Towards the end of his 
chapter Leeman is even comfortable to refer to them collectively as belonging `... to the 
Atticist movement' or as, `... these Atticists... '. 100 Leeman, as Douglas points out, also 
makes several rather grandiose claims concerning the superiority of the Attic movement, 
for example suggesting that, `There can be no doubt that they [the Attici] made Cicero 
look "cheap"'. ' This is obviously reading more into the evidence than is reasonable. 
Leeman does, however, raise an interesting point in his identifications of subtypes of 
Attici, which offers a more helpful avenue of thought for understanding the variety of 
standpoints to which Cicero was reacting to in the Brutus. 
Rather than attempting to construct Atticism as a widespread movement, 
significant outside Cicero's own intellectual circle, a more productive answer is to 
examine the evidence for all the oratorical debates and differences alluded to in the 
sources. A brief survey of Cicero reveals a far more complex picture than the simple 
divide between established groups of Atticists and Asianists. 102 As well as the group 
apparently calling themselves Attici in deference to Calvus, there is also evidence of 
contributions being made to the oratorical melting pot by philosophers. In particular, the 
Stoics held an acute interest in grammatical matters and theories of argument (possibly 
influencing the Attici and others). As well as this a distinct Stoic style is suggested by 
'Leeman, 1963, p. 155; p. 159; p. 162. 
"'Leeman, 1963, p. 163; p. 166. 
"'Leeman, 1963, p. 159; Douglas, 1973, p. 123. 
102See for instance Leeman's (1963) treatment of oratorical styles split between Asianism 
and Atticism in chapters 4 and 6 respectively. The term Asianist, is as nebulous as 
Atticist, and has long been seen as more of a polemical term, than an identifiable group or 
movement. On this see von Wiliamowitz-Moellendorf, 1900, pp. 1-8. 
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Cicero who generalizes about the Stoics' prowess in disputandum but relative weakness 
in dicendum. 103 As well as the philosophers (and possibly deriving from them) a debate 
between analogy and anomaly in Latin grammar was ongoing at this time as 
demonstrated by the publication of Caesar's De Analogia. 10; Cicero takes issue with this 
debate in the Orator expressing horror at the thought of not using natural contractions for 
verbs of the perfect tense for example. '01 
Another group actually referred to with its own adjective is mentioned by Cicero. 
Despite their distinct appellation, the `Thucydideans' are taken by Leeman to be an 
extreme group ofAttici. 106 This curious group, from the little said about them, appear to 
emulate the style of Thucydides' written speeches. "" A further side to the stylistic debates 
'Cicero would have been exposed to is that represented by the historicizing or archaizing 
elements. Although never referred to as a specific group, they can be inferred from 
Gellius' report of those who ostentatiously declare preference for the speeches of Gaius 
Gracchus to those of Cicero, and from Tacitus, who, in the voice of Aper in the Dialogos, 
complains that he, like Cicero, is alone in praising contemporary speech over that of the 
past. 108 Finally there is the contribution made to this debate by practioners of what was 
polemically described as Asianist speech. This is traditionally presented as opposed to 
Attic speech, but in reality its definition causes similar problems to the definition of 
103Cic. Brut. 118. This distinction of Stoic orators is held up by Cicero's statements that 
the younger Cato was exceptional as an effective Stoic orator. 
"'On which see Hendrickson, 1906; see also Wisse, 2002, p. 368. 
105Cic. Orat. 155-162. 
"'Leeman, 1963, pp. 159-162. 
107Cic. Orat. 30-32; Brut. 287-288. 
1°8Gell. X. 3.1= ORF 48.13, 'Fortis ac nehemens orator existimatur esse C. Gracchus. 
Nemo id negat. Sed quod nonnullis uidetur seuerior, acrior ampliorque esse M. Tullio, 
ferri id qui potest? ', ('Gaius Gracchus is regarded as a powerful and vigorous speaker. No 
one disputes this. But how can one tolerate the opinion of some, that he was more 
impressive, more spirited and more fluent than Marcus Tullius? '); Tac. Dial. 22.1, see 
above n. 38; See also Cicero (Brut. 137), who mentions that L. Cotta cultivated a 
deliberately archaic style. 
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Atticism. 109 For our current purpose it is sufficient to note that Cicero consciously 
distances himself from the `Asiatic' oratory of Hortensius in the Brutus. " 
The purpose of this survey is'to demonstrate the richness and complexity of the 
debate on oratory that can be perceived through Cicero's writings. The different stylistic 
types can be split into two broad trends, as Cicero does, grand, elevated styles, and those 
less artificial, and more concise, but each broad trend clearly had different approaches 
available. It is clear from Cicero's debate on the reception of speeches by educated and 
uneducated listeners that some of practioners of the alternate stylistic approaches in the 
concise trend looked down on Cicero's eloquence and pathos and rhythm. Cicero, against 
this sort of criticism argues that oratory judged favourably by the uneducated popudus, 
that is effective oratory, must by default be admired by the educated listener. "' Cicero on 
the other hand is interested to distance himself from both trends, suggesting that he 
instead straddles the divide, taking elements of both to create a third way which 
surpassed the deficiencies of both, and utilized all available registers for the maximum 
effect on the audience. 
Thus Cicero's work offers a defence of his style, not just against Atticists, but also 
distancing himself from both broad trends in Roman oratory, but particularly defending 
pathos and rhythm. Consequently, the presentation of the development of orators must be 
seen in this light. Cicero's judgements on many of the orators lacking rhythmic flair are 
part of his agenda to create a sense of progression, including the use of rhythm and pathos 
towards his own particular brand of oratory. This agenda works in concert with the 
109 See above n. 102. 
10Cic. Britt. 325-327. 
"'Cic. Britt. 183-200; The argument culminates with the comparison of a speech of 
Scaevola's which pleased educated critics, and the opposing speech of Crassus which 
used pathos to win over the audience, and win the case. On this argument see below, p. 
76. 
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political message of the work. Also the two broad trends that can be seen in the work 
present an interesting challenge to Cicero in terms of his treatment of the political 
standpoint of many of the orators he treats. Consequently, the next section will make a 
critical reading of Cicero's treatment of the popular orators of the period that concerns us. 
In light of the understanding of the agendas at work in Cicero's Brutus some interesting 
insights into the oratory of popular politicians can be made. 
THE BRUTUS AND POPULAR ORATORY 
The previous sections have demonstrated the various concerns running through 
Cicero's Brutus which have affected his portrayal of the orators of our period. Aside from 
the other agendas affecting this treatise, his treatment of those orators traditionally 
described as 'popularis' is also worthy of note. 12 Given the concern of this thesis: to study 
the language of popular politics; and given that a characteristic 'popularis' style of oratory 
is often suggested by Cicero, and alluded to in subsequent scholarship, it is striking that 
no such patterning is clearly visible in the Brutus. Instead Cicero deliberately, and in 
contrast to statements elsewhere, suggests that the only different styles of oratory that can 
be classified are grand and plain. ' 1' An examination of the reasons for Cicero's skirting 
the issue of a popularis' style can be very revealing for both Cicero's suggestion of a 
'popularis' style elswhere, and in its implications for popular oratory itself. It will be 
contended that Cicero's evocation of'popidaris' style in other works is purely a 
convenient rhetorical construction, whereas the reality is far more complicated, being 
"'For a methodical attempt at such classification see Meier, 1965. 
13Cic. Brut. 201. In contrast, in De Oratore and Orator, for instance, Cicero divides 
oratory into a more conventional three styles: grand, middle and plain (Cic. De Orat. 
111.199; Orat. passim) See Douglas, 1966, p. xxxv; p. 145. 
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closely intertwined with the Atticist/Asianist debate as well as the tensions between 
established aristocrat and newcomer. The complexity and variety of the realities of 
oratorical practice, as well as Cicero's fairly comprehensive coverage of orators of 
different political persuasion, force him to abandon, or at least downplay, such simple 
schema as the model of a'popularis' style, versus some sort of conservative style. As will 
be seen, were he to impose such a system on the oratorical styles covered in the Brutus, 
he would most likely find himself on the wrong side of such a divide. 
This section will begin with some examples of Cicero's indications of a 
'popularis' oratorical style, and examples of its acceptance in modem scholarship. Next it 
will examine the terms in which Cicero describes some of the orators and examine the 
implications of his use of terms such as populare genus dicendi, demonstrating the lack 
of a sense of a 'popularis' style in the Brutus. Finally, with reference to the debate over 
Atticists and Asianists, as well as David's suggestions on the development of oratorical 
style, it will be suggested that a different dynamic between the contrasting styles of 
Roman oratory is visible in the Brutus; a dynamic with interesting implications for the 
study of the language and self-presentation of popular politics. 
In his famous and polemical description of populaces in the Pro Sestio, Cicero 
imputes to them a series of characteristics which seem to give a clear indication of the 
traits of an oratorical style that was characteristic of those he described in such terms. 14 
For instance, populares are accused of being nocentes, improbi, firriosi, even desperate 
from financial embarrassment, thus forming the opposite of Cicero's calm and dignified 
optimates. 15 Furthermore populares suffer from some kind of furor animi, and feed on 
discordia civium ac seditio; 16 they are'audaces homines et perditi'; ` Saturninus is 
"'For an in-depth analysis of Cicero's use of popularis in this work see Seager, 1972. 
"'Cie. Pro Sest. 97, ('noxious, rebellious, frantic'). 
16Cic. Pro Sest. 99, 'aut qui propter insitum quendam animi fiurorem discordiis civium ac 
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associated with a niultitudo incita, 18 whereas more recent populares, 'homines seditiosi 
ac turbulentes', have had to resort to using hirelings in a contio to concitare the 
popzdus; " 9 while Clodius is described as having afarrialem vocem'. 120 When, to these 
impressions, are added Cicero's statement that people could, '... oratione adsequi volunt, 
ut populares esse videantur', 12' and his description of the changed appearance of the 
tribune Rullus, 'Jam designates olio vultu, alio vocis sono, alio incessu esse 
meditabantur, vestitu obsoletiore, cörpore inculto et horrido, capilliator quam ante 
barbaque maiore, ut oculis et adspectu denuntiare omnibus vin tribuniciam et minitari 
rei publicae videretur', 122 it is unsurprising that a sense of a'popularis' style, 
characterized by vehement, inflammatory oratory seeking to arouse the passions of the 
popadus, is often found in modem scholarship. "' 
Cicero's use of the term popularis in the Brutus, however, is considerably 
different to and far less polemical than that just considered. Occasional orators in the 
Brutus do seem to conform to the picture outlined above, C. Carbo, for instance, who 
spoke with what could be seen as characteristic vehemence, charm and humour, is also 
castigated with'... perpetuam in populari ratione levitatem... '. Likewise, Spurius Thorius, 
seditione pascantur' ('... and who, on account of some sort of inborn madness of mind, 
feed on civil discord and sedition... '). 
"'Cie. Pro Sest. 100, ('... audacious men and reckless... '). 
"'Cie. Pro Sest. 101, ('incited mob'). 
"'Cie. Pro Sest. 104, ('seditious and turbulent men'; 'to incite'). 
"'Cie. Pro Sest. 106, ('... raving voice... '). 
"'Cie. De Leg. Ag. 11.7, ('... wish to strive by their speeches, to appear to be 
populares... '). 
"'Cie. De Leg. Ag. II. 13, ('As soon as he was elected, he practised putting on a different 
tone of voice, and a different gait; his clothes were in rags, his person was terribly 
neglected, more hair about him now and more beard, so that eyes and aspect seemed to 
protest to the world tribunician force and threaten the res publica. '). 
'23The idea of 'popularis' style can be seen early on in Mommsen's descriptions of 
Glaucia's 'shameless street eloquence', or Saturninus''fiery and impressive' oratory. 
(Mommsen, Hist. vol. III, p. 446) Leeman, suggesting a connection with Asianic oratory, 
states that, '... the oratory of the populares was more Greek in character than that of the 
nobiles. ' (Leeman, 1963, p. 66). 
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a tribune associated with agrarian reform, is described as good'... in populare genere 
dicendi... ', 124 and the tribune P. Decius is described in the following fashion: '... ut vita sic 
oratione etiam turbulentus. i125 However, this picture is undermined by Cicero's 
non-polemical or pejorative usage of the term in other parts of the work. A good example 
of this can be found in his descriptions characterizing Stoic oratory. In considering the 
oratory of P. Rutilius Rufus, and crucially, in outlining the factors that make his oratory 
ineffective, Cicero passes the judgement that Stoic oratory was, '... peracutum et artis 
plenum ... scis tarnen esse exile nec satis populari assensioni accomodatum. 
i126 Cicero's 
usage of the term popularis here is instructive. He clearly is not referring to the approval 
of a group he would disparage, described as'popularis'; yet, at the same time, his choice 
of words indicates more than just approval of the populus. It seems that Cicero's use of 
the term here refers something effective at persuading the popuius, that is a popular 
audience at a contio. Perhaps a more faithful , though 
less literal, rendition of what 
Cicero means would be, '... acute and systematic as you know, but meagre and not 
sufficiently suitable in respect of its ability to affect a popular audience. ' 
This understanding of what Cicero means by'popularis' in the Brutus helps make 
a great deal more sense of his comment about L. Cassius who, as we have seen, is 
described as not eloquent, but a homo popularis on account of his tristitia et severitas. 127 
Clearly Cicero here is suggesting that Cassius' harsh and severe demeanour, as opposed 
to any sort of liberalitas, could be used with great affect in terms of rousing a popular 
'24Cic. Brut. 136, ('... in the popularis way of speaking... '); On Spurius Thorius see App. 
BC. I. 121-125, on his likely authorship of the extant lex agraria see Crawford, RS I, pp. 
57-59. 
'25Cic. Brut. 108, ('... as in his life, so in his oratory he was turbulent. '). 
'26Cic. Bract. 114, ('... acute and systematic, as you know, but meagre and not sufficiently 
suitable for popularis approval. '). 
'27Cic. Britt. 97, '... non eloquentia, sed dicendo tanzen; homo non liberalitate, ut aliis, sed 
tristitia et severitate popularis', ('... not eloquent, but nevertheless in speaking, he was a 
popudaris man not by generosity, as others, but by his very harshness and severity'). 
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audience, where others have resorted to generous offers. This description alone, in its 
suggestion of being popularis through such opposed approaches as generosity and 
severity, severely undermines the rhetorical construction of a poptdaris' style of oratory 
outlined above. 
Cicero's attitude towards oratory effective on a popular audience (popularis 
oratory, in the parlance of the Brutus) is revealed by a discussion in the Brutus on 
whether orators should strive for critical approval of their learned peers, or popular 
approbation. As will be seen, this exchange is illuminating for Cicero's own particular, 
and not necessarily universally held, attitudes towards oratory, and demonstrates the 
reason for his interesting departure from his rhetorically constructed idea of a bombastic 
'popularis' style. He states that in his private discussion, he would naturally seek the 
approval of Brutus and Atticus, but, '... eloquentiam ... meam populo probari velim. 
"28 He 
continues, betraying his own opinion on the matter, 'Etenim necesse est, qui ita dicat, ut a 
multitudine probetur, eundem doctis probari. i129 He goes on to distinguish, in the 
assessment of an orator, the means of achieving a desired effect in the audience from 
whether or not the effect itself is actually achieved. The latter of these two things is 
implied to be the more important, and the former is made to be contingent on it. That is to 
say, if an orator succeeds in creating the emotions and effects desired in his audience, the 
means are not necessarily important, and, by default, the knowledgeable critic must 
approve. '' 
12. Cic. Brut. 184, ('... I would like my eloquence to be approved by the populus. '). 
'29Cic. Brut. 184, ('It is inevitable that whoever speaks so that it is agreeable to the 
tnultitudo, must also be agreeable to the learned. '). 
"'It is worth quoting the argument in full: Cic. Brut. 185, 'Tria sent enim, tit quidem ego 
sentio, quae sint efficienda dicendo: tit doceatur is aped quern dicetur, tit delectetur, tit 
inoveatur vehementius. Quibus virtutibus oratoris, horuni quidque efficiatur aut quibus 
vitiis orator aut non assequatur haec aut etiam in his labatur et cadat, artifex aliquis 
ittdicabit. Efficiatur autem ab oratore necne tit ei qui audiunt ita afftciantur tit orator 
velit, vulgi assenstt et populari approbatione iudicari solet. Itaque nuntquam de bono 
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This argument has long been recognized as some sort of defensive justification of 
Cicero's own style, generally as part of his defence against an Attic critique of his style. 131 
It is in this context that Cicero's lack of partitioning amongst the orators, in terms of 
'popularis' and 'optimas' style, can be shown to make sense. Although Atticism as a 
self-conscious force can only be seen comparatively late in the lifetime of Cicero there 
must; as has been seen, have been similar antecedents and alternatives. "' A plausible 
model to explain this is offered by David's analysis of the rise a non-aristocratic class of 
prosecutors. He argues for a complex, sociologically driven development of oratory in 
two broad directions, affected by the development of the quaestiones perpetuae. With the 
increased possibilities for prosecution of individuals specifically for crimes against the 
res publica, David notes the need for a rhetoric of pathos appealing to the shared interests 
of the community; in this he sees a significant contribution to the development of rhetoric 
championing the cause of the people. "' He also notes the possibilities such prosecution, 
open, technically to any full citizen, offered to those outside the aristocratic circle; 
prosecution of an individual for his actions as a magistrate allowed a private citizen to 
oratore aul non bono doctis hoininibus cum popuao dissensio fait. ' ('Now there are three 
things in my opinion which the orator should effect: instruct his listener, give him 
pleasure, stir his emotions. By what virtues in the orator each one of these is effected, or 
from what faults the orator fails to attain the desired effect, or in trying even slips and 
falls, a master of the art will be able to judge. But whether or not the orator succeeds in 
conveying to his listeners the emotions which he wishes to convey, can only be judged by 
the assent of the multitude and popularis approbation (for which read in, 'in respect of its 
ability to win the approbation of the populus). For that reason, as to the question whether 
an orator is good or bad, there has never been disagreement between experts and the 
populus. '). 
131See for instance Hendrickson, 1952, p. 156 n. a; see, more recently, Narducci, 2002, pp. 
404-5. 
'32Wisse, 1995; Wisse, 2002, p. 366; for a detailed bibliography on the date of the rise of 
Atticism see Narducci, 2002, pp. 408-409; for more detail on antecedents to Atticism see 
Narducci, 1997, pp. 125-126. 
'33David, 1992, pp. 555-556 See also Meier, 1965, p. 608. However, it must be noted that 
the institution of the quaestiones perpetuae cannot have been the source of the ideas of 
popular rights. Clearly the impetus behind the quaestiones presupposes such thought 
beforehand, not to mention political structures such as the tribunate. 
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become directly involved in the affairs of the city, while aside from recognition in the 
forum, other benefits could accrue to the prosecutor. 13; The potential for advancement to 
those outside the aristocratic loop, David suggests, increased the number of 
non-aristocratic accusers. 13' This in turn seems to have given the practice of accusation 
and the rhetoric of pathos an unsavoury tang of the parvenu, hence Crassus' rule to 
prosecute only at the beginning of a career. 116 This style, dependent on raising the 
emotions of the populus, shares a great deal with Cicero's rhetorical construction of 
'popularis' rhetoric noted above. 
The alternate stream of development suggested by David, is one of aristocratic 
oratory, partly a pre-existing style at Rome, partly developed in reaction to the eloquence 
of pathos associated with accusers. This type of oratory was characterized by dignitas and 
gravitas, preserving a distant, authoritarian image; it was reserved and more sparse with 
emphasis on careful selection of choice words rather than rich use of language, and 
frequently had recourse to humour. 137 David also notes an exclusive element to this 
stream of oratory, as can be seen in the importance accorded to pronunciation, accent and 
correct usage, which indicated a speaker from within the'aristocratic circle as opposed to 
an outsider who could be seen to lack the urbanitas that an aristocrat would automatically 
"'See the remarks of David (1992, pp. 514-515) on the right of a successful prosecutor to 
adopt the ornamenta and tribe of his victim. See also, Alexander, 2002, p. 1; pp. 7-8. 
'35David, 1992, p. 555; on the non-aristocratic accusers see Crassus' comments in his 
speech in favour of the lex Servilia iudicaria which sought to break the equestrian 
monopoly on the courts. For instance, Crassus refers to afactio iudicum et accusatorum 
(ORF. 66.23 = Cic. Brut. 164) and then refers to the'... faucibus eorwn, quorum crudelitas 
nostro sanguine non potest expleri... ' ('... the jaws of those, whose ferocity cannot get its 
fill of our blood... ') (ORF. 66.24 = Cic. De Orat. 1.225). On the lex Servilia iudicaria see 
Griffin, 1973, pp. 114-116; Brunt, 1988, pp. 204-205; Lintott, 1992, p. 27. 
'36Narducci, 2002, p. 417; David, 1992, p. 335. The hint of aristocratic distancing, and 
attempts to close the gap by those on the outside are suggested by Sinclair (1993) in his 
study of the treatment of sententia in the Rhetorica ad Herennium. 
137Narducci, 2002, p. 407; David, 1992, p. 617-618. 
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have. 138 Indeed, much of this approach to oratory can be seen in several of Cicero's 
descriptions of early orators. The oratory of M. Aemelius Scaurus is noted for its dignitas 
and gravitas; Scipio Nasica for his pure Latin and wit; Q. Catlulus likewise for pure 
Latin; and Metellus Numidicus for dignitas and pure Latin. "' 
These two broad, contrasting, styles are admirably demonstrated in two episodes 
recorded by Cicero and quoted by David. "' Firstly Cicero records Laelius' attempted 
defence of the publicani accused of the murders in the forest of the Sila; he describes 
Laelius' speech as delivered, '... accurate ... eleganterque... 
'. 14' Realizing his defence was 
failing, he recommended his clients secure the services of Servius Sulpicius Galba, 
'... causam illam ... quod is in 
dicendo ardentior acriorque esset, gravius et vehementius 
posse defendi'. 142 Galba's speech was conducted, '... multis querellis niultaque 
miseratione... ', and was sufficient to succeed in winning an acquittal for the publicani 
where Laelius was failing. "' Secondly, Cicero relates the famous prosecution of P. 
Rutilius Rufus in 92 BC, which, in his opinion, was successful primarily for Rutilius' 
refusal to appeal to pathos. Cicero reports that he refused to be supplex before the indices, 
'Nemo ingemuit, nenzo inclamavit patronorum, nihil cuiquam doluit, nemo est questus, 
nemo rem publicam imploravit, nemo supplicavit', and finally compares his fate to that of 
Socrates who likewise rejected rhetoric of pathos offered in this case by Lysias, to sound 
instead as a magister or dominus of the judges. 144 
"'David, 1992, pp. 330-33 1. 
139CiC. Brut. 111; 128; 132; 135. 
"'David, 1992, pp. 618-620. 
14'TLRR 10; Cic. Brut. 85, ('... exactly and elegantly... '). 
'42Cic. Brut. 86, ('... because their case could be defended more impressively and more 
vehemently, because in speaking he was more ardent and sharper. '). 
143Cic. Brat. 88, ('... with many plaintive remarks and appeals to pity... '). 
144TLRR 94; Cic. De Drat. 1.229, ('kneeling'); 230, ('None of his counsel groaned or 
shrieked, no one was pained at anything, or made any complaint, or invoked the res 
patblica, or humbled himself. '); 231. 
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These two trends did not maintain a separate existence, and Cicero's own varied 
oratory demonstrates a high degree of cross fertilization between the two. '45 Thus style 
was independent of political opinion or role in a prosecution and was more a matter of 
personal preference. 146 The example of L. Licinius Crassus. is instructive. Despite being 
cited as an example of the aristocratic style by David, and certainly qualifying in Cicero's 
eyes as a bonus, the latter notes that, in his defence of the lex Servilia iudicaria Crassus 
spoke populariter, and the fragments of this speech demonstrate that Crassus was 
creating an appeal to pathos in his vivid description of the bloodthirsty jaws of the 
accusers. 147 Likewise Hortensius' oratory, as described by Cicero is akin to a prosecuting 
eloquence of pathos, despite his recognized position in the Roman establishment. "' The 
difficulty in applying oratorical style to either judicial roles or political affiliations is 
clear. 149 
Clearly Cicero saw himself as taking a middle-ground, incorporating the best 
elements of both styles, but, as seen above, Cicero's opinions were by no means 
universal. Different opinions on exactly what constituted good oratorical style, including 
eschewing the more flamboyant aspects of pathetic rhetoric, not least among the Stoics, 
clearly existed. If the debate on Atticism and its antecedents is put against this context, 
Cicero's lack of ideological patterning by style among orators is brought into sharper 
focus. Cicero's defensive attitude towards his own style would appear to betray a 
movement, amongst the Atticists as well as others, perhaps hearkening back to 
'45Narducci, 2002, p. 408; David, 1992, p. 623. 
"'David, 1992, p. 618; Also see for example Plutarch's description of the differing styles 
of Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus, (CG. 2.3-4). 
147Cic. Britt. 164; See above, n. 135. 
148Cic. Brut. 325-327. 
'49This difficulty can be seen in the variety of oratorical styles visible within each of 
David's (1992, pp. 585-587; pp. 651-654) stylistic appendices for both prosecutors and 
advocates. 
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aristocratic traditions of oratory. In such a situation were Cicero to have maintained his 
rhetorical construction of the characteristics of'popularis' rhetoric, in comparison to 
orators such as Caesar, whose oratory errs towards the aristocratic model (Cicero 
describes his style as characterized by bonitos verborum, expedites, profluens; and notes 
his interest in grammatical analogy)"' he would have been forced to concede that he was 
the popularis to Caesar's optinzas. This leaves us with a picture where the oratory of 
Gaius Gracchus, for example, appears little different, in essentials to Cicero's own. 
So, to return to the task of analysing the concerns of the author affecting the 
presentation of early orators in the Brutus, it seems that the dialogue between Cicero and 
his stylistic detractors offers an interesting counterpoint to Cicero's characterization of 
'popularis' oratory in his speeches. The latter characterization is revealed as a rhetorical 
construction which cannot be sustained in a systematic account of Roman oratory. The 
complex realities and stylistic richness of Roman oratory force Cicero to abandon simple 
generalization in oratory. What is revealed, rather than a simple politico-stylistic 
dichotomy, is a spectrum of oratorical style not necessarily attached to political 
leanings. "' This allows the historian of the language of popular politics to break free 
from the constrictions of a sense of stylistic unity amongst popular politicians, and clearly 
demonstrates a far lesser degree of separation from the oratory of the political mainstream 
than Cicero's very rhetorical construction -would otherwise allow. 
CONCLUSION 
To conclude, this chapter has sought to offer a critical reading of a crucial source 
for the political oratory of the late second and early first centuries BC. Starting with the 
'50Cic. Brut. 220; 251-262. 
'"' For a similar conclusion, seeking to separate oratorical style from political inclinations, 
see Morstein-Marx, 2004, p. 239. 
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generally negative view of earlier orators in the work, it examined the sorts of criticisms 
that Cicero levels against even the most celebrated orators of the period. It was seen that 
Cicero's comments were confined to narrow aesthetic and stylistic concerns, rather than 
more fundamental problems with early oratory, which, on the contrary, appears 
sophisticated and varied. The nature of Cicero's criticisms, therefore, suggested different 
agendas in the work. The next two sections of the chapter considered the political and 
stylistic context of the Brutus, in order to uncover any of Cicero's intentions in writing the 
work which might result in a distorted picture of early oratory. Firstly, it was seen that the 
Brutus deliberately evoked a complex funeral metaphor, presenting a laudatio faanebris 
for Roman oratory. This naturally allowed Cicero to present a picture of Roman oratory 
developing towards the apogee of his own style. Secondly, the stylistic context revealed a 
lively oratorical scene, with differing oratorical approaches challenging Cicero's own 
methods. Accordingly Cicero's portrayal of the development of oratory is influenced 
again, in order to present Cicero's own stylistic preference as the only logical outcome of 
the developments in Roman oratory. With knowledge of these agendas running through 
the Brutus, it was then possible to examine Cicero's portrayal of the style of popular 
orators. Given Cicero's other concerns in the work, it was shown that the picture of an 
identifiable 'popular' style of oratory familiar from other parts of Cicero's corpus was in 
fact a rhetorical construct. The realities of meeting criticisms of his style was to force 
Cicero to abandon any attempts to pigeonhole popular orators to a single style. This has 
demonstrated a variety in oratorical style in the period which is not allied to political 
convictions. Clearly the indication that popular politicians were not characterized by a 
single style is very significant for the study of the language of popular politics and 
contributes towards a picture of popular orators far more integrated into the political 
mainstream than they are often portrayed. The next chapter will build on this image by 
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considering the theoretical justifications of popular politics available to a popular 
politician. 
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Chapter 3: Political Discourse and the Concept of Res Publica 
INTRODUCTION 
The previous two chapters have underlined the viability of the contio as an active 
forum for political persuasion and demonstrated the richness of oratory in the generation 
before Cicero, as well as the independence of oratorical style from political inclinations. 
These factors form the necessary pre-conditions for active and meaningful political 
discourse in the period; and the series of popular constitutional innovations, which 
marked the second and early first centuries BC, suggest the existence of a discourse 
capable of justifying and arguing in favour of legislation to the advantage of the poptdus. ' 
The next two chapters will question the terms in which this political debate was framed. 
In doing this, it is possible to contribute to the ongoing debate on popular politics as the 
terms and language used are crucial to the understanding of any politics. This chapter will 
examine the fundamental concepts and broad rhetorical strategies that were available to a 
Roman politician of this time, while the next chapter will consider in more detail the 
conceptual patterns visible in the discourse. 
In the process of reconstructing the terms of a discourse involving popular 
innovators, the question of self-presentation must be considered. How did popular 
innovators present themselves and justify measures favoured by the populus, but 
unwelcome to at least some of the other senators? Did they, or could they appeal to 
foreign concepts such as demokratia, or was it possible to do so in purely Roman terms 
and concepts? What sort of theoretical political position could they construct themselves 
against? The need for some precision in this matter has been demonstrated by the various 
reactions to the work of Fergus Millar in particular, who defends Polybius' conception of 
' Mackie, 1992, pp. 49-73. 
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a 'democratic element' in Roman politics. ' Millar's approach to the politics of the 
Republic has made a significant contribution to the understanding of the workings of 
Roman politics, especially in his fundamental point that the high value placed on rhetoric 
and oratory presupposes the opportunity for genuine persuasion of audiences. ' His 
conclusions, however, pointing towards a more democratic Rome, have provoked a 
vigorous debate particularly focusing on his contention that Rome could be legitimately 
considered a form of democracy. ' The response to this debate by John North offered a 
strong and valid criticism. Whilst not outright rejecting Millar's model of significant 
popular influence in Roman politics, he did point out the dangers inherent in the 
application of the term democracy to it. Such a complex term is, by nature, imprecise, 
potentially encompassing modern liberal representative democracy, radical Athenian 
democracy, Hellenistic forms, as well as the theoretical model that Polybius may have 
had in minds Even more problematic for the use of the term is the ideological baggage 
attached to the term by our own experience of it; notably the sense of inevitability and 
moral rightness associated with the term in Western democracies. ' Quite clearly the 
z Millar, 1984; 1986; 1998. 
Millar, 1998, pp. 200-204; This approach has been built upon considerably by 
Yakobson (1999) in his analysis of Roman elections and electioneering. 
4 See for example Millar (1998, p. 208), `As regards formal structures, the fundamental 
argument of this book is that our evidence will remain unintelligible unless we accept 
that the constitution of the res publica made it a variety of democracy. ' For subsequent 
arguments for: see Yakobson (1999); and against: see Burckhardt (1990, pp. 89-99), 
Jehne (1995), Mouritsen (2001) and, most recently, Hölkeskamp (2004). In particular, for 
two very comprehensive introductions to the debate, see Holkeskamp (2000, pp. 
203-233) and Jehne (1995b, pp. 1-11), both of whom summarize the reactions to Millar's 
work, the former in particular offering an excellent bibliography on the subject. 
5 North, 1990, pp. 12-16; The statement from Millar's book (postdating North's article) 
quoted above (n. 4) seems, in fact to respond to North's criticism by qualifying the 
statement ('... as regards formal structures... a variety of democracy... '); See also Millar, 
1998, p. 210, `... in purely formal terms... '; p. 225, `... in that limited sense... '. 
6 Mouritsen, 2001, pp. 1-17; Crick, 2002, p. 92; See also Belsey (2002, pp. 33-37) for a 
good summary of Althusser's (1971, pp. 121-73) arguments on the tendency for political 
regimes to present themselves as the only possible solution. 
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pitfalls associated with the application of the term democracy to Roman politics can be 
avoided by an examination of how such a thing might have been expressed in Latin. 
Therefore, rather than debating the merits and demerits of a modernword, a more 
fruitful approach is to be found in examining the sort of terminology that the Romans 
themselves would have used for what Polybius called the 'democratic element', or, more 
particularly, how the popular innovators of the late second and early first centuries BC 
might have articulated their position in relation to their opponents and characterized their 
actions. Much relevant material for this can be found in Cicero's De Re Publica, which 
gives the reader an insight into the way in which the three simple forms of constitution, 
outlined by Plato and Aristotle, could be discussed in Roman terms. Naturally there are 
limitations which must be taken into account when applying Cicero's writings from the 
late 50s to the political discourse of the late second century, but these will be considered 
and solutions offered in the course of the chapter. This chapter will begin with an 
examination of the broad range of meanings encompassed by the term res publica; it will 
then examine the justification of the legitimacy of the Roman form of res publica implicit 
in Cicero's description. Based on this two obvious rhetorical standpoints which claimed 
to uphold the legitimacy of the state will be identified in Cicero's own speeches and 
finally identified in the evidence for the second and early first centuries BC. 
THE THEORETICAL LIMITS OF RESPUBLICA. 
The most striking way in which Cicero uses the term respublica is in reference to 
the three simple forms of constitution outlined by the Greek philosophers and their 
corresponding corrupt forms. For instance Cicero is able to speak, '... de tribus his 
generibus serum publicarum... ', ' meaning that an orator, should he have wanted to 
' Cie. Rep. 1.44. 
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advocate popular rule, would not have required a transliteration of the Greek term 
demokratia; rather he could speak of a populare genus rei publicae. 8 In fact, the relative 
infrequency in the De Re Publica of descriptive adjectives applied to the term res publica 
in comparison to its frequent unaccompanied use in reference to all three types of 
constitution, suggests that the term carried no particularly strong implication of the 
Roman way of organizing a state; the desired nuance could be interpreted through 
context, or the use of adjectives. So Cicero was able to encompass the concept of Greek 
radical democracy in the term res publica. He finds it natural to fit the Roman 
constitution into the Greek tripartite scheme, which implicitly acknowledges that Rome 
had included an element of popular sovereignty. This suggests that when Cicero speaks 
of the populare genus rei publicae, he is not thinking solely of Greek radical democracy, 
but equally recognizing it as a concept within Roman political culture. Thus even if 
demokratia, that is to say absolute popular rule, was a topic of political discourse at 
Rome, modem observers should adjust their understanding of the breadth of meaning of 
res publica rather than imposing the word 'democracy'. 
Despite the flexible nature of Cicero's concept of respublica it is significant that 
there are no other indications of speeches arguing from the standpoint of a populare 
genus rei publicae; Cicero, even when describing himself as a popularis consul does not 
do such a thing. ' A position of this kind, uttered by another speaker, would have brought 
nothing but invective from people like Cicero, whose characterization of Greek radical 
democracy (and hence popular rule in a Roman context) is almost always hostile. " 
8 Cic. Rep. 11.41, Cicero mentions that the best state is drawn from 'these' three types, 
'... statuo esse optimo constitutam rent publicam, quae ex tribus generibus illis, regali et 
optumati etpopulari... ', but, as has been seen, earlier speaks de tribes his generibus 
rerum publicarum (see n. 6) clearly underlining what the later reference refers to. See 
also 11.42, 'triplex genus reruni publicarum'. 
9 Cic. De Leg Ag. 11.9. 
"For example see Cic. Flacc. 15-16 for an example of Cicero's characterization of Greek 
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Cicero's negative opinion of Greek democracy and popular rule in general is not 
surprising given the Platonic influences on the work and the frequently negative attitude 
toward Greek democracy in other Greek philosophers whose works were influential at 
Rome. " This sort of attitude can be seen in the influential works of Polybius and 
Posidonius, both of whom were active in Rome, writing in the second half of the second 
century and first half of the first century BC respectively. Polybius' assertion of the 
superiority of the Roman mixed constitution over Greek democracies in his sixth book is 
well known. The preference of the Stoic Posidonius, under whom Cicero studied, for 
government by the wisest is implicit in the fragments dealing with peoples of the Black 
Sea coast. 12 In his account, the Mariandyni voluntarily submit to the Heraclians, 
recognizing that their superior wisdom would lead them to a better life. " The negative 
attitude toward Greek democracy, given the influence of Greek intellectual and 
philosophical traditions, is unlikely to have been limited to a narrow portions of the 
Roman aristocracy. In fact, despite the comparative lack of evidence available to 
democracy, where Greek voting assemblies are portrayed as nothing more than contiones 
with immediate voting powers; see also Flacc. 57 for a comparison of the bad traits of 
contiones with Greek voting assemblies. See also Cic. Rep. I. 51, for the familiar 
argument about careful selection of a gubernator of the ship of state. The underlying 
logic of this argument mirrors the general conclusion of De Re Publica that the populus 
must be guided by wise and experienced men. For a good summary of Cicero's frequent 
arguments against democracy see Wood, 1988, pp. 145-155. In Rep. 1.43 Cicero also 
assumes that democracy requires enforced equality of status thus giving no room for 
virtue, this despite the fact that Athenian democracy only requires equality of opportunity 
(See Hansen, 1989, pp. 21-25). 
"Zetzel, 1999, pp. x-xx; Morford, 2002, pp. 14-33; For a survey of Greek philosophical 
criticisms of democracy see Stockton, 1990, pp. 165-187; Though, for an alternative 
survey of recent scholarship emphasizing the close links between aristocracy and 
Athenian democracy see Eder, 1998, pp. 128-137. 
12For Cicero's study under Posidonius see Plut. Cic. 4; for evidence of Cicero's continuing 
correspondence with him see Cic. Ad Att. I1.1.2; XVI. 1 1.4; see also Shackleton Bailey, 
1971, p. 12. 
13Posidonius, Fr. 60 (Edelstein and Kidd). 
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demonstrate such a point, echoes of Cicero's negative attitude can be discerned, as will 
be seen, in the writings of both Cato the Elder and Cornelius Nepos. 
The first indication of Cato's negative attitude to Greek democracy, aside from 
the assertion of Roman constitutional superiority imputed to him in De Re Publica, can 
be seen in his association of the Sabines with the Spartans. 14 He notes that they thought 
themselves to be sprung from a Spartan named Sabus, that they inherited Spartan 
traditions and goes on to suggest that Sabine mores have since been followed by Rome. 
The connection of Roman mores to the undemocratic rival of Athens speaks volumes for 
Cato's attitude. Aulus Gellius preserves Cato's version of the tale of the military tribune 
Quintus Caedicius, including a significant comparison with Greek practice. The gist of 
Cato's point is that the tribune Caedicius willingly fought a suicidal action in order to 
save an army, much as Leonidas, the Spartan did at Thermopylae, but with very different 
results. Leonidas was honoured by all of Greece with `... gloriam atque gratiam 
praecipuam claritudinis inclitissimae decoravere monumentis: signis, statuis, elogiis, 
historiis aliisque rebus gratissimum... '. 1. Cato's disapproval of such uncontrolled popular 
adulation is clear in his comparison with Caedicius: `... at tribuno militum parva laus pro 
factis relicta, qui idem fecerat atque rem servaverat. '16. This disapproval of the 
unrestrained nature of the Greek demos is also apparent in Cornelius Nepos' accounts of 
the ultimate fate of several Greek generals. In fact, Nepos picks up on exactly the same 
concern as Cato in his life of Miltiades, noting that in both Rome and Athens honores 
were formerly few and glorious, but now lavish and worthless. Noting with approval the 
14Cic. De Rep. 11.1-2; Serv. Auct. Ad Verg. Aen. VIII. 638 = Cato, Orig. II. 22(Chassignet) 
"Gell. N. A. 111.7.19 = Cato, Orig. IV. 7 (Chassignet), ('... unexampled glory and gratitude 
from all Greece, was honoured with memorials of the highest distinction; with pictures, 
statues, honourary insctiptions, in histories and in other ways... '). 
"Gell. N. A. 111.7.19 = Cato, Orig. IV. 7 (Chassignet), ('... but the tribune of the soldiers 
who had done the same thing and saved an army gained small glory for his deeds. '). 
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frugal and therefore meaningful rewards of Miltiades, Nepos goes on to point out that the 
tyrant Demetrius of Phalerum was voted three hundred statues by the same populus, 
`... postea quain mains imperium est nactus et largitione magistratuum corruptus est... '. " 
Nepos also makes his comparison with Rome doubly clear by stating the story as proof 
that, `eandem omnium civitatum esse naturam. ' 18 
The theme of the dangers presented by an unguided and overly-powerful popuhis 
allowed to follow its whims and manipulated by demagogues crops up time and again in 
the subsequent biographies in Nepos' work. For instance Aristides is condemned by one 
citizen purely on basis of his epithet `the just'; Cimon was ostracized through the `invidia 
ingratorum civium'; Nepos lambasts the Athenian populus for weeping at the sorrows 
suffered by Alcibiades, `... proinde ac si aliuspopuhis, non ille ipse qui turn flebat, earn 
sacrilegii damnasset. '; he describes the Athenian demos as a `... populus acer, suspicax ob 
eamque rein mobilis, adversarius invidus... '; and finally he reiterates his warning to 
Rome, `Est enim hoc commune vitium in magnis liberisque civitatibus, lit invidia gloriae 
comes sit...... 9 It seems clear that Nepos and Cato both exhibit a deep distrust of the 
effects of the Greek cities where populus had sufficient power to disregard guidance and 
to act in an irrational and inconsistent way. Nepos in particular reproduces Cicero's fear 
"Nepos, De Excel. 1.6.4, ('... after it had gained greater power and was corrupted by the 
largess of the magistrates... ') 
"Ibid. De Excel. I. 6.1, ('... all states are of the same nature. '). 
i9lbid. De Excel. 111.1.4; V. 3.2, ('... jealousy of ungrateful citizens... '); VII. 6.4, ('... just as 
if another popadus, and not that very one which was then shedding tears, had condemned 
him for impiety. '); XIII. 3.5, ('... a harsh and suspicious populus, and on account of this 
inconstant hostile and envious... '); XII. 3.3, (`For it is a common fault in great and free 
civitates, that jealousy should be companion to glory. '); For an examination of somewhat 
didactic themes running through Nepos' De Excellentibus Ducibus Exteraruen Gentitten 
and the relationship of the problems highlighted to contemporary issues at Rome, see 
Dionisotti, 1988, pp. 35-49. 
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that a populus of excessive power is incompatible with differentiated status based on 
virtue. 20 
It is likely, considering an intellectual climate either influenced by Greek 
philosophers, sceptical of Greek radical democracy, or sceptical of Greek learning 
altogether, that the distrust exhibited by Cicero, Nepos and Cato was widespread. 
Consequently a rhetorical position appealing to the populace genus rei publicae would be 
almost completely rhetorically untenable as an effective means of persuasion before other 
members of the aristocracy. This suggestion seems to be borne out by the lack of 
speeches taking such a position. Although there may have been some supporters of such a 
radical position, " most pragmatic politicians, who were members of the aristocracy, 
regardless of their sentiments, would have realized that open support of Greek style 
democracy was doomed to failure. 22 Another reason for the paucity of evidence for such a 
rhetorical position is revealed by further examination of Cicero's treatment of res publica, 
particularly the features which legitimize it as valid state. As will be seen in the next 
section, the basis of the legitimacy of the res publica is crucial to understanding how a 
popular orator, would rhetorically construct and position himself. 
LEGITIMATE VERSUS ILLEGITIMATE RES PUBLICAE 
In his excellent article on Cicero's definition of res publica, Malcolm Schofield 
has outlined a variety of features which are of interest at this point in the discussion. 
Schofield focuses on Cicero's famous definition of respublica at I. 39, '... res publica res 
20See above n. 10. 
21Scipio's arguments in favour of democracy (Cie. De Rep. 1.48-50) do however imply 
some who would speak in favour of democracy, referring always to 'they' who advocate 
the arguments. 
22Such a radical stance, advocating a system that would necessitate changes to the Roman 
constitution, would have little chance of convincing any senators sympathetic to popular 
issues, but not of the same opinion concerning radical democracy. 
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populi est... ' and on the definition of populus as'... non omnis hominum coetus quoquo 
modo congregatus, sed coetus multitudinis iuris consensu et utilitatis connnunione 
societas'. 23 So, a res publica as Cicero defines it must be the res of a populus which meets 
his strict definition. 2a The significance of these two definitions, as Schofield reads the 
evidence, is that they provide the basic elements of a res publica, and, in the focus on the 
populus, a sense of legitimacy. 
It is on these criteria that Cicero returns to the subject of the three pure forms of 
government and their corrupt counterparts in the third book and adds a fresh nuance to 
his use of res publica. After the centrepiece discussion about whether a just state is 
possible, Scipio argues that, under the strict defnition of the term, none of the corrupt 
forms of government should be referred to as res publicae. 25 Under a tyranny or oligarchy 
the res publica does not belong to the populus, that is, it is not the res of the populus, 
rather it is in the hands of the tyrant or oligarchs and consequently not a 'vitiosa res 
publica' but 'nullani rem publicam'. 26 Considering that a res publica is the res of the 
people, Cicero points out that his argument might seem to founder in the case of a mob 
rule, where the people, '... agunt, rapiunt, tenent, dissipant, quae volunt... '. At this point, 
however, he invokes the second of his criteria of res publica, that is, the res must be the 
res of a populus which meets his strict definition, '... quia primum mihi populus non est, ut 
to optime definisti, Scipio, nisi qui consensu inns continetur... '. 27 The people in an 
ochlocracy, as Cicero describes them, do not constitute a populus and therefore such a 
23Cic. De Rep. 1.39, '... not a collection of men gathered in any sort of way, but a collection 
in large numbers associated in an agreement with respect to justice and a partnership for 
the common good'. Schofield, 1995, p. 70ff. 
"Schofield, 1995, p. 70. 
"Cie. De Rep. 111.43-45. 
261bid. De Rep. 111.43 'Ergo ubi tyrannus est, ibi non vitiosam, tit heri dicebant, sed, tit 
nunc ratio cogit, dicendum est plane nullam esse rent publicam'. 
"Ibid. De Rep. 111.45 '... because firstly it is not a poptdus to me, as you excellently 
defined, unless it is held together by consensus of rights... '. 
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-government cannot be referred to as a res publica, indeed in such a situation the mob is 
no less a tyrant than a single man. 
The centrality of the populus to the res publica in Cicero's arguments is very 
significant. Schofield argues that it is precisely this element which gives a government a 
sense of legitimacy. The metaphorical use of res as, in some sense, property or 
belongings, illustrates the difference between a legitimate and illegitimate form of res 
publica. In an illegitimate form of res publica the people's res is removed from their 
control in a similar way to stolen property. When demonstrating this principle with the 
example of Syracuse, despite its beauty and public buildings, he states, '... nihil enim 
populi et unius erat populus ipse', likewise under the thirty tyrants there was no 'res 
Atheniensis'. More significantly, when speaking of the tyranny of the decemvirs, Cicero 
relates how the people rose up and recovered their res, 'Populi nulla res erat, immo vero 
id populus egit, ut rem seam recuperaret'. 28 This leaves the logical question of how these 
examples of the populus deprived of their res differ from the remaining two types of 
genuine res publica where control of affairs was not directly in the hands of the people? 
The key lies in Cicero's use of recupero, to recover, which implies a sense that the 
populus were responsible for what should happen to their res. Schofield shows how, in a 
system meriting the term respublica, the res of the people is entrusted rather than being 
given completely to a ruling individual or body. He argues that this is reflected in 
Cicero's description of the creation of a consilium which is necessary for the 'regenda' of 
the res publica. 29 After cautioning that the consilium must reflect the same principles as 
those that produced the civitas, 30 Cicero states that, 'deinde aut uni tribuendum est aut 
281bid. De Rep. 111.44, 'There was no res poparli at all, indeed the people acted that they 
might recover their res'. 
291bid. De Rep. 1.41; Schofield, 1995, pp. 77-81. 
30So community injustice and working for the common good (see De Rep. 1.39). 
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delectis quibusdam aut suscipienduin est multitudini atque omnibus'. " The difference 
here, between something worthy of the term res publica and the corrupt forms of 
government, as Schofield shows, is the word deligo; the people are the agents rather than 
whoever ends up with the consilium. It is up to the populus to choose who to entrust with 
their res; when this agency of the people is usurped by an individual or individuals who 
take control without consent, the state cannot be called a res publica. 32 Schofield suggests 
that this principle is reflected in the traditions that the kings were chosen and formally 
granted their power by the populus. 33 
The sense of legitimacy inherent in the publica aspect of res publica is interesting 
in that it helps us understand the rhetorical standpoints which can be seen in the surviving 
speeches and fragments. It offers two ways of interpreting the position of the senate 
within the respublica both of which can be seen in the speeches of Cicero. Firstly it 
could be interpreted to mean that the legitimacy of the senate and magistrates was bound 
up in their duty to rule in accordance with the will of the people, just as Cicero argues, as 
will be seen shortly, in the second speech Contra Ruffilm de lege agraria. Alternatively, 
the idea implicit in Cicero's justifications of the rule of the few is that the populus entrust 
the running of affairs to the senate and magistrates precisely because they are the ones 
best qualified to make decisions, and therefore the people should listen to them rather 
than dictate to them. So with the idea that the legitimacy of government was intimately 
connected to governance ultimately by sanction of the populus, the reason for the lack 
31Cic. De Rep. 1.42, 'In the second place it [i. e. consiliuni] must be transferred to one or 
certain selected individuals, or else it must be taken up by the whole multitude. ' 
32See Schofield, 1995, p80; Cie. De Rep. 1.51 seems to reflect this idea of a people 
trusting their affairs to a chosen few, 'quodsi liber populus deliget, quibus se 
committat... '. 
33Schofield, 1995, p79; For example see Livy's account of the accession Servius Tullius 
which was not recognized by the populus (1.41.6), and who ultimately won favour only in 
battle with the Etruscans (1.42.3); see also the account of Tarquinius Superbus (1.49.3) 
where the fact that he gained the regnum without the iussum populi is remarked upon. 
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evidence for speeches making use of the ability of the term respublica to encompass 
radical Greek democracy becomes clear. Why would an orator, arguing for a popular 
measure, wish to adopt the easily undermined stance of a champion of the populare 
genus ref publicae with its implications of Greek licentia and levitas? Rather he could 
adopt the robust rhetorical standpoint against his opponents, that denial of the clear 
wishes of the people undermined the entire legitimacy of senate; he could argue, as we 
will see, that the senate were accountable to the wishes of the populus. They were, in a 
sense, usurping the res of the populus. As a body entrusted with the consilium of the 
civitas by the populus it was surely wrong of them to block popular wishes. Thus orators 
could, and, as we shall see did, argue that, rather than advocating an easily undermined 
populace genus reipublicae, they were standing for the traditional duty of the senate 
against those whose disregard of popular wishes took the res away from the populus, and 
hence undermined the state's legitimacy. Such a stance allowed orators to argue their case 
without placing themselves out of the political norms. 
Although the implications of this `popular' interpretation of the legitimacy of the 
senate might not seem particularly distinct from the direct democracy implied by the 
populare genus ref publicae, there are some important distinctions. The most important 
of these is that although the practical outcome is similar; that is, the primacy of a popular 
decision when in conflict with a senatorial one, the idea crucially can be presented and 
justified within the existing political framework. An argument justifying itself with 
reference to the populare genus ref publicae implies and indeed necessitates significant 
and structural changes. To argue for such a completely different political system, even 
one which is conceivable in Roman terms, is unnecessary when the present system gives 
such a popular basis to its legitimacy. Indeed Polybius saw no contradiction in stating that 
Rome's constitution was distinct from democracy whilst still noting the theoretical ability 
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of the populus to vote for measures which would deprive the senate of their 
pre-eminence 3" Moreover, such a rhetorical approach could still include a place for the 
guiding role of the senate; but would just stop short of the suggestion that the senate had 
a carte blanche to do what they willed. Their role was to offer guidance to the populus, 
but ultimately to accept its decision. 
Cicero's rhetoric, using the concept of the optimates, the best, makes sense in 
opposition to such a justification of popular innovation. " Rather than saying that it was 
the senate's duty to obey the people, the counter argument would be, as stated above, that 
the populus entrusted the governance of the state to the senate precisely because they, the 
senators, were the best qualified to make governmental decisions. The populus should 
trust the judgement of the optimates even if they did not necessarily understand why their 
counsels were the best. 36 This would also go some way towards explaining Cicero's usage 
of the term popularis for his political opponents. There was no need for supporters of 
popular measures to distance themselves, rhetorically speaking, from senatorial norms; 
but to Cicero it would be rhetorically advantageous to portray them, in opposition to the 
optimates, as being far outwith these norms. 
This section has concentrated on examining the implications of Cicero's definition 
of res publica and the insights it can give us into the rhetorical strategies that could be 
used by Roman orators. The next section will demonstrate in more detail the usage of 
these two rhetorical standpoints in Cicero's speeches. 
THE RHETORIC OF LEGITIMACY AND CICERO'S SPEECHES. 
33Pol. Hist. VI. 16.3. 
"On the technicalities and implications of this term see Chapter 4. 
36As stated above, this idea is implicit in Cicero's argument that a ship should be steered 
by a skilled gubernator rather than a random unskilled member of the crew (Cic. De Rep. 
1.51). 
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The two rhetorical standpoints outlined above can be clearly seen in two instances 
from Cicero, in the De Lege Agraria and the Pro Rabirio Perduellionis Reo. In his 
second speech against the agrarian law of Rullus, delivered before the people in 63 BC, 
Cicero adopts a position very similar to that outlined for defending a popular measure; a 
standpoint which is also predicated on the necessity that Cicero was conceptualizing the 
term respublica in the same sort of way as in the De Re Publica, written more than ten 
years later. In this speech Cicero adopts the persona of a popularis consul (leaving aside, 
until the next chapter, the implications of the term popularis) in order to undermine the 
rhetoric of Rullus which may have been of a similar nature. 37 The key phrase comes after 
Cicero has outlined the many insidious elements in Rullus' law but still states, 'Quae cwn, 
Quirites, exposuero, sifalsa vobis videbuntur esse, sequar auctoritatem vestram, mutabo 
meant sententiam'. 33 This statement contains a number of significant admissions on 
Cicero's part. Firstly he clearly states that he will follow the authority of the people and 
will change his mind at their behest. Secondly, and even more importantly for seeing the 
conceptual link with De Re Publica, he offers to do so if his opinion seems false to the 
people rather than his opinion actually proving to be wrong. So even though he would 
disagree with the decision, he would honour it, if it was the choice of the people. This 
statement places Cicero, in this speech, firmly in the position that the senate are 
immediately answerable to the populus. 
Further indications that, in 63 BC, Cicero was thinking in the same terms as in De 
Re Publica can be seen firstly in his ability to speak of'... turbulenta consilia contra hunc 
37The real nature of Rullus' argument is impossible to know. Although Cicero gives the 
impression of responding to Rullus' points, it must be remembered that Cicero was 
bound to emphasize the parts which served his agenda. It is possible, even, that he could 
seriously misrepresent what Rullus said in order to create a useful point to react against. 
38Cic. De Leg. Ag. II. 16, 'When I have placed these facts before you, if they should seem 
to be false, I will follow your authority, I will change nzy opinion'. 
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ref publicae statum 39 His specification of'this form of res publica' shows his ability to 
conceive of different types of res publica; in this case an attack on the combined form of 
res publica40 likely to supplant it with a dominatio. 41 Secondly clear similarities to De Re 
Publica can be seen in the appearance of property metaphors for the rights of the people, 
and particularly in the use of the vivid term'eripio' in connection with this. Such 
metaphors give the impression of a something physical, snatched away by force, 
something which can be recovered with force, and something which can be entrusted to 
others. 42 Summing up the likely impact of Rullus' bill Cicero states that'... hac lege 
agraria pulcra atque populari darf vobis nihil, condonari certis hominibus omnia; 
ostentari populo Romano agros, eripi etiam libertatem....... The image of the populus 
having their freedom torn away is very reminiscent of many of Cicero's comments 
mentioned above concerning the necessity of the res publica being the res of the people. 
Likewise Cicero's judgement of Rullus' change to the voting procedure for the 
decemvirs: 44 he suggests that'... hic [Rullus], quod populi semper proprium finit, quod 
neino inmrinuit, nemo mutavit, quin ei, qui populo agros essent adsignaturi, ante 
391bid. De Leg. Ag. 11.8, '... dangerous plots against this form of res publica... ' 
"Defined by Cicero (De Rep. 1.69) as '... id, quod erit aequatum et temperatum ex tribus 
optimis rerum publicaruin modes. ' ('That which is drawn equally from and combines the 
three best modes of res publica') 
"Cicero, in De Rep. is also able to connect the familiar concept of the three degenerate 
forms of constitution to the term res publica. He states (I. 44)'... nullum est enim genus 
illarum rerum publicarum, quod non habet iter ad finitimum quoddam malum praeceps 
ac lubricum' ('For there is no type of these res publicae, which does not have a steep and 
slippery path to a certain closely allied corrupt form... '); shortly after this he uses the term 
dominatio to describe the negative form of monarchy. 
42The three propositions are paraphrases of the statements made by Cicero, discussed 
above. 
43Cic. De Leg. Ag. Il. 15, '... nothing is given to you by this excellent and popularis law, 
everything is surrendered to certain men; land is flourished before the Roman populus, 
and yet libertas is torn away... ' 
44Rullus had included a provision in his law which specified that only half of the tribes, 
drawn by lot, would be used to vote for the decemvirs. Cicero sees this as a ploy to 
ensure ease of bribery and fixing the result (11.20-22). 
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acciperent a popuio beneficiuni, quam darent, id totum eripere vobis atque e manibus 
extorquere conatus est'45. Cicero here is accusing Rullus of usurping the role of the 
people as the sole body able to confer distinction, which again tallies with the picture in 
De Re Publica of the populus choosing upon whom to bestow their res. 46 Cicero's 
assertion of this as a fundamental right of the people seems again to suggest a conception 
of res publica not dissimilar to that of the De Re Publica, and, crucially, this is clearly 
designed to appeal to a popular audience. 
The second type of rhetorical standpoint outlined above, emphasizing the 
gubernatorial role and authority of the senate, can be seen mirrored in Cicero's own 
approach to the defense of C. Rabirius, a relatively obscure character, on the charge of 
perduellio, also in Cicero's consular year, 63 BC. The trial, ostensibly provoked by 
Rabirius' role in the death of Saturninus 37 years earlier, was a special commission set up 
by a lex to allow duumviri perduellionis to try Rabirius. Rabirius used his right of 
provocatio against the guilty verdict whereby the appeal was heard in front of the comitia 
centuriata. 47 The trial, in its use of archaic institutions to bring the issue directly before 
the people, is traditionally seen as an attack, put together under the influence of Julius 
Caesar, on the legal validity, or at least the misuse, of the so-called senates consultum 
ultimum 48 Consequently, it was necessary for Cicero to approach the trial as a defence of 
"Cie. De Leg Ag. II. 19, '... He [Rullus] has tried to tear the whole thing from you and 
wrench it from your hands, that thing always exclusive to the people, which nobody has 
reduced, which nobody has changed, that those who were to assign land to the popadus 
should receive their distinction from the populus before that which they were to give. '. 
That is to say that Rullus has usurped the role of the people as the sole source of honours. 
46This idea is also strikingly similar to Polybius' formulation (VI. 14.4), 'For it is the 
people which alone has the right to confer honours and inflict punishment... '. - 
"Alexander, TLRR, 221 n. 1. The choice of the archaic procedure for perduellio was 
unusual given the possibility of bringing such an action in the standing court for 
maiestas. The choice, and ultimate abandonment of the case without question, suggest 
that the decision was perhaps influenced by a desire to control the proceedings and 
ultimately intended to make a point rather than secure a conviction. See below n. 48. . 
48See, for an example of the conventional interpretation, Cary and Scullard, 1975, p. 618; 
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senatorial authority against the prerogative of the people to limit its power, making the 
second of the rhetorical schemes outlined above a logical approach to take a9 
At the beginning of the speech Cicero justifies his defence on the grounds that it 
is his duty as consul and the one entrusted by the people with the safety of the res 
publica, '... consulatus denique ipse mihi una a vobis cum salute rei publicae 
commendatus coegit'. 50 The notion of the people entrusting the sales reipublicae to 
whoever they choose once again sounds very similar to De Re Publica. He then goes on 
to make an impassioned plea to the assembled populus and clearly argues that if his duty 
is to protect the res publica, then it is also the duty of the populus to obey the senate and 
consul, '... si est [officium] boni consulis, cum cuncta auxilia rei publicae labefactari 
convellique videat, Terre opera patriae, succurrere saluti fortunisque communibus, 
implorare civium frdem, suam salutem posteriorem salute communi ducere, est etiam 
bonorum etfortium civium, quales vos omnibus rei publicae temporibus exstitistis, 
interchidere omnis seditionum Was, munire praesidia rei publicae, summum in 
consulibus imperium, summum in senate consilium putare; ea qui secutus sit, laude 
potius et honore quam poena et supplicio dignum iudicare'. 51 The reasoning is logical, 
See also Lintott, 1999a, p. 168; Gruen, 1974, pp. 278-9; and Wiseman, 1994, pp. 352-353 
who argue that the trial was a warning against the abuse of the so called senates 
consultun ultimum and a demonstration, through the unusual usage of a trial before the 
people, of popular sovereignty in matters of capital punishment. On the dubious validity 
of the term 'senatus consultum ultimum' see Lintott, 1999b, pp. 91-2. 
49Cic, Rab. Perd. 2; Cicero describes the trial of Rabirius not as a justified action brought 
by real plaintiffs, but rather an attempt that, 'illud summ uni auxilium maiestatis atque 
imperi quod nobis a maioribus est traditum de re publica tolleretur... '('... that highest 
bastion of maiestas and Imperium, which has been handed down from our ancestors, 
should be abolished from the respublica... '). 
"Ibid. Rab. Perd. 2, ('... finally the very consulship, entrusted to me with the safety of the 
res publica by you, compelled me [to take on the case]') 
"Ibid. Rab Perd. 3 ('... if it is the officium-[picks up officium consulare from the previous 
sentence] of a bonus consul, when it seems that all the safeguards of the respublica are 
being torn up and cast down, to rush to support the safety and fortunes of the community, 
to beseech the fides of the citizens, to bring the safety of the state before his own, it is 
also the duty of all good and brave citizens, the kind you have shown yourselves to be 
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Cicero argues that if he is to ensure the continued safety of the res publica, then he and 
the senate must have the support of the populus, the success of his actions depend upon 
this. 52 The statement that the good citizens should recognize that the summ urn consilium 
resides in the senate seems to be an unambiguous expression of the second logical 
rhetorical standpoint offered by the interpretation of respublica in the De Re Publica, 
while the final clause hints darkly that such consensus with the senate is not always the 
norm. 
It was suggested above that, in this rhetorical approach, the justification for the 
populus obeying the senate was that the people selected the senate precisely because, as a 
body, they lacked the expertise and qualifications successfully to ensure the continued 
salus reipublicae. In his defence of Rabirius and senatorial prerogative, Cicero appears 
to echo this sentiment, although the passage comes from a fragment found in a palimpsest 
of the speech and the text is somewhat corrupt. He points out that Rome, having no 
external threats, is only vulnerable to the more insidious threats internal to the res 
publica, 'Si immortalem hanc civitatem esse voltis, si aeternum hoc imperiuin, si gloriam 
sempiternam manere, nobis a nostris cupiditatibus, a turbulentis hominibus 
153 atque novarum rerum cupidis, ab intestinis malls, a domesticis consiliis est cavendian'. 
during all the time of the res publica, to prevent all ways of sedition, to fortify the 
defences of the res publica, and to recognize that the highest power resides amongst the 
consuls and the best counsel in the senate; and to judge he who has followed these duties, 
rather with praise and honour than punishment and death. '). Bold and italics mark my 
emphasis. 
52The specification bonorum need not be taken to suggest that Cicero is referring to the 
wealthy, or the political classes, alone. Cicero's use of the term, like optimas, has enough 
flexibility to include the masses. See Cie. Pro Sest. 97 and for more detail, Chapter 4 on 
Cicero's use of the term popularis. 
53Cic. Rab. Perd. 33, ("If you wish this civitas to be immortal, this imperium to be eternal, 
this glory to remain perpetual, it must be guarded by us against our lusts, against 
turbulent men and men greedy for revolution, against internal evils and from domestic 
plots. '). Unitalicized letters indicate the conjectural readings of the corrupt text. Text 
emendation follows A. C. Clark's 1909 Oxford edition of the text. 
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It is clear that the magnum praesidium left by the ancestors to combat these sorts of 
threats was the so-called senates consultum ultimuni and that by the repeal of this, 
'... eripueritis rei publicae spew libertatis, spent salutis, spew dignitatis'. 54 Thus according 
to Cicero the so-called senatus consultum ultimum is the ultimate expression of the 
primacy of the senate, the last resort to make the populus obey the senate for their own 
good, and a crucial factor in guarding them against themselves. The underlying logic of 
this rather ad hoc institution is that the populus always ought to be guided by the senate, 
and it provided for the means to enforce this in critical cases. 55 In the event of the loss of 
this, Cicero states that the hope for the Republic would be lost. The suggestion implicit in 
this is that the populus ought to listen to the senate as they would be unable to recognize 
and counter the sorts of internal threats to their libertas they faced. 
The preceding discussion has demonstrated in more detail the rhetorical 
standpoints outlined above in the speeches of Cicero. Cicero can be seen to be adopting 
the rhetorical strategy appropriate to his audience and to his needs. This goes some way 
toward answering the problem of how applicable these rhetorical models are outside the 
Ciceronian corpus and, more particularly, the rather late date of the De Re Publica. The 
fact that these rhetorical standpoints can be seen in earlier Ciceronian oratory suggests 
that the conception of respublica in the De Re Publica was not substantially different to 
the way that Cicero was conceiving of the term in a similar way earlier in his career. 
Also, for his rhetoric to be effective on his audience, his interpretations of the 
"For the identification of the magnum praesidium with the so called senates consultum 
ultimum see the scholarship referenced at n. 48. 
"It should be noted that the senates consultem ultimum was a precedent set by the 
successful defence of Opimius in 121 BC after the suppression of Gaius Gracchus and his 
followers rather than an institution of great antiquity. However, its evolution into a 
recognized action is presupposed by the idea that the populus ought to follow the 
instructions of the senate rather than vice versa. See Lintott, 1999b, pp. 89-93 for notes 
on its development. 
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relationship of the senate and populus could not have been too radical. Without extensive 
explanations of the underlying theory of res publica, such as those found in the De Re 
Publica, we must assume that Cicero's rhetorical poise must have fitted in with the broad 
scheme of how most people interpreted the relationship between senate and populus in a 
res publica. Nevertheless, if we are to apply these models of rhetoric to the late second 
and early first centuries BC we must look for evidence that such an interpretation of res 
publica was not a development during Cicero's political lifetime, or particular to Cicero 
himself. 
CONCEPTS OF RES PUBLICA AND RHETORICAL MODELS IN THE LATE 
SECOND AND EARLY FIRST CENTURIES 
When looking for evidence from the late second and early first century BC, the 
historian encounters the problem of the severe lack of surviving contemporary source 
material. This lack of material complicates matters but does not create an insuperable 
barrier. Instead of looking to a surviving corpus of work, such as the Ciceronian, or 
Sallustian material of the later period, the historian must instead deal with the 
fragmentary remains of earlier authors and orators frequently preserved in the form of 
quotations in later works. Such material can be illuminating when gathered together, but 
is fraught with problems of interpretation. " Most importantly the incomplete nature of 
fragmentary work requires much caution to be exercised when using it in support of an 
argument. More specific to the problem in hand, however, is how accurate such 
quotations are to the original. Given the impracticality of quick reference to works on 
papyrus rolls, much fragmentary material takes the form of paraphrase, meaning that little 
56The standard collections, respectively for fragments of history and oratory are: H. 
Peter's HRR and H. Malcovati, ORF. A new collection of the fragments of the historians 
is forthcoming (Bispham et al. FRH). 
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inference can be drawn from the particular vocabulary being used, although in some cases 
the broad line of an argument might be preserved. In a paraphrase, a particular choice of 
vocabulary would say more about the linguistic usage of the quoting author than the 
quoted. However, this is not always the case. Earlier authors and orators are also 
frequently quoted in contexts which rely on accurate quotation. For example Aulus 
Gellius frequently examines particular phrases or usages, while the later grammarians 
quote from earlier material in order to illustrate unusual grammatical usage. Also 
oratorical handbooks, where choice of vocabulary or metrical qualities of earlier orators 
can be criticized, require something much closer to genuine quotation rather than 
paraphrase. In these cases it is reasonable to assume the transmission of a more accurate 
version of the original text. 
With the aim of validating the use of Ciceronian evidence to understand political 
rhetoric of the late second and early first centuries BC, and with the limitations outlined 
above in mind, it is possible to approach the problem of whether the concept of res 
publica was understood in similar terms to Cicero's in the late second and early first 
centuries BC. The similarities between the way the term was understood in Cicero's time 
and in generation prior to his can be demonstrated in two stages. Firstly, the use of res 
publica to refer to non-Roman constitutions and states in the second and early first 
century evidence demonstrates a similar versitility to Cicero's use of the term. Secondly, 
the particular usage of the term especially in relation to the populus seems to suggest a 
similar broad conception of the populus as the legitimizing factor in the res publica. 
The earliest evidence for the flexible usage of the term res publica in the second 
century BC is provided by Plautus. Frequently, the characters in Plautus use the term res 
publica when referring to their own community, which in most cases is a Greek city. It 
seems that the audience would not consider such a use to be unsuitable as there is no 
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attempt to use an alternate and perfectly appropriate word such as civitas. For instance 
Plautus can easily speak of the rem publicam of Thebes, even in democratic Athens 
Plautus can have a character say, '... erat erns Athenis mihi adulescens optunnrs... is 
publice legatos Naupactum fidt magnai reipublicai gratia... 'S7 Plautus demonstrates that 
the flexibility inherent in the term res publica which can be seen in Cicero, applies as far 
back as the second century BC. 
The fragments also reveal instances of the term res publica being applied to states 
other than Rome. The earliest of these comes from Coelius Antipater who was a 
contemporary of C. Gracchus. In his highly regarded history of the Hannibalic War, 
Coelius, via Festus, also provides us with an instance of res publica seemingly in a 
non-Roman context though the meaning is not completely clear. " Coelius writes, '... ita 
uti sese quisque vobis studeat aenudari in state fortunae rei p., eadem re gesta, topper 
nihilo minore negotio acto gratia minor esset'. 59 Peter suggests that this might be the 
fragment of a Carthaginian speech reproaching the Barcids for their popular favour. bo 
Although the exact meaning is unclear, this would suggest that Coelius was able to use 
the term res publica of Carthage. 
57Plaut. Mi. 103, ('I had a master at Athens, an optumus young man ... 
He was sent 
publicly as a commissioner to Naupactus on an important matter of res publica'); on the 
term optumus see below, chapter 4; see also Per. 65; 75; Mer. 968; Ani. 528. 
58For a summary of what is known of Coelius' work see HRR I, pp. CCXI-CCXXXVII; 
Badian, 1966, ppl5-17; Walsh, 1961, pp. 130-133. 
59Fest. s. v. topper p352M=F47P, The exact meaning of this fragment is impossible to 
reconstruct. ('... (I urge you to act henceforth) in such a way that each practice to vie with 
you in the steadying of the fortune of the res publica. The same thing having been swiftly 
achieved with none the smaller effort, the approbation (gained) would have been the 
less. '). 
60HRR I, p173, commentary on F47P, presumably assigning the vobis to the Barcids; He 
also notes the suggestion of Gilbert (1878-1879, pp. 459-46 1) who suggests it is a speech 
of Hasdrubal warning to the Romans enjoy their subsequent fortune modestly, after Liv. 
30.42.12. This is refuted in FRH, commentary on Coelius Antipater, F59. 
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The next interesting occurrence of respublica comes from Cornelius Sisenna, a 
patrician who held the praetorship in 78 BC, placing him in the generation before Cicero. 
His histories covered the period of the Social war and Sullan civil war in all of which he 
took part, and his commitment to grammatical analogy and unusual vocabulary have lead 
to the preservation of nearly 150 short excerpts in the grammarians. 61 Sisenna offers two 
uses of the term res publica which seem to refer to peoples external to Rome. Firstly 
Nonius62 preserves a short fragment from book IV, '... quid in reran publicam suann maxume 
condueere videretur... '. 63 The context in the work should place the fragment near the 
descriptions of a war with the Gauls in 89 BC and the use of the term suain seems to 
suggest that the res publica in question was external to the Romans. 64 It is tempting to 
think that this is in reference to the political organization of the Gauls, although, as the 
next fragment will show, book IV covers more than this conflict. Nevertheless, barring a 
speech from a non-Roman, this usage must refer to a political entity other than Rome. 
Sisenna includes another reference to 'other' res publicae in book IV. Nonius, 
interested in the phrase 'ver sacrunn' quotes the following text, 'Quondam Sabiniferuntur 
vovisse, si res communis melioribus locis constitisset, se ver sacrum facturos'. 65 This time 
61See Badian, 1966, p. 26. 
62Nonius most probably wrote in the fourth century AD, basing his encyclopedic 
dictionary on his own excerpts taken from a broad range of republican authors. 
Unfortunately discrepencies between his quotations of Plautus and the extant manuscripts 
demonstrate that his accuracy in quotation was not high. Consequently Nonius must be 
carefully used in conjunction with other material. See Lindsay, 1901, pp. xv-xviii esp. 
xvii, n. 2. 
63Non. s. v. coniducere p. 273=F77P, ('... which thing seems to contribute greatly in their 
respublica... ') FRH, Sisenna, F116, the commentary on this fragment suggests that it 
might refer to an Italian city surrendering to Roman forces and reiterates that the seam 
precludes a reference to Rome itself. 
64HRR I, p. CCCXL; In 90 BC a Caelius won a victory over the Salluvii (Liv. Per. 73; 
See also Badian, 1964, p. 90) Fragments 71 and 72 in Peter both pertain to a battle with 
the Gauls also, but FRH(Sisenna, F116) does not address the fact it might refer to Gauls 
"Non. s. v. ver sacrurn p. 522=F99P, ('The Sabines are said to have vowed once upon a 
time that if their res communis should ever come to stand on better places, they would 
celebrate the ver sacrum. '). 
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the people to whom the respublica applies is named. In this case the Sabines have a res 
communis, an acceptable alternative to the term res publica and an interesting 
formulation in its own right which will be returned to shortly 66 Together these instances 
of res publica demonstrate that the term res publica had as flexible a meaning as in 
Ciceronian times. 
It still, however, remains to be seen whether any hint of the sense of legitimacy 
which resides in the populus in Cicero's conception of res publica can be seen in the 
earlier material. The same sort of evidence as before can be marshalled along with an 
examination of certain historical events, the logical underpinnings of which can support 
our argument. The first significant fragment is Sisenna's reference to the Sabine res 
communis mentioned above. The use of the word communis is significant in its evocation 
of the property metaphor found in Cicero. Effectively meaning, 'the possessions or 
business of the community', this phrase is, strikingly similar to Cicero's formulation of res 
populi. Even more significantly, this exact phrase crops up in Plautus' Poenulus, 
'Praesertim in re populi placida atque interfectis hostibus non decet tumultarir67. 
Other fragments resemble the Ciceronian res publica. Claudius Quadrigarius, 68 
another author slightly older than Cicero, again probably active under Sulla, relates a 
story which seems to emphasize the role of the people in giving imperium to the consul. 
The story concerns the outcome of a meeting of father and son who held a pro-consulship 
and consulship respectively. The father being mounted, did not know whether to 
dismount to his superior, who was also in his potestas. The son ordered the father to 
66See TLL, s. v. communis I. B. 2; Lewis and Short, p. 384 s. v. communis 2. 
67Plaut. Poe. 524 ('Especially in a peaceful respopuli and with enemies dead, it is not 
seemly to be in an uproar. ') . 68See HRR I. ppCCLXXXV-CCCIV (Peter suggests that he wrote between 80 and 70 BC 
and died in 67, pCCLXXXV); for more detail on Quadrigarius see Badian, 1966, pp. 
18-22; Walsh, 1961, pp. 120-121. 
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dismount upon which, 'Fabius imperio pat-et et filium conlaudavit, cum imperium, quod 
populi esset, retineret'. 69 The qualification quodpopuli esset seems to fit with the 
interpretation that the res publica belongs to the people and that it is their prerogative to 
give it to whomever they choose. 
Finally, a fascinating comment by Sisenna is preserved in Nonius, which seems to 
take a rather negative view of the idea of the poprrlus as legitimators and directors of 
policy. He writes, Milli populi, plurimae contionis dictaturam omnibus animis et studiis 
suffragaverunti70. To start with, the plural multi populi is significant, in that it suggests 
that the comment is aimed at a variety of different 'peoples', perhaps referring to Greek 
democracies. " The use of the term dictaturam suggests a strong disapproval of such 
popular influence. Thus Sisenna seems to preserve an attitude similar to the second of the 
rhetorical standpoints seen in Cicero's De Re Publica and speeches. 
These fragments, selected for their preservation by grammarians, demonstrate 
much common ground with Cicero on the breadth, usage and understanding of the term 
res publica and what legitimized it. These instances suggest that the terminology and 
understanding of terms necessary for the rhetorical strategies outlined above were 
available in the second and early first centuries BC. With this in mind, we can read the 
later accounts of speeches of this period and identify these rhetorical strategies with more 
confidence. 
"Gell. 2.2.13=F57P, ('Fabius obeyed the command and commended his son, since he 
maintained the imperium, which was the people's'). 
70Non. s. v. suffrýagantur p. 468, ('Many peoples, supported, with all enthusiasm and zeal, 
the dictatorship of the packed contio. '). 
71The suggestion that the target of this statement could be Greek democracies, is 
strengthened by Cicero's equation of Greek voting assemblies with the Roman contio, 
discussed above, see chapter 2, n.. 68. 
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The line of argument taken by Antonius, in his defence of Norbanus some time 
after 96 BC, is interesting. 72 Antonius' argument is preserved in a series of reflections on 
the case in Cicero's De Oratore, and though these are more likely to be paraphrase than 
quotation (Cicero here has no grammatical or metrical reasons to ensure his quotations be 
more precise than a paraphrase), the case was of sufficient celebrity that Cicero would 
have known the lines of the argument, even if the exact wording may be lost. 73 In this 
case Cicero states Antonius' argument as, 'Si magistrates in populi Romani potestate esse 
debent, quid Norbanum accusas, cuius tribunates voluntati parvit civitatis? '. 74 Although 
probably not in the precise words of Antonius, it does seem unambiguous that Antonius' 
argument uses a rhetorical standpoint which suggests that the magistrates had a duty to 
follow the instructions of the populus. 
Likewise, the traditions relating Tiberius' Gracchus' famous confrontation with 
the rival tribune Octavius, though not presenting faithful fragments of speech, can 
demonstrate the same rhetorical model purely through the narrative of events. His 
justifications of his deposition of Octavius, alleging that a tribune going against the 
wishes of the popuhis deprived himself of sacrosanctitas, even if the exact language used 
is completely false, still demonstrate the rhetorical principle that the magistrates should 
obey the popules. 75 
The other rhetorical approach can also be seen in these paraphrased fragments. 
Valerius Maximus relates an occasion upon which Scipio Nasica Serapio was hauled up 
"On the trial see TLRR 86. 
"For the fragments of this speech see ORF 65.22-30. 
74ORF 65.26 = Cie. De Orat. 1I. 167, ('If the magistrates ought to be under in the power of 
the Roman people, why impeach Norbanus, whose conduct as tribune was subservient to 
the will of the community'). 
75See for instance Plutarch's (Ti. Gr. 15 = ORF 34.16) account of Tiberius' speech 
justifying the deposition of Octavius. Particularly interesting is his comment, 'If a tribune 
does these things [acting contrary to the wishes of the people] he is a bad tribune; but if 
he annuls the power of the people, he is no tribune at all. '. 
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before a contio to answer demands for a new grain law. Nasica, arguing against such a 
measure, was greeted by shouts from the audience whereupon Valerius relates, "'Tacete, 
quaeso, Quirites, "inquit: 'plus ego enim quam vos quid rei publicae expediat 
intellego'". 76 Again, even though the words are most likely not exact, it is plausible that 
the tradition preserves Nasica's use of the rhetorical standpoint which argues that the 
populus should be guided by the magistrates. 
An alternative source, although one which must be treated with equal caution, is 
offered by the popular speeches placed into the mouths of politicians of the early first 
century by Sallust in his historical works. As an active politician in the 50s and 40s BC 
he would have been exposed to the same patterns of political language as Cicero; 
however, his association with Caesar is traditionally taken to demonstrate that he was a 
`popular' politician, although the political viewpoint of his historical works is less clear 
cut. 77 The differences between Sallust's and Cicero's political allegiances invests the 
former with particular usefulness as a counterbalance to the overwhelming influence of 
Cicero, while his association with Caesar and his opposition to Milo during his tribunate 
suggest that he ought to be well capable of producing the authentic linguistic and 
rhetorical usage of popular speeches. 78 The striking differences in terminology from 
Cicero's speeches will be examined in the next chapter, but aside from this, the rhetorical 
patterning in the speeches offers good evidence to support the wider existence of the 
sense of legitimacy which the populus bring to the res publica. It must be noted that 
Sallust, due to his chronological distance from the period, cannot be used in isolation or 
76Va1. Max. 111.7.3 = ORF 38.3, ("'Quiet, if you please, Quirites", he said, "for I know 
more than you what is good for the res publica"'). 
77See Earl, 1961, pp. 118-119; Syme, 1964, p. 18; pp. 40-41. 
78For his actions in his tribunate see Asc. 37; 44-45; 49C; Caes. BC, 1.32.3; On his ability 
to recreate the flavour of a popular speech of the late second century see Syme, 1964, p. 
156 (in reference to the speech of C. Memmius). 
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in preference to contemporary material as evidence for the late second and early first 
centuries BC, but, as will be seen, his evidence for ideas of legitimacy and rhetorical 
constructs tallies with the surviving contemporary evidence. 
Two speeches in particular from Sallust offer striking parallels with much of 
Cicero's formulation of what constitutes the legitimacy of the res publica. The first, a 
fragment of Sallust's lost Historiae, is transmitted in a collection of the speeches 
excerpted from the work. 79 It purports to be a speech to the people of the tribune of 73 
BC, Licinius Macer, forming part of the agitation that was ultimately to bring about the 
restoration of the powers of the tribunate, severely curtailed under the Sullan regime. 80 
The second, forming part of Sallust's Bellum Iugurthinum, claims to be a speech of C. 
Memmius, tribune of 111 BC, delivered before the people with the aim of punishing the 
consul L. Calpurnius Bestia. 8t Bestia was under suspicion, having taken up the war 
against Jugurtha and reached a peace settlement in a suspiciously short amount of time, 
of accepting a bribe from Jugurtha to end the war. Both speeches contain similar material 
to the factors cited as legitimising a res publica in Cicero's De Re Publica. 
The most striking of these similarities, tallying exactly with Cicero's statement 
that `res publica res populi est', is the existence of property metaphors used to 
demonstrate the illegitimacy of the respublica in its current state. For instance, in 
Macer's speech, powerfully illustrating the state of servitude the populus have allowed 
themselves to fall into, Sallust writes how most of the senate has fallen under the 
dominatio paucorinn, `... qui per militare nonzen aerarizun, exercitus, regna, provincias 
"Codex Vaticanus 3864; See McGushin, 1992, p. 6 
"Sall. Hist. 3.34 (McGushin); See McGushin, 1994, pp. 86-87 
81Sa11. Itig. 31; see ORF (vol. I, p. 215 n. II) on the circumstances of the speech. See 
Syme, 1964, p. 167 on the difference in likely content between Memmius' speech and 
Sallust's version. 
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occupavere et arcenz habent ex spoliis vostris... '. 82 The things which the pauci have taken 
possession of, especially the kingdoms and provinces, are clearly some of the things that 
constitute the res of the people. The mention of provinces and kingdoms in this respect is 
strongly reminiscent of Tiberius Gracchus' attempts to secure the Pergamene bequest of 
Attalus III to help meet the costs of his land reform. The fact that the Pergamene bequest 
effectively became the res of the populus is the most probable means that Tiberius used 
to justify his attempted legislation. " The use of the verb occupavere together with the 
image of image of a stronghold built from the spolia of the populus makes for a 
particularly vivid image of the people's res in physical form, forcibly removed from their 
ownership. 
Sallust's depiction of the situation of the populus as a loss of their rightful res is 
also apparent in the speech of Memmius. Recalling earlier years, Memmius speaks of the 
indignation of the populus at the plundering of the treasury (expilare) and that, `... reges et 
populos liberospaucis nobilibus vectigal pendere... '. 84 The implication is that the 
vectigal was part of the res of the people and therefore unjustly appropriated by the pauci. 
Memmius then continues with amplfication, `Tannen haec taliafacinora impune 
suscepisse parum habuere itaque postremo leges, maiestas vostra, divina et humana 
omnia hostibus tradita sunt. '. 85 Again the choice of verb is suggestive of physical transfer 
of res. The culmination of Memmius' amplification is a word picture of shameless pauci 
flaunting priesthoods, consulships and triumphs, `... proinde quasi ea honori non praedae 
"Sall. Hist. 3.34.6, ('... who under the pretext of carrying on a war, have taken possession 
of the treasury, the army, the kingdoms and the provinces. These men have themselves a 
stronghold from your spoils... '). 
"Stockton, 1979, pp. 67-68. 
"Sall. Iug. 31.9, ('... kings and free peoples paid tribute to a few nobiles... '). 
"Sall.. Iug. 31.9, ('Yet they were not satisfied with having committed with impunity 
these great crimes, and so at last the laws, your maiestas, and all things human and divine 
were handed over to your enemies. '); see also Sall.. Hist. 3.34.24 for the use of the vivid 
term eripere to describe things snatched away from the populus. 
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habeant. '86 The choice of praedae strengthens the suggestion of res unjustly taken from 
the populus, and in Macer's speech the term res is even used directly. Disparaging the 
tendency of the populus to be molified by grain doles which constitute little more than 
the rations of a slave, Macer points out that, even if it were a generous grant of grain, it 
would still be, `... vostrarunt rerun ultro iniuriae gratiant debere. i87 Finally in the speech 
of Memmius, the respublica is even described as having been occupied (occupavere) and 
as having been made saleable (venalis). 88 
Sallust's speeches also fit into Cicero's ideas about an illegitimate res publica. In 
the speech of Macer the speaker frequently refer to the state of affairs as a dontinatio. 89 
Memmius, stating things more directly and after a warning to the populus of the necessity 
of action, makes the bald statement, `Nam impune quae lubet facere, id est regnurn est'. 9D 
With this assertion Memmius make clear that if the people do not act to recover their res, 
they will no longer be living in a res publica but a regnum or dominatio. 
The rhetorical model of these speeches is also significant. Both of them are very 
striking in their emphasis on the responsibility of the populus for their current state of 
servitude. The populus are castigated for having yielded like cattle, for fearing those who 
ought to fear them, for being apathetic outside the contio, for having insufficient regard 
for their libertas. 91 This claim for the populus' responsibility for their own position is 
very much at odds with the second rhetorical model outlined above. In Sallust's speeches, 
it is down to the populus to choose their leaders wisely, to carefully weigh up the laws 
presented to them. If the magistrates are not constantly kept in check by the populus, 
86Sall. hug. 31.10, ('... just as if these were honours and not stolen goods. '). 
"Sall. hug. 31.20, ('... to owe gratitude to your oppressors for your own res. '). 
"Sall. Iug. 31.12; 25. 
"Sall.. Hist. 3.34.3; 11. 
"Sall. hug. 31.26, (`For to do with impunity whatever is one's whim, that is kingship. '). 
"Sall. Hist. 3.34.6; 7-8 (see also Izug. 31.3); 14; Iug. 31.16. 
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rather than giving them wise counsel, as Cicero might argue, they would take advantage 
of the situation to profit from the populars' res. In fact in Macer's speech the speaker 
emphasizes that power in the hands of the populus, `... cunt vis omnis, Quirites, in vobis 
sit et quae iussa nunc pro aufs tolerates pro vobis agere ant non agere certe possitis... '. 92 
Here Macer appears to be reminding the citizens that they have the power to reject any 
bills proposed which are detrimental to their position. 93 Rather than the passive populus 
requiring the wise guidance of the senate, Sallust's speeches conjure up a populus 
responsible for guarding their privileges and acting as a safeguard to the excesses of their 
magistrates. This model of an active populars capable of imposing their will on the 
magistrates tallies well with the first of the rhetorical models proposed above. As stated, 
however, Sallust in isolation cannot really be considered as reliable evidence for exact 
patterns of political language in the late second and early first centuries BC. His 
contribution is valuable as a confirmation that the ideas implicit in Cicero's De Re 
Publica were not limited to him alone. But in conjunction with the contemporary material 
discussed above, Sallust's creation of speeches from this era are shown to be following 
realistic lines. 
Thus from the combination of various types of evidence for the late second and 
early first centuries BC, examined in concert with the Ciceronian evidence some 
interesting observations can be made about the self-construction of popular orators in our 
period. The more secure fragments from the period, cited by grammarians interested in 
specifics of linguistic usage, demonstrate that the fundamental understanding of the term 
"Sall. Hist. 3.34.15, ('... since all the power is in your hands, citizens, and since you 
undoubtedly can execute or fail to execute the orders to which you now submit for the 
advantage of others... '). 
93McGushin (1994, p94) argues that this refers to a boycott on military service which is 
implied at Hist. 3.34.17. However, the immediately subsequent reference (3.34.16) to 
decrees of the senate ratified by the people seems to suggest that this is false reading. 
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res publica, which can be seen in Cicero, is likewise present in our period. The term is 
seen to encompass constitutional types other than Rome's own; the fundamental link 
between res publica and populus is also evident, suggesting a similar understanding of 
the populus as the legitimizing element in the res publica; and finally a hint of 
disapproval at popular pre-eminence offers a hint of the second rhetorical model present 
in Cicero's speeches. The presence of the neccessary concepts and terminology for the 
rhetorical strategies outlined above, has been demonstrated, and so the two rhetorical 
standpoints can be identified in fragments of speeches where the exact language is 
probably lost, but the main lines of argument are preserved. This demonstrates, then, that 
orators of the late second and early first centuries BC, when expounding a popular cause, 
had recourse to a robust rhetorical self-construction, which emphasized their links with 
the traditional duties of the senate, eschewing the sort of radical self-construction which 
would single them out as something alien to Roman political norms. Finally, this insight 
allows a reading of the much more detailed political speeches in Sallust's works, which 
can be shown to have been created along realistic lines for the dramatic date. 
CONCLUSION 
To conclude, this chapter has approached the important question of 
self-presentation in popular politics. Rather than accepting the pattern of radicals versus 
conservatives which Cicero tries to maintain, an attempt has been made to reconstruct the 
sorts of concepts available to an orator seeking to justify a popular measure. Examination 
of Cicero's De Re Publica offered much insight into the ways in which differently 
organized political bodies could be described in Roman terms. This revealed a great 
degree of flexibility in the term res publica, and also some interesting insights into the 
position of the popirlus as legitimators of the res publica. Building on this it was possible 
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to see, in Cicero's speeches, two distinct and sensible rhetorical approaches utilizing 
different interpretations of the poprdus' legitimizing role, one which emphasized the 
populus' duty to listen to the wise counsel of Senate and magistrates, and the other which 
justified the principles of popular control over the magistrates. The latter allows a speaker 
to advocate popular measures whilst appealing to the traditional role of the senate in the 
res publica. This interestingly allows a popular orator to avoid distancing himself from 
the political norm, which would leave him in a vulnerable position. Finally, the 
fundamental understanding of respublica necessary for such a rhetorical approach was 
demonstrated in the relevant contemporary evidence, which is meagre in content, but rich 
in the implicit assumptions which underlie the recorded statements. 
These findings offer a strikingly different picture of the political oratory of the 
period to that of the standard accounts. Rather than the traditionalists and radicals 
familiar in histories since Mommsen, we can perceive a political discourse between 
political opponents which focuses on different interpretations of what constituted the 
traditional res publica. This, in effect, meant a contest over what the res publica itself 
constituted, rather than a contest between representatives of the political status quo and 
those of an alternative. The picture is attractive, but needs more detail. In order to take 
this observation forwards it is necessary to focus more closely on the language of 
self-representation used by the popular politicians of the period. This will be pursued in 
the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Populares and Optimates : The Problem with Populares 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the most enduring features of the Livian and Ciceronian traditions of the 
history of Late Republican politics is the sense of conflict between two apparently 
ideologically opposed groups, optiniates and populares. Cicero perhaps voiced this 
dualism most clearly and concisely when he stated, `Duo genera semper in hac civitate 
faaerunt eorum qui versari in re publica atque in ea se excellentius gerere studuerunt; 
quibus ex generibus alteri se populares, alteri optimates et haberi et esse voluerunt. Qui 
eafaciebant quaeque dicebant multitudini iucunda volebant esse, populares, qui autem 
ita se gerebant ut sua consilia optima cuique probarent optimates habebantur. " 
Although Cicero's own prejudices are clear to see, such a striking distinction, which is 
almost universal in later accounts of the period such as those of Livy and Plutarch, 
requires careful consideration when examining the possibilities of Roman political 
discourse in the second and early first centuries BC. Given this apparently simple and 
sensible division which persists in much modem scholarship on the period (even though 
the exact nature of these two protagonists is sharply disputed'), it is interesting that, in the 
surviving contemporary evidence for the pre-Sullan period, there is no reference to 
populares whatsoever, even in relation to the Gracchi; but what is more surprising is that 
' Cie. Sest. 96, ('There have always been two sorts of them [politicians] in this civitas 
who have sought to engage in the res publica and to distinguish themselves in it; from 
these types some wished both to be in reality and to be considered populares, others, 
optimates. Those who wished everything they did and everything they said to be 
agreeable to the multitudo, were thought populares, but those who so conducted 
themselves, that their counsel pleased all the best citizens [the optimus quisque] were 
thought optimates. '). 
2 Compare for instance the differences of opinion voiced by Wiseman (2002), who sums 
up the various positions, and for an earlier summary, North (1990); and, for two recent 
opposed views, Mackie (1992) in contrast to that of Mouritsen (1999). 
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the two largest and most complete works surviving from the very early first century, the 
Rhetorica Ad Herennium and Cicero's juvenile De Inventione, give no indication at all of 
a political debate framed in these terms. This discrepancy clearly needs to be resolved in 
order to understand the sorts of political discourse that characterized the generation 
before Sulla. 
Faced with the problem of missing popadares and lack of evidence for such a 
debate, it is impossible to argue that the term was never used with a political meaning 
before Sulla; such a proposal could rightly be dismissed as an argument from silence, 
especially as the evidence for the period is so scattered and scarce in comparison with the 
richer pickings offered by Cicero's generation. A more fruitful approach to understanding 
in what terms politicians of the late second and early first centuries might have entered 
into political discourse is to consider two related, but essentially separate questions. 
Firstly, we must consider the division between optimates and populares on a purely 
practical level. Is the division anything more than a rhetorical construct? Does it reflect 
reality in any way? Is it possible to isolate actual populares and optimates in the period in 
question? An affirmative answer to these questions would allow the supposition that 
political discourse probably reflected reality and, therefore, give good reason for 
supposing the existence of the term populares in political discourse of our period, despite 
its absence in the surviving material. An answer in the negative would still allow the 
possibility of the existence of a purely rhetorical division, which was used for furthering 
the political ends of the orators of the time, irrespective of whether their rhetorical 
self-construction was inconsistent with their actual, previous, or future political stances. 
This brings us to the second necessary question: is it possible to see this purely rhetorical 
division between optimates and populares underlying the contents of the fragmentary 
speeches? A close reading of much of the fragmentary material and the Rhetorica ad 
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Herennium can reveal the sorts of rhetorical model being used. The previous chapter has 
already demonstrated the high level of versatility offered by rhetoric based on 
emphasizing the traditional duties of the senate; with further investigation of the concepts 
ofpopularis and optimas it is possible to reinforce the conclusions drawn there about the 
some of the advantages of a rhetorical position emphasizing the duties of the senate. 
This chapter will demonstrate two points. Firstly it will contend that it is in fact 
impossible adequately to categorize Roman politicians as either optimates or populaces. 
The weakness and unsatisfactory nature of such an model for understanding the realities 
of Roman politics of the time will be demonstrated with reference to the career of L. 
Licinius Crassus the orator, which clearly demonstrates the artificial character of such a 
polarization. Secondly, bearing in mind the impossibility of an actual division between 
optimates and populares, it will be argued that the lack of a rhetorical opposition in the 
fragmentary speeches demonstrates its absence in the political discourse of the late 
second and early first centuries BC. Instead, based on the evidence of the fragmentary 
speeches, an alternative model of oratorical competition over the same rhetorical terms 
will be suggested. 
Before approaching the two main questions outlined above, a consideration of the 
morphological origins of the terms popularis and optimas is essential. This can help to 
elucidate the artificial nature of the opposition between the two terms. Given their 
morphological independence and distance from each other, the fact that any such division 
would have to arise from nuances and meanings which both words acquired later, and not 
from any original sense of opposition, becomes clear. This in itself invites further inquiry 
as to what sorts of conditions led to the evolution of the terms into what was at least a 
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rhetorical opposition, such as that demonstrated by Cicero's comment about the duo 
genera above. 
THE MORPHOLOGICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF THE TERMS 'POPULARIS' AND 
`OPTIMAS' 
The aim of this section is not to attempt a full morphological analysis of the terms 
optimas and popularis, which would necessarily be beyond the scope of this thesis, but 
rather to highlight some of the deductions made by scholars who have examined their 
origins in exhaustive detail? It is necessary, however, to broaden our scope slightly to 
include the terms boni and optimi which will clearly have a bearing on our understanding 
of optimas. An excellent starting point, and clear example of the lack of fundamental 
opposition between our terms, is provided by the Elder Cato. In a fragment of a speech 
against Q. Minucius Thermus quoted by Aulus Gellius, Cato relates the harsh treatment 
meted out to Italian allies by Thermus, `Dixit a decemviris parum bene sibi cibaria 
curata esse. Itissit vestimenta detrahi atque flagro caedi. Decemviros Bruttiani 
verberavere, videre multi mortales. Quis hanc contumeliam, quis hoc imperium, quis 
hanc servitutem Jerre potest? Nento hoc rex ausus estfacere; eanefieri bonis, bono 
genere gnatis, boni consulitis? Ubi societas? ubifides ntaiorum? Insignitas iniurias, 
plagas, verbera, vibices, eos dolores atque carnificinas per dedecus atque maximam 
contumeliam, inspectantibus popularibus suis atque multis mortalibus, to fasere ausum 
esse? Set quantum luctum, quantum gemitum, quid lacrimarum, quantum flectum factum 
s The most comprehensive systematic treatment can be found in Hellegouarc'h, 1963; 
more recently, and particularly concerning the question of the practical existence of 
groups of optimi and populares with different rhetorical approaches, Achard, 1981. 
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audivi! Servi iniurias nimis agere firerunt; quid illos, bono genere natos, magna virtute 
praeditos, opinamini animi habuisse atque habituros, dum vivent? '4 
In this speech Cato is attacking the consul of 193, Q. Minucius Thermus, possibly 
in response to his conduct as proconsul in Liguria in 190. Whether the speech is from a 
prosecution speech or a general denunciation is unclear, although Thermus' service as a 
legate immediately afterwards would suggest that he was not condemned. ' Narrating the 
harsh treatment meted out to some local magistrates, Cato, deliberately seeking to 
amplify the indignity they suffered, first notes that they were beaten by Bruttiani, a 
people dishonoured for their treachery in the second Punic War. ' The magnitude of the 
outrage is made clearer as Cato repeatedly uses the adjective bonus to pose a rhetorical 
question, and to describe the decemvirs and their descent. The final ignominy for the 
hapless decemvirs is that their humiliation was witnessed by their fellow citizens, here 
referred to as populares. By describing the decemvirs as boni Cato is making a moral and 
social assessment of them rather than a political one. The term bonus encapsulates their 
virtue and station in society, rather than implying political affiliations. Likewise, in 
describing this event inspectantibuspopularibus, Cato is not suggesting humiliation in 
I Cato, ORF, 8.6.58 = Gell. X. 3.17-18, ('He said that his provisions had not been 
satisfactorily attended to by the decemvirs. He ordered them to be stripped down and 
scourged. The Bruttiani scourged the decemvirs, many men saw it done. Who could 
endure such an insult, such tyranny, such slavery? No king has ever dared to act thus; do 
you think it creditable that this should happen to creditable people of creditable stock? 
(eanefieri bonis, bono genere gnatis, boni consultis? ) Where is the honour of our 
forefathers? To think that you have dared to inflict signal wrongs, blows, lashes, stripes, 
these pains and tortures, accompanied with disgrace and extreme ignominy, since their 
fellow citizens (populares) and many other men looked on! But amid how great grief, 
what groans, what tears, what lamentations have I heard that this was done! Even slaves 
bitterly resent injustice; what feeling do you think that such men, sprung from creditable 
stock, (bono genere gnatos) endowed with high character, had and will have so long as 
they live? '). For a parellel use of bono genere gnatos see Plaut. Merc. 969. 
5 Scullard, 1951, p. 133ff.; See also ORF, vol. I, pp. 26-7 for more background on the 
speech. On Minucius' ambassadorial role see MRR I, p. 367; Pol. Hist. 21.43.1-2; Liv. 
38.39.1. 
6 Gell. NA. X. III. 19. 
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front of political opponents, rather, he is referring to fellow citizens, again without any 
intention of suggesting political affiliation. ' 
This fragment is useful for demonstrating the amount of development undergone 
by the terminology which ultimately underlies the opposition between populares and 
optimates apparent in Cicero and Livy. Taken from its correct chronological context in 
190 and placed in a Ciceronian context, the implications of bonus and popularis could be 
read very differently. The passage is also particularly useful for underlining the essential 
artificiality of any later sense of opposition between boniloptiniates and popularis. Here, 
the two terms with their more fundamental meanings have no connections whatsoever, 
and certainly no sense of opposition. Moreover, Cato's choice of these terms in such a 
close context would seem to indicate that he saw no likelihood of his listeners seeing 
some sort of political opposition inherent in the two terms. This can give us a rough 
terminus post quem for considering the development of the political nuances of the terms. 
In the meantime, a closer look at their morphological can offer a glimpse of the beginning 
the evolution of these immensely important political terms. 
Starting with the term popularis, the connection with the populus is clear. The 
adjective relates, as Hellegouarc'h notes, to the noun in the same way as familiaris to 
familia, giving the sense of something which pertains to the people, interests them, or 
even belongs to them. ' He also outlines another early and slightly more specialized usage 
of the term in noun form: a compatriot, friend, or companion, the very meaning seen in 
the example from Cato above, and abundantly apparent in Plautus. 9 It has to be on the 
basis of these meanings that the noun and adjective popularis, referring to people acting 
' For the early, non-political meanings of the terms bonus and popularis see 
Hellegouarc'h, 1963, pp. 484-8 and pp. 518-9. 
s See for instance Plaut. Trin. 470. 
Plaut. Amph. 193; Poen. 906; 965; 1039; Rud. 605; 615; 740; 1080; 1268. Another early 
usage by Naev. Poet. 42.2. For more detail see Hellegouarc'h, 1963, p. 518. 
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via the agency of the people and things favourable to the people evolved in the time 
between Cato and Cicero. '' 
Clearly the evidence for the intervening period is crucial in understanding the 
evolution of the term, yet, due to the fragmentary nature of this evidence, most treatments 
of the term rest almost solely on the evidence of Cicero, Sallust and Livy. " Surprisingly, 
only Hellegouarc'h really considers the chronology for the development of the term. Most 
other authors do not really address the question of when the word popularis acquired its 
fairly specialist term for a popular politician, referring instead to Sallust's and Cicero's 
famous comments about the beginning of partes etfactiones as a rough date for the start 
of strife between popular and conservative factions. " For instance, in her survey of the 
two terms, Lily Ross Taylor refers to these two instances of Cicero and Sallust and 
subsequently points to the lack of conflict apparent in Polybius' description of the 
constitution; the underlying assumption is that the term popidaris was recently 
developed, but recognizable by the time the Gracchi were in action. " Hellegouarc'h 
offers slightly more detail, suggesting that the Gracchi were the first to carry the term and 
suggests that the word was given its complex sense as a counterpoint to optimas on the 
10Hellegouarc'h (1963, p. 522) also suggests that the term must post-date the process of 
the term populus acquiring the meaning of plebs. 
"See the general approach taken in the major contributors to the debate: Strasburger, 
1939; Hellegouarc'h, 1963; Meier, 1965; Seager, 1972; Brunt, 1988, pp. 32-68, all of 
whom draw conclusions based almost entirely on Cicero, Sallust and Livy. 
12Cic. Rep. I. 31. `... mors Tiberii Gracchi et iam ante tota illius ratio tribunatus divisit 
populum unum in duas partis'; Sall. lug. 41, `Ceterem mos partium et factionum ac 
deinde omnium malarum artiurn paucis ante annis Romae ortus est otio atque 
abundantia earum rerum, quae prima mortales ducunt. Nam ante Carthaginem deletam 
populus et senates Romanus placide modesteque inter se rem publicam tractabant... Pa 
omnia in duas partis abstracta sent, res publica, quae media fiterat, dilacerata'. 
"Taylor, 1966, p. 10; 14-15; Taylor (p. 11 n. 44) also accepts an alternate manuscript 
tradition for Sallust's Iugurtha, which reads `Ceterum mos popularium partium et 
factionum... '. Given the apparent reluctance of Sallust to use either of the terms optimas 
or popularis, which Taylor, in fact, comments on (p. 12; see also n. 49), and the existence 
of a likely gloss also adding optimatium, it seems sensible to reject this reading. 
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model of aristoi - demotikoi or demagogoi. In support of this he points to the Greek 
education received by the Gracchi. 14 An improvement though this is, a better model of the 
development of the term popularis can be gained by close observation of the 
contemporary evidence from the critical period of development, between Cato and 
Cicero, rather than by extrapolation from later accounts written after the evolution of the 
terms. 
An appreciation of the development of the concept of the optimales is inextricably 
bound up with the development of the terms bonus and optimus, and, consequently, it is 
here that we must look for its morphological origins. The term optimas, as will be seen 
shortly seems to approximate to the same thing as optimus, suggesting a sense of 'one of 
the optimi'. Hellegouarc'h once again offers the most systematic treatment of the terms. 
He sees the origins of the later political use in the basic sense of excellence of purpose in 
an object that bonus has when used to describe an article such as a plough. Applied to an 
occupational term, such as farmer or craftsman, it suggests someone who perfectly fulfils 
the duties required of that profession. Following this line of reasoning, Hellegouarc'h 
then considers the meaning of bonus vir, suggesting that it implied one who, `... manifests 
in his character the highest reaches of a vir, that is to say virtus'; this clearly has both 
civil and military connotations and therefore implies that a bonus was originally one who 
excelled in fulfilling his duties to the state, military and otherwise. " Bonus also has 
another important moral aspect, implying someone who acts in conformity with the rules 
of current morality and honour. 16 Combining the sense of military, moral and civic 
excellence, it is unsurprising that the term rapidly gained a social implication, referring 
14Hellegouarc'h, 1963, p. 521, following the suggestion of W. Ensslin, 1927, p. 317. 
'SHellegouarc'h, 1963, p. 485. See also pp. 251-6 for the aspect of virtus which 
corresponds to notions of industria, diligentia and vigilantia. 
16Hellegouarc'h., 1963, p. 487. 
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generally to the area of the social scale from where the military, moral, and civic elite 
were drawn; that is to say, the wealthiest classes. " Moreover, it is even less surprising 
that a term implying such desirable characteristics soon became a term of political 
partisanship as opposed groups each tried to appropriate it for themselves and deny it to 
others. 18 But this will be seen in more detail later. 
The terms optimus and optimas are slightly more complex in their meaning. As 
Hellegouarc'h notes, optimus, as an irregular superlative of bonus is thought to derive 
from ops, and to have gained its connection with bonus at a later date. Given this 
connection, Hellegouarc'h suggests that optimi, when referring to a group, lacks the moral 
sense of bonus, meaning the wealthiest, rather than the most bonus. In this assessment he 
includes optimates, pointing out that optimates is derived from optimus in the same way 
as summates from summus or Antiates from Antium, meaning therefore 'one who comes 
from a special exclusive quarter', that is to say, the sort of place that optimi would live. 
This gives optimas an even narrower aristocratic meaning. This usage can be seen in 
Ennius''... matronae opulaentae optumates... '., and a similar use of optimus without moral 
implications is seen in Livy's opposition between volgi and optimi when encompassing 
all levels of society. 19 
Despite the potential of optimus and optimas to be of purely social value, they can 
also frequently be seen to have a sense of moral worth as the superlative of bonus. This 
"Once again, this sense defining effectively the social elite, can be seen in the fragment 
of Cato's speech against Thermus quoted above at n. 4. This same usage is also apparent 
in Plautus and Terence (Plaut. Curc. 475; Capt. 583; Ter. Phorm. 114-5. For more detail 
see Hellegouarc'h, 1963, p488. 
'$A useful later example demonstrating the partisan nature of the term is Cicero's attempt 
to apply the term to anybody, regardless of social class, who supported his ideas. See for 
example Cic. Pro Sull. 29. 
i9Hellegouarc'h, 1963, pp498-500; see also OLD s. v. optimus, '[Perh. cogn. with OPS, ] ; 
Enn. Scaen. 259, ('... the aristocratic ladies [of Corinth]... '); Liv. IX. 33.5, '... actionem ... 
non ... in volgus quam optimo cuique gratiorem. 
' ('an action ... as welcome to every 
aristocrat as to the common people. '). 
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can be observed in Hellgouarc'h's own evidence for the moral barrenness of 
optimus/optimas. He quotes Plautus, to demonstrate that optimi describes a wealthy 
family with no moral value included. 20 Plautus does indeed refer to optimi setting a bad 
example with respect to their choice of clients, not choosing them on the basis of whether 
they are bonus or inalus, but on their wealth. But this seems to describe the opposite to 
Hellegouarc'h's reading. Surely the force behind this outburst from Menaechmus lies in 
the assumption that as optimi, the objects of his criticism, ought to know better. As well 
as this, the clear evidence of optimus as an uncomplicated superlative of bonus in use in 
early Latin, and the way Cicero can broaden the definition of optimates to the point where 
it is as potentially inclusive as bonus, seem to suggest that the degree of independence 
between the bonus and optimus/optimas suggested by Hellegouarc'h is not the only 
interpretation of the words. 21 
Therefore, although it was technically possible to use optimas or optimus in a 
sneering fashion or as a slur, its association with bonus and positive moral values meant 
that in politics, as we shall see, there was competition over the term, rather than it being 
2OHellegouarc'h., 1963, p. 498; Plaut. Men. 571-575, 
`Ut hoc utimur maxime more inoro 
molestoque multum, atque uti quique sunt 
optuini, maxume morem habent hunc. 
clientes sibi omnes volunt esse multos; 
bonine an mali sint, id baud quaeritant; 
res magis quaeritur quam clientuin fides 
cuius modi clueat'. 
('What slaves we are to this consummately crazy, confoundedly chafing custom! Yes, 
and it's the optimi amongst us that are its worst slaves. A long train of clients - that's 
what they all want; whether boni or mali is immaterial; it's the wealth of the clients they 
consider, rather than their reputation for probity'). 
21Plaut. Mil. 667, `... obsonatorem optunnum... ' used as a simple superlative with no 
underlying implication of opes. Cic. Pro Sest. 97, `... sent principes consilii publici, stint, 
qui eorum sectam sequuntur, sunt nnaximorum ordinum homines, quibus patet curia, sunt 
municipales rusticique Romani, sunt negotiatores gerentes, stint etiam libertini 
optimates'. Cicero's description is clearly tendentious, but, for his exaggeration to work, 
his audience must associate bonus and optimus without reading very different 
connotations into the latter. 
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used as a expression of political invective. Cicero's own appropriation of the term just 
referred to, demonstrates that optimas could be used outside the narrow definition of the 
wealthiest and that its moral association made it a valuable political quality. Therefore, I 
would argue that in a political context the perceived value of the term bonus comes from 
it's association with bonus. 
I would argue that the familiar political sense of optimi and optimates, which 
forms the latter half of the ideological conflict seen in Livy and Cicero, developed along 
the same lines as bonus outlined above. As Plautus's use of the term (n. 21) shows, the 
admirable characteristics of a bonus seem to be assumed in an optimus from the close 
relationship with the former term. Consequently, optimus or optimas would make the sort 
of label that politicians would aspire to. Regardless of the suggestion of the term 
originating from ops, it seems likely that the much of the perceived value of the term 
would come from its association with bonus, and perhaps the sense that it implied 
something even better than a bonus. 
The aim of this section has been to demonstrate the morphological underpinnings 
of the concepts which make up the supposed optimas/popularis divide which Cicero and 
Livy project back as far as the struggle of the orders. As can be seen the concepts on 
either side of the divide are not naturally opposed. This is underlined by the fact that both 
bonus and optimus have their own natural oppositions in the form of malus and pessimus; 
and if ops is considered the root of optimus, inopia would form a natural opposition. Any 
polarity between a term based on a sense of co-nationality (popularis), and a set of terms 
attributing moral and social worth (bonus, optimus, optimas), which is not apparent in 
Cato, has to be assumed to have developed in the period before Cicero in response to 
innovations in political rhetoric and discourse. It is precisely the evidence from this 
crucial period that most of the treatments of the division between optimates and 
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popidares seem to overlook; and it is this evidence which will be used to create a more 
satisfactory model for the political development of these words, as well as illuminating 
the terms in which political debate was framed. As outlined earlier, the first thing to be 
demonstrated is that the model of popularis/optimas division in as far as actual, 
identifiable groupings, is false, and consequently cannot be adduced as a basis on which a 
rhetorical opposition between popularis and optimas could have developed. In order to 
demonstrate the weakness of the model of real-life division between optimates and 
populaces, the well documented career of Lucius Licinius Crassus will be examined. 
THE PRACTICAL REALITIES OF A DIVISION BETWEEN OPTIMA TES AND 
POP ULARES 
INTRODUCTION 
Although the idea of optimates and populares as clearly defined parties has long 
been rejected in scholarship, the vacuum left by its absence has never been adequately 
filled. The model of factional conflict, as exemplified by the prosopographically based 
works of Gelzer, Münzer, Syme, Taylor, Scullard and Gruen, 22 offered an alternative, 
which; while initially persuasive, has been conclusively demolished by Brunt and 
others. 23 The want of an accepted model for how the terms optimates and populaces 
ought to be understood and applied has led to uncritical and vague usage of the terms 
without strict definition. Without such definition, deployment of the words, to describe 
the political proclivities of individuals or groups, tacitly acknowledges and gives 
credence again to the original Mommsenian ideas of actual physical groupings. In effect 
authors, by using the terms uncritically, are, though not explicitly, subscribing to the 
22Gelzer, 1969; Münzer, 1999; Syme, 1939; Taylor, 1966; Scullard, 1951; Gruen, 1968. 
"Brunt, 1988, Chs. 8 and 9; See also Seager, 1972 on the lack of evidence for populares 
being understood as a group. 
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notion of a bipolar split in the Roman elite between the senate/optimates and the outsider 
populares. Whenever a historical figure is described as an optimas or a popularis the 
impression of a system where all politicians are either populares in conflict with a 
completely unified senate, or part of that unified opposition, is created. Such a claim if 
stated overtly, rather than implied by ambiguous use of Latin terminology, most would 
disregard as a gross oversimplification and practical impossibility. " 
This problem is still apparent even with the more recent and careful attempts to 
classify and rationalize these terms in their contexts. Brunt, Meier, and Achard have 
offered analyses combining the broad idea of opposition between those referred to as 
optimates and populaces with the more realistic idea of groups with conflicting interests 
inside the senate. Thus they suggest a complex political scene in the senate which, in the 
face of some sort of threat to senatorial authority would coalesce into a broadly `optimas' 
group. 25 Nevertheless, the idea of such unity, even if temporary, still is too schematic, 
"For recent examples of this sort of uncritical usage, see for instance, Mouritsen, 2001, 
pp. 10-11, `As such it [libertas] was central to the agenda of the populares, who applied a 
much wider interpretation than did the traditional supporters of senatorial authority, 
whose strategy was to limit the political impact of libertas by reconciling it with the 
concept of dignitas. '. This sentence, although it seems reasonable on first reading, by 
failing to offer a strict definition of terms, categorizes politicians as either populares or 
`traditional supporters of senatorial authority' behind which we can see the idea of 
optimates. (He subsequently goes on to discuss the `optimate discourse') This effectively 
recreates the simplistic idea of a political system limited to conflict between two sides. 
See also Crawford, 1992, p. 113, `... much energy was devoted to the futile manning of 
the battle lines between optimates, traditionalists, and pope fares'; Scullard, 1982, p. 7, 
`Many of the populares sought a personal predominance, while in contrast the optimates 
tried to uphold the oligarchy that they controlled'. Even Badian, in the otherwise carefully 
worded entry on optimates and populares in the Oxford Classical Dictionary, still says, 
`The optimates never recovered the qualities of leadership and readiness to compromise 
that had made them successful and dominant. ' (OCD, s. v. `Optimates and populares'). 
"Brunt (1971, p. 95) makes the more careful point that neither optimates or pope fares 
were organized parties as such, and that the senate was generally divided amongst itself, 
but still suggests that in the face of threatening legislation senatorial ranks would close to 
form an effective optimate party. See also Brunt, 1988, pp. 35-6. Meier (1966, pp. 181-2) 
creates a similar schema, distinguishing between everyday politics and major issues, 
arguing that the aristocracy only united in defence of major issues. Achard (1981, p. 8) on 
the other hand using broadly the same approach creates a synthesis between the model of 
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and, as will be seen, fails to accord with the evidence. 26 Even the most thorough and 
comprehensive treatments of optinms and optinias, by Hellegouarc'h and Strasburger, 
give too much weight to the generalizing use of the terms in Cicero, Livy, and other 
writers and conclude that an identifiable group of optiniates does indeed exist. For 
Strasburger, the group is defined by its opposition to popularis individuals, which is, in 
turn, just a function of the attempt to safeguard privileges. " Therefore, although keen to 
distance himself from the Mommsenian picture of well identified, ideologically opposed 
parties, Strasburger still ends up with an identifiable group united by common interests 
rather than ideology. Hellegouarc'h, although suggesting different' nuances for the terms 
bonus, optimus, and optimas and conceding a certain amount of partisan use for the term 
bonus, also concludes with a sense that the Boni and optimates formed actual identifiable 
groups. 2S The most recent scholarship on the subject has tended to subsume the question 
of what exactly these two terms represent under that of whether they imply an ideological 
stance. This still tends to produce the same sort of uncritical references to 'populares' and 
'optimates' as groups broadly, if intermittently, united by common political principles. 29 
dualist opposition and the factional model rejected by Brunt. 
"In fact, in spite of presenting what seems to be a more realistic view of how optimates 
and populares fit into Roman politics Achard (1981, p. 8) is still able to claim that, `The 
common points of their politics are numerous: the optimates are agreed to accord as many 
powers as possible to the senate, maintaining for this the usage of the Senates consultum 
ultimem; they are enemies of modifications to the regime; hostile to an egalitarian 
republic; they hate agrarian laws, the secret vote, remission of debts, exceptional powers; 
they do not care about the safeguard of the rights of the people nor their liberty. ' This still 
leaves the reader with an unhelpful impression of a bipolar split in Roman politics. 
27Strasburger, 1939, pp. 773-798. 
28See Hellegouarc'h, 1963, p. 491 (On the partisan use of the term bonus); p. 492, `Le 
groupe des boni est donc quelque peu elastique et varie suivant les circonstances; leur 
point commun cependent, c'est qu'ils sont les tenants d'une politique conservatrice 
s'appuyant sur 1'autorite de Senat et les adversaires de tollte modification de 1'etat de 
chases existant, qui conduirait ä 1'aneantissement de leer fortune. '; p501, 'Au point de 
vue politique, ils [the optimates] sont evidemment les tennants du conservatisme et de la 
tradition'. 
29See for example, von Ungern-Sternberg, 2004, p. 92, 'In his use of the popular assembly 
to oppose the political will of the senate, Tiberius Gracchus had invented a new style of 
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Rather than being concerned with the question of whether either group is 
ideologically motivated or solely motivated by selfish concerns, this section will question 
the very validity of application of these terms to Roman politics and the bipolar split of 
opinion that they imply. Instead of trying to rationalize in practical terms what is meant 
by optiniates and populares in our ancient sources, this section will demonstrate, through 
the example of the orator Crassus, that any such scheme is artificial and cannot be applied 
to the reality of Roman politics. Consequently it cannot act as a basis for an opposition 
between optimates and populares in rhetoric. 
CRASSUS AS A TEST CASE 
The career of Lucius Licinius Crassus, famous orator and consul of 95, is of 
particular interest for considering the practical implications and limitations of the analysis 
of Roman politics in terms of conflict or rivalry between two actual groups who broadly 
followed what could be described as optimas or popularis agendas. Falling well within 
the period covered by this study, the progression of his career is well documented in 
comparison to many of the political figures of the time thanks to his relationship with the 
young Cicero. More importantly, his career demonstrates a diversity of political opinion, 
which is difficult to rationalize in the bipolar framework of optimates and populares. In 
this way Crassus serves as an ideal case study to demonstrate the inadequacy of the terms 
optinzas and popularis for thinking about and writing about Roman politics. 
The conventional analysis of his career is based particularly upon his oratorical 
debut in the prosecution of the supposed Gracchan turncoat Cn. Papirius Carbo in 119, 
popular politics (popularis via or ratio). The defenders of the traditional leading role of 
the senate now began to define themselves in opposition to the new politics as 'the best 
men' (optimates); on the debate over ideology, see the excellent summary of Wiseman, 
2002, pp. 285-311 (though he also adopts this bipolar terminology); for an opposed 
statement see Ferrary, 1997, pp. 221-23 1. 
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his involvement in the foundation of the colony of Narbo Martius in the following year, 
and his defence of the Q. Servilius Caepio's judicial law, handing control of the law 
courts back to the senate in 106.30 The first two of these events, as will be seen, is easily 
categorized, and often has been, as `popular'; while the last, in benefiting the senate, is 
generally accepted as a `conservative' or `optimate' act. Consequently, Crassus' career is 
often seen as progressing from a youthful `popularis' stage to more `optimate' 
conservatism in his mature years3' This analysis goes back to pre-war German 
scholarship and continues to occur in more recent work. 32 It has its roots in a comment 
made by Cicero concerning Crassus's support for the colony at Narbo. 
In reference to Crassus' involvement in the colony at Narbo, Cicero states that, 
`Voluit adzdescens in Colonia Narbonensi causae popularis aliquid attingere... '33 This 
statement is often used in support of claims of Crassus' early `popularis' leanings, but 
such an interpretation clearly hinges on the translation of causa popularis. Without 
"On Crassus' prosecution of Carbo see: Cic. De Or. I. 40; I. 121; II. 170 (=ORF 66.14); 
Brut. 159 (= ORF 66.13); 103. On the colony at Narbo Martius see: Vell. I. 17.5; 1I. 7.8; 
Eutr. IV. 23; Cic. Brut. 160 (=ORF 66.15); Pro Cluent. 140 (=ORF 66.16); De Offic. 
11.63 (=ORF 66.17). On the suasio for the lex Servilia: Cic. Britt. 161; 164 (=ORF 66.22; 
23); De Orat. 1.225 (=ORF 66.24); 11.223; Orat. 219 (=ORF 66.26); Prise. GL II p428.16 
(=ORF 66.25). 
31A notable exception to this interpretation is forwarded by the proponents of the 
factional model of Roman politics. For example, E. Gruen (1968, p. 119) asserts that 
Crassus as an `adherent of the Metellan factio', was involved in the prosecution as part of 
a Metellan move against the remainders of the Gracchan factio. 
32See for instance Häpke, 1927, pp. 254-245, `Der Prozess zeigt klar, dass Crassits 
damals auf seiten der Volkspartei stand'. This interpretation. occurs also in H. Last (1932, 
p. 94), `This was L. Crassus, who in these early days of his political life was far from 
being the staunch champion of the senate which he became in his later years... ', and even 
appears in the Walde's (1999, p. 158) recent article on Crassus in Der Neuer Pauly, `L. 
wechselte wohl mit dens epochemachenden Plädoyer fir die lex iudicaria des Q. Servilius 
Caepio 106 ins optimatische Lager. ' See also Badian, 1964, p. 43, 'popularis in his 
youth'. This idea of transition from youthful `popularis' to mature `optimate' is not 
limited to Crassus either, Cicero is frequently analysed in these terms. See for instance 
Stockton's (1971, p. 58) biography where Cicero is said to have flirted with the `aura 
popularis'. 
33Cic. Brut. 160, ('As a young man he wished to undertake something of the causa 
popularis in the matter of the Narbonese colony... '). 
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external indicators, or presumption as to the meaning of popularis, the sense of these 
words could vary from something as provocative as `the popularis cause', to something 
loaded with as little implication as `an issue of interest to the people'. This is the central 
point of Danielle Roman's recent article on the early stage of Crassus' career. 3; She 
argues that the term causa popularis refers not to the narrow and frequently pejorative 
political sense of the word popularis, but instead to an issue of interest to, or under the 
jurisdiction of, the people; it is Crassus' mastery of both legal persuasion before juries 
and political persuasion before a popular audience that Cicero is trying highlight by his 
comment. 35 Despite its strengths, however, Roman's argument suffers from her desire to 
place Crassus into a model of politics where the protagonists are either popidares or 
optimates. Although, as will be seen, Crassus would most likely have considered himself 
an optimas, pigeonholing him amongst a homogeneous group of `optimates' forces 
Roman to give too little appreciation to the importance of Crassus' involvement in a 
controversial colony foundation. 36 Although his involvement is not sufficient to. suggest 
that Crassus' career involved a political volte-face, it is unsatisfactory, given Narbo's 
controversial nature, to go to the opposite extreme and imagine that his career fell in line 
with the broad dictates of a like minded group. 37 
In order to demonstrate and appreciate the complexity of Crassus' career it is, 
necessary to examine closely the events outlined above in their historical context and 
"Roman, 1994. 
"Ibid. 1994, p. 109-110, `De plus, it convient de ne pas oublier que le passage du Brutus 
dans lequel figure cette notation porte, avant tout, stir le talent oratoire de Crassus et sa 
inaitrise des differents de discours'. 
"Cicero (Cluent. 140) indicates that the proposed colony was sufficiently controversial 
that a rogatio against its foundation was brought before the people. 
3' See for instance Roman's (1994, p. 110) concluding remark on Crassus' political 
affiliation: `Durant ses jeunes annees comme pendant son age mitr, L. Licinius Crassus 
ne fat certainement pas defaut au clan des optimates et sa ftdelite ä leur politique ne petit 
eire, ä partir des passages de Ciceron, suspectee. ' 
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without the constraining framework of a Roman political system where all participants 
follow either a popularis or an optimas ideology or belong to such a group through 
community of interests. It is also crucial to take account of the implications and 
difficulties presented by the fact that Crassus is known primarily through his status as 
interlocutor in Cicero's dialogues. 
SOURCES 
Our main source for the life of Crassus is Cicero. Crassus plays a central role in 
Cicero's treatises on oratory, appearing as the main interlocutor in the dialogue De 
Oratore. The problems raised by characterization in a dialogue have long been 
recognized. Häpke was aware that Crassus was used as a mouthpiece for Cicero's own 
opinions, a vehicle to demonstrate what made a perfect orator38, but argued that, 'Doch 
hat Cicero ein lebendiges Bild des Redners gezeichnet, das wohl einen guten 
geschichtlichen Hintergrund hat'. This assertion rests on the grounds that Cicero's close 
familial connections with Crassus would provide ample information39 and that too much 
deviation from relatively recent characters would be noticed by those who had living 
memory of their speeches and actions. 40 In support of this point, he cites Cicero's 
comment from the second prologue of De Oratore to the effect that his scope for 
creativity was more limited with Crassus than with someone such as Servius Galba, of 
whom there was no living memory. 41 This stance, however, fails to question the 
38Häpke (1927, p. 252) notes, `So sind in diesem Dialog Dichtung und Wahrheit nicht 
immer zu scheiden'. He also notes (p. 253) that Cicero's building of an ideal was 
particularly prevalent in his presentation of Crassus' philosophical knowledge, `Hat der 
Verfasser auch Crassus in manchem, besonders in bezug auf seine Kentnisse in der 
Philosophie, zu ideal gezeichnet... ' 
39Häpke, 1927, p. 253. 
40Häpke, 1927, pp. 252-3. 
41Cic. De Or. II. 9, '... quia non de Ser. Galbae, arrt C. Carbonis eloquentia scribo aliquid, 
in quo liceat mihifingere, si quid velim, nullius memoriae ianr me refellente... ', 
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expectations of an ancient audience when faced with a dialogue and whether or not they 
would have expected any kind of veracity in the characterization of the interlocutors. 
Leeman and Pinkster address this issue in their commentary on the work, and 
illustrate what they term the mos dialogorum from a variety of ancient statements on 
dialogues. They begin by underlining that Cicero did not require complete accuracy from 
his characters, particularly pointing out evidence from his letters that suggests that even a 
living person could be adapted for such purposes 42 Adaptation of the characters, 
however, must be taken as a necessary condition for the dialogue form if it were to have 
any value whatsoever in expressing the ideas of the author, rather than those of its chosen 
subjects. As well as Cicero's opinions towards adaptation of his characters, Leeman and 
Pinkster also cast doubt on the assemblage of characters in the De Oratore, seeing in it a 
'Crassan circle' which manifests all the well known problems of the better known 
'Scipionic circle'43 Finally, following the opinion of Häpke, 44 they question Cicero's 
presentation of Crassus' philosophical education with reference to the stark differences- 
between Crassus' and Cicero's respective visits to Athens. 45 
('... because I am not treating of the eloquence of Servius Galba or Gaius Carbo, in which 
case I should be able to invent at pleasure, no one now surviving to to contradict me with 
his reminiscences... '). 
"Leeman and Pinkster, 1981, p. 91, working from Cic. Ad. Fans. 9.81. The living 
individual in question was M. Terentius Varro. They also demonstrate (p. 96) Cicero's 
awareness that the Platonic Socrates was not identical to the historical, Cic. De Rep. I. 16. 
For further bibliography on the historicity of this dialogue see Kennedy, 1972, p. 215 n. 
95. 
"Leeman and Pinkster, 1981, p. 92. They argue against Crassus' real association with the 
other characters, suggesting instead that Cicero deliberately chose a selection of the best 
orators of the age (all occur in Cicero's list of great orators in Brut. 207; 301. ) whose 
association was not impossible. On the problems of the `Scipionic Circle' see Astin, 
1967, pp. 294-306. 
44See above, n. 38. 
45Leeman and Pinkster, 1981, p. 92. De Or. Ill. 75 suggests that Crassus' visit to Athens 
was characterized by arrogant behaviour. He visited Athens as an excursion while 
returning from a magistracy in Asia, and left early on account of the Athenians refusing 
to repeat the performance of the Eleusinian Mysteries, which he had missed by two days, 
`... ubi [Athens] ego diutius essem inoratus nisi Atheniensibus... '. The contrast with 
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On the other side of the argument Leeman and Pinkster also illustrate Cicero's 
unwillingness to stray too far from veracity in his characterisation. The most telling 
example of this is Cicero's re-working of the Academica due to the inclusion of a 
historical impossibility connected with Lucullus. This leads them to suggest that '.. das 
decorum verbot, den dramatis personae Ausserüngen in den Mund zu legen, die mit 
ihrem wirklichen Wesen allzusehr im Widerstreit standen'. 46 Also in favour of Cicero's 
unwillingness to present a false picture of Crassus, Leeman and Pinkster also point out 
that many of the details in the prologues merely suffice to underline the historicity of the 
characters without really impacting on Cicero's intentions for the dialogue 47 
The second prologue of De Oratore presents some interesting details for 
understanding these contrasting forces of accurate representation and manipulation at 
work. As well as demonstrating his credentials to speak as an authority on Crassus, 48 
Cicero proceeds to present himself as breaking a conspiracy of silence concerning the 
breadth of learning of Crassus and Antonius intended to deter the youths of Cicero's 
Cicero, who went to Athens specifically to study under Greek teachers, is considerable. It 
is important to note that Leeman and Pinkster, do allow a good familiarity with Greek 
rhetoric for Crassus (p. 92, with reference to Meyer, 1970, pp. 24-75). 
46Leeman and Pinkster, 1981, p. 91. ('Decorum forbade one to put statements in the 
mouth of one's dramatis personae which stood in conflict with their real selves. ') Based 
on Meyer, 1970, p. 41. 
4'Leeman and Pinksterl 98 1, p. 91, a phenomenon noted by Quintilian (II. 17.5ff. ), who 
states that Antonius' comment (De Or. 1I. 232) , that rhetoric 
is a `knack derived from 
experience' (Loeb translator's rendering of `observationem') rather than an art (`artem'), 
`... estpositum, sed tit Antoni persona servetur, qui dissimulator artis f tit' ('... is inserted 
to make Antonius speak in character, since he was in the habit of concealing his art'). The 
first prologue of the dialogue is a good example of this. Sections 24-7, serve to set the 
scene for the dialogue, and include much information which is of no significance to the 
subject of the dialogue, but does suggest a historically plausible scene. The dialogue, for 
example is dated just before Crassus' death, so Cicero has him retiring to his Tusculan 
villa, `... quasi colligendi sui causa... '; detail is also given of the political events of the 
time, including a reason for all the characters to be gathered for discussion. 
48De Or. 11.2 carefully sets out Cicero's close family links to Crassus and establishes his 
authority to speak on matters beyond those things commonly believed about Crassus 
through his `... patruus [L. Cicero], qui ... multa nobis 
de eins [Crassus] studio 
doctrinaque saepe narravit'. 
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generation from, `... studio dicendi a doctrina... ' 49 In fact, he argues that both were far 
more widely educated in Greek matters than was widely known. He states that Crassus 
spoke Greek so well'... nullam tit nosse aliam linguam videretur... ', and in conversing 
with Cicero's own teachers (presumably well versed in all the Greek culture that Cicero 
came to know), '... tit nihil esse ei novum, nihil inauditum videretur', 50 and expresses 
similar sentiments for Antonius. We have already seen from Crassus' and Cicero's 
respective visits to Athens that the idea of Crassus' Greek knowledge stretching much 
beyond rhetoric is quite unlikely. " Cicero justifies his break with tradition by suggesting 
that both Antonius and Crassus chose not to publicize their education; Crassus, although 
not wishing to appear uneducated, wanted to appear contemptuous of Greek learning in 
comparison with Roman, while Antonius wished to be considered completely 
uneducated. They thought, Cicero states, that this would appeal to a Roman audience of 
the time. 52 
After justifying his unorthodox presentation of Crassus and Antonius, and, 
importantly, creating a plausible fiction to explain it, Cicero then shows his hand. He 
states that, '... neminem eloquentia, non modo sine dicendi doctrina, sed ne sine onini 
quidem sapientia, florere umquam et praestare potuisse. 'S3. Obviously the omnis 
49Cic. De Orat. 11.1. 
"Cie. De Orat. 11.2, ('... that he seemed to know no other language... '); ('... that there 
seemed to be nothing that was new to him, nothing unheard of... '). 
51See above, n. 38. 
52Cic. De Or. II. 4. See also Leeman and Pinkster, (1981, p. 92) who astutely point out 
that, `Paradoxenveiser müssen wir seinen vielen `bescheidenen' Äußerungen über seine 
Bildung und auch seiner `affektierten' Skepsis dem Greichentum gegenüber mehr 
Glauben schenken als den Kenntnissen, die er in De or. zur Schau stellt... ' 
('Paradoxically we must give more credence to his many modest statements on his 
education and also his affected scepticism of Greekness, than the knowledge which he 
puts on display in De Or... '). The presentation of Crassus' paideia is also influenced by 
Cicero's wish to engage with Platonic views on rhetoric and oratory. On this see 
Wilkinson, 1982, pp. 257-259. 
53Cic. De Or. 11.5, ('... that nobody was able to prosper or be pre-eminent in eloquence, not 
only without training in speaking, but indeed, not without all knowledge. '). 
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sapientia refers to the broad mandate of learning, including Greek philosophy, which 
Cicero saw as essential in the creation of a good orator. As Leeman and Pinkster point 
out, the preface is not so much an apologia of the historical Crassus as an apologia of 
Cicero's portrayal of Crassus' education. " In his preface Cicero has elegantly responded 
to the twin pressures of historical accuracy and the expression of his own ideas. His 
overriding concern, as noted above, was to present his own theory on the necessity of a 
broad education to an orator. This naturally required some manipulation of his chosen 
interlocutors, who were unlikely to have had the same exposure to Greek learning as 
Cicero. It seems, however, that historical plausibility, if not strict accuracy, was an 
important factor in the persuasive force of the dialogue; readers would presumably have 
been less convinced by an improbable grouping of speakers or by a choice of speakers 
who were not regarded highly for their oratory. 55 In line with his creation of a plausible 
situation, Cicero therefore exploits his close family links with the two main interlocutors 
in order to create a believable background to account for the opinions they are going to 
express. His choice of earlier role models is also a clear expression of the high regard 
given to the mos maioruni and perhaps another conscious choice to bolster the dialogue's 
persuasive force. 56 
In light of this analysis, Cicero's use of Crassus in the dialogue becomes clearer. 
Although it does not give us an uncompromising picture of the historical Crassus, the 
"Leeman and Pinkster, 1981, p. 92. 
"Leeman and Pinkster (1981, pp. 92-4) also point out the likelihood that Cicero made 
Crassus' and Antonius' opinions more in line with each other than was probably the case. 
Their different self-presentations as noted by Cicero would make their disagreeing on 
points of eloquence quite likely, while having the two leading interlocutors who were in 
disagreement over the point of the dialogue, would obviously not help it in presenting its 
message. 
"Again as Leeman and Pinkster point out (1981, p. 87) the fact that Crassus was a 
teacher of Cicero would have had some influence of his choice. 'Cicero would not have 
chosen Crassus as Hauptredner for no reason'. See also May and Wisse (2001, pp. 17-18) 
for a recent restatement of the broad lines of this argument. 
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dialogue does strive to include authentic details which serve to bolster its plausibility. 
Also, when Cicero's aim in the dialogue is taken into account, at least some of the 
manipulation and alteration can be filtered out by the reader. Beyond making his point 
about the vital nature of a broad Greek education to an orator, Cicero would have wished 
to keep his portrayal as close to the truth as possible. 
THE CARBO CASE 
In 119 Crassus made his mark as an orator by successfully prosecuting C. Papirius 
Carbo, consul of the previous year. 5' It is generally thought that the real reason for the 
prosecution was that Carbo, a former supporter of the Gracchi58, had made himself 
particularly disliked by his subsequent defence of L. Opimius, the prime mover in the 
killing of Gaius Gracchus. 59 The underlying assumption is that he was being punished for 
trying to change sides. The actual charge in the case is debated, although maiestas is a 
common suggestion; 60 the more likely charge, however, is an accusation of repetundae. 61 
The conventional view of Crassus' accusation is that this action represented his early 
'popularis' tendencies. The prosecution of a traitor to the Gracchan cause has been 
interpreted by scholars as a good opportunity for Crassus to increase his profile and to 
57TLRR, 30. 
58See Carbo in MRR for full references. Carbo held a place on the agrarian commission of 
Tiberius Gracchus and as tribune in 130 passed a law extending voting by ballot to 
legislative assemblies. He also attempted to secure the passage of a law allowing the 
tribuneship to be held in successive years. With Gaius Gracchus he was also amongst the 
prime suspects for the death of Scipio Aemilianus. 
59TLRR, 27. 
60Malcovati, ORF, vol. I, p. 240, '... C. Papirium Carbonem maiestatis, tit videtur, 
accusavit'. Previously Mommsen, Hist. vol. III, p. 372. 
61 TLRR, 30 n. 1. Alexander, following Fraccaro (1912, pp. 445-48) argues that the 
presence of indices at the trial (Val. Max 6.5.6) suggests a standing quaestio of which the 
quaestio de repetundis seems to be the only one at the time. Valerius Maximus also 
mentions (6.5.3) the use of a scrinium of damaging material, which would be consistent 
with a trial dependent on record keeping. See also Gruen, 1968, p. 109. 
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garner support amongst the masses. 62 This standpoint must be largely based upon 
Cicero's comment pertaining to Crassus' subsequent involvement in the foundation of the 
colony of Narbo Martius. This, in effect, imposes a `popularis' interpretation on his 
earlier actions in order to create a smooth progression from young popularis to mature 
optimas. 63 Moreover, the very idea of a popularis turncoat being reprimanded for trying 
to appear bonus presupposes an underlying assumption that everybody defined 
themselves as either a popularis or a bonus/optimas. Therefore a close examination of 
Crassus' approach and language, demonstrating the flaws of this interpretation, can help 
in underlining the weaknesses of this binary interpretation of the Roman political elite. A 
large fragment of this speech is preserved in Cicero's De Oratore, and his very close 
familiarity with the speeches of Crassus, as well as their availability in published form, 
suggests a high level of accuracy in quotation. 64 
The first thing apparent from the text of the fragment is that Crassus' was clearly 
not identifying himself with the populus or with a popularis cause. He states, `Non si 
Opimium defendisti, Carbo, idcirco to isti bonum civem putabunt; simulasse to et aliud 
quid quaesisse perspicuum est', and towards the end of the fragment finishes with, 
`... semper a bonis dissedisti'. 65 Although this distinction, that Carbo is called a false 
62N. Häpke, 1927 pp. 254-5 (See n. 2); The same is implied in Walde, 1999, p. 158 (See 
n. 3); Against this viewpoint see Gruen (1968, p. 108; 119) who sees in Crassus' 
prosecution of Carbo, the work of an adherent of a'Metellan factio'. 
63Cic. Brut. 160, `Voluit adulescens in colonia Narbonensi causae popularis aliquid 
attingere... ' ('As a young man he wished to undertake something of the popularis cause 
in the matter of the Narbonese colony... '). Despite the significance that has been attached 
to this comment by Cicero, it is seems somewhat paradoxical that he chose to describe 
Crassus' involvement with Narbo as popularis rather than his prosecution of a traitor to 
the popular cause. 
"See Cicero's (Britt. 164) comments on Crassus' speech in favour of Caepio's lex 
iudicaria, 'Mihi quidem a pueritia quasi niagistra fuit ... ilia in 
legeni Caepionis oratio', 
('For me at any rate, that speech in favour of the law of Caepio was from my boyhood a 
sort of text-book. '); see also Cic. Britt. 161, for references to Crassus' published speeches. 
61 ORF. 66.14 = Cic. De Orat. Il. 170, ('They will not think you a bonus citizen, Carbo, 
just because you defended Opimius, clearly you were only pretending, and had some 
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bonus rather than a traitor to the popularis cause, might seem slight, Crassus' rhetoric 
gives the impression that he is speaking on the behalf of the boni. His list of proofs that 
Carbo was not bonus clearly suggests disapproval of Carbo's early actions and would 
certainly not be consistent with his condemning Carbo for abandoning a `popularis' 
cause: `... quod earn Ti. Gracchi rnortem saepe in contionibus deplorasti, quod P. Africani 
necis socius fidsti, quod earn legem in tribunate tulisti, quod semper a bonis dissedisti'. 66 
This then demonstrates the flaw in the sense of progression from youthful popularis to 
mature optimas behaviour; Crassus, at this early stage in his career, is clearly identifying 
himself in the terms traditionally associated with the optimates of the Ciceronian and 
Livian tradition. This also demonstrates the difficulty in trying to interpret politics of this 
time in terms of conflict between two distinct ideological, or interest groups. Several of 
Crassus' later actions, as will be seen, resist easy classification into such a simple 
scheme. If this scheme is adhered to we must assume that Crassus was able to begin as an 
optimas, and later turn to popularis measures, before finally returning to optinnas ways. 
This is clearly a rather cumbersome and unsatisfactory way of describing his political 
position. 
Another question raised by this text, is whether, despite the analysis above, it 
could be seen as evidence of some sort of opposition between a group calling themselves 
boni and another group. Can Crassus' denial of Carbo's claims to be a bonus civis 
other end in view ... you always 
disagreed with the boni. '). Hellegouarc'h (1963, p. 489) 
implicitly suggests that the fragment is genuine in his discussion of the use of the term 
bonus prior to Cicero (This fragment is quoted to demonstrate the use of the term in 
application to the adversaries of people like the Gracchi). 
66 ORF. 66.14 = Cic. De Orat. 11.170, ('... in that you frequently bemoaned the death of 
Tiberius Gracchus in contiones, in that you were a party to the murder of Scipio 
Africanus, in that you passed that law in your tribunate [an extension to the use of the 
ballot], in that you always disagreed with the boni. '). Rawson (1991, pp. 27-8) spots the 
inconsistency of this text with the idea of Crassus as a'popularis' early in his career, but 
still goes on to regard him as a '... fundamentally optimate politician, with real experience 
of popularis politics in his youth, and a willingness to use what he had learned'. 
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suggest that the political elite was in fact polarized; does it suggest in some way that 
Carbo actually changed sides? The key in answering this is to avoid being lead too 
closely by Crassus' rhetoric. Although his examples of Carbo's speeches condemning the 
death of Tiberius, or his tribunician legislation, seem to suggest the existence of a 
coherent point of view opposite to the boni, it is crucial to remember that Crassus does 
not formulate his argument in this way. Rather, his argument is that Carbo is not a bonus 
civis, his proofs are designed to support this, not prove that Carbo was previously a 
popularis. To impose any analysis beyond seeing these proofs as examples of what 
Crassus thought he could plausibly portray as behaviour inappropriate to a bonus is to 
bring assumptions to the text which are not necessarily appropriate. Thus we should not 
view Crassus' examples of non-bonus behaviour as some sort of manifesto for what a 
real-life bonus should or should not do. Crassus' implication is that Carbo's previous 
actions have been prejudicial to the state, and therefore not the sort of things that a bonus 
would do. There is no evidence to suggest that Carbo could not have argued in opposition 
that his actions were in fact for the good of the state, and therefore precisely the sort of 
thing a bonus would do. Therefore, this set of proofs cannot be seen as evidence for the 
actual sort of things a `real' bonus could or. could not do; rather it is a rhetorical construct 
designed purely for the purpose bf undermining Carbo's own claim to be a bonus. Also 
Crassus' claim that Carbo 'always disagreed with the boni' should not be taken as an 
indication that there was any such definable group of boni with a single opinion. Again 
this is a rhetorical construction designed to single out Carbo as something different and to 
undermine his claims to the moral high ground of the bonus. 
Moreover, it seems unlikely, if two distinct groups did exist, that politicians 
would risk crossing boundaries quite so easily. Such a demonstration of inconstancy 
would be very vulnerable to attack, and in this case, Crassus would have been as 
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vulnerable as Carbo. It seems more likely that Crassus' rhetoric is rather an example of a 
contest over the same rhetorical high-ground. That is to say that both men wished to be 
thought of as bonus, and indeed regarded themselves as consistently bonus, and likewise 
both wished to undermine the other by trying to deny their claim to bonus-ness. In this 
case, this episode casts doubt on the practicality of interpreting Crassus as a figure who 
progresses from popularis to optimate in the Ciceronian and Livian sense; and it does 
not, as it initially seems, offer evidence for the idea that a politician could `change sides'. 
An accusation of hypocrisy certainly could have been levelled at Carbo, but the evidence 
does not support the idea that he was vilified for abandoning one particular ideology or 
interest group. 
THE COLONY IN GALLIA NARBONENSIS 
The next major feature in Crassus's political career is his involvement in the 
foundation, probably in 118, of the colony of Narbo Martius in the area subsequently 
known as Gallia Narbonensis. 67 Crassus spoke in favour of the law proposing the creation 
of the colony, which appears to have been in danger of being repealed, and subsequently 
was made a duumvir deducendis coloniae 68. As we have already seen, Cicero's 
descriptions of this speech have frequently been used as further proof that Crassus was a 
"There is a certain amount of disagreement over the date of Crassus' involvement with 
the colony. The date of 118 is based on Velleius Paterculus and Eutropius, but Mattingly 
(1962) and Gruen (1968, p. 137) argue for a date. between 113 and 107 based on 
numismatic evidence and Cicero's (Brut. 159-60) mention of the event in a sequence after 
Crassus' defence of Licinia, the vestal virgin. Sumner (1973, p. 96) argues against this 
standpoint, suggesting that Cicero's list is not likely to be sequential as otherwise, 
Crassus' speech for in favour of the colony would not have been regarded as 
precocious. Crawford (RRC 1.298-9, no. 282; 1.71-3), Levick (1971), and Broughton 
(MRR vol. III, p118) agree. For further information on the date of the foundation of Gallia 
Narbonensis as a province, see Hackl, 1988, pp. 253-256. 
"Cicero (Pro Cluent. 140) refers to the Crassus' speech as a dissuasio against a proposal 
which was carried against the colony, '... in dissuasione rogationis eins quae contra 
coloniam Narbonensem ferebatur... '. 
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'popularis' in his youth. The implication, however, that Crassus was a member of a 
definable group cannot be sustained on a close reading of the texts. 
As we have seen, the statement of Cicero which seems most problematic, and has 
been seized upon most frequently as proof for Crassus' early popular leanings, is as 
follows, 'Voluit adulescens in colonia Narbonensi causae popularis aliquid attingere 
eamque coloniam, utfecit, ipse deducere... ' 6. As has already been noted, Roman has been 
attracted by this problem and concluded that Cicero's use of 'causapopularis' did not 
refer to an action likely to appeal to a political group called 'populares', but was intended 
as a way for Crassus to achieve personal popularity amongst the people. " Roman's 
suggestion of a less ideologically charged usage of the word is a useful corrective to those 
who have interpreted Cicero's phrase literally, but ultimately still interprets Crassus in a 
framework constructed around the opposed terms of popularis and optimas. Rather than 
questioning the validity of the term, Roman merely removes the ideological inconsistency 
it seems to create and suggests that Crassus is indeed an optimas. In addition to Roman's 
suggestion of a less ideologically charged usage, Cicero's use of the word' popularis', 
regardless of ideological undertones, must be viewed with some caution. The term, given 
the lack of evidence for its use in that sense in our period, is likely to be an anachronism, 
and possibly inappropriate for the context. It is dangerous to suggest that it may have had 
any resonance beyond the conception of Roman politics current at Cicero's time; to use it 
69Cic. Brut. 160, 'Whilst still young, he wished to come into contact with something of 
the popular cause in the case of the Narbonese colony, and made himself a founder of that 
colony'. Häpke (1927, p. 235), following Mommsen (Hist. vol. III, pp. 420-421) sees the 
colony as a reaction to the cessation of the Gracchan land distribution in Italy; Douglas 
(1966, p. 123) also echoes this line; Rawson (1991, p. 28) seems to agree that it was a 
'popularis' action; in contrast to the others, Gruen (1968, p. 137) sees the move as 
reflecting a trend in the senate towards appealing to groups outside the senatorial class, in 
this case the colony offered economic benefits. 
70See nn. 34-35. 
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as evidence for some sort of political or ideological affiliation of Crassus when the 
existence of such a political concept is uncertain is of no help to our understanding. 
A more useful means of evaluating the motives of the historical Crassus is offered 
by another of Cicero's accounts of this same speech. Talking about different types of 
generosity he states, 'A tque haec benignitas etiam rei publicae est utilis, redimi e 
servitute captos, locupletari tenuiores; quod quidem volgo solitum fieri ab ordine 
nostro in oratione Grassi scriptuni copiose videmus. Hanc ergo consuetudineni 
benignitatis largitioni munerum longe antepono; haec est gravium hominum atque 
magnorum, illa quasi assentatorum populi multitudinis levitatem voluptate quasi 
titillantium'. 71 Although this fits with Cicero's note that Crassus' speech was disparaging 
to the senate, 72 much like the speech against Carbo it suggests that rather than distancing 
himself for the senate, Crassus was actively identifying himself with the senate or at least 
what the senate ought to be. It is clear that Crassus' speech included the citation of 
previous examples of similar beneficence in contrast to public spectacle, thus his 
rhetorical strategy is to demonstrate that the intended actions in Gallia Narbonensis were 
exactly the sort of thing a respectable senator should do. The context of the fragment is 
uncertain and need not suggest that '... locupletari tenuiores... ' was the main aim of the 
colony of Narbo. It could easily be the case that one of the arguments levelled against the 
"ORF 66.17 = Cie. De Off. 11.63, ('Ransoming prisoners from servitude and relieving the 
poor is a form of generosity that is a service to the state as well as the individual. And we 
find in one of Crassus' orations the full proof given that such beneficence used to be the 
common practice of our order. This form of generosity, then, I much prefer to the lavish 
expenditure of money for public exhibitions. The former is suited to men of worth and 
dignity, the latter to those shallow flatterers, if I may call them so, who tickle with idle 
pleasure, so to speak, the fancy of the rabble. ') This fragment is identified with the speech 
in question on the basis that it takes a negative tone towards the senate. This tallies with 
another of Cicero's descriptions (Pro Cluent. 140) of the speech where he remarks that, in 
this speech, '... quantum potest de auctoritate senatus detrahit (Crassus)... ' ('... as much as 
he was able, he disparaged the authority of the senate... '). 
"See previous n. 
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foundation of the colony was that it was a continuation of the ill-fated Gracchan land 
distribution; Crassus' comments would make a suitable retort and rebuke in such a 
situation. 73 Nevertheless, beyond ruling out Cicero's comment as evidence that Crassus, 
by his actions, identified himself with a definable group of people called populares, 
reconstruction of Crassus' rhetorical self-presentation gets us no closer to Crassus' 
motives; a different line of enquiry must be followed. 
In abandoning the popular explanation for Crassus' involvement in the colony at 
Narbo, Gruen comes closest to offering an alternative interpretation. " Using a factional 
analysis of the time period, he argues that the existing groups at that time were following 
the lead of the Gracchan group by appealing for support to groups beyond the senate. He 
sees Crassus' actions as part of an attempt by one such group to appeal to the economic 
classes by the exploitation of land in Narbonese Gaul. 75 Although Gruen's model of static 
factions in Roman politics has been repeatedly challenged, " and his immediate 
suggestion of Crassus' factional motive should be discounted, his prosopographical 
methodology does yield some results when the pattern of activity in Narbonese Gaul at 
this time is examined. What emerges is an interesting series of individuals, all with 
concerns in this area, and an complex series of interconnections between them. 
Firstly, the Domitii Ahenobarbi appear as an interested party in Narbonese Gaul. 
Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus (RE 2), consul of 122, was involved, along with Q. Fabius 
"Roman (1994, p. 103) demonstrates the weaknesses of the arguments that plans for 
Narbo had been included in Gracchan legislation. On the Gracchan connection, largely 
based on the presence of a divine name in the name of the colony (Narbo Martius in 
comparison to Junonia), see Grayaud, 1981, p. 147; Toynbee, 1965, II, p. 666; Salmon, 
1969, p. 119. The suggestion that the name of the colony deliberately evoked the memory 
of Gracchan foundations (Grayaud, 1981, p. 138) is also attacked by Roman (1994, pp. 
103-5) on the basis of the violence of the anti-Gracchan reaction. 
74Gruen, 1963, p. 112; 137. 
75Gruen., 1963, pp. 110-112. 
76See above n. 23. 
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Maximus Allobrogicus (nephew of Scipio Aemilianus), in the pacification of the tribes of 
the Allobroges and the Averni. He also constructed the road which bears his name, and 
which was responsible for connecting Italy and Spain by land. The easternmost end of the 
road before it turns south into the Iberian peninsula, and on the junction with the route to 
Tolosa, was probably guarded by a camp on the site of Narbo. Crassus' fellow duumvir 
coloniae deducendis was none other than Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus (RE 3), the son of 
the above. We also find this Domitius Ahenobarbus sharing the censorship with Crassus 
in 92. " 
Münzer has outlined at length the connections which existed between the Domitii 
Ahenobarbi and the Servilii Caepiones, although, as said above, this should not be seen 
as sufficient evidence for a community of interest between these individuals. " 
Interestingly for our purposes, subsequent members of this family seem also to have had 
an interest in the area of Gallia Narbonensis. Q. Servilius Caepio (RE 49), whose lex 
indicaria Crassus vigorously defended79 during his consulship of 106, was sent to fight 
the Tectosages in this area and succeeded in capturing the important town of Tolosa, " 
along with a huge spoil of booty which subsequently disappeared in suspicious 
circumstances. " In the following year, Caepio, as proconsul, appears once more in Gallia 
Narbonensis, this time fighting against the Cimbri. His failure to co-operate with his 
colleague, Cn. Mallius, lead to the defeat at Arausio82 after which Caepio's career was 
ruined. 
"It is reported that during the office they quarrelled violently, but did co-operate 
sufficiently to issue an edict prohibiting the teaching of rhetoric in Latin. Suet. De 
Gramm. 25; Tac. Dial. 35; Cic. De Or. 3.24; 93. See also Münzer (1999, p. 365 n. 19) for 
more detail on this conflict. 
78Münzer, 1999, pp. 261-3; p. 265; see also Badian, 1964, pp. 36-41. 
79See next section. 
80Modern Tolouse. See Oros. 5.15; Just. 32.3.10. 
"The Tolosan gold was identified with the treasure seized by the Gauls at Delphi in 297. 
82Modem Orange. See Sall. Bell. Iug. 114; Liv. Per. 67; Asc. 78C. 
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Another involved in this same arena was Q. Lutatius Catulus (RE 7), consul of 
102, who was defeated in an engagement with the Cimbri at the upper reaches of the 
Adige, but defeated them in concert with Marius at Vercellae. 83 During the following 
year. Catulus was linked by marriage to both the Domitii Ahenobarbi and the Servilii 
Caepiones. 8; Finally, Crassus' own interests in Gallia Narbonensis, do not seem to have 
been limited to his youth. It is likely that his consular provincia included both Gallia 
Cisalpina and Transalpina, the area later known as Gallia Narbonensis. 85 
The picture presented by the evidence is interesting yet in danger of over 
interpretation. It would be wrong to suggest, on the basis of this, that we can see a small 
factio' at work concerned with Narbonese Gaul. Prosopography alone cannot substantiate 
such a claim, and the evidence of Crassus' later relationship with Ahenobarbus during 
their censorship further underlines the danger of assuming co-operation where 
prosopographical connections occur. The crucial factor, however, is that we can see a 
group of senators with an interest in this area. The useful point about the connections that 
can be traced through prosopography is not that they demonstrate an alliance, but rather 
than they indicate contact between these individuals, whether amicable, indifferent, or 
hostile cannot be known and does not matter. Such contact would allow the sharing of 
information about the opportunities in the area, regardless of the means of information 
transfer or motives. In the case of Domitius Ahenobarbus and Crassus, both had family 
experience in the area, Domitius' father had been involved, and Crassus' grandfather, the 
consul of 168, had been involved in Cisalpine Gaul which may have brought some 
knowledge of the areas immediately beyond. " 
"Modem Vercelli, midway between Milan and Torino. See Liv. Per. 68; Plut. Mar. 25. 
84Munzer, 1999, p. 318 table 27; p. 262. 
85See, Badian, 1964, p. 92; p. 103 n. 146 
86Livy, 49.12.9-12 
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The existence of a network by which first hand knowledge of the Narbonese Gaul 
might be passed is important, not for demonstrating the existence of afactio concerned 
with that area, but. for allowing the supposition that there were people in the senate to 
whom intervention in Narbonese Gaul did not seem like a dangerous popular venture. In 
this case the foundation of a colony might mean the opening up of further opportunities 
both economic and political; some would compete for involvement in the foundation of 
the colony, or even oppose the colony with the aim of re-proposing it under conditions 
more favourable to themselves, others might support it in the hope of future chances that 
a better settled province might offer them. Indeed, Gruen's suggestion of the economic 
benefits to be had from the area is vindicated by the extensive subsequent centuriation in 
the Rhone valley, " the wealth of Masillia, and the importance of subsequent towns in the 
area such as Nimes and Arles. Also the strategic value of the Narbo colony should not be 
underestimated. 88 With its foundation Rome had a well protected land route linking North 
Italy to Spain which was to prove invaluable in later Spanish wars. 
In light of the other activity to be seen in the area, Crassus' involvement in the 
foundation of the colony should definitely not be seen as a dangerous and subversive 
aspect to his early career. Cicero's reference to a 'causa popularis' may indicate that the 
measure was favoured by the people, but Crassus' own comments about generosity may 
well represent no more than a clever response to a predictable line of attack against him. 
The opposition in the senate may have been the result of the protestations of senators who 
were against direct control of foreign territory or even a symptom of current interest in 
Narbonese Gaul. Rivals, also wishing to exploit the area, would have benefited from the 
repeal of the law, possibly to propose it again at a more convenient time for their own 
87See Talbert, 2000, maps 15 and 25. See also Cic. Pro Quint. passim. for details of 
estates in this area. 
"Cicero (Pro Font. 13 ) describes it as a speculum et propugnaculum. 
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claims. Trying to interpret Crassus' actions in terms of popularis' or'optimate' 
standpoints needlessly polarizes the issue and discounts the possibility for more than a 
single viewpoint among the majority of the senate on any given subject. 
CAEPIO'S LEX IUDICARIA 
After his involvement with the colony at Narbo, Crassus was occupied in the 
defence of his cousin Licinia, the vestal virgin, in 114 or 113, and then served his 
quaestorship in Asia some time between 112 and 109.89 Crassus' tribunate in 107 is 
described by Cicero as 'tacitus' and he notes that were it not for Lucilius' lampooning his 
dinner with Granius the Crier, people would not know that Crassus had ever held the 
office of tribune. 90 In fact the lack of Crassus' activity and the nature of this scandalous 
meal as can be gleaned from the fragments of Lucilius, further suggest that Crassus was 
not behaving in a radical way for a senator. 91 Despite his uneventful tribunate, Crassus' 
defence of the lex iudicaria of Caepio during the next year is still often seen as the 
turning point in Crassus' career. Caepio's law sought to reverse the changes made to the 
composition of the juries in the quaestio de repetundis made by Gaius Gracchus. 92 Even 
in the recent article on Crassus in Der Neue Pauly Walde states, `L. wechselte wohl mit 
dein epochemachenden Plädoyer fiir die lex iudicaria des Q. Servilius Caepio 106 ins 
optimatische Lager'. " 
89Häpke, 1927, p. 256. 
90Cic. Brut. 160, '... sed ita tacitus tribunatus tit, nisi in eo magistratu cenavisset apud 
praeconem Graniurn idque nobis bis narravisset Lucilius, tribunum plebis nescirefnus 
firisse. ' ('... but his tribunate was so quiet that, had he not dined during that magistracy 
with Granius the Crier, and had Lucilius not twice related the tale to us, we would not 
know he had been tribune of the plebs. '). 
91Lucil. XX. 598 (568 Marx); Incert. 1182; 601-3 (1180; 1174-6 Marx). The poet seems to 
mock the orator for his delight in the sumptuous luxury of the meal despite the eventful 
political times. 
92Obs. 41; Liv. Per. LXVI; Cic. De Inv. 1.92; Cic. De Or. 11.199. 
93C. Walde, `L. Licinius Crassus, 1999, p. 158. Häpke (1927, p. 257) does take Crassus' 
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The idea of such a change in mindset is often supported by the Cicero's 
descriptions of Crassus' speech. He states, '... mihi quidem a. pueritia quasi magistra firit, 
inquani, illa in legern Caepionis oratio; in qua et auctoritas ornatur senatus, quo pro 
ordine illa dicuntur, et invidia concitatur in iudicum et in accusatoruni factionem, contra 
quorum potentiam populariter turn dicendum firiti94. The change in Crassus' speeches 
from denigrating the senate to reinforcing their authority, however, need reflect nothing 
more than Crassus changing his rhetoric to suit the circumstance. In a speech, advocating 
the reintroduction of senatorial juries, it goes without saying that Crassus would naturally 
seek to create the image of a wise and just body of men, in the minds of his listeners. In 
light of the above discussion, Crassus' speech in favour of restoring the control of the 
courts to the senate need not be seen as a sea change in his political mindset. In fact 
Crassus' actions can be presented with equal validity as being perfectly consistent. For 
instance, Crassus' own interests in Gallia Narbonensis would be well served by Caepio's 
law. His vulnerability to prosecution for repetundae may have been reduced by the return 
of the juries to the senate. 95 Also Caepio's own involvement in Gallia Narbonensis may 
have made him a potentially useful ally to Crassus. 
CONCLUSION 
tribunate and his attack on C. Memmius (tr. pl. 111) into account and he suggests that 
Crassus was an optimate before his speech for Caepio's law, but still sees a change in 
Crassus' political outlook, 'Dann müssen wir den Parteiwechsel des Crassus, der im J. 
106 deutlich hervortritt, schon ziemlich früh ansetzen. ' 
"Cie. Britt. 164, "For me at any rate, ' I replied, `that speech in favour of the law of 
Caepio was from my boyhood a sort of textbook. In it the dignity of the senate was 
upheld, on behalf of which its most famous passages were spoken, and it sought to 
inspire hatred of the group from which both judges and prosecutors were drawn, against 
whose it was necessary to speak in such a manner as to win popular favour. ' . 95See also David (1992, pp. 291-309) who outlines many of Crassus' concerns at the rise 
of a new class of accusatores who would only be too keen to make use of the 
opportunities offered by the repetundae court. 
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In sum, these events in Crassus' early political career present little in the way of 
contradictions, as they have been previously seen. The ways in which they are dealt with 
in later sources, such as Cicero, are interesting in themselves, but reveal more about 
political conceptions of later times than those of Crassus. This analysis of Crassus' early 
political career shows that his behaviour was well within the norms for a senator and was 
unlikely to have been regarded as radical or unusual by his contemporaries, despite being 
difficult to interpret in terms of a division between optimates and populares. It also 
underlines the weaknesses of political analysis based upon the idea that Roman politics 
was split between optimates and populares. 
This does still, however, leave the question as to how one ought to read the term 
optimas when it occurs in an ancient text. The term, in an ancient context, can be used to 
refer to an entire governing class, although this does not really give any indication of 
political diversity. 96 In light of the varied actions of Crassus, who, according to his own 
words in his prosecution of Carbo, saw himself as one of the boni, not to mention Carbo's 
obvious adoption of the term, it seems that, when applied to particular groups of people, 
the terms bonus, optimas, and optimas should be seen as partisan terms over which 
opponents would compete. This is the only way to account for the high degree of 
flexibility which can be seen in the terms. So, when being used to designate a particular 
group of people `serving the interests of the senate' or `upholding conservatism', then it 
is a question of `those who uphold the interests of the senate', as the speaker should 
interpret them. Just because Cicero fails to include someone in his references to 
optimates, does not mean that they couldn't equally described as optimates by someone 
who thought that the best interests of the senate were ensured by, for example, pursuing a 
96See also Cicero's usage of the term to designate a government of the aristocratic type in 
De Rep. 1.42, or in reference to Greek aristocrats in Ad Q. Frat. 1.2.25. 
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more moderate policy towards the people. This is the crucial distinction that has to be 
made, and often is not. When used in a very general sense, optimates does not really 
mean any more than `ruling classes'. " When used of particular groups, the ideological 
content, which is dictated largely by the views of the user of the term, is sufficiently 
varied and nebulous that to refer to the `optimates' (in a general sense) as a well defined 
group with the assumption that this appellation also says something about the ideological 
viewpoint of those involved, is to misunderstand and conflate two distinct uses of the 
term. When used to identify and approve of those with a certain political viewpoint, the 
term is completely partisan. 
Where Cicero uses the term `optimates' to refer to opponents, such as those 
following Caesar, rather than seeing this as evidence for the existence of an identifiable 
group, it is reasonable to assume that Cicero's usage is bitterly ironic. 98 Unless it is being 
used in the loosest possible sense which Hellegouarc'h suggests, the word is simply too 
ideologically charged and partisan to have a genuinely precise meaning. It carries too 
much of a sense of `those in the right', `the correct side'. Thus when Caelius, in a letter, 
refers to Caesar's cause as that of the optimates, we should not see this as evidence that a 
definable group had decided to switch allegiance to Caesar; rather, it should be seen that, 
to Caelius, as a Caesarian, the followers of Caesar would naturally be optimates. 99 A 
letter of Cicero's to Atticus demonstrates this point even more forcefully, `Is enim me ab 
optimatibus ait conscindi. Quibus optimatibus, di boni! qui nunc quo modo occurrunt, 
quo modo autem se venditant Caesari! ... Itaque quaero, qui sint isti optimates, qui one 
97Hellegouarc'h (1963, p. 500) points to its use as a synonym of ruling class or oligarchy. 
This pattern can be identified as far back as Cato and Plautus. 
98Cicero's usage of the term for groups inimical to himself is often cited as evidence for 
the genuine existence of an identifiable group called the `optimates'. See Hellegouarc'h, 
1963, p. 504. 
99Cic. Ad. Fain. VIII. 16.2. 
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exturbent, cum ipsi dorm maneant. '100. That Cicero is clearly using the term in a bitter and 
ironic fashion is indicated by his exclamation and subsequent rhetorical question. The 
choice of words presumably makes reference to how these individuals referred to 
themselves, while the question, `... what sort of optintates are these? ', implicitly 
challenges their adoption of the term and underlines its partisan nature. 
To conclude, in the matter of the inadequacy of the model of political division 
between optimates and populares, it can be argued that the term optimas (along with 
bonus and optimus), except when used in the broadest sense of the aristocracy as a whole, 
was a partisan term. It was an ideal to aspire to, and to claim for one's own political 
standpoint. It was an appellation claimed by disputing sides, therefore modern usage of 
the term to describe groups of people is misleading and imposes a false sense of 
coherence on a far more complex picture. The example of Crassus demonstrates that 
there was wide variation among the senators in terms of their support for differing issues 
which would traditionally be seen as both `optimas' and popularly'. Most importantly 
though, he demonstrates the possibility of constructing such a varied political portfolio in 
terms of being an optimas. 
Such variation of outlook, which fails to fit into the traditional scheme of 
`popidares' and `optimates' is not limited to the early career of Crassus. In fact Crassus' 
later support of radical proposals of the tribune Ti. Livius Drusus in 91 continues to 
demonstrate his complicated political outlook. 10' As well as Crassus the careers of Scipio 
Aemilianus, who would accept two popularly approved, but unconstitutional 
1001bid., AdAtt. VIII. 16.1, ('He [Philotimus] says that the optinlates are tearing me to 
tatters. Optimates! good gods! And see how they are running to meet Caesar, and selling 
themselves to him ... So I ask what sort of optimates are these who 
banish me, while they 
remain at home? '). 
"'See also Powell's (1990, p. 449) observation on Livius Drusus, `... the career of Livius 
Drusus himself clearly makes havoc of the old-fashioned schematic distinction between 
optimates and populares. ' 
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magistracies, "' and support the ballot law of L. Cassius Longinus Ravilla, 103 while 
approving of the death of Tiberius Gracchus; 104 and P. Mucius Scaevola, who openly 
supported the agrarian reforms of Tiberius Gracchus105 yet still defended the actions of 
Scipio Nasica Serapio, 106 both demonstrate this same principle at work. The career of 
Sulpicius, which seems to display elements of both optimas and popidaris action in the 
traditional sense of the terms paints the same picture. Powell's article on Sulpicius does 
an admirable job of demonstrating the same problems of analysis when an 
optimas/popularis scheme is imposed on the evidence. "' None of these figures can be 
adequately described as either as an optimas orpopularis in the traditional sense. They 
just do not fit into the schema. As Powell notes, the difficulties with politicians such as 
these comes not from the evidence itself, but from `certain inflexible, preconceived 
opinions about the nature Roman politics, and particularly the rigid dichotomy between 
optimates and populares'. 108 The difficulties encountered in trying to see any sort of stable 
102Aemilianus won the consulship of 147 BC on a wave of popular support, despite being 
five years too young and without progressing through the usual curses. See App. Lib. 
112; Liv. Per. 49-50. He second consulship was likewise unconstitutional, requiring the 
repeal of the law forbidding second consulships. Opposition in the senate forced him to 
fund his own expedition to Numantia. See Liv. Per. 56; App. Iber. 84. For more detail 
and further references, see Astin, 1967, pp. 61-69; pp. 135-136; pp. 183-189. 
103Cic. Brut. 97; 106; Pro Sest. 103; Ascon. 78C. For further details see Astin, 1967, pp. 
130-131. 
1°4Plut. Ti. Gr. 21.7, quoting from Homer, 'So perish likewise, all who work such deeds' ; 
See also Liv. Per. 59 = ORF 21.29 (during a speech in 131 against Papirius Carbo's 
proposal to allow re-election to the tribunate, Scipio remarked that Tiberius was killed 
justly). For an analysis of Scipio's political convictions, which eschews ideological 
motivation see Astin, 1967, pp. 287-193; for a more ideological interpretation see 
Scullard, 1960; and a more recent ideological reading, Badian, OCD s. v. 'Cornelius 
Scipio Aemilianus Africanus (Numantinus), Publius'. 
10$Cic. Acad. 2.13; Plut. Ti. Gr. 9.1. 
106Cic. Doni. 91; Planc. 88; De Or. 11.285; Tusc. 4.51; Val. Max. 3.2.17; Auct. Vir. 
111.64.7. On the political outlook of Scaevola see Gruen, 1965b. 
"'Powell, 1990, pp. 445-60. 
"'Powell, 1990, p. 460. 
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groups further implies that the term optimas, when applied to the complex and fast 
moving world of Roman politics, was used in a partisan way. 
Livy's use of the term, implying a stable group, is nothing more than a 
schematization, a generalization intended to make a complex situation intelligible. It is no 
more an accurate description of reality than, for example, modern references to the 
political left and right, or perhaps doves and hawks. The simple schema masks a far more 
complex and varied reality. It seems most likely that the usage in Livy reflects rhetorical 
usage of the Ciceronian era, or perhaps broader trends in Latin historiography. 
The aim of this section of the chapter has been to combat both the overly 
simplistic schemetization, as well as to take account of the fact that Roman politics were 
ideologically driven. Judging by the difficulty in trying to interpret Crassus' career in 
terms of an ideological divide between populares and optimates, it makes far more sense 
to suggest that the senate as a body was scattered across a spectrum of ideology from 
those who believed in the primacy of the populus at all costs, to those who strongly 
believed in the necessity of a strong senate who guided the people for the best, even if 
this sometimes meant going against their will. The far poles of this opposition are what 
lead to the simplified interpretation of politics as split between two rival ideologies. Even 
the notion of a spectrum appears slightly simplistic, as the example of Crassus seems to 
demonstrate the possibility that politicians did not have to hold completely consistent 
views in terms of being plottable on a linear spectrum. The interesting variety of issues 
supported by Crassus and others seems to suggest that individual issues were judged on 
their own merit, and not on a sliding scale from a `popular' measure to a `conservative' 
measure. Therefore a politician, without fear of appearing a turncoat, could support the 
notion of colonization, while at the same time disapproving of equestrianjudices. Or 
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alternatively, could be in favour of land distribution, while at the same time disapproving 
of the idea of grain subsidies. 
This notion of an ideological basis to the behaviour and opinions of politicians, 
working in tandem with judgements of individual issues on their individual merits, can 
explain and illuminate the reasons for terms like optinras and bonus seemingly having 
such partisan nature, and the reasons for the lack of two opposed types of rhetoric based 
on differing ideological principles. Opposed rhetoric was driven by differing ideology, 
but there was sufficient diversity in the senate that constructed opposition between two 
`sides' was not necessary or desirable. 
Having thus argued for the lack of political structure on which political rhetoric 
could be based, we must now turn to the evidence of the speeches themselves in order to 
understand the sorts of language used in political debate. of the time and to investigate the 
development of the term popularis. 
RHETORICAL CONSTRUCTS IN THE CONTEMPORARY EVIDENCE 
Thus far, in seeking to understand the terminology and concepts that were used in 
political discourse of the late second and early third centuries, this chapter has 
demonstrated the principle that the opposition between popularis and optimas visible in 
Cicero's time has to have been artificially imposed on the terms, neither of which has a 
natural sense of opposition to the other. It has also looked at the evidence for a such a 
division in the practical make-up of the senate, a factor which could have driven the 
development of a rhetorical opposition in political discourse. This also has proven to be a 
most unlikely source for the elusive political implications carried by the terms in later 
literature. Finally, in this section, the fragmentary evidence for political discourse during 
this crucial time will be examined in order to demonstrate that the absence of the 
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populares seems to be far more than a vagary of the preservation of the source material. 
Instead it will argue that the idea of even a purely rhetorical opposition between 
optimates and populares is false. It will propose a significantly different model for the 
political rhetoric of the period, clearly visible in the fragmentary orators and far more 
consistent with the morphological origins of the terms discussed earlier. 
In order to demonstrate this, we will first examine the areas of the Rhetorica Ad 
Herennium where we might expect to see reference to pope fares or any sense of a 
rhetorical opposition. This is logical given that it forms the largest extant piece of 
contemporary evidence and consequently offers the most compelling indication that the 
term popularis was not a significant one in the political discourse of the late second and 
early first centuries BC. After having demonstrated that the Rhetorica ad Herennium 
seems to have been written without reference to a sense of political discourse split 
between the opposed poles of optinias and popularis, we will turn to the remaining 
fragmentary orators and examine the patterns of rhetoric therein. 
THE RHETORICA AD HERENNIUMAND OPPOSITIONAL POLITICS. 
The Rhetorica Ad Herennium is often overlooked as a source for the political 
history of the Republic before Cicero. Most of the blame for this must lie with the 
original attribution of the text to Cicero in its earliest editions. "' Moreover, the striking 
similarity of portions of the text to Cicero's De Inventione underlines the sense of the 
'o9 The attribution to Cicero was fairly conclusively proven at the end of the fifteenth 
century by Raffaele Regio. On this see Murphy and Winterbottom, 1999. See also, 
Achard, 1989, pp. xiv-xx; Caplan, 1968, pp. viii-xiv. Both see links with Cornificius, but 
ultimately he cannot be proven to be the author. The difficulties of pinning down an 
author of the Rhetorica, and wisdom in admitting that we simply do not know, can be 
seen in an ingenious, but ultimately unconvincing recent article (Perez Castro, 1999), 
which attempts to bridge the various theories of authorship by suggesting that the work 
was cannibalized from a number of sources. The lines of continuity in the work, however 
suggest otherwise. 
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Rhetorica Ad Herennium as a product of the Ciceronian age. "' This however, is to rob 
the text of its place in the generation prior to Cicero. It must be remembered that the De 
Inventione was a product of Cicero's youth, well before his achievements began to 
impact on the development of Latin rhetoric and terminology. Conversely, the Rhetorica 
Ad Herennium was probably the work of an author considerably more advanced in years 
than Cicero and thus reflects the political assumptions and usage of the nineties and 
eighties rather than those of Cicero's own heyday. "' This can be seen in the political 
events alluded to in the work which betray a close interest in some of the key political 
events of the 80s and 90s such as the Varian commission and the death of Sulpicius. "Z. 
These more recent political events allow the work to be dated with reasonable accuracy to 
between 86 and 82 BC. ' 13 
"'For a breakdown of the points of similarity with De Inventione see Achard, 1989, pp. 
xiv-xvii. The most recent consensus is that the similarities between the two works 
indicate not so much one work influencing the other, but, considering the differences and 
that both works seem to be unaware of the other, that it is the effect of either a shared 
teacher or use of the same earlier text (Achard, 1989, p. xlviii). For a guide to the 
bibliography on varying interpretations of how one work influenced the other see Achard, 
1989, p. xlvii, n. 84. 
"'Achard (1989, pp. xxvi-xxviii) suggests that the auctor's promise to write on the 
administration of the state (Rhet. Heren. 111.3) presupposes political experience; such a 
work would only be taken seriously if written by an ex-magistrate. See also Caplan, 1968, 
pp. xxi-xxiii. For an opposed view to Achard see Kennedy, 1972, p. 112 and Calboli, 
1992, p. 291. 
12Achard (1989, p. xxvii) suggests that the inclusion of material on these events might 
even follow some of the auctor's own speeches. 
13Achard, 1989, pp. vi-xiii; see also p. xlviii for the suggestion that the work is almost 
contemporaneous with Cicero's De Inventione. Also Caplan, 1968, pp. xxv-xxviii. 
Kennedy (1972, p. 126-7) suggests De Inventione to be older on the basis of the datable 
events mentioned. See also Douglas (1960, pp. 65-78) who argues, despite the focus in 
the work on events of the 90s and 80s, on the basis of the use of clausulae that the work 
dates to the 50s BC. See also Stroh (2003, p. 10 n. 16) who alludes to his theory that the 
Rhetorica ad Herennium was composed after Cicero's De Oratore without offering 
further argumentation, aside from noting (p. 10 n. 19) a close similarity between Rhet. ad 
Her. 111.19-22 and Cie. De Orat. 111.225, and suggesting that the latter was a model for, 
the former. 
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Neither the lack of certainty about the author, nor even his claim that his 
examples are all invented by himself (IV. I-10), need rob the work of use in our current 
task. Regardless of both these issues, the work is clearly a product of the 80s and 90s, and 
even if the examples are invented, it cannot but reflect the practices and linguistic 
patterns current in political discourse of the time. In fact, the claim that the examples in 
the work are all invented by the author is not without doubt either, considering that 
several examples in the final book are either directly ascribed to people, or clearly relate 
to identifiable political speeches. 14 The political tendencies of the author are also 
disputed, consensus seems to suggest popularis or Marian sympathies, although Kennedy 
resists the suggestion that the work is related to the suppressed rhetores Latini. 15 The 
author's language, however, has been seen as far from Marian in some of its sympathetic 
references to optimates. 16 But, as will be seen shortly, this need not be seen as 
contradictory. ' 
Perhaps the most arresting aspect of the complex and creative debates over the 
origins of the Rhetorica Ad Herennium is the lengths gone to in order to prove a 
"'For example see Rhet. ad Her. IV. 5 (`hoc exemplo a Grasso'); IV. 34 and 1.25 
(identifiable as a defence speech of Gaius Popilius charged with maiestas in 107 or 106 
See TLRR 59); IV. 47 (identifiable as a speech of L. Licinius Crassus in defence of 
Lincinia and the Vestals. See TLRR 41). For a summary of the theories to explain the 
preface to book IV see Caplan, 1968 pp. xxx-xxxii; see also Kennedy (1972, pp. 131-4) 
who suggests that the examples are the author's own adaptations of originals. 
"'The idea of Marianlpopularis sympathies is based on the positive references to 
Sulpicius (e. g. Rhet. ad Her. 11.45), the Gracchi and Saturninus, and the possible links of 
the C. Herennius to Marius. See Caplan, 1968, p. xxiii; Achard, 1989, pp. xxviii-xxx and 
p. xxxi for links to the rhetores Latini; Calboli, 1992, p. 292; Kennedy's (1972, p. 131) 
suggestion relies on the shared influence on the Rhetorica and the De Lzventione and the 
tradition that, in his youth, Cicero was forbidden to have anything to do with the rhetores 
Latini. More generally on the rhetores Latini see David, 1992, pp. 299-301; pp. 369-370; 
p. 372 
"'Rhet. Ad Her. IV. 12; 45. 
"'On this point, Achard (1989, pp . xxix-xxx), 
following Hellegouarc'h (1963, p. 478), 
suggests that the auctor's use of optimas and bonus is solely as a social value with no 
political implications. 
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popularis standpoint, despite the fact that the auctor never once actually uses the term 
popularis. For example, Achard's recent discussion of the political sympathies of the 
auctor carefully lays out the instances of praise of famous `populares' (in the Livian and 
Ciceronian parlance) like the Gracchi and Saturninus, then cleverly negates the 
ideological significance of his use of words like optimas or bonus by ascribing a purely 
social meaning to them. He concludes that `il [l'auctor] est bien de tendence populaire, 
mais rien n'indique gzu'il soit un extremiste. Il sait loner les grands et le senat. '. 18 His 
use of the word populaire rather than popularis is not particularly significant given his 
general view that `Tout citoyen important de 1'epoquue republicaine petit titre situe par 
rapport aux deux grandes tendances ideologiques d'alors: celle des optimates et celle 
des populares... '. 19 It seems that the most interesting aspect of the auctor's political 
self-fashioning has been rather overlooked. Caplan has a rather more circumspect 
approach, pointing to seemingly popularis as well as apparently optimas (again in the 
Ciceronian and Livian sense) sentiments. He concludes that this reflects the auctor's 
collection of material and suggests that, `If he really belonged to the Popular party, then 
he still must have believed in giving the Conservative cause a hearing'. "0 It is in the 
apparently contradictory political outlook of the author that the seeds of a new 
interpretation lie. The following paragraphs will look closely at the sorts of terminology 
that the auctor does use when offering examples of political discourse in action, 
especially where we might expect to encounter the term popularis. 
The auctor of the Rhetorica Ad Herennium offers numerous statements where we 
might reasonably anticipate the use of the term popularis. This intriguing absence is 
"$Achard, 1989, p. xxx, ('He is indeed of popular tendency, but does not at all indicate 
that he was an extremist. He could praise the grandees and the senate. '). 
19lbid., 1989, p. xxviii. On this view see also ibid., 1981, pp. 41-5. 
"'Caplan, 1968, p. xxiv. 
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significant for the understanding the patterns of political rhetoric of the period as it is the 
best evidence we have that the term was not politically significant. For instance, the 
auctor relates, as an example of a faulty proof of reason where the meaning could be 
misinterpreted, a hypothetical speaker in contione saying, `Satins est uti regibus quam uti 
maus legibus'. 121 Such a statement clearly brings to mind the pattern of mistaken 
assumption of regal ambition which characterizes the stories of the deaths of the Gracchi, 
especially considering that the auctor suggests that the potentia of the speaker would 
arouse atrox suspicio. Thus we might expect to see the speaker described as a popularis. 
Instead, the auctor attributes the comment to `quis potens et factiosus', literally `someone 
powerful and connected'. 122 These are clearly characteristics that a Ciceronian or Livian 
popularis might have, but the choice of this rather cumbersome construction seems to 
suggest that the word popularis either did not occur, or was not considered suitable. 
A little later, the auctor demonstrates how seemingly laudable characteristics in 
an opponent can be inverted. 123 He suggests that claims of iustitia could be characterized 
as ignavia, inertia, and, more significantly, prava liberalitas. The sense that something 
described as, on the one side, just, yet on the other as lazy, easy or without skill, and an 
act of perverse generosity, suggests some of the sorts of criticism that might be directed 
against popular measures for the distribution of land, grain, or the control of grain 
prices. 121. Once again the auctor's choice of words would suggest that popularis did not 
suggest itself as an appropriate word. 
121Rhet. Ad Her. 11.40, ('It is better to submit to kings than to bad laws. '). 
'22Caplan also clearly expects the term popularis and translates the speaker as a `some 
influential demagogue. ' Achard is more faithful to the text. 
'23Rhet. Ad Her. III. 5. ' 
"'Cicero frequently refers to such measures as squandering the treasury: Cic. De Leg. Ag. 
Il. 15 (playing also on the fear of kings). 
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In his treatment of style, in the fourth book of the work, the auctor frequently 
includes passages that appear to either quote, paraphrase, or at the very least draw 
inspiration from the Varian trials. One such example runs as follows, `Bonorum 
insidiatores, latrocinia, vitam innocentissimi cuique petistis; tantamne ex iniquitate 
iudiciorum vestris calumniis adsumpsistis facultatem? ' 125. The interpretation of this 
passage is more problematic than the others given the suggestions of both Caplan and 
Achard that the insidiatores in question are quadruplatores (public informers). "' The 
procedure of the Varian trials, however, is uncertain. Asconius gives the closest to an 
account of the workings of the trial when he describes Q. Servilius Caepio asking Varius 
to summon his old enemy, M. Aemilius Scaurus, to the inquiry. "' If this is a general 
indication of the personal nature of the decisions for who to prosecute, that is to say, that 
prosecutions were brought by political rivals, then it could also be proposed that the 
insidatores bonorum refer to Varius and his allies rather than public informers. If this was 
the case, and a rhetorical opposition existed between optimales and populares, we might 
expect to see the charge of being populares thrown at this group. 128 As it stands, the 
choice of insidiatores bonorum implies that the auctor conceived of this political contest 
in terms of boni and their enemies. This would support the idea of the term bonus (and by 
extension, optimas and optimas) as a partisan one. If rivals compete over the term bonus 
125Rhet. Ad Her. IV. 22, ('Plotters against the boni, robbers, you have sought the life of 
every decent man! Have you assumed such power for your slanders thanks to the 
perversions of justice? ') Achard (1989, p. 154 n. 116) suggests that it forms part of a 
defence speech in a Varian trial. 
'261bid., 1989, p. 154 n. 116; Caplan, 1968, p. 284 n. b. The Rhetorica mentions 
gttadruplatores at II. 41. 
127Asc. 22C. 
128Q. Servilius Caepio occupies an ambiguous position as regards optimates and 
populares, refusing, much like Crassus, to be classified as such. Nevertheless, at this 
point in time, he was in conflict with the princeps senatits, attempting to bring him before 
what may have been a popular trial. See Val. Max. 3.7.8 (pro rostris); Vir. 111.72.11 
(aped popttltun). For more detail see TLRR, 100. 
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then enemies will always be depicted as 'not boni' or enemies of the 'boni'. This idea will 
be expanded below. 
Another clear cut case for demonstrating the absence of the term popularis from 
the political vocabulary of the auctor of the Rhetorica is in his example of a set of 
laments about the various fates of the Gracchi, Saturninus, Drusus, and Sulpicius. 129 The 
auctor is able to describe Gaius Gracchus as `amantissinurs reipublicae' yet still 
nowhere in this section does the term popularis appear. Even more illuminating in this 
respect, is that fact that the auctor indicates no sense of opposition between all the 
tribunes he has just described and any figures who he could describe as optimates. Unlike 
popularis, optimas is a term which the auctor actually used. As Caplan and Achard note 
with respect to the auctor's supposedly popularis leanings, he was still capable of saying, 
`Aliquando rei publicae rationes ... virtute optimatium revirescent'. 
130 
Returning to the section at hand, the key phrase comes where the auctor can say 
of the death of Saturninus, `Saturninurn fide captuni malorum perfidia per scelus vita 
privavit'. 131 The nialorum here must clearly refer to the senators to whom Saturninus' 
surrendered on Marius' promise of safe conduct, and possibly to Marius too, whose 
promise proved false. The fascinating thing about this sentence is not the questions it 
raises about the auctor's opinions of Marius; rather it is the fact that, in describing the 
opponents of one of the central canon of Ciceronian/Livianpopulares (one of, `Der vier 
großen, klassischen populares' in Meier's classification) 132 the auctor or his source does 
not give them the designation optinrates, but mali. If Roman politics was conceived as 
'29Rhet. Ad Her. IV. 31. 
'30Rhet. Ad Her. IV. 45, ('Some day the prosperity of the Res Publica ... will 
bloom again 
by the virtue of the optimates'). For Caplan and Achard see above nn. 97 & 100. 
131Rhet. Ad Her. IV. 31, ('Satuminus, victim of his faith in mali, a treacherous crime 
deprived of life. ') 
'32Meier, 1965, p. 573. 
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being divided between optimates and populares then such a designation is odd; surely the 
known enemies of Saturninus would have been given their chosen appellation? This 
suggests that at the very least, if a rhetorical opposition did exist, speakers were unwilling 
to grace their opponents with a term like optimas, which, in turn, by virtue of its most 
basic meaning of'best' must have carried a positive sense; a sense sufficient that they 
would wish to deny the associations of the term optimas to political enemies. "' The 
significance of the tacit acknowledgement here that optimas was not suitable as a term of 
invective will become clear shortly. 
The Rhetorica Ad Herennium continues to provide expressions where, with a 
rhetorical system with the opposed poles of optimas and popularis, populares ought to be 
the most logical word. For example, while demonstrating onomatopoeia he states, 
`Postquam iste in rem publicainfecit impetum, fragor civitatis in primis'. 1" There seems 
to be potential for a natural opposition here: an attacker of the respublica and the first 
men of the state; yet the attacker is referred to with the pejorative iste, instead of a term 
like popudaris which would indicate such an opposition. The same pattern crops up a 
little later in an example of a court room speech where the jury are urged to feel odium 
towards one who has attacked the senate petulantissime. Once again the perpetrator is 
described as iste. 135 
Perhaps the closest the auctor comes to using the term popularis is when he 
illustrates frankness of speech with a quotation from a speech to the populus most 
striking in its similarity of tone to the speeches of Memmius and Macer in Sallust. The 
"'Taylor (1966, pp. 13-14) notes this unwillingness to call enemies optimates in Sallust, 
noting that the term factio was used instead. However this analysis is still articulated in 
terms of the existence of a general grouping of optimates and populares. 
13; Rhet. Ad. Her. IV. 42, ('After iste ('this creature' in Caplan) attacked the res publica, 
there was a hullabaloo amongst the prinzi civitatis'). 
'35Rhet. Ad Her. IV. 47, `Qui vestrum, indices, nomen senatus diligit, hunc oderit necesse 
est; petulantissitne enim semper iste oppugnavit senatum'. 
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speech would appear to be classic popularis in the Livian and Ciceronian sense of the 
word, indeed Achard describes it in such terms, `La tonalite populares est 
indiscutable'. 136 It is worth quoting this fragment in full: `Miramini, Quirites, quodab 
omnibus vestrae rationes deserantur? quod causam vestram nemo suscipiat? quod se 
nemo vestri defensorem profiteatur? Adtribuite vestrae culpae, desinite mirari. Quid est 
enim quare non omnes istam rem fugere ac vitare debeant? Recordamini quos habueritis 
defensores; studia eorum vobis ante oculos proponite; deinde exitus omnium considerate. 
Tian vobis veniat in mentem, tit vere dicam, neglegentia vestra sive ignavia potius, illos 
omnes ante oculos vestros trucidatos esse, inimicos eoruin vestros suffragiis in 
amplissimuni locum pervenisse'. 137 This time, instead of populares the speaker talks of 
defensores populi. This clearly illustrates that the ideology of popular sovereignty, the 
sense that individuals could champion the rights of the populus, all had a place in the 
political landscape of the late second and early first centuries BC. Nevertheless the 
inference has to be drawn that these people did not generally characterize themselves as 
populares. This extract is also striking in its similarity to the popular rhetorical model 
demonstrated in the previous chapter. The speaker gives little away about his 
self-construction, but his characterization of the populus as an active body, responsible 
for its own position tallies very closely with the idea of the populus as master of its own 
res. Furthermore, this example clearly demonstrate such rhetorical strategy at work in the 
early 80s BC. 
'36Achard, 1989, p. 192, n. 273. 
137Rhet. Ad Her. IV. 48, ('You wonder, Quirites, that every one abandons your interests? 
That no one undertakes your cause? That no one declares himself your defensor? Blame 
this upon yourselves; cease to wonder. Why indeed should not everyone avoid and shun 
this situation of your making? Bethink yourselves of those whom you have had for 
defensores; set their devotion before your eyes, and next consider what has become of 
them all. Then remember that thanks to your -to speak aright- indifference, or cowardice 
rather, all these men have been murdered before your eyes, and thanks to your own votes 
their enemies have reached the highest estate. '). 
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Finally, the auctor makes a well known comment on the tribune Sulpicius. 
Relating his early veto of a bill recalling exiles, the auctor notes that Sulpicius 
subsequently proposed an identical bill, justifying himself semantically, by altering the 
wording of the bill. 138 This apparent inconsistency, along with the auctor's excusing of 
Sulpicius have been frequently seized upon as evidence for Sulpicius turning away from 
the optimates (in the traditional sense) to became a popularis. 139 Regardless, however, of 
the interpretations which have been heaped on it, there is nothing in the text of the 
Rhetorica ad Herennium to support this. In fact, if the assumption of Sulpicius' actions as 
a political volte-face are not brought to the text, a very different picture comes into focus. 
As Powell notes, the reason for Sulpicius' actions might have been no more than an 
attempt to deny a rival the political rewards for recalling the exiles. "' Thus when the 
auctor comments, 'Verum illifortasse ignoscimus si cum causafecit', his intention is not 
to forgive Sulpicius for 'changing sides' as is often imagined. "' Rather, he goes on to say, 
'nos tarnen intellegamus vitiosum esse intendere controversiam propter nominum 
mutationem. i142, indicating that his forgivness is aimed at Sulpicius for committing the 
fault of trying to justify a course of action on the basis of semantics. The text as it stands, 
without external assumptions about political groupings, seems remarkable in that it does 
not impose any hint of a bipolar political schema on Sulpicius' actions. 
138Rhet. Ad Her. 11.45. 
"'Powell, 1990, pp. 456-457. See for instance the attempts to identify the exiles, based 
upon the assumption that Sulpicius was a popularis, Lintott, 1971, p. 451, '... incurring 
some disfavour among the boni, he committed himself to a popadaris course... '; p. 453; 
Gruen, 1965c, pp. 59-73; Badian, 1969, pp. 481-90. 
"'Powell, 1990, p. 457. 
14'Rhet Ad Hei-. 11.45, ('Indeed perhaps we can forgive him, if he did it with reason'). See 
Caplan, 1968, p. 141, n. c, 'The author seems to betray his bias in favour of the Popular 
party'; Achard, 1989, p. 78, n. 155, after interpreting Sulpicius action as a political 
reverse he states, 'Notons que ces lignes n'impliquent aucune hostilite de l'autuer ä 
1'egard de Sulpicius'. 
'42Rhet. Ad. Her. 11.45, ('Yet let us understand that it is a fault to raise a controversy on 
account in a change of names'). 
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All these examples cannot conclusively prove that the term popularis was 
unfamiliar or unknown to the auctor, but it does strongly suggest that either this was the 
case or that at least the term seemed unsuitable. To progress beyond the ultimately 
impossible task of trying to prove negatives, it is necessary to examine some of the 
positive things that can be identified from the auctor's usage. By looking at his use of 
optimas it is possible to strengthen the claims that popularis just did not have a place in 
political discourse at that time. 
Thus, to return to the question of the auctor's apparently contradictory use of the 
optimates more can be said. The auctor's quotation suggesting that the virtue of the 
optimates will allow the respublica to bloom reveals more than his familiarity with the 
term, `Aliquando reipublicae rationes, quae malitia nocentium exaruerunt, virtute 
optimatitun revirescent'. 143 This quotation is significant in its use of an opposition to 
optimates; rather than opposing populares as we might expect if that rhetorical 
opposition was current in political discourse, optimates is here opposed to nocentes who 
in turn are characterized by malitia, a characteristic which, based on the concept of 
males, is morphologically opposed to bonus and optimus. In straightforward terms the 
political opposition is not popular versus conservative, but simply good (the best here) 
versus bad. The pattern of boni opposed to mali continues and instantly more 
recognizable patterns can be discerned: Caepio, in opposing Saturninus' grain law is cum 
viris bonis (I. 21), C. Laelius is a friend to boni viri (IV. 19), the Varian prosecutors are 
insidiatores bonorum (IV. 22). 144 This observation, however, is given an interesting twist 
by the auctor's quotation concerning the deaths of the famous tribunes mentioned 
'a3RhetAd Her. IV. 45, ('Some day the prosperity of the res publica, which by the malitia 
of wicked men has withered away, will become young and strong again by the virtue of 
the optimates. '). 
'44Rhet. Ad Her. I. 21; IV. 19; IV. 22 respectively. 
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above. 145 In this case the enemies of Satuminus are also described as mali. Also the 
auctor is capable of quoting a Varian speech, declared to be that of a young popularis by 
Achard, which warns about the slaughter of optimates. 146 Finally from another Varian 
speech the nobles being prosecuted are termed mali homines. 147 
This reversal of where we might expect to see terms like bonus and males applied 
need not be seen as contradictory. So far the auctor has given us ample indication that the 
political discourse of the late second and early first centuries BC was clearly developed 
and was used in advocacy of and opposition to sometimes ideologically opposed policies. 
What we can see in the auctor, however, is that political discourse of this time was not 
being articulated in the familiar terms bonus/optimas versus popularis; the only 
opposition of political terms in use were bonus/optimas versus malus. The clue to what 
was happening is provided by the auctor's comment on the death of Saturninus at the 
hands of mali referred to above. 148 The fact that Saturninus enemies', who we might 
otherwise expect to see referred to as boni or optimates, are called mali in this instance 
suggests that terms like optimas and bonus did not lend themselves particularly well to 
invective. Therefore what we see in the speech quoted by the auctor is an attempt to deny 
any of the good connotations of the terms bonus and optimas to the speakers' opponents 
by assigning them the opposite quality. The next logical step, if bonus and optimas are 
always considered positive, is to suggest that both sides of a political argument might 
have tried to claim this rhetorical high-ground for themselves. Such a solution could 
account for the auctors Varian speech warning of the slaughter of optimates; perhaps in 
prosecuting the supposed instigators of the Social War, the speaker could claim to be 
'45See above n. 131. 
'46Rhet. Ad Her. IV. 12; Achard, 1989, p. 139 n. 44; p. 142 n. 50. Achard once again 
assumes that the term optimas has a purely social value. 
'47R het. Ad Her. IV. 16. 
148See above nn. 131-132. 
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acting optime and on behalf of the optimates. 149 This suggestion can offer insight into 
another ambiguous passage of the work. 
Almost at the beginning of the work the auctor offers some extremely interesting 
material which illustrates his lack of conception of political rhetoric as divided between 
two groups distinct in their rhetorical self-representation. He offers advice on bringing 
opponents into invidia, a term particularly associated with the judgement of the 
populus. 150 He states, `In invidiam trahemus si vim, si potentiam, si factionem, divitias, 
incontinentiam, nobilitatem, clientelas, hospitium, sodalitatem, adfinitates 
adversariorum proferemus. ' 151 This comment is regularly seized upon as evidence of the 
auctor'spopularis outlook. Achard, for instance, describes these accusations as `... les 
armes d'unpopularis contra un optimus vir'; he supports his claim by alluding to the fact 
that a strikingly similar passage in Cicero's De Inventione (1.22) omits the charge of 
nobilitas. 152 Both Cicero and the auctor, however, include terms which seem 
characteristic of traditional charges against a popularis (in Livian/Ciceronian terms). Vis 
for example is a frequent charge against populares, common in Cicero's attacks on 
Clodius. Both vis and incontinentia are assumed in Cicero's tendentious description of 
populaces in the Pro Sestio, while potens etfactiose feature in one of the auctor's own 
19n. 146 above. 
'50See for example, Sall. Cat. 22.3, `invidia Ciceronis'; Hirt. Bell. Gall. 8.53: `invidia 
Caesaris'. 
151Rhet. Ad Her. I. 8, `We will bring our adversaries into invidia if we set forth their 
violence, their factiousness, their wealth, their lack of restraint, their nobility, clients, the 
number of their guest-friends, their associations and their familial alliances'. This section 
appears in a judicial context and the auctor advises a speaker to claim that adversaries 
rely on these things rather than the truth (see also 1I1.1 which implies that everything prior 
is judicial). Despite the context it seems that the appeal to invidia is more generally 
applicable; the auctor would have had in mind political trials before the people also. See 
also Rhet. Ad Her. 11.40 for another example with strong political overtones despite being 
in the judicial section of the work. 
u2Achard, 1989, p. 8 n. 43. Cicero does include `divitiae, cognatio [pecuniae]' however. 
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examples. "' Clearly not all these accusations are to be used on a single person, but offer a 
variety of terms by which to discredit an opponent. The underlying theme of these 
negative traits is that they could allow the implicated person to act beyond the sanction of 
the people and suggest that he is capable of acting in his own interests, or those of his 
powerful friends, rather than those of the populus. In terms of the auctor'c conception of 
politics, this passage should not be seen as representing a confused approach, neither 
fully popularis or fully optinzas; rather it should be seen as the broad range of invective 
that any orator would need regardless of his political beliefs. 
Clearly the proposed model of political discourse based around competition over 
the rhetorical high-ground of bonus-ness and denial of its positive associations to 
political opponents requires more substantiation. Fortunately, the fragments of the orators 
of this period offer some rich evidence for political discourse in action, it is to them that 
we must now turn. 
THE STRUGGLE FOR BONUS-NESS IN THE FRAGMENTARY ORATORS154 
The fragments of the orators of the late second and early first centuries BC are a 
source at the same time vitally important, difficult to interpret and far from even in their 
coverage of known historical events. Their importance lies in the fact that, aside from the 
Rhetorica Ad Herennium and the De Inventione, they are the only scraps of contemporary 
evidence for this hugely important period of Roman history and political development. 
Aside from these, the historian must make do (and often does) with much later epitomes 
of Livy, Greek writers like Appian and Plutarch, and with Cicero's rich allusions to the 
'53Cic. Pro Sest. 97-99, `firriosi... malis domesticis impediti'; `quendam animi firrorem 
... implicationem reifamiliaris'; 
Rhet. Ad Her. 11.40. 
15'I use bonus-ness as a convenient term for the qualities of a bonus; that is to say, those 
qualities which a politician wished to demonstrate in himself, and deny to his opponents. 
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generation prior to him, all of which are very much coloured by the political practice and 
rhetoric of his day. Difficulty of interpretation lies in assessing the accuracy of 
quotations, dealing with isolated remarks divorced from their context and resisting too 
much speculation; in this survey of the fragments, those quoted by grammarians and 
antiquarians will be given primacy. Finally, providence and popularity determine the 
selection of fragments available; well-liked authors such as Gaius Gracchus and the Elder 
Cato have disproportionately large selections, whereas important figures such as 
Saturninus have virtually none. 
With these limitations in mind the hypothesis of political debate, largely centred 
around a struggle for control for the rhetorical high ground of bonus, can be tested. The 
best means of doing so is to look at examples of political invective which occur with 
reasonable frequency across the fragmentary orators. When examining these it rapidly 
becomes clear that the rhetoric is the same whether the speaker is considered in the 
Ciceronian/Livian tradition as either an optimas or a popularis. 
Perhaps the best indication of the struggle over bonus-ness comes from none 
other than Gaius Gracchus, another of Christian Meier's `big four' populares. 155 Charisius 
the grammarian, intrigued by the Latin exclamation, 'em', preserves an outburst from 
Gaius, `Pessimi Tiberiunt fr"atem meum optimum interfecerunt. Ein! Videte quant par pari 
sim"56 Not only does Gaius claim the title of optinnts for Tiberius, "' but his murderers, 
who undoubtedly considered themselves boni are called pessimi, a diametric opposite of 
optintus. In the simplest sense, not only does the speech, delivered in contione, indicate 
that Gaius desired to claim bonus-ness for himself and his brother and to deny it to his 
"'See above n. 132 
'56ORF. 48.17 = Char. p313.18 (Barw. ), ('Those pessimi murdered my optimtts brother 
Tiberius. Voila! See how I might be equal to my equal. '). 
157For this reading of optimus rather than a politically neutral `great' see Hellgouarc'h, 
1963, p. 489. 
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enemies, it also suggests that such a statement was intelligible and acceptable to a 
popular audience. "' Part of Gaius' justification for denying bonus-ness to his enemies is 
clearly their violent behaviour (echoing the recommendations in the Rhetorica Ad 
Herennium 11.8). In a further fragment of the same speech preserved by Charisius, Gaius 
is perhaps emphasizing the difference in qualities between himself and his enemies when 
he evokes a memorably stark and visual image of their violence, `Qui sapientem cum 
faciet, qui et vobis et ref publicae et sibi communiter prospiciat, non qui pro suilla 
humanum trucidet'. 'S9 
A further indication of rhetorical competition over opposed terms can be seen in 
another fragment of Gaius. This time the disputed terms are probrrs versus improbus 
which, in this sort of context, act as synonyms of bonushnalus. 16' Speaking before the 
censor answering charges of misconduct as quaestor in Sardinia, Gaius states, `abesse 
non potest quin eiusdem hominis sit probos improbare qui improbos probet' 161. In 
denying that he was involved in any profiteering Gaius associates himself with the probi, 
whilst implying that his colleagues, who did not disapprove of wickedness, could not be 
considered probi. Further fragments from a connected speech indicate that the thrust of 
the attack sought to undermine his credentials as a bonus. Aulus Gellius, for example 
preserves Gaius claim that he tried to work towards public advantage, not his own 
158The speech, as a suasio for a rogatio, would have been delivered in a contio. 
159ORF. 48.18 = Char. p255.29 (Barw. ), ('When he esteems him a wise man, one who 
looks out for you and the res publica and himself jointly, not one who slaughters a fellow 
human instead of swine. ') I differ from Malcovati who maintains the manuscript reading 
of Sylla for the final word. Wölfflin ( 1884-1908, vol. IX, p. 354) offers the emendation 
of suilla which fits far more securely with the context. The strikingly visual description 
accords with the description of the death of Livius Drusus in Rhet. Ad Her. IV. 31. 
'60Hellegouarc'h, 1963, p. 494. 
`ORF. 48.24 = Cic. Orat. 233, ('It cannot fail to belong to the man who disapproves of 
the probi that he approves of the improbi'). Cicero's quotation can be taken as reliable 
here, as his aim in quoting, is to demonstrate his own superior arrangement of the words. 
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interests. 162 This line of attack, suggesting self-interest, seems crucial to demonstrating 
lack of bonus-ness. As already stated, proving motives of self-interest seems to be a 
prime means of attack underlying some of the advice in the Rhetorica Ad Herennium. 
Other fragments continue to not only build up the picture of competition over 
rights to the term bonus, but also to tally with the sorts of approach recommended in the 
Rhetorica Ad Herennium (11.8) for reversing an opponent's assumed good traits. Gaius 
Gracchus asks for nothing more than the bona existimatio of the populus, 163 Metellus 
Numidicus, in disparaging an insignificant character who had claimed him as his 
inimicus, suggests that this person is not fit to be spoken of by boni viri. 161 The pattern is 
also perfectly reproduced in Sallust's literary version of C. Memmius' speech. Taking an 
accusatory tone, very similar to that in the Rhetorica mentioned above (IV. 48), Memmius 
says, `Quodsi tarn vos libertatis curam haberetis quam illi ad dominationem accensi suns, 
profecto neque res publica, sicuti nunc, vastaretur et beneficia vostra penes optumos non 
audacissumos forent. '. 165 Here Sallust's popular tribune yearns for government by the 
optimi, and accuses those currently in control of dominatio. Also in line with the 
recommendations of the Rhetorica Ad Herennium a charge of luxuria against Gaius 
Gracchus appears in a fragment of M. Livius Drusus; 166 whilst Gaius Fannius accused 
Gracchus of using largitio to gain dominatio, 167 and Metellus Numidicus appears to react 
" to a criticism of having statues. 168 All these types of invective all seem to be aimed at 
undermining claims to the status of bonus. As the Rhetorica Ad Herennium shows, it 
162 ORF 48.26 = Gell. XV. 12.1. 
163 ORF 48.44 = Gell. XI. 10.1 ff. 
"ORF. 58.6 = Gell. VII. 11.1. 
165 ORE 60.3 = Sall. lug. 31.16, ('And if you had such a concern for libertas as that which 
inflames them to dominatio, then surely the respublica would not be ravaged, as it is 
now, and your beneficia would be in the hands of the optumi, not the audacissimi'). 
166 ORF 42.5 = Plut. Ti. Gr. 2.4. 
167ORF. 32.5-6 = Jul. Vict. 11 (RhL p. 413.5). 
161ORF 58.5 = Prise. GL II, p. 382.6. 
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seems that one of the crucial factors determining the ability to make a claim of being 
bonus, was to demonstrate that actions were always in the interests of the populus or the 
respublica and never in the in the name of self interest or financial pressure. Numidicus 
displays this careful sort of posturing when he that the populus is greater than his single 
self. 169 
Another example, which can be somewhat reassessed in the light of our findings 
is Crassus' famous attack on Gaius Papirius Carbo. The whole episode presupposes a 
struggle to appropriate the term bonus and deny it to the opposition. Cicero relates 
Crassus' speech, `non si Opimium defendisti, Carbo, idcirco to isti bonum civem 
putabunt: simulasse to et aliquid quaesisse pefspicuum est, quod Ti. Gracchi mortem 
saepe in contionibus deplorasti, quod P. Africani necis socius firisti, quod eanz legem in 
tribunal ii tulisti, quod semper a bonis dissedisti'. 10 Here we see that Carbo has followed 
a normal rhetorical pattern of laying claim to bonus-ness. Crassus, likewise following this 
rhetorical pattern, seeks to isolate Carbo from this standpoint and demonstrate that he is 
not really bonus at all. Crassus' attacks, rather than indicating Carbo's attempt to change 
sides, instead reveal a set of rhetorical challenges, reminiscent of those advised in the 
Rhetorica Ad Herennium (11.8), intended to reverse Carbo's claims to bonus-ness. 
Immediately Crassus implies a selfish motive for the defence of Opimius, he 
associates Carbo with Tiberius Gracchus thereby suggesting inconsistency, violence is 
suggested by the link with the murder of Scipio Aemilianus, while the last two points 
concerning a law which faced some (but not necessarily unanimous) opposition in the 
'69ORF. 58.7 = Gell. XII. 9.4. 
"'ORF. 16.14 = Cic. De Or. 11.170, ('This tribunal, Carbo, is not going to deem you a 
bonus just because you defended Opimius: clearly you were only pretending, and had 
some other end in view, inasmuch as in your harangues you frequently lamented the death 
of Tiberius Gracchus, and you were a party to the murder of Publius Africanus, and you 
brought in that statute during your tribuneship [extending the use of the ballot], and 
always disagreed with the boni. ') See also TLRR. 30. 
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senate and Carbo's opposition to the boni suggest that his claims to bonus-ness are false. 
References, like Crassus', to the opinion of the boni as a group, should not be considered 
as evidence for a community of opinion or ideology. This has been shown to be unlikely 
in real terms in the senate. Rather the boni in this sort of sense are more of a theoretical 
and rhetorical construct, much in the same way as orators could appeal to the opinion of 
the populus Romanus on the basis of the audience of a single contio. The other feature of 
all this rhetorical posturing is that the underlying concept of bonus-ness seems to require 
that political discourse be carried out in terms of advantage to the populus. This ties in 
very closely with the rhetorical models examined in the last chapter, both of which justify 
themselves in relation to the respublica, and both claim the outcome of advantage to the 
populus; one through the populus' ability to determine their fate, the other through the 
wise counsel the populus receives. 
Natually, this rhetorical opposition is not the totality of political discourse in the 
late second and early first centuries BC. It is an important focus, but there are other 
aspects visible in the fragments. One frequent occurrence in the political discourse of the 
time seems to have been attacks on a personal rather than rhetorically determined level. 
For instance iste, though not intrinsically abusive, is frequent in the Rhetorica Ad 
Herennium and appears regularly in the fragments as a generally abusive term of address, 
along with inimicus, and even slurs about effeminacy or orators' mothers! 
To draw together this section, it has been my aim to demonstrate first the lack of 
evidence that the term popularis was politically or ideologically loaded in the late second 
and early first centuries BC. The Rhetorica Ad Herennium frequently omits the term 
where it might be expected if it was in an active rhetorical opposition with 
"'See for instance, ORF. 58.6 = Gell. VII. 11.1; ORF. 48.58 = Isid. Etym. XIX. 32.4; ORF. 
48.65a = Sen. Dial. 12.16.6. 
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bonus/optimas. Instead there is clear evidence that an opposition between the broad 
concepts of bonus and malus existed. Building on this I have shown that both those 
politicians conventionally classified as optimates and populares, rather than claiming 
distinct identities, engaged in political discourse by competing over the right to describe 
themselves as bonus or optimus. This point is further reinforced by the contemporary 
evidence from fragmentary orators of the period, and the suggestion from the Rhetorica 
Ad Herennium as to what constituted a bonus has allowed further analysis of the 
circumstances of some of the fragments. 
GENERAL CONCLUSION 
The overall aim of this chapter was to offer an explanation for the `problem with 
populares'. Several possibilities were considered for how the Ciceronian/Livian model of 
conflict between optimates and populares might be accommodated in the evidence. 
Firstly, the possibility of natural opposition was examined via the morphology of the two 
terms. This gave rise to an interesting question, in that the opposition between the two 
terms known to Cicero was shown to be an artificial development since the time of Cato. 
Instead of natural opposition, the idea that opposition between optinrates and populares 
might have reflected the ideological make up of the senate was examined. Once again, 
after considering the example of L. Licinius Crassus, it was found that there was little 
basis to suppose that any practical bipartite ideological division could have existed in the 
senate. Instead a more fluid model of shifting and varied ideologies was proposed. 
Finally, the Rhetorica Ad Herenniurrr and the surviving fragments of contemporary 
oratory were examined for traces of a purely rhetorical divide between optinrates and 
populares. Instead of such a divide, strong evidence was uncovered for a model of 
political discourse based around competing attempts to claim the rhetorical high-ground 
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offered by the terms bonus and optimas, whilst denying it to opponents. The rejection of 
the idea that politicians defined themselves either rhetorically or practically in terms of 
optimas versus popidaris offers a much more dynamic and versatile means of 
understanding the make up and functioning of the senate. It also makes clear that political 
discourse was predisposed towards demonstrations of self-sacrifice in order to deflect 
claims of self-interest. This gives a good insight into why this period produced a good 
deal of the most innovative popular reforms. 
The next two chapters will take into account this model of political discourse and 
self-fashioning and proceed to enrich the picture by considering two useful sources of 
evidence for the conduct of popular politics. Firstly the development of the term 
maiestas, closely associated with the relatively well-documented tribunate of Saturninus 
will be examined. This term, with its resonance of popular sovereignty is clearly of 
interest for corroborating some of the conclusions drawn about the rhetorical strategies 
available to popular orators. Finally, the epigraphic evidence of Saturninus' legal 
innovations will be examined. This offers insights of unparalleled detail and accuracy 
into how Saturninus sought to articulate the relationship between populus and 
magistrates, and once again helps to substantiate the findings of earlier chapters. 
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Chapter 5: Saturninus and Maiestas: The Sovereignty of the Populus 
INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapters have emphasized the evidence for the importance of 
political oratory in the conduct of politics at Rome and offered a different approach to the 
understanding of popular politics through the examination, where the evidence allows, of 
the actual terminology and concepts available to orators of the time. This has offered 
much insight into the sorts of rhetorical strategies available to orators, as well as allowing 
us to challenge the conventional identification of popular politicians as populares, 
distinct in oratory, and rhetorical self-construction from their opponents. With this done, 
it is valuable, as further corroboration of this picture, to focus in on one of the better 
documented careers of the period: that of the famous tribune L. Appuleius Satuminus, 
remembered by Cicero as one of the most notable populares after the Gracchi. ' 
Saturninus was responsible, in his creation of a quaestio de maiestate, for bringing the 
concept of the maiestaspopuli Romani into the political discourse of the time, as well as 
creating some intriguing legal innovations, which, happily, have been preserved in the 
epigraphic record. This and the next chapter will take as their subjects these two subjects. 
The first, as a concept significant in popular politics, merits a consideration of its origins 
and significance, which tends to underline the findings of the earlier chapters; while the 
second offers a rare glimpse of the actual finished product of a popular political process 
and is of immense value in helping to confirm some of the theories in this thesis. 
' Cie. Sest. 105. Contrasting'populares' of former times with more recent examples, so 
unable to inspire a crowd that they must rely on hirelings, Cicero uses Saturninus 
alongside the Gracchi as his exempla of genuine tribunes, backed by the populus. See 
also Meier, 1965, p. 573, who similarly rates Saturninus as one of the leading 'populares'. 
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The law concerning maiestas passed by L. Appuleius Saturninus in either 103 BC 
or 100 BC' is important but tantalising due to the lack of surviving evidence. It is the first 
known example of a maiestas law, probably not the first occurrence of the term in a legal 
context, but the first time it was used in statuary legislation. 3 The scanty evidence fails to 
preserve even the name of the law and the only fragment of the text of the law is the 
words maiestatem minuere. 4 In imperial times the subsequent use of maiestas laws as 
catch all legislation to protect the emperor against conspiracy is well attested along with 
their abuse. ' That the law had evolved considerably between Saturninus and the 
Julio-Claudians is apparent from its extremely wide ranging mandate, ' which would have 
been superfluous in a Republican context, and the interesting paradox that Saturninus, a 
tribune traditionally described as popularis was responsible for that instrument of 
imperial oppression which, in the words of Tacitus, `... arserit cunctaque corripuerit... '. 
In fact, Tacitus' notice of Tiberius' resurrection of the law, in demonstrating the difference 
offers a good summary of the general coverage of the Republican law: 'Yet even so he 
[Tiberius] failed to inspire the belief that his sentiments were not monarchical. For he had 
resuscitated the lex maiestatis, a statute which among the ancients had carried the same 
2 The date of the law is disputed although most recent considerations favour the earlier 
date, with the important exception of Ferrary, 1983. 
s Bauman, 1967, pp. 23-33; Ferrary, 1983, pp. 556-558. Both authors summarize the 
apparent occurrences of maiestas in the context of legal procedings. 
a Cicero refers to the law as `... lege Appuleia... '(Dc Orat., 11.107) and mentions 
'... niaiestatem minuere... '(De Orat., 11.109) as part of the law. 
5 Tac. Ann. 1.72-5; IV. 32-33; See also Sen. Ben. 3.26, 'Sub Tib. Caesar finit accusandi 
frequens et paene publica rabies, quae omni civili bello gravies togatam civitatem 
confecit; excipiebatur ebriorum sermo, simplicitas iocantium; nihil erat tutum; omnis 
saeviendi placebat occasio, nec iam reorum expectabantur eventus, cum esset unus. ' 
('Under Tiberius Caesar there was such a frenzy for bringing charges of treason, that it 
took a heavier toll on the lives of Roman citizens than the whole Civil War; it seized 
upon the talk of drunkards, the frank words of jesters; nothing was safe - anything served 
as an excuse to shed blood, and there was no need to wait to find out the fate of the 
accused since there was but one outcome. '). 
6 See OCD s. v. Maiestas for a summary of the abuses of the law including even its 
coverage of adultery with the emperor's daughter. 
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name but covered a different type of offence - betrayal of an army; seditious incitement of 
the populace; any act, in short, of official maladministration diminishing the maiestas of 
the Roman people'. ' On this basis it is important to examine the earliest form of the law 
and the conditions which warranted its creation without being led by later conceptions of 
the term maiestas. 8 
It is clear from even this very brief introduction to the term maiestas that it is of 
interest to this study. Not only does the word appear to be significant in that it describes a 
quality or property of the populus, but even more significantly, its inclusion for the first 
time into a controversial law brought the term forcefully into the political discourse of the 
period with which this study is concerned. As such it forms part of the array of political 
concepts available to popular politicians of the time, and an appreciation of its meanings 
and significance can enrich our understanding of the sorts of political ideas contributing 
to and shaping Roman politics. It will also be seen that, like other politically significant 
terms and concepts such as the bonus, there was competition between various different 
interest groups seeking to appropriate it. 
In order to gain an appreciation for this important political concept the term 
maiestas will be examined with a view to producing a working definition. Initially the 
morphology of the term will be looked at, followed by an examination of its use in 
Cicero's accounts of the prosecution of C. Norbanus, the most comprehensive evidence 
for the usage of the law. ' Its fragmentary state, however, makes the evidence for the trial 
challenging and its exact nature, and how it can be interpreted must be considered before 
Tac. Ann. 1.72. 
Care must also be taken to avoid usage of maiestas in non-legal circumstances, such as 
Valerius Maximus' unusual usage of the term in the section entitled de inaiestate (Val. 
Max. 11.10). 
9 For the trial of Norbanus see TLRR, 86, Badian, 1964a, Ferrary, 1983. Bauman, 1967, 
pp. 45-47. 
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assumptions about maiestas can be made based upon it. One such difficulty attached to 
the evidence of Norbanus' trial, which must be dealt with is the frequent claim that the 
law was ineffective. " This process will not lead to a complete definition of maiestas, but 
will result in a clearer picture of what the term meant to Saturninus and his 
contemporaries, without being led astray by later complexities the term may have 
acquired. It is possible to raise one minor issue; that Cicero's description of the trial was 
written in the post-Sullan era, after other maiestas laws had superseded that of 
Saturninus. " However, it seems clear that the case had achieved some notoriety and 
therefore unlikely that Cicero would have drastically altered the details of the speeches 
involved". 
After this, our understanding of the term can be further enriched by a 
consideration of the political and chronological context of the law. Combining the 
information, which can be extracted from an understanding of the context of the law, 
with the definition of maiestas ought to result in a good picture of what Saturninus 
intended to do with his law, which in turn will be illuminating in revealing another of the 
theoretical concepts available to orators. As well as revealing a term which encapsulated 
the concept of popular sovereignty, this chapter will also demonstrate competing attempts 
to appropriate the term, and how it fits perfectly with Ciceronian conceptions. of res 
publica. Maiestas will be seen to be a non-radical concept for Roman politics. 
"See for instance, OCD s. v. Maiestas, Gruen, 1968, pp. 167-8; Lintott, 1999a, p. 118; 
Lintott, 1994, p. 96. 
"The lex Varia maiestatis and-the lex Cornelia maiestatis. See Bauman, 1967, pp. 59-90; 
Rotondi, 1962, pp. 339-340; p. 360. 
12Cic. De Orat., II. 124 offers a good indication of how well known this particular speech 
was. Describing Antonius' line of argument, justifying civil discord, Crassus is made to 
remark, 'Potuit hic locus tanz anceps, tam inauditus, tarn lubricus, tam novus sine 
quadam incrediibili vi acfacultate dicendi tractari' ('Could this line of argument, so 
hazardous, so startling, treacherous and unfamiliar, be handled otherwise than by 
oratorical power and readiness truly marvelous? ') Cicero also strove to avoid 
anachronism in his historical dialogues. See chapter 4 (pp. 137-142). 
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THE CONCEPT OF MAIESTAS: MORPHOLOGY 
The morphological origin of the term maiestas is a good place to start in 
evaluating its meaning in Satuminus' law. This is also Bauman's starting point in his 
investigation of the crimen maiestatis. He supports the argument that the term is 
morphologically linked to the comparative adjective maior13 and suggests that the term 
must describe a relationship between maior and minor. This hypothesis fits well with the 
fact that maiestas frequently occurs as a quality of the populus Romanus, suggesting that 
the term describes the relationship between the people and the ruling class; the oligarchy 
form the numerically inferior group whose power and status is dependent on the 
numerous populus Romanus below them, making them the minor to the people's maior. 14 
Sallust's description of the reason for the secessions of the plebs most likely reflects the 
first century BC understanding of the maiestas of the people, `Your ancestors, in order to 
secure their rights and establish their m celestas, twice made armed secessions to the 
Aventine'. " This concept of maiestas coincides with its subsequent use as a treason law 
on the following grounds: if an elected official of the minor oligarchy were to overstep 
his allotted powers he would by his actions be weakening the system of limitations 
imposed by the maior, the people, and as such would be reducing their maior-ness in the 
maiestas relationship. 
A. N. Sherwin-White, in his review of Bauman's work, disagrees with this 
morphology, suggesting that maiestas is formed from its root in a similar way to the other 
13Mommsen, Straf 538.2; Kübler, 1928, p. 524, also work from the assumption that 
maiestas derives from the comparative. For other similar accounts of the morphology of 
maiestas see Bauman, 1967, p. 1 n. 3. 
"Bauman, 1967, p. 13. For maiestas as a property of the populus see TLL s. v. inaiestas 
II. A. 1. 
'SSallust, Bel. Ing., 31.17. 
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members of the tiny group of abstracts that end in -estas. Thus potestas translates as 
power linked to potis, so maiestas translates as greatness from magnus, not from the 
comparative maior. 16 Sherwin-White would prefer the translation `greatness' to 
Bauman's `greaterness'. But despite this, Bauman's idea of relationship is still applicable. 
The fact that Sallust suggests that maiestas was something won from the patricians by 
armed defiance; a demonstration of their superiority as a single body to the nobility, 
indicates that at least by the time Sallust was writing, maiestas was seen as a quality held 
by them, which described their authority over the ruling class. Thus the popidus Romanus 
possessed the quality of greatness, bigness and importance, an expression perhaps derived 
from their size as a body, which the nobility had to acknowledge in order to maintain 
their position. If Sherwin-White's revision is accepted, the term maiestas, despite its lack 
of comparative root, still describes a relationship, a quality held by the people vis ä vis 
the nobles. In any case, Sherwin-White's morphological reconstruction is not widely 
accepted over Bauman's. 17 
The idea that the people as a whole had some level of control over the magistrates 
stretches back at least as far as Polybius, who relates that in the mixed constitution the 
people held the responsibility for dealing with honours and punishments, `For it is the 
people alone who have the right to award both honours and punishments, the only bonds 
whereby kingdoms, States and human society in general are held together'. The 
importance which Polybius attaches to this control is quite clear, it was crucial that the 
distinction be clearly made for the continued welfare of the State. '$ Although not a direct 
"Sherwin-White, 1969, p. 289; see also the formation of egestas. 
"OLD s. v. maiestas, links the term directly to the comparative; for a particularly virulent 
rejection of Sherwin-White's position see Ferrary, 1983, p562 n. 17, 'etyrnologiquement 
irrecevable'. 
18Polybius 6.14.4; See also Lintott, 1999, p. 20, n. 17, Cicero (Ad Brut., 23.3) suggests a 
similar sentiment from Solon, praemium and poena. Walbank also notes Plato, Latins, 
3.697a-b as a precedent for this attitude. Possibly interesting point to follow for Greek 
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correlation with the morphology of rnaiestas suggested above, Polybius' interpretation of 
the power held by the people in his mixed constitution is intriguingly similar. Both seem 
to suggest that the power of the populus resides in its ability to define limits inside which 
the other power holders, the consuls and the senate, must confine their actions. 
There are also instances of rnaiestas where it does not directly appear as a quality 
of the populus Romanus, but these still fit with the idea of a relationship outlined above; 
in fact they help to strengthen it. First of all, it is no surprise that the rnaiestas can also be 
a divine trait describing the inherent superiority of the gods or kings over their mortal 
subjects. 19 In the sense that it describes a dependent relationship between the stronger and 
the weaker, it tallies with the similar relationship which the populus Romanus, as a 
unified body, had with the dependent minority of the elite. Secondly, and slightly less 
expected, rnaiestas is sometimes presented as the quality of a magistrate. Livy refers to 
magistrates acknowledging their inferior maiestas before that of the populus, but Cicero's 
youthful De Inventione provides the answer. 20 Cicero states that, 'maiestatem nainuere est 
de dignitate aatt amplitudine aut potestate populi aut eorum, quibus populus potestatem 
dedit, aliquid derogare'. 21 This indicates that any rnaiestas that a magistrate might possess 
is there merely by virtue of the fact that his office is a manifestation of popular potestas, 
and therefore as much a measure of the superiority of the populus as is the maiestas 
populi Romani itself. This image of the populus entrusting chosen persons with power 
that is strictly on loan is strikingly similar to Cicero's comments in the De Re Publica, 
considered in chapter 3 which form the logic also underlying the popular rhetorical model 
outlined in that chapter. 
concepts similar to maiestas. 
"See Bauman, 1967, pp. 4-6; see TLL s. v. maiestas I. A. 1; II. A. 2. b; Liv. Andr. Trag. 13. 
20Liv. 11.7.7; 57.3. See Bauman, 1967, pp. 12-15 
21Cic. De Inv. 2.17.53, ('To reduce the maiestas is to detract something from the digntias 
or amplitudo or potestas of the people, or those, to whom the populus has given power. '). 
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Another use of maiestas is suggested by Ferrary, who argues for the development 
of the concept of maiestas towards it being a property of the state as a whole rather than 
that exclusively of the populus. ZZ He sees an ambiguity of meaning in the term populus 
Romanus, allowing it to imply, as well as the actual people, the state as an entity itself. 
This allows him to develop his theory that Saturninus' original conception of what it was 
to reduce the maiestas populi Romani evolved through its subsequent use in trials. 
Although the idea of the meaning of a legal term being created through its successes and 
failures in the courtroom is sound, and, as we will see, can be applied to maiestas; in this 
case Ferrary overcomplicates the picture. For instance he sees, in reference to the 
definition of maiestas in the Rhetorica ad Herennium (dignitas et amplitudo civitatis), 
the attribution of maiestas to the civitas as a significant development in the understanding 
of the concept of maiestas which has more to do with the construction of the term under 
the Sullan lex Cornelia de maiestate 23 Considering the absolute centrality of the populus 
to the concept of res publica, as revealed in the treatment of the term in chapter 3, as well 
as in its clear intimate relationship with the term niaiestas, it is surely better to translate 
civitas more literally as 'the citizen body'. Indeed, given the very literal meaning and 
understanding of respublica which, as has been seen, is reflected in the political oratory 
of the late second and early first centuries BC, it could be suggested that the Romans 
could not separate the notion of the state from that of the body of the citizens. Both 
primary words for a 'state' as we understand it, res publica and civitas, are, literally 
speaking, intimately connected with the populus. Therefore, when maiestas is 
encountered in the sense of Rome's status vis ä vis other states, it can be still interpreted 
ZZFerrary, 1983, p. 563; as seen in Sen. Contr. 9, dealing with Flamininus' diminshment 
of the inaiestas of the state by beheading a prisoner at the whom of a prostitute. 
23Ferrary Ibid. p. 570 in reference to Rhet. Ad Heren. 2.17). 
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in the sense of the power of the populus derived from their size, and it could still be 
damaged by their magistrates wielding maiestas in their name. 
In sum, this section has examined the morphology of the term maiestas, and on 
this basis, proposed a basic definition: that maiestas is a quality of the populus Romanus 
describing their superior relationship to the ruling elite. It has briefly looked at other 
occurrences of maiestas in other contexts, but concluded that they merely strengthen the 
initial proposition and demonstrate its close links with the picture of the state painted in 
Cicero's De Re Publica. This basic definition can now be improved by considering the 
best source of evidence for the use of Saturninus' law, the trial of C. Norbanus. 
THE CONCEPT OF MAIESTAS: SOURCE PROBLEMS WITH THE TRIAL OF 
NORBANUS 
The trials of C. Norbanus and Q. Servilius Caepio24, alongside the less well 
documented trials of Sex. Titius and C. Appuleius Decianus25 are the only known 
instances of prosecution under Saturninus' maiestas law. The trials of Norbanus and 
Caepio are unusual, both men being prosecuted, Caepio in 95 BC and Norbanus 
sometime after 96 BC, for actions several years earlier. 26 The complex theories 
surrounding the reasons behind and timing of these trials do not really concern us here. 27 
It is sufficient to know that both men were charged by virtue of having attempted to 
24TLRR, 86; 88. 
2"TLRR, 80; 81; On these trials see Gruen, 1966, p. 32-38; Ferrary, 1983, p. 567 
26The date of Norbanus' trial is not known with certainty. As Alexander notes (TLRR, 86 
n. 1) M. Antonius, Norbanus' advocate, was known to be an ex-censor when defending 
(Cie. De Orat. 11.198). His censorship is securely dated to 97 BC (See MRR II, p: 6). 
Badian (1964a, pp. 35-36) suggests the date of 95 BC on the grounds of the links between 
the two trials. 
27Badian, 1964a offers a factional explanation of the trials along with good material on 
the dating evidence. See also Ferrary, 1983, p. 570; Bauman, 1967, pp. 45-55; Gruen, 
1968, pp. 195-196. 
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ensure or obstruct the course of voting, Norbanus in violently repulsing the intercession 
of two of his tribunician colleagues during the trial of the elder Caepio; 28 the younger 
Caepio for his famous overturning of the voting urns during an assembly, called to vote 
on a frumentary law of Saturninus. 29 Whereas references to Caepio's trial are isolated and 
fairly incomplete, the trial of Norbanus occurs frequently in Cicero's De Oratore as M. 
Antonius and P. Sulpicius Rufus, the defender, and prosecutor respectively of Norbanus, 
are both interlocutors in the dialogue. In offering examples to illustrate various rhetorical 
points Cicero has his interlocutors quote from their own and other well known speeches. 
From these fragments a reasonable picture can be built of the speeches that were 
delivered at the trial, and, as such, it presents a good opportunity to examine the usage of 
and references to the concept of maiestas. 30 However, the fragmentary nature of the 
account, as well as its context, produces some apparent problems which must be solved 
before it can be effectively used. 
Most of the references to the speeches delivered during this trial are included in 
Cicero's rhetorical works to illustrate methods of coping with disputes over the meanings 
of terminology. Hence the majority of the fragments offer varying opinions over what it 
meant to diminish the maiestas of the Roman people. It is this fact that is responsible for 
the generally held belief that Saturninus' maiestas law was insufficiently well defined as 
to make it ineffective. " However, such a judgement is too heavily influenced by the 
context of the fragments. In a trial situation, with a defendant accused of having 
diminished the maiestas of the people, it is perfectly natural that the opposed advocates 
would both attempt to twist definitions to suit their individual purpose. Such behaviour is 
28Cic. De Orat. 11.197. 
`Rhet. AdHerenn. 1.21; Sall. Hist. 1.62; See also TLRR 86 and 88 for full references. 
"The fragments of the respective speeches are collected in Malcovati, ORF 65.22-30; 
76.12-15. 
31For examples of such a judgement see above n. 10. 
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evidence of the ingenuity of the orator more than of the imprecision of the term in 
question. As an example, using the same rational process, affected by context, as those 
who see maiestas as an imprecise term, if the word popularis were only known from 
Cicero's second speech De lege agraria, then it would be perfectly acceptable to offer the 
same verdict as that on maiestas. If Cicero could claim to be a verus popularis, while his 
opponent, advocating the opposite course of action, could likewise lay claim to the 
appellation, then the conclusion would have to be that the term was so imprecise as to be 
meaningless. 32 However the question remains as to the exact nature of these 'definitions' 
and therefore their usefulness in defining maiestas. That they are indeed useful can be 
demonstrated through a close examination of the text. 
What has often been seen as the main suggestion of the imprecision of maiestas 
comes early on in Cicero's references to the trial. During a discussion of issues in doubt 
in a trial, Cicero, speaking as Antonius, moves onto disputed facts and when the nature of 
an act is in dispute, `... cum quo verbo quid appellandum sit, contenditur... '; 33 this, he 
reports was the sort of dispute between himself and Sulpicius at the trial of Norbanus, 
`Pleraque enim de eis, quae ab isto obiciebantur, cum confiterer, tarnen ab illo 
maiestatem minutam negebam, ex quo verbo lege Appuleia tota illa causa pendebat'. 3a 
He continues, stating that some suggest the disputed term be concisely defined (breviter 
definiat) by both sides; Antonius clearly does not approve of this practice, `... quod mihi 
quidem perquarn puerile videri solet', 35 and goes on to state clearly that he and Sulpicius 
320n this see the remark of Ferrary, 1983, p. 571, 'Because the same words were used by 
one side and the other in the political struggles, it does not necessarily follow, as one has 
sometimes said too hastily, that they have only been slogans devoid of meaning. ' 
33Cic, De Orat. IL 107, ('... when the words in which something must be described are in 
dispute'). 
"Ibid. De Orat. 11.107, `For while I admitted a great deal from those things, which were 
flung against our friend here, I denied that the maiestas had been diminished by him, on 
which term from the lex Appuleia the whole case depended. ' 
35lbid. De Orat. 11.108, ('... which seems to me thoroughly childish'). 
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took no part in it, `Quod quidem in illa causa nam neque Sulpicius fecit neque ego facere 
conatus sum; nam quantum uterque nostrum potuit, omni copia dicendi dilatavit, quid 
esset maiestatem minuere'. 36 However, after this unequivocal statement, several 
contradictory one line definitions of maiestas occur in the text. This could be interpreted 
as showing that different parts of Cicero's account of the Norbanus trial are contradictory 
that they do not form a reliable or coherent account of the proceedings of the trial. 
These seemingly contradictory definitions are as follows: Cicero, advising his son 
on issues in dispute, gives examples from the prosecution of Norbanus, `Non minuit 
maiestatem quod egit de Caepione turbulentius; populi enim Romani dolor iustus vim 
illam excitavit, non tribuni actio;. maiestas autem, quoniam est magnitudo quaedam, 
populi Romani in eins potestate ac iure retinendo aucta estpotius quam diminuta. ' and 
shortly afterwards an opposing argument, `Maiestas est in imperii atque in nominis 
populi Romani dignitate, quam minuit is qui per vim multitudinis rem ad seditionem 
vocavit'. 37 Despite its initial appearance, this conflict over the definitions can be 
reconciled. 
36Ibid. De Orat. 11.109, ('But in that case of ours Sulpicius did not, neither did I attempt to 
[define the term]; since we both, to the utmost of our power enlarged with all our fluency 
on what it was to reduce the maiestas'); See also 201, `Sic in illa omni defensione atque 
causa, quod esse in arte positum videbatur, tit de lege Appuleia dicerem, perquam 
breviterperstrinxi atque attigi. ', ('Thus all throught that speech for the defence and 
indeed the trial itself, it was in the fewest possible words that I glanced over and lightly 
touched on matters which seemed dependent upon scientific treatment, I mean my 
discussion of the Statute of Appuleius'). 
37Cic., De Part. Orat., 105, ('His somewhat disorderly procedure in respect of Caepio 
involved no treason; the violence in question was aroused by the just indignation of the 
populus Romanus and not by the action of the tribune; whereas the maiestas populi 
Romani in as much as that means their magnitudo, was increased rather than diminished 
in the maintenance of its potestas and ins'); ('Maiestas resides in the dignitas of imperium 
and of the name of the popultis Romanus, which was impaired by one who employed 
mob violence to promote sedition. '); The other example of a short definition, De Orat., 
IL 164 where Antonius says, `Si res tota quaeritur, definitione universa vis explicanda est, 
sic: `si maiestas est amplitudo ac dignitas civitas... ', is precluded from being a 
comprehensive definition by the use of the words universa vis, implying the general force 
or meaning of the term, and the fact that the example definition itself is preceded by the 
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The key to understanding this problem lies in Cicero's comment, in the voice of 
Antonius, after his disapproval of breviter definitiat in an advocate's speech, and an 
appreciation of the aims, methods and values'of ancient oratory. After dismissing such 
definitions as perquam puerile, Antonius goes on to say, `Alia est enim, cum inter doctos 
homines de eis ipsis rebus quae versantur in artibus disputatur, verborum defrnitio, tit 
cum quaeritur, quid sit ars, quid sit lex, quid sit civitas, in quibus hoc praecipit ratio 
atque doctrina, tit vis eizis rei quam definias sic exprimatur tit neque absit quicquam 
neque supersit. '38. Rather than suggesting that Cicero did not consider Antonius and 
Sulpicius as doctos homines de eis ipsis rebus quae versantur in artibus, the following 
questions that such men would ask, quid ars sit, quid lex sit, quid civitas sit, are 
fundamental questions; the sort of thing discussed in leisured learned debate and in 
Cicero's opinion, certainly not in a law-court speech. It is clear that Cicero has made a 
distinction between two different contexts, from the previous sentence and the beginning 
of the following; Cicero considers the concise definition (breviter uterque definiat) to be 
perquam puerile when it is found in a the context of a peice of forensic oratory (Atque in 
hoc genere causarum... ); in contrast, he makes it plain that the discussion between doctos 
homines is in a different situation (Alia est verborum definitio, cum... ). Thus Cicero, in 
the voice of Antonius, is suggesting that although comprehensive definitions, with 
nothing left out and nothing superfluous (neque absit quicquam neque supersit), were 
common in learned discussion, they were frowned upon in a forensic oratory. 
word Si. 
38Cic., De Orat., Il. 108, ('For definition of terms is another thing when controversy arises 
among specialists touching the intimate concerns of the arts, for instance when inquiry is 
made as to the essential nature of an art, a statute or a community, in which 
circumstances scientific method ordains that the significance of whatever you are 
defining shall be made plain, with no omission or redundance. 
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The question remains however, as to what the small definitions of maiestas 
elsewhere in Cicero's writings represent. It is clear, both from their concise and varied 
treatment of maiestas, and the fact that Cicero has Antonius clearly state that he and 
Sulpicius did not partake in such discussion, that the definitions are in no way meant to 
meet the standard tit neque absit quicquam neque supersit. What these are likely to 
represent is mentioned by Antonius just after his denial of using the intellectual style of 
definition; he states that rather than `defining', with all their powers of oratory they 
`enlarged upon' what it meant to diminish maiestas (omni copia dicendi dilatavit, quid 
esset maiestatem niinuere). 39 It is likely that what Cicero means by dilatavit may be 
conveniently implied in the next section of the text where Cicero addresses another type 
of dispute based around the interpretation of a document. 40 Nevertheless, the methods 
described for dealing with a written equivocation seem transferable to the same sort of 
problem in a verbal sphere. Cicero, as Antonius, advises that when the letter and spirit 
(scriptum et sententia) are at variance, any equivocation is solved `... cum ea verba, quae 
desunt, suggesta stint... ', and later again mentions that equivocation most frequently 
occurs in documents when `... aut verbum auf verba sint praetermissa' 4' These processes 
of supplying `missing words' and `enlarging upon the meaning' seem to be descriptive of 
using rhetoric and oratory to bend a concept to fit the requirements of an argument. 
This is underlined by Antonius' warning against too relaxed an attempt to 'enlarge 
upon a meaning'. Having just emphasized his use of all of his powers of speaking in his 
391bid., II. 109, ('... to the utmost of our power of speaking, enlarged upon what it was to 
diminish the maiestas'). 
40Ibid., I1.110, `... existifetiam ex scripti interpretatione saepe contentio... ', ('... a further 
contest often arises from the interpretation of a document... ); This section is of often cited 
by those who maintain that the law was ambiguously worded; however, it is clearly a 
separate section and no mention is made of Saturninus' law in this section when surely if 
it was ambiguous it would have made a perfect example. 
41 Jbid., I1.111, ('... when those words which are missing, are suggested... '); ('... when a 
word or words are missing... ). 
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'enlargement' Antonius cautions: `Etenim definitio primum reprehenso verbo uno aut . 
addito ant dempto saepe extorquetur e manibus; deinde genere ipso doctrinam redolet 
excercitionemque paene puerilem; turn et in sensum et in mentem iudicis intrare non 
potest, ante enim praeterlabitur, quam percepta est'. 42 Too little effort or planning in the 
'enlargment' of a term could result in an opponent being able to force the orator into the 
disadvantageous stance of having created a definition which cannot necessarily be used to 
his advantage in court. Cicero's vocabulary is here rather imprecise, his terminology, 
especially the use of addito, is very similar to his subsequent statement about solving 
written equivocations by the addition of missing words (De Orat. II. 111). However, this 
first usage should not to be taken to indicate the same process as the latter, or that the 
latter process aimed at the creation of a concise definition (neque abest quicquam neque 
superest). The first usage, emphasizing the addition or subtraction of one word (verbo 
uno), seems to suggest an ill thought out 'enlargement' resulting in the orator trapping 
himself into a disadvantageous position; whereas the second, supplying missing words 
(ea verba) refers to a process similar to 'enlargement' not aiming at a concise definition. 
Likwise, Cicero's use of definitio does not seem to be completely consistent. Certainly in 
the case of the definitio wrung from the grasp of the orator, Cicero is not referring to the 
concise, comprehensive sort of definition scorned by Antonius and Sulpicius in a forensic 
context. 
Thus `enlarging upon' or `adding missing words to' a term appears to be a 
flexible arrangement with no restrictions on what could be added and what could be 
421bid., II. 109, ('For in the first place, if one added or subtracted word is seized upon, a 
definition is often wrung from our grasp, and then too the very suggestion savours of the 
schools and a training little better than elementary, and lastly the definition cannot reach 
the understanding and reason of the arbitrator, as it slips by him before he has taken it 
in. '). 
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obscured 43 In a court case, an advocate would primarily seek to use his skills of rhetoric 
and oratory, rather than hard facts and concise but comprehensive definitions of terms. 
These hard facts and definitions would restrict the possibility for argumentative rhetorical 
oratory (reprehendo would be a good verb to describe this); in contrast, the confusing 
short definitions elsewhere in Cicero, as suggested by the prior admission that both of 
them omni copia dicendi dilatavit, quid esset maiestatem minuere, must be examples of 
this process of `enlargement', the presentation of the aspects of the disputed term, which 
were beneficial to the arguments being used. 
Therefore it is fair to suggest that the account of the trial of Norbanus, which can 
be reconstructed from Cicero's frequent use of it as a historical example, is not 
contradictory. Although Cicero's vocabulary is not completely precise, it can be seen that 
the various definitions represent Antonius' and Sulpicius' 'enlargements upon the meaning 
of the term' rather than 'concise definitions with nothing omitted and nothing overlooked'. 
As such they are a viable source of evidence for both the definition of maiestas and the 
law in use. Contrary interpretations of such concepts were more a reflection of Roman 
oratorical practice than the ambiguous nature of a term, and must have formed part of the 
natural evolution its meaning. Regardless of the original intention of the author of the 
law, legal precedents would be very important in its reception 4" 
THE CONCEPT OF MAIESTAS: THE EVIDENCE FROM TRIAL OF NORBANUS 
"It could be inferred from this that what Cicero means by `... et in sensum et in mentum 
iudicis intrare non potest, ante enim praeterlabitur, quam percepta est' (De Orat. 11.109), 
is that hindered by the precise definition, the orator cannot `enlarge upon' certain features 
of the term in order to create the desired belief in the mind of the index. 
44Ferrary, 1983, p. 567, makes a similar observation. For a more recent examination of 
the evolution of legal terms through court precedent, see Riggsby, 1999, esp. pp. 
158-163. 
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Now that the nature of Cicero's account of the trial and the definitions within it 
have been established, the occurrences of the term in that account can be examined in 
order to shed more light on, and to test the morphological analysis of maiestas suggested 
earlier. 45 A good place to start are the `enlargements' of the term discussed above 
although it must be remembered that these are only emphasising certain aspects of the 
concept. 
The first to be considered reads as follows: `Si res tota quaeritur, definitione 
universa vis explicanda est, sic: "si maiestas est amplitudo ac dignitas civitatis, is eam 
minuit, qui exercitum hostibuspopuli Romani tradidit, non qui eum, qui id fecisset, 
populi Romani potestati tradidit"' 46 The actual definition is interesting as it suggests that 
part of maiestas resides in the amplitudo, emphasising size and importance, and the 
dignitas, the dignity and honour resulting from the importance of the condition of 
citizenship. " The link with the pre-eminence of the popadus Romanus is underlined by 
the fact that the army lost is an army of the poparlus Romanus, and that the perpetrator is 
handed into their potestas, as if the jurisdiction in such a matter was theirs. This 
interpretation of the authority of the populus is similar to both the morphology proposed 
45Malcovati includes these extracts as fragments of Antonius' speech for Norbanus, ORF 
65.22-30; and Sulpicius' speech against, ORF 76.12-14. 
46Cic, De Orat. I1.164 = ORF 65.27, ('If the problem concerns the whole subject, the 
general force of it has to be made plain by definitio; for example: "If maiestas be the 
amplitudo and dignitas of the civitas [i. e. the citizen body], he diminishes it, who 
delivered an army of the populus Romanus to enemies, not he who delivered the one who 
did it into the potestas of the populus Romanus. "'). The introductory sentence to this 
fragment deserves comment also, for its use of definitio to describe the description we 
have. The presence of this word, as noted in the previous section, does not disqualify the 
fragment from being an example of dilatandum or indicate a comprehensive definition. 
The text specifies that the universa vis, general sense, be given by definitio. This 
precludes a full definition following Cicero's own criteria. Likewise, the conditional at 
the start of the statement precludes it's being intended as a comprehensive definition. 
"Against this translation of civitas see Ferrary, 1983, pp. 563. 
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above, and Cicero's descriptions of the centrality of the populus to the res publica in the 
De Re Publica outlined in chapter 3. 
Another hint of how the term maiestas was interpreted in the trial is given when 
Cicero states, `... si magistratibus in populi Romani potestate esse debent, quid Norbanunn 
accusas, cuius tribunatus voluntati paruit civitatis? '. 48 Again some level of control of the 
people over the magistrates is implied, although the use of the verb debeo suggests that 
the ideal of maiestas and reality may not have been the same. It is also implied that 
maiestas could not have been diminshed as Norbanus' tribunate brought about the wishes 
of the community, again suggesting an ideal of popular pre-eminence over the 
magistrates. Once again the same logic and understanding of the role of the people in the 
respublica underlying the popular rhetorical model examined in chapter 3 seem to 
inform this sentiment. 
Cicero's references to the case in De Partitione Oratoria also support this 
growing picture of maiestas in the form of two opposing arguments over whether the 
actions of Norbanus constituted a diminution of maiestas. In the first, after denying that 
Norbanus' conduct minuit maiestatem, Cicero states, `... populi enim Romani dolor iustus 
Win illam excitavit, non tribuni actio; maiestas autem, quoniam est magnitudo quaedam, 
populi Romani in dims potesate ac pure retinendo aucta est potius quarn diminuta...... 9 
This again demonstrates the intimate link between maiestas and the populus Romanus, 
48Cic. De Orat. 11.167, ('If the magistrates ought to be under the potestas of the populus 
Romanus, why impeach Norbnus, whose conduct as tribune was subservient to the will of 
the citizen body [civitas]'); Malcovati chooses not to include this extract amongst the 
fragments of the speech, though it is difficult to see why, if Cicero was using a copy or 
knowledge of the speech in question, he would insert a suasoria or spurious bit of the 
speech. 
49Cie. De Part. Orat. 105, ('... for that violence was aroused by the just indignation of the 
populus Romanus, and not by the action of the tribune; whereas the maiestas populi 
Romani, inasmuch as that means a certain magnitudo, was increased rather than 
diminished in the maintenance of its potestas and ins'). 
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and once more the importance or dignity of the people is described by a term evoking 
size. The extract also suggests that the maiestas of the people was exercised in their 
ability to get their own way; even, in this case, through violence based on their strength in 
numbers. It is also significant that the dolor which aroused the violence. is described as 
fustus. This would indicate that such a reaction was to be expected, given the elder 
Capeio's lack of care in exercising the duties entrusted to him. The opposing argument 
states, `Maiestas est in imperii atque in nominis populi Romani dignitate, quam minuit is 
qui per vim multitudinis rem ad seditionem vocavit'. 50 This represents a rather different 
picture to that seen so far and indicated by the morphology of the term. 
Interestingly though, in its emphasis on the people's dignitas and on sedition as a 
means of diminishing it, it does echo more accurately the majority the few of cases 
known under Saturninus' maiestas law. Norbanus, Sextus Titius and Appuleius Decianus 
seem all to have been charged with maiestas as a result of their employment of violence 
regardless of whether is was with or against the wishes of the populus. Only the younger 
Caepio seems to have been prosecuted specifically for using violence to thwart the wishes 
of the populus. 51 It is likely that this somewhat different slant on what constituted the 
maiestas of the populus could be 'indicative of a process by which an alternate 
interpretation of maiestas gaining currency through the outcome of court cases. As we 
will see, Ferrary makes a persuasive case for the fact that Saturninus never had 
opportunity to create the right sorts of legal precedent to fully establish his interpretation 
of minuta maiestas before his death 52 This goes some way to explain the incongruity of 
tribunes being prosecuted for violence under a tribunician law passed by a tribune who 
50Cic. De Part. Orat. 105, ('Maiestas is in the imperium and in the dignitas of the name of 
the populus Romanus, which was diminished by One who employed mob violence to 
promote sedition'). 
51 On the charges faced by the Titius and Decianus see Gruen, 1966, p. 38 and p. 38 n. 36. 
52Ferrary, 1983, p. 566. 
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himself was not averse to violent means to ensure the people's will. This difference 
notwithstanding though, this definition of maiestas still alludes to the imperiruu of the 
populus. The use of imperium is interesting, as the term for the authority given to the high 
magistracies, it is suggestive of the populus being the source of this power and the only 
authority to grant it. 53 This interpretation can be seen mirrored in Cicero's comments in 
De Re Publica on the populus entrusting their res to the magistrates, but still ultimately 
retaining control of it, and being capable, indeed, of regaining it by force if necessary. " 
Finally, though not specifically a fragment of Antonius' speech, Cicero has 
Antonius give a summary of the pattern of his argument. 55 In summary, he admitted that 
Norbanus had behaved wrongly during the trial of Caepio but denied that his actions 
constituted minuta maiestas on the grounds that several of the cornerstones of the Res 
publica had been the result of civil disorder in the face of aristocratic opposition, namely 
the expulsion of the kings, the formation of the tribunate and the institution of the right of 
provocatio. He then argued that the trial of the elder Caepio was a just occasion for the 
populus to become disorderly due to the extreme nature of his wrongs to the populus, 
most likely his damage to their maiestas, 'Quodsi unquam populo Romano concessum 
esset, tit iure concitatus videretur, id quod docebam saepe esse concessum, nullam illa 
causain iustiorem fuisse'. 56 Crassus' description of the argument is equally revealing, 'Qui 
idem, hoc accusante Sulpicio, cum hominem seditiosum firriosumque defenderet, non 
dubitavit seditiones ipsas ornare, ac demonstrare gravissimus verbis nndtos saepe 
53This is similar to an interesting summary of maiestas in Cicero's De Inventione, 11.53, 
from which it can be inferred that it was possible for magistrates to possess maiestas 
which was given to them by the people. See also Bauman's comments on the imperium of 
magistrates (1967, pp. 12-15). 
54See above, chapter 3. 
55Cic. De Orat. 11.199-201. 
56Ibid. De Orat. 11.199, ('That if it was ever conceded to the populus Romanus that it was 
incited justly, something which I have demonstrated has often been conceded, there was 
no case more just'). 
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impetus populi non inustos esse, quos praestare nemo possit; multas enim e re publica 
seditiones saepe esse factas, ut cum reges essent exacti, ut cum tribunicia potestas 
constituta; i11am Norbani seditionem ex luctu civium et ex Caepionis odio, qui exercilum 
amiserat, neque reprimi potuisse et iure esse conflatam? i57 After his justification of 
Norbanus' violence, Antonius switched to an offence against Caepio, denouncing his 
flight and lamenting the loss of his army. 5% The pattern of Antonius' argument reinforces 
much of what the morphology of maiestas suggests and what has been suggested above, 
that is that maiestas is descriptive of the theoretical authority of the populus over the 
ruling class. Antonius argued that Norbanus could not possibly have reduced the maiestas 
of the populus by acting in an analogous fashion to those who established the rights of the 
populus in the first place. The overarching implication of this argument is that civic 
violence, if used against oppression of the populus, was just. It suggests that in the use of 
violence to establish the position of the populus in the constitution, that is to establish 
their maiestas, the precedent was there to justify future violence in the name of the 
preservation of the maiestas of the populus. Likewise his contrasting of Caepio's actions 
with those of Norbanus further implies that incompetence in discharging a duty entrusted 
by the populus constituted a diminution of their maiestas. 
This approach is described by Crassus, earlier in the work, as '... tam anceps, tarn 
inauditus, tarn lubricus, tam novus ..... 
5. This need not be seen as clear evidence of 
57Ibid. De Orat. 11.124, ('Who [Antonius] again, in his defence of a factious and frenzied 
client, prosecuted by Sulpicius here, did not hesitate to glorify civil discord in itself, and 
to show, in most weighty terms, that many commotions of the populus are justifiable, and 
no one by any possibility answerable for them; that moreover civil discord has often been 
aroused in the interest of the community, witness the expulsion of the kings and the 
establishment of the authority of the tribunes; that the outbreak of Norbanus, arising as it 
did from public mourning and indignation against Caepio, who had lost his army, could 
not have been restrained and was justifiably kindled'). 
581b id. De Orat. 11.199. 
59Ibid. De Orat. 11.124, ('... so dangerous, so unheard of, so perilous, so new... '). 
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Antonius adopting a completely radical stance in his defence. As has already been stated, 
the concept of popular maiestas does not strain or lie at odds with the understanding of 
the place of the populus in the constitution as described in Cicero's De Re Publica or 
Polybius' sixth book. Perhaps Antonius' argument was uncommon, but it certainly did not 
step outside the bounds of conventional understanding of the place of the populus in the 
res publica. 
It appears that the crux of Antonius' argument, which allowed him to progress to 
the contrast with and denunciation of Caepio, was the statement, 'quid Norbanuni 
accusas, cuius tribunatus voluntati parult civitatis? '. 60 This is crucial in understanding the 
law. The main barrier against Sulpicius as prosecutor, successfully exploited by 
Antonius, was that, as a tribune clearly on the side of the wishes of the populus, the direct 
representative of the people and guardian of their maiestas, Norbanus was in a very 
ambiguous position in regard to diminishing it. It seems that it was this which caused the 
ambiguity, which Antonius and Sulpicius discussed and attempted to overcome by 
'enlarging' on the meaning of mnaiestatem minuere, and not the formulation of the text of 
the law. This being the case, the position of the law as a safeguard of the maiestas of the 
populus against the actions of their elected magistrates is strengthened. 
Although these glimpses of maiestas cannot give the modern reader a 
comprehensive definition of what Satuminus considered maiestas to be, they go a long 
way towards supporting the conclusions drawn about maiestas from morphology. It 
seems clear that the term did describe some sort of theoretical authority of the populus 
Romanus over their elected magistrates and their right to hold them accountable for their 
actions. This authority and right was based simply on their numerical superiority; if the 
601bid. De Orat. Il. 167, ('Why impeach Norbanus, whose tribunate brought about the 
wishes of the civitas? '). 
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citizen body as a whole decided to reject the ruling elite, in practical terms there would be 
nothing they could do about it. Also it appears that maiestas was a property solely of the 
populus. The majority of usages of the term are connected directly with the populus or are 
directly linked with things disadvantageous to them or examples of them exercising their 
power as a body. Where maiestas occurs in connection with a magistrate, it is clear that it 
is an inferior maiestas granted by the populus and not inherent in the office itself 11 
More particularly, the trial demonstrates most clearly that violence in itself did 
not really constitute a diminution of maiestas. The example of Norbanus shows that 
violence allied to a just cause of the populus was acceptable. It also shows that the special 
position of tribune in relation to the plebs, did not render one immune to charges of 
minuta maiestas. The fact that Norbanus was acquitted does not demonstrate that it was 
impossible to condemn a tribune for maiestas, on the contrary, it was the fact that his 
actions were in accord with popular wishes, rather than his magistracy at the time, that 
helped his cause. His acquittal also gave tacit approval to his violent repulse of the 
tribunes Cotta and Didius, an action which, had their actions been in accord with the 
wishes of the populus, would surely have constituted an act of minuta maiestas. Also, in 
Antonius' contrast between the actions of Norbanus and the elder Caepio, it is implicitly 
clear that Caepio's loss of the army at Arausio, regardless of what he was actually 
prosecuted for, comprised a diminution of the people's maiestas. 
It is important to remember, however, that the ideal and reality of the concept of 
inaiestas at the time of Saturninus may have been very different. Maiestas, though, as 
will be seen, a pre-existing concept, was thrust into the forefront of political discourse by 
Saturninus' creation of the quaestio de magesrate. Even if only seen as a theoretical 
61See above, n. 53. This sense of a magistrate's maiestas being a temporary authority 
ultimately derived from the populus is also born out by Cicero's descriptions of the 
populus entrusting their res to the magistrates in De Re Publica. See above, chapter 3. 
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concept, divorced from political realities, its inclusion in the political discourse of the 
period is of great significance; it offered, wrapped up in a theoretically sound and 
recognizable context, a term which both expressed and justified popular sovereignty. 
Such a concept would clearly offer great scope to popular orators, and, although it doesn't 
appear in the surviving fragments of the orators of the period, it is significant that Sallust 
thought the term appropriate when he was composing his version of the speech of 
Memmius. 62 Finally, although we have acknowledged that the concept of niaiestas cannot 
be seen as a description of the actual relationship between popidus and ruling elite, it still 
must be admitted that it wasn't confined entirely to the realms of theory. Saturninus' own 
political career saw several instances of popular will overriding much opposition from 
segments of the ruling elite; in his eyes this must have constituted a real life 
demonstration of the maiestaspopuli Romani. It could be that Saturninius sought by his 
law to make such popular authority the general rule rather than the exception. However, 
before much more can be discerned of Saturninus' aims and his intentions, it is necessary 
to take into account the chronological context of the law. With an appreciation of the 
chronological and political context, the fact that maiestas was a genuine and practical 
ideal for Saturninus can be demonstrated. 
THE CHRONOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXT OF SATURNINUS' 
MAIESTAS LAW 
So far, our investigation of the evidence for the meaning of the term inaiestas has 
rested on morphological analysis and a survey of the evidence for the usage of the term 
furnished by Cicero's references to the trial of Norbanus. This has facilitated the basic 
62Sall. Iaig. 31.17. 
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analysis of the term, but, in order to progress further, it is necessary to look' at the wider 
chronological and political context of Saturninus' law. The dating of Saturninus' maiestas 
law is complex and controversial. But for our purpose it is useful to set out the details of 
the arguments pertaining to this. A more precise indication of when the law was passed, 
and how it relates to other political trends of the time, can offer us more insight into the 
purpose of the law, and consequently can deepen and enrich our understanding of the 
meaning of the term maiestas and what it encompassed, far more than morphology and 
the fragments of Antonius' and Sulpicius' speeches alone. 
Although the law must clearly be dated to one of Saturninus' two tribunates, 103 
or 100 BC, the arguments for its date are complex and closely intertwined with its wider 
political context. The law is traditionally seen as having been directly connected with the 
prosecutions of the consuls of 106, Q. Servilius Caepio and 105, Cn. Mallius Maximus 
for their part in the serious military defeat at Arausio in 105 BC. 63 Indeed Mommsen 
suggests that Saturninus' maiestas law was passed in order to set up an extraordinary 
tribunal to try those responsible for the setbacks in the Cimbric war, in the same way as 
the lex Main ilia of 110 BC. 64 This is based on the somewhat unreliable testimony of 
Granius Licinianus, from a corrupt passage thought to be a gloss. The passage runs as 
follows, 'Cn. Mallius ob eandem causam quam et Caepio L. Saturnini rogatione e 
civitate est cito [Criniti and Flemisch propose plebi scito in place of est cito] eiectus'. 6S 
The connection it makes between a proposal of Saturninus (limited clearly to one of his 
tribunates) and Mallius' prosecution, along with the evidence from Cicero and Livy that 
"Sall. lug. 114; Liv. Per. 67. 
63Mommsen, Hist, vol. 111, p. 440 n. 1; Staat, 2.1.666.4; Straf. 198.1. Badian, 1964a, p. 35 
also follows this interpretation. On the lex Mamilia see Sal. Iug. 40; Cic. Brut. 128. 
"Gran. Licin. XXXIII. 24 (Criniti) = p13 Flemisch; See also Ferrary, 1983, p. 561 n. 16. 
('Cn. Mallius, for the same reason as Caepio, was later chased from the citizen body on 
the proposition of Saturninus'). 
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Mallius' colleague Caepio was at some point tried by the tribune Norbanus (though the 
specifics of the charge are never made explicit), has led to the suggestion that both men 
were charged, under Saturninus' maiestas law, in 103, the year of Saturninus' first 
tribunate; Caepio by Norbanus and Mallius by Saturninus. 66 
In fact much of this structure rests on very tenuous foundations indeed, the 
connection created by Granius Licinianus is very uncertain. The first casualty of this 
suspiciously neat depiction of the context of Saturninus' law, is the contention that 
Caepio and Mallius were prosecuted in the quaestio that it established. Lengle has 
demonstrated that a capital prosecution was brought against the elder Caepio in the 
comitia centuriata, most likely a charge of perduellio. 67 The reference to a speech of 
Caepio before a tribune, or tribunes of the plebs in the Rhetorica ad Herennium, clearly 
implying a speech in a tribunician antiquisitio, demonstrates that Caepio's trial was at 
least heard before one of the popular assemblies. " It is also suggested by Ferrary that this 
form of popular assembly trial indicates a charge of perduellio 69 Given the nature of the 
Caepio's and Mallius' crime, perduellio seems the most likely charge that they would 
"On Norbanus' prosecution of Caepio see Auct. Ad Herenn 1.24; Cic. Balb. 28; Brut. 
135; Liv. Per. 67; Strab. IV. 1.13; Val. Max. 4.7.3; 6.9.13; Gran. Lic. XXXIII. 24 
(Critini). On the date of the prosecutions see Mommsen (above n. 57); Münzer, 1999, p. 
265; Badian, 1964a, p. 35; Broughton, MRR I, p. 563; pp. 564-5, n. 4; n. 7; TLRR 64; 66. 
The latter. two do not however subscribe to the belief that the prosecutions were under the 
auspices of Saturninus' niaiestas law. 
67Lengle, 1931, pp. 304-8. 
6ßAuct. Rhet. ad Herenn. I. 24, '... tit Caepio ad tr. p1. de exercitus amissione... ' ('... As with 
Caepio before the tribune(s) of the plebs regarding the loss of his army... '); The tern 
indium populi, as used by Alexander (TLRR 64; 66) for these trials, is somewhat 
problematic in itself and therefore avoided here, on this see Lintott, 1972, pp. 246-248; 
On the form of a trial before the populus presided over by tribunes, see Cic. Dom. 45, 
although with the reservations of Lintott, 1972, p. 247-8. On the procedure of a comitial 
trial see also Mommsen, Straf., pp. 163-174; Bauman, 1967, pp. 18-19; Jones, 1972, pp. 
7-15; Cloud, 1994, pp. 501-503; Bauman, 1996, p. 11. 
69Ferrary, 1983, pp. 559-560; On the charge of perduellio see Bauman, 1967, pp. 19-2 1; 
on the common link between assembly trials and perduellio see Cloud, 1994, p. 502; on 
tribunician competence to preside over perduellio trials see Lintott, 1999b, p. 122; pp. 
152-153. 
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have faced. 70 Ferrary also outlines the insecure manuscript tradition behind the tribunos 
plebis in most modern editions of the Rhetorica ad Herennium, sometimes used as 
evidence for the collusion of the two tribunes, Saturninus and Norbanus, in the 
prosecution of Caepio and Mallius. 71 In fact the prosecutors of Mallius and Caepio are not 
securely known. As Alexander points out, Granius Licinianus' testimony that Mallius was 
condemned on account of a rogatio passed by Saturninus need not suggest that 
Saturninus was the actual prosecutor. 72 Saturninus' rogatio, referred to by Granius is 
probably, as Lengle argues, nothing other than a proposal to interdict Mallius from fire 
and water after his flight from the trial. " Likewise, the testimonia to Norbanus' 
prosecution of Caepio do not provide sufficient detail of the charge to allow us to pin 
down exactly which of the trials of Caepio Norbanus was involved in, though it is clearly 
connected to Caepio's actions at Arausio (rather than his embezzlement of the Tolosan 
gold). " This significantly reduces the need to date Saturninus' maiestas law to the first 
tribunate and to see it as strictly concerned with military mismanagement. It also 
demonstrates that our knowledge of Saturninus' actions in these trials is limited to the fact 
that he was involved; nothing more specific than this can be known. Likewise, Norbanus' 
exact role in these prosecutions is also obscured by lack of precision in the sources. 
70Zumpt (1865-9, vol. II, p. 331) has even suggested that perduellio was a general term 
for all capital trials in the comitia centuriata. 
71Ferrary, 1983, p. 560, n. 14; The earliest manuscripts of the Rhetorica ad Herennium 
have the abbreviation tr. pl., which is expanded to tribunos pleb is in later manuscripts. 
Ferrary points out the insecurity of this expansion, recognizing the fact that it could 
equally refer to the singular. 
72TLRR, 64, n. 2; Alexander does however suggest that Saturninus' bill set up a quaestio, 
which is at odds with his suggestion that Mallius and Caepio underwent a iudicium 
populi. 
73Lengle, 1931, p. 306; p. 313. 
74Caepio was stripped of his Imperium, ejected from the senate, and finally condemned 
and exiled, in separate procedures, on account of his military losses. See Liv. Per. 67; 
Asc. 78C. On the links between Norbanus' prosecution of Caepio and the military disaster 
see Cie. De Orat. Il. 164. 
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Nevertheless, the link with military mismanagement persists, and continues to be 
cited as a reason for dating the law to Saturninus' first tribunate of 103. Gruen, for 
instance, following the traditional understanding that Saturninus' and Norbanus were the 
prosecutors of Mallius and Caepio, suggests that the law was a response to the difficulties 
faced by them in their prosecutions. The evidence is insufficient for the trial of Mallius, 
but Cicero preserves ample descriptions of the lively events of Norbanus' prosecution of 
Caepio, which included stone throwing (one even striking the head of M. Aemilius 
Scaurus), and the forcible suppression of the tribunes T. Didius and L. Cotta, whose vetos 
would have been sufficient to invalidate the entire trial. " Also, the ultimate prosecution 
of the generals, particularly Caepio was not limited to 103, the previous two years had 
also seen tribunician action with the same aim in mind. 76 Such was the difficulty in 
securing the prosecutions, argues Gruen, that Saturninus' law sought to create an 
alternative means of prosecuting incompetent generals. 77 
The date of 103 is also defended by a few other arguments. On the most 
straightforward level, Klebs argues that the absence of any reference to the law in the 
comparatively well documented second tribunate, as well as the suggestion that the 
measures of Saturninus' second tribunate were abrogated, should point us towards the 
first tribunate as a date for the nzaiestas law. 78 Also the fact that Norbanus was 
75Cic. De Orat. I1.197; On the fatal consequences of a veto for an assembly trial, see Cic. 
Dom. 45. 
76In 105 BC the fact that Q. Servilius Caepio had his imperium abrogated before the 
people (Liv. Per., 67; Ascon., 78 C) suggests tribunician activity in order to bring it 
about. In 104 BC the tribune L. Cassius Longinus passed legislation that magistrates 
deprived of their imperium should be expelled from the senate (A measure aimed at 
Caepio, See MRR I, p. 557); another tribune, Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus accused Silanus 
(Cos. 109) of beginning the war with the Cimbri illegally. 
77Gruen, 1968, p. 167-8. 
7SKlebs, 1896, p. 263; also Zumpt, 1865-69, vol. 2 pp. 229; As Ferrary (1983, p. 556) 
points out, the suggestion that Saturninus' laws from the second tribunate were annulled 
rests on an imprecise passage of Cicero (De Leg. I1.14) which could equally refer only to 
the laws of Livius Drusus and Sextus Titius (tr. pl. 99 BC). On this passage see Lintott, 
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subsequently prosecuted under the law at some point soon after 96 BC for his behaviour 
at the trial of Caepio is frequently adduced as a reason for dating the law to 103; the 
argument runs that Norbanus could not have been prosecuted for actions he committed 
prior to the passage of the law. 79 
This latter argument has since come under attack from Ferrary, who makes a 
persuasive case against it. As Bauman indicated, the argument that Norbanus could not 
have been prosecuted retroactively is not watertight, and Ferrary zeroes in on this aspect 
of the dating of Saturninus' law. He points out that there are instances of retroactive 
applications of law, including Cicero's own prosecution under a Clodian law. Most 
persuasively though, he points to Cicero's own approval of the principle of retroactivity in 
the case of criminal law. 80 As well as this, Ferrary also casts doubt on the collegiality of 
Saturninus and Norbanus. He argues that the lack of reference to the collusion of the two, 
coupled with the fact that both were opposed by different tribunician colleagues would 
seem to suggest that they were in fact members of differing tribunician colleges. It also 
seems significant in this regard that none of the fragments of Antonius' defence of 
Norbanus mention collusion with Saturninus. 81 Ferrary's argument is not unreasonable 
given that the only real connection visible in ancient texts is the tenuous connection in 
1999a, pp. 136-7. 
79MRR I, p. 565 n. 4; Badian, 1964a, p. 35 Bauman, 1967, p. 43 (Bauman does indicate 
reservations about this argument though) ; these are based on the arguments of Lengle, 
1931, pp. 308-309; on the date of Norbanus' trial see TLRR 86, n. 1 
80Ferrary, 1983, p. 566, in reference to Cic. II Ver. I. 108, 'In lege Voconia non est FECIT 
FECERIT, neque in ulla praeteritum tempos reprehenditur, nisi eius rei quae sua sponte 
scelerata ac nefaria est, ut, etiamsi lex non esset, magno opere vitanda fiuerit' ('In the 
Voconian Law we do not find 'Had done, or shall do'; nor in any law is a past action made 
subject to censure, except such as of their own nature criminal and vile, so that they ought 
to have been avoided at all costs even if no law forbade them. '). This in contrast to ills 
civile (II Ver. I. 109). 
81Ferrary, 1983, p. 560. Norbanus was opposed by the tribunes T. Didius and L. Cotta 
(Cic. De Orat. 1I. 197) and his victim, Caepio, was released into exile by L. Reginus (Val. 
Max. IV. 7.3). Saturninus, according to the source tradition, was opposed only by a 
tribune named Baebius (Auct. De Vir. Ill. 73.1). 
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Granius Licinianus, discussed above. Instead Ferrary proposes that Norbanus' tribunate 
should be dated to 105 BC, and that the violence for which he was prosecuted was in the 
process that brought about the abrogation of Caepio's imperium. 82 If this is the case, then, 
as Ferrary notes, the prosecution of Norbanus for maiestas must have been retrospective 
regardless of the date of Saturninus' law. 
Ferrary's objections to the traditional dating of Norbanus' tribunate and the 
weaknesses of the other arguments examined above considerably undermine the necessity 
to ascribe a purely military origin to the law. In fact, opening the possibility of other 
influences on Saturninus' law helps to account for the fact that all the known instances of 
prosecutions under the Appuleian maiestas law deal with the conduct of domestic politics 
rather than incompetent generals. 83 This alone must be a serious argument against the 
traditional, purely military picture of the law. Bauman and Ferrary both offer different 
suggestions to account for this discrepancy. Both accounts have strengths and 
weaknesses; an examination of the two arguments will be made followed by the proposal 
of an alternative, using elements of both. 
Bauman's approach to this problem is to place Saturninus' law into the wider 
context of what he terms the Rechenschaftprozess, roughly 'accountability trials'. He 
argues that Saturninus' law ties into the tradition of punishing magistrates, by perdaiellio, 
for actions such as military misdeeds and failures, ill-treatment of foreigners, breaches of 
the limits of office and incorrect administration of justice. " Bauman suggests that the 
82Ferrary, 1983, p. 561; For more detail on the redating of Norbanus' tribunate see ibid, 
1979, pp. 92-96; on Caepio's loss of imperium see Liv. Per. 67; Asc. 78 C; contra. 
Broughton (MRR III, p. 149) who maintains his original dating of 103 BC. 
"The known trials are those of Sextus Titius and C. Appuleius Decianus in 98 BC, 
apparently for seiditious conduct, on which see above n. 5 1, and Norbanus, and Caepio 
the younger in 95, the former for the violent repulse of the tribunes Didius and Cotta at 
the trial of the elder Caepio; the latter for his disruption of the voting on Saturninus' 
frumentary law (Auct. Ad Herenn. I. 21). 
"On his definition of the Rechenschaftprozess, and examples of these sorts of trials 
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quaestiones developing in the second century BC were courts dedicated to individual 
aspects of the broader charge of perduellio. 85 This connection with measures to hold 
magistrates accountable to the people for their actions strikes a chord, given Saturninus' 
own involvement in the trial of Mallius (and likely involvement in that of Caepio), and, 
more particularly, the visible trend of such prosecutions in the recent years leading up to 
his tribunate. 86 The continued interest in magisterial accountability after Saturninus is 
demonstrated by the Varian commission aimed at punishing those responsible for the 
social war, while the preponderance of references to it in the Rhetorica Ad Herennium 
demonstrates that it was still very much a hot political topic in the 80s BC. 87 
So far, Bauman's suggestion of the political climate influencing Saturninus' law is 
attractive, but in responding to the dichotomy between the domestic focus of the known 
trials under the Appuleian law, as opposed to the external flavour of the measures 
supposedly influencing-them, his solution to the problem is unsatisfactory. Although he 
sees maiestas and repetundae as covering much of the same ground within the concept of 
perduellio, namely unauthorized warfare and departure from a province, and sees the 
actions of Mallius and Caepio as embodying a diminution of maiestas, he nevertheless 
suggests that Saturninus' law was concerned with only a'part of the maiestas area', that of 
internal affairs. 88 He then goes on, on the basis of the known trials, to propose a 
stretching back to the fourth century BC, see Bauman, 1967, p. 21-23. 
"Bauman, 1967, pp. 23.24. 
86For instance, the attempts of Memmius and Mamillius to investigate magisterial 
wrong-doing in the Jugurthine War in 111 BC and 110 BC respectively (Sall. lug. 30-32; 
40; Cic. Brut. 128). In 105 BC the fact that Q. Servilius Caepio had his imperium 
abrogated before the people (Liv. Per., 67; Ascon., 78 C) suggests tribunician activity 
(that of Norbanus according to Ferrary, 1979) in order to bring it about. In 104 BC the 
tribune L. Cassius Longinus passed legislation that magistrates deprived of their 
imperium should be expelled from the senate (Ase. 78 C, a measure aimed at Caepio, See 
MRR I, p. 557); another tribune, Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus accused Silanus (Cos. 109) 
of beginning the war with the Cimbri illegally (Asc. 80 C; Cic. Div. in Caec. 67. 
87See for instance, Auct. Rhet. ad Herenn. IV. 13; 16; 22. 
"Bauman, 1967, p. 25 (repetundae and maestas'relation to perduellio); p. 37 ( part of 
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theoretical reconstruction of the text of the law, 'qui honiines ad seditionem vel vim 
concitavit concitaveritve quive tr. pl. intercedenti non paruit parueritve quo maiestas 
populi Romani minueretur'. 89 Aside from the dangers of reconstructing the text of a law, 
from which only two words are known, Bauman's suggestion neither seems to lie 
comfortably with his assertion that the law is influenced by tribunician interest in 
accountability, nor fit with any of his likely political aims. The most troublesome aspect 
of his reconstruction of Saturninus' law is the fact that it seems to suggest that Saturninus' 
created a law under which he was in serious danger of being prosecuted. 
Ferrary offers an analysis of the law which interlocks with the actions of 
Saturninus in a far more convincing way. Noting the unlikeliness of Saturninus' authoring 
a law under whose provisions he would be very vulnerable, he suggests that, for 
Saturninus, violence in itself was not a diminution of maiestas, only violence used to 
prevent the populus from exercising their will by a vote. 90 He ties this into Saturninus' 
political agenda by redating the law to Saturninus' second tribunate in 100 BC. It has 
already been seen how the arguments linking the law to Saturninus' tribunate are 
inconclusive, instead Ferrary suggests that a later date for the law would allow for the 
curious fact that his law was used against his own allies. If Saturninus had had 
insufficient time to establish his own aims for his new quaestio with some initial 
exemplary prosecutions, this can help explain how his statute was turned in an unusual 
direction. 91 Ferrary also suggests that Caepio the younger's obstruction of Saturninus' 
maiestas); p. 45 ('The trials of Caepio (sen. ) and Mallius can properly be described as 
maiestas trials ... 
but... they had nothing to do with the lex Appudeia'); pp. 54-55 (Lex 
Appuleia's concern with internal affairs. ). 
891bid. 1967, pp. 54-5 5, ('Those who have excited or will have excited men to sedition or 
violence or those who have not obeyed or will have not obeyed tribunician intercession') 
90Ferrary, 1983, pp. 556-557. He makes the persuasive point that Saturninus would not 
have been naive enough to think that his projects would succeed without violence, and 
therefore would be unlikely to pass a general law against violence in politics. 
911bid. 1983, p. 567. 
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frumentary law, by preventing the populus from voting, 92 was an impetus in passing the 
law. It is also likely that this frumentary law was proposed in 100 BC; as Ferrary points 
out, it is much more understandable in the context of the second tribunate, as a means of 
gaining popular favour for a reelection, as C. Gracchus had done, than in the first. 93 
Ferrary's argument is far more persuasive than that of Bauman, but it is still 
perhaps lacking in its suggestion that Saturninus' maiestas law was concerned solely with 
internal affairs. Although we have seen that it does not have to be a direct result of 
Saturninus' involvement in the prosecution of incompetent generals, this is not to say that 
this aspect of Saturninus' career did not have an effect. Nor should the fact that the known 
trials under the lex Appuleia were solely concerned with internal affairs suggest this, 
although this is ultimately the direction Bauman and Ferrary take. In fact Gruen's point 
about the difficulties facing tribunes attempting to prosecute generals in a popular 
assembly is perfectly valid, and that Saturninus might have wanted to improve this 
process is not unlikley. 94 Moreover it would be unusual that subsequent incarnations of 
the maiestas law dealt with magisterial accountability in the external, particularly military 
sphere, if Saturninus' law dealt only with internal matters. If Roman laws are assumed to 
be largely tralatician, it would be unusual for the later lex Varia de maiestate and lex 
Cornelia de maiestate to deal with something completely different; surely they would 
have used a different term to denote their sphere of competence? 95 Bauman's answer to 
this is to suppose a well understood, pre-existing concept of the crimen maiestatis of 
92Auct. Rhet. ad Herenn. 1.21. 
93Ibid, 1983, p. 567; on the dating of this law to 100 see RRC 330; on Saturninus' 
successful re-election to the tribunate for 99 BC see MRR I, p576; For more detail on the 
chronology of the elections prior to Saturninus' death see also, Badian, 1984. 
94Gruen, 1968, p. 167; See above p, 201. 
"On the tralatician nature (the tendency to carry forward legal formulae from previous 
laws) of Roman law see Crawford, RS I, p. 8. On the competence of the leges Varia and 
Cornelia de maiestate see Rotondi, 1962, pp. 339-340; p. 360. On the known trials under 
these two laws see TLRR, 100-110; 159,160,179,203,209,210,241,296,344. 
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which Saturninus' chose to legislate on only a part. 96 He suggests that, prior to Satuminus, 
there had been a maiestas charge heard in the comitia tributa for a fine. 97 This suggestion 
can, however be shown to be faulty. 
His evidence for the existence of maiestas charges heard before the people before 
103 BC is very slim. Bauman's earliest example is P. Claudius Pulcher who in 249 BC 
suffered a disastrous naval defeat at Drepana when he flouted the omen of the sacred 
chickens refusing to eat by throwing them overboard and suggesting they might like to 
drink. He was subsequently prosecuted for perduellio, but the trial was abandoned due to 
a portent and further perduellio charges were vetoed. Instead it is reported that he was 
fined in the comitia tributa98, the term maiestas, however, is not mentioned. Bauman 
seeks to prove that the charge was maiestas by referring to Claudius' sister, who is 
reported by Suetonius to have been charged with maiestas apud popidum when, after 
being held up in the street by a crowd she had remarked that she wished her brother was 
around to lose another fleet in order to thin out the crowd. 99 Bauman discounts the idea 
that Suetonius' use of maiestas is anachronistic by the fact that her prosecution, like her 
brothers, was apud populwn and resulted in a fine, "' thus fitting with his conception of 
pre 103 BC maiestas. Also Gellius, although not defining the charge, quotes a reliable 
jurist. Bauman also misconstrues Suetonius' Latin to suggest that the maiestas charge 
was a recent innovation thereby giving more credence to the idea of Suetonius had the 
specific charge of maiestas in mind. Contrary to this Suetonius is actually remarking on 
the novelty of a woman being charged as such. 101 Bauman also makes an attempt to 
"Bauman, 1967, p. 37. 
97Bauman., 1967, pp. 20-27. 
"Bauman., 1967, p. 27; Schol. Bob., 27; Cie., De Nat. Deor., 2.3.7. 
99Suet., Tib., 2. 
'°°Gell., Noct. Att., 10.6. 
'. 'Bauman, 1967, p. 28; The Latin in question reads, `et quae novo more iudicium 
maiestatis aped populum mulier subüt' (Suet., Tib., 2). Bauman would have the novo 
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suggest that a charge of maiestas was fitting given the serious military situation Rome 
was facing at the time. 
A far more reasonable suggestion based on this evidence is that Suetonius was in 
fact using the term anachronistically. None of Bauman's arguments can justify his 
position, whereas a harsh fine for a flippant remark was likely have been closer to 
Suetonius' own perception of maiestas, given that he is likely to have witnessed or at 
least certainly been aware of imperial abuse of the charge, "' than to the conception of 
minuta maiestas suggested above. Without good evidence for Claudia being tried for 
maiestas, there is no need to project the existence of maiestas as far back as 249 or 246 
BC. 103 
Bauman's two other examples of early maiestas charges are also problematic. The 
first comes from Cicero from whom anachronism ought to be least expected given his 
chronological proximity to Saturninus. However, he mentions a maiestas hearing after 
the father of tribune C. Flaminius forcibly removed him from the senate in 232 BC. 104 
This instance offers Bauman's best evidence, yet in view of the chronological distance 
involved Bauman's thesis can be supported by this instance alone. Ferrary goes further in 
this, doubting the historicity of the episode. 'os 
Bauman's last example of a named maiestas trial before Saturninus comes from 
Seneca, who describes how in 193 BC a L. Quinctius Flamininus beheaded a Celtic 
prisoner in order to entertain his mistress, and was duly charged with maiestas. 106 The 
more refer to the iudicium maiestatis, however, the unnecessary presence of mulier serves 
emphasise the fact that the subject of the clause is a woman and thus the novo more fits 
more intelligibly with quae mulier. 
"'See for instance Suetonius' catalogue of maiestas abuses at Tib. 58. 
103For further objections to Bauman's reading of this episode, see also Ferrary, 1983, p. 
557. 
"Tic., De Inv., 2.17.52. 
'°5Ferrary, 1983, p. 557. 
"'Bauman, 1967, p. 31; Senec., Controv., 9.25. 
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danger of anachronism is once again present, with maiestas being applied to a situation 
which would not be surprising to an Imperial author. Also a variant tradition is preserved 
in Valerius Maximus who states that Flamininus was expelled from the Senate by Cato 
the Censor apparently without any judicial proceedings107. Ferrary demonstrates the 
unhistorical nature of this episode, suggesting that it must stem from a declamatory 
exercise. "' 
Although it is impossible to argue any point conclusively about these occurences 
of maiestas, it is clear that it would be equally impossible to argue for a systematised and 
frequent use of the charge of niaiestas prior to Saturninus. The examples which Bauman 
takes as ex nomine maiestas trials, however, are useful. "' Although they do not decisively 
represent maiestas trials, they demonstrate the growing concern for accountability, the 
Rechenschaftprozess, in the period prior to Saturninus. That the issue was still gathering 
importance immediately before Saturninus is shown by the flurry of activity against 
Caepio, and prior to that, the Mamillian and Memmian inquiries concerning the 
Jugurthine War. "' Bauman's interpretation of the predecessors to Saturninus' maiestas 
law can be revaluated to say Rechenschaft or accountability was. a growing concern 
before Saturninus, and that the term maiestas may have appeared in this process, but it is 
certainly not possible to argue that it was used in a regular and structured way if at all. 
Ferrary's suggestion that the phrase ininuta maiestas might have been used in arguments, 
but that it was Saturninus who made it a crime in its own right, takes far fewer liberties 
with the limited source material. "' 
"'Val. Max., 2.9.3. 
108Ferrary, 1983, pp. 557; On Bauman's attempt to demonstrate prior maiestas trials see 
also the objections of Sherwin-White, 1969, p. 289. 
109Bauman, 1967, pp. 22-3. 
11°Sallust, Bell. Iug., 28-25; 40. 
11'Ferrary, 1983, p. 558; The prior existence of the term with a similar meaning to that 
proposed in the morphology section of this chapter can be seen more usefully in a 
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Thus, if Saturninus' maiestas law is taken to be the first statutary usage of the 
term, it seems odd, despite Bauman's arguments, that subsequent maiestas laws would be 
significantly different in their jurisdiction. A simple proposition, in sympathy with 
Saturninus' other political actions as well as the evidence of the usage of the trial, can 
solve this problem. Instead of suggesting that Saturninus' law was concerned with either 
internal or external accountability, it seems to accord with the evidence to suggest that his 
maiestas law, as a general defence of the maiestas populi Romani, covered both threats to 
the will of populus in the form of vote obstruction, physical reductions of maiestas 
through the loss of citizen soldiers and disregard of the wishes of the populus in the form 
of unauthorized, or rash actions in the realms of foreign policy. This idea of a broad 
coverage, a general defence of maiestas, rather than a specific focus, accords with the 
general morphology suggested above; it fits with the use of the law against Servilius 
Caepio the younger (for the obstruction of the vote on Saturninus' frumentary law); it fits 
with Antonius' comment that Caepio (the elder) had reduced the maiestas populi Romani 
by losing an army to the enemy; it fits with both Saturninus' interest in the matters of 
military incompetence and the circumstances of the law's passage after the younger 
Caepio's actions. 
fragment of Accius, than the problematic later uses on which Bauman rests his argument. 
For instance, Accius' writing in the 130's uses the term as follows: Ace. Plays. 643-4 
(Warmington) = Non. 258.38, "'Contendere"significat comparere: "Video to nnilier, 
more multarum utier ut vim contendas team ad maiestatem viri"' ("'Contendere" means to 
compare: "I perceive that you practice, woman, the ways of many wives in that you strain 
your might against your husband's maiestas"'). The sense of maiestas being the 
descriptive of the authority of the traditionally and physically dominant partner in a 
relationship is clearly of the same order as Saturninus' use of maiestas. The existence of 
the term to describe the superior power of a divinity can be seen in the third century BC 
in a fragment of Livius Andronicus, Liv. And. Trag. 12-13 (Warmington) = Non. 23.20. 
Some indication of the infrequency of the term, however, can be seen in the fact that the 
word maiestas does not occur in the entire corpus of Plautus, nor that of Terence, or the 
surviving works and fragments of Cato the Elder. 
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What appears not to fit into this scheme are the prosecutions of Norbanus, Sextus 
Titius and Appuleius Decianus, apparently charged with maiestas for seditious behaviour. 
A solution to this too can be proposed in relation to what has been established of the 
law's context. Once again, Ferrary offers the solution to this problem in his observation 
that Saturninus did not have time to put his stamp on the law with a few exemplary 
cases. 12 The summary of the charges for and against Norbanus in Cicero's De Partitiones 
Oratoria holds the key to this. The argument in favour of Norbanus' prosecution seems 
somewhat at odds to the what has been proposed above, and presumably in its attack on 
sedition, must be similar to the arguments posed at the trials of Sextus Titius and 
Appuleius Decianus, `Maiestas est in imperii atque in nominis populi Romani dignitate, 
quam minuit is qui per vim multitudinis rem adseditionem vocavit'. 13 It seems likely that 
this difference in interpretation as to what diminished maiestas, represents the process by 
which criminal statute law would evolve through its successful application in the courts. 
Given that jurists were not consulted on matters of criminal statute law, the ultimate 
meaning of the law could only be established by the use advocates made of it in court. 
Ferrary sees in this difference, a competing understanding of maiestas populi Romani, 
introduced by political opponents of Saturninus, where populus Romanus was taken to 
refer to the state as a whole rather than referring literally to the citizens themselves. This 
particular interpretation has already been challenged above on the basis that conceptions 
of the state seem to be indistinguishable from those of the citizen body. 14 However, 
Ferrary's reasoning is sound. Rather than suggesting that an opposed view of maiestas of 
the state appeared, it is still worthwhile to postulate that opponents to the politics of 
"ZFerrary, 1983, p. 567. 
13Cic. Part. Orat. 105, ('Maiestas is in the fitness of the power and title of the Roman 
People; he lessens that maiestas who by mob-violence has called the res publica in the 
direction of mutiny'). 
14See above, p. 183. 
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Saturninus, especially in view of the law's lack of use by Saturninus, attempted to 
appropriate his law for their own purposes. Hence, the attempts to justify it as a valid 
prosecution for general sedition, which do not entirely match the spirit of maiestas that 
has been outlined so far. This too can be seen as a contributing factor to the enduring idea 
that Saturninus' law was ill-defined. More interesting, though, is that the process of 
competition to appropriate a term to different political ideologies mirrors that noted for 
the term bonus in chapter 4. Such attempts to control useful political concepts appears to 
have been a feature of Roman politics which was to continue into the Ciceronian era. 
Thus, from a consideration of the political and chronological context of the law, 
the following additions can be made to the understanding of maiestas based on 
morphology and the evidence furnished by the fragments of the speeches in Norbanus' 
trial for maiestas. Firstly it appears likely that the law encompassed both internal and 
external threats to maiestas. As the property of the poptdus which encapsulated their 
superiority and authority over their elected magistrates, it could be equally diminished by 
magisterial attempts to impede or countermand the popular will as by, in a more direct 
and physical way, magisterial action which resulted in the loss of citizen soldiers. 
Secondly it has been seen that violence in itself was not the intended target of the 
maiestas law. Violence alone was not a threat to the maiestas of the populus, only 
violence which sought to limit their authority. The trend of prosecutions for tribunician 
violence in the known prosecutions, instead represents a similar process of attempted 
appropriation of the term by politicians, whose interpretation of the relationship of the 
senate to the people differed from that of Saturninus, as has already been seen in the term 
bonus. 
CONCLUSION 
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The aim of this chapter was to corroborate some of the conclusions of the 
previous two chapters through the examination of the challenging evidence for 
Saturninus' maiestas law, and to examine what was a concept of great importance for the 
conduct of popular politics. Through a combination of morphology, source criticism and 
the study of the chronological and political context of the law, it has been possible to 
establish a good deal of information about the concept of maiestas. As its morphological 
root demonstrates, the term was descriptive of an authority in the relationship between 
two parties, based originally on physical size and strength. Thus it is not surprising to 
find the term used in descriptions of a paterfamilias' authority over his wife, or that of a 
god over a worshipper in Accius and Livius Andronicüs respectively. This familiar and 
logical basis for a power relationship applies easily to that between the numerically 
superior populus and their elected magistrates. Evidence from the trial of the tribune 
Gaius Norbanus for maiestas further enriches this picture by demonstrating that the 
authority of the populus, their maiestas, could be diminished by those magistrates who, in 
their actions, opposed the obvious will of the populus. This clearly includes the 
prevention of the populus from voting on laws, as Caepio the younger did; and military 
incompetence and the loss of citizen soldiers, which could be seen as a direct and 
physical reduction of maiestas, as. Caepio the elder did. It is also clear from this trial that 
violence and supression of tribunes on behalf of the populus, in defence of its maiestas, 
could not constitute a diminution of its raiestas. Thus was Antonius able to confront the 
maiestas charge brought against Norbanus for his violence and attacks on tribunes at the 
trial of the elder Caepio, and argue for the justice of violence in the creation of popular 
maiestas during the struggle of the orders. Evidence of the context of the law allowed 
more refinement of the picture, demonstrating that the law was intended as a general 
defence of maiestas, not limited to domestic actions, as all our known prosecutions under 
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the law are. Study of the context of the law also demonstrated that the crimen maiestatis 
was a new charge, though it was proceding in a similar vein to previous tribunician 
policy. 
The understanding of the concept and usage of maiestas is significant to this 
thesis in a number of ways. First it exemplifies a specially Roman conception of popular 
sovereignty. Not only was maiestas a familiar concept in Roman family life and religion, 
it also mirrors much of what we know of the theoretical role of the populus in the Roman 
constitution from-Cicero and Polybius. The fact that magistrates seem to be able to hold 
an inferior form of maiestas is strongly reminiscent of Cicero's descriptions (in the De Re 
Publica analysed in chapter 3) of the populus' ability of entrusting their res to selected 
individuals, while the justification of violence to protect popular maiestas and the 
punishment of those who diminish it, is much akin to Cicero's descriptions of a popidus 
using violence to regain their res. Moreover the whole idea of popular maiestas seems to 
be predicated on same basis as the popular rhetorical model proposed in chapter 3, that 
the magistrates ought to obey the populus on the grounds that they were entrusted, 
through election with, the res populi by the popzilus. In many ways, Saturninus, by his 
legislation sought to enforce this popular rhetorical standpoint by law. Even the rhetoric 
of Antonius seems to be pulled towards this rhetorical model, 'si magistratus in populi 
Romani potentate esse debent... '. 15 Armed with such a theoretical concept, popular 
politics could be a part of Roman political discourse without having to construct itself as 
and justify itself on grounds foreign to Roman political culture. 
Secondly, the prosecutions which seem to go against the spirit of niaiestas, those 
of Norbanus, Sextus Titius and Appuleius Decianus illustrate another important process. 
"SCic. De Orat. 11.167, ('If the magistrates ought to be in the power of the populus 
Romanus... '). 
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Rather than suggesting that the charge of minuta maiestas was a portmanteau charge 
which could be successfully applied to anything, or was imprecise in its definition of the 
charge, appreciation of the fact that Saturninus had no time to establish his new court 
allows for the fact that maiestas as a concept was in the unique position of being able to 
evolve through its usage in the courts more freely than most. In this case it seems that the 
prosecutions under maiestas for tribunician violence might represent the attempts of 
politicians of opposing political viewpoint to appropriate the term for their own purposes. 
The attempts to connect maiestas to dignitas seem to be representative of this. This 
process is very reminiscent of the competition to appropriate the term bonus outlined in 
chapter 4. 
Finally the non-radical nature of the concept of maiestas helps to re-establish 
Saturninus in the model of politics established in chapters 3 and 4. Rather than 
Saturninus the radical, or Saturninus the puppet of Marius, knowledge of the context of 
his law includes him in a political process along with several figures of whom posterity 
has a much higher opinion. These include P. Mucius Scaevola, later consul and pontifex 
maximus, who brought about the prosecution of Hostilius Tibullus in 141 BC for 
accepting bribes as a judge; C. Coelius Caldus, consul in 94 BC who prosecuted C. 
Popillius in 107 BC for surrendering to the Tigurni; and Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, 
consul in 96 BC, who prosecuted M. lunius Silanus in 104 BC for illegally starting the 
war with the Cimbri. This picture of Saturninus' non-radical political behaviour will be 
seen further in the next chapter. 
Overall the concept of maiestas is an eloquent demonstration of the capacity of 
Roman political discourse to include concepts such as popular sovereignty without the 
necessity of appeal to foreign example and practice. It makes clear the ability of Roman 
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politicians of this time to engage with popular politics without placing themselves outside 
political norms. 
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Chapter 6: The Lex Agraria of Saturninus and the Oath Clause in Epigraphic Texts 
INTRODUCTION 
One interpretation of the events surrounding the introduction of Satuminus' Lex 
agraria in 100 BC is that in its use of an oath clause to ensure the obedience of the 
senate, Saturninus created a new legal precedent. ' This suggestion stems from the fact 
that Saturninus' law is the first reliable literary attestation of an oath clause2 and that in 
the descriptions of Appian and Plutarch, Marius' vacillation over the oath, presented as a 
plot to bring down Metellus Numidicus, appears to betray his surprise at the presence of 
the clause. ' The oath as Plutarch describes it is couched in popular terms, `... he added a 
clause providing that the senators should come forward and take an oath that they would 
abide by whatsoever the people might vote and make no opposition to it'. 4 Given 
Saturninus' involvement in the institution of the democratically significant quaestio de 
maiestate, it is naturally important to try to evaluate the veracity of his role in another 
innovation aimed at safeguarding popular sovereignty. by law. Unfortunately this neat 
literary thesis lies rather uncomfortably next to the existence of epigraphic examples of 
oath clauses in the Lex Latina Tabulae Bantinae, the Tarentum Fragment and the Lex de 
provinciis praetoriis; all of arguably similar date. ' Only with reference to these other 
instances of oath clauses can Saturninus' actions be fully understood. 
' Yarnold (1957, p. 166) holds this opinion and uses it as a basis for his attack on 
Stuart-Jones' identification of the Lex Latina Tabulae Bantinae with the lex de maiestate 
of Saturninus (Stuart-Jones, 1926, pp. 170-3), which was probably passed in 103 BC. 
2 Appian (BC, 1.8) refers to an oath being sworn on the Lex Licinia of 367 BC, but it is 
likely that this is a Gracchan invented precedent (see below). 
3 App., BC, I. 28-31; Plut., Mar., 28-9. Other authors such as Brunt (1988, pp. 139-43) 
have seen the importance of the exile of Metellus as the reason for the promulgation of 
the tale. Cicero certainly added to the circulation of the tale by his fondness of it as a 
parallel to his own exile (Cic., de dom., 82; pro Sest., 37; 101). 
Plut., Mar., 29.1. 
5 RS, 7,8 and 12 respectively. 
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This chapter will take advantage of the incomparable value of this epigraphic 
evidence. The surviving oath clauses can be used to attack claims of Saturninus' 
innovation, but far more importantly, they offer a direct route into the political discourse 
of the period. Without being beset by the same caveats which must always be borne in 
mind when considering terminology preserved in fragments, these inscriptions can offer 
reliable corroboration of many of the theories advanced in this thesis, while the 
traditional face of popular rhetoric, uncovered in chapters 3 and 4 can equally offer new 
avenues of interpretation for this evidence. 
This chapter will present an alternative view of Saturninus' use of the oath clause, 
playing down its unprecedented nature in reference to the uncertain dating of the Lex 
Latina. The nature of the oath clause itself will also be examined in order to evaluate its 
role in popular tribunician politics, whilst the similar logical underpinnings of the oath 
clause and claims to uphold popular maiestas will also be considered. It will be seen that 
the non-radical nature of the oath clause, offers more firm evidence for the theory, 
advanced in chapters 3 and 4, that popular politicians sought to identify themselves 
within the traditional norms of Roman politics. At the same time it will be seen that many 
of the assumptions underlying the legislation match those underlying the concept of 
maiestas considered in chapter 5. Before this can be done, a further question must be 
addressed. As will be seen, the oath clause formed part of the closing section of a law 
called the sanctio. Concerning the effectiveness of the sanctio as a method of protecting a 
law, there seems to be little agreement amongst scholars, who have generally 
concentrated on its form and the legal mechanics surrounding it. ' Following certain 
comments of Cicero, there is some doubt as to whether the sanctio was effective in this 
6 See Badian, 1988 (Concentrating on the EHLNR abbreviation. ); Moreau, 1989; 
Bispham, 1997. 
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role. ' Therefore we must give attention to the wider question of the nature and efficacy of 
the sanctio before the importance of the oath clause can be established. 
THE NATURE OF THE SANCTIO 
At a fundamental level the sanctio had a twofold function, each of which will be 
dealt with separately. Firstly, as Crawford notes, the sanctio orders the smooth running of 
the law by disallowing measures which could interfere with it and by imposing a penalty 
for disobedience'. This function is well attested in the epigraphic record and occurs in 
earlier laws than those of Saturninus. For example in the Lex repetundarum, under the 
rubric `Iudicium nei quis impediat. ', a series of possible measures for disrupting a 
repetundae trial, such as interfering with the jurors' ability to listen to evidence, are 
outlawed. ' The surviving fragments of the Lex Latina, which appear to mostly comprise 
the sanctio of the law, begins by imposing what may be some form of infamia and then 
continues with a fine for iudices or senators, who had disrupted the process of the law, of 
' Moreau seems somewhat undecided. First he suggests (1989, p. 165) that the value of 
sanctiones was controversial at Cicero's time, and then later (1989, p. 170) that the 
defensive proposal of the eight tribunes in 58 BC was prudent given that under the 
sanctio of Clodius' law even promulgation of a proposal constituted a crime. Bispham 
implies (1997, p. 139) that the usefulness of the sanctio was limited by accepting 
Cicero's testimony to the success of a caput tralaticium de impunitate intended to 
circumvent the protective measures in the sanctio (Cic., Ad Alt., 111.23.2, `Sed vides 
numquam esse observatas sanctioner earuni legum quae abrogarentur. '). Crawford (RS 
I, p. 22) also seems to accept Cicero's version of events along with Richardson (1998, p. 
54) who takes Cicero's example to show that `... such clauses could be circumvented with 
relative ease'. 
8 Crawford, RS I, p. 20; Mommsen, Staat. III, p. 360-3; Jolowicz, 1932, p. 85; Kübler, 
1920, s. v. sanctio, pp. 2245-6; Rotondi, 1962, pp. 151-2. For further bibliography of the 
basic treatments of the sanctio see Bispham, p. 128 n. 16. 
' RS, 1,11.69-72; this falls near the end of the law but clearly is not directly part of the 
sanctio, Lintott (1992, pp. 149-150) and Crawford (RS 1, commentary on 11.69-72) 
suggest that there would also have been a sanctio covering improper conduct of the law. 
The sanctio perhaps would have referred to the procedure outlined at this point. On the 
incomplete evidence for the placement of the sanctio within the law, see Bispham, 1997, 
p. 132; 136. 
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up to half their property. 10 Epigraphic evidence indicates that the oath clause (which will 
be discussed more closely later) also formed part of the sanctio. The Lex Latina Tabulae 
Bantinae includes instructions for an oath on very similar lines to the description of 
Saturninus' oath, clearly in the same section of the law as the penalties for 
disobedience. " The oath is clearly meant to reinforce these instructions. 
Festus, who writes, `Itaque in sanctions legion adscribitur, "Neve per saturain 
abrogato aut derogato... ", 12 seems to suggest a second preoccupation within this 
function of the sanctio: namely measures preventing the law's own repeal. " Such a 
provision, however, seems to be somewhat in conflict with the position of the populus as 
the source of law, creating the constitutional dilemma of whether the populus had the 
competence to reduce its own powers. i4 This dilemma could be avoided though. The 
provisions against repeal, as will be seen were aimed at the proposers of the measure 
abrogating (or derogating or obrogating) the existing law. In this way, a legislator, faced 
"RS, 7,11.1-13; the identity and purpose of the clause imposing infamia or similar 
penalties is uncertain. 
"RS, 7,11.14-27. 
12 Fest., 416L, `And so it is written in addition in the sanctio of laws, "And that one not 
abrogate or derogate by means of a lex satura... "'. Festus' use of the verb adscribo also 
points towards the sanctio falling at the end of a law, while his use of neve suggests that 
this is only part of a broader clause. Contra Crawford (1996, p. 22) who also mentions 
Festus in this context, but suggests the clause is not common. See Bispham (1997, p. 136 
n. 53) for criticism of Crawford's position on this. 
"On the specific meanings of the terms abrogare, derogare, obrogare, see 
Shckleton-Bailey, 1965, p. 160; Biscardi, 1971, pp. 456-460; Moreau, 1989, pp. 170-171; 
Crawford, RS I, pp. 12-13; Richardson, 1998, pp. 52-3. 
"On the position of the populus as the source of law, see Lintott, 1999b, p. 3; RS I, p. 15; 
the general formula of a prescript of Republican laws, which embodies this principle can 
be seen in the text of the Augustan lex Quinctia preserved in Front. De Aquis 129, RS 63, 
11.1-4, 'T. Quin<c>tius Crispinus consul populum lure rogavit popudusque hire scivit in 
foro pro rostris aedis Divi Iuli{i} p<r(idie)> <k(alendas)> Iulias, tribu<s> Sergia 
principium fuit, pro tribu{s} Sex. <---> L.. Virro <primus scivit>. ', ('T. Quinctius 
Crispinus as consul lawfully proposed to the populus and the populus lawfully resolved, 
in the forum before the rostra of the temple of the deified Julius on the day before the 
Kalends of July, the Sergia was the first to vote, for his tribe Sex. <---> L. F. Virro <voted 
first>. '). A fragment of this sort of prescript can be seen in the first line of the lex Agraria 
of the tabula Bembina, see Lintott, 1992, p. 176; p. 202; RS 2,1.1. 
. 
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with the accusation that his sanctio reduced the competence of the populus to make laws, 
could argue that his measures did not theoretically affect the populus; an abrogating 
measure could still be proposed, but the proposer would be liable to prosecution. 
Rather than being seen as a blanket ban on any abrogation in the future, this 
section of the sanctio should be seen as an extension of the short term measures designed 
to prevent immediate interference and obstruction in the running of the law by political 
enemies. " The context of Festus' statement makes this clearer by suggesting a method by 
which a political opponent could seek to obstruct the law of a rival. The context is his 
discussion of the word satura, which could be applied to a form of lex including a wide 
variety of disunified provisions. This betrays the potential tactic of opponents, seeking 
the disruption of a law, to pass another law, ostensibly about something unconnected, 
which included a provision abrogating the desired law. That leges saturae were 
recognized during our period is demonstrated by a fragment of a speech of T. Annius 
Luscus of 133 BC against Tiberius Gracchus, quoted by Festus immediately after. ` The 
exact formula quoted by Festus is unattested in any literary or epigraphic source, perhaps 
being a fairly specific reaction to the tactic referred to, or only part of a more wide 
ranging clause, but the heavily restored Todi fragment appears to preserve something 
similar. This fragment, forming the final clauses of the lex Valeria Aurelia from the early 
"Contra Crawford (1996, p. 22; p. 543) and Bispham (1997, p. 145 n. 93) who see this 
section of the sanctio as distinct from that trying to ensure obedience. 
'6Festus (416L) = ORF 17.5, `T. Annius Luscus in ea, [quam] quam dixit adversus Ti 
Gracchum: `Imperium quodplebes per saturam dederat, id abrogatum est. ". ' ('T. 
Annius Luscus in that [speech], which he delivered against Ti. Gracchus: `The imperiumi 
which the plebs had given by means of a lex satura had been abrogated. "'. In this case, 
the accusation of using a lex satura is an exaggeration aimed at presenting Tiberius' 
agrarian law as merely a means to grant extraordinary powers to the commissioners. 
However, the usage of the term demonstrates knowledge of such a legal ploy at this time. 
Note however Crawford's (RS I, p. 22 n. 62) criticism of Mommsen (Staat, III, p. 336, 
n. 5) who suggests that this fragment of a Gracchan speech can be used as positive 
evidence for the date of the formula prohibiting abrogation by lex satura quoted by Festus 
immediately before. 
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first century AD, includes the following line, shortly after a clause protecting the 
legislator from punishment for acts in this law contravened by earlier ones (on which see 
below), `[ne quis hanc rogationem abrogato neve huic rog]ationi obrogato neve de hac 
rogatione derogato, As will be seen shortly, the connection between the sanctio 
and protection from abrogation is mentioned by Cicero and would suggest that abrogation 
of a law by any means was a valid tactic available to those who wished to disrupt the 
process of another law's. The best evidence for protection against repeal in a sanctio is 
provided by Cicero in his description of the rogatio of the eight tribunes in 58 BC, which 
attempted to overturn Clodius' law on his exile19. Cicero states that Clodius added 
measures to his bill to protect it from attack, `Scis enim Clodium sanxisse ut vix aut 
"RS 37, Todi Fragment, 1.10, ('[... No-one is to abrogate this rogatio or] obrogate [against 
this] rogatio or derogate from this rogatio... '). Contra Lintott, 1992, pp. 243-244 and 
Crawford (RS I, p. 22; p. 543 (commentary on 11.10-11 Todi Fragment) who argues that 
this line forms part of the caput tralaticium de impunitate evidenced in 11.8-9. However 
his reconstruction is based largely on the text of the rogatio VIII tribunorwn, which 
includes abrogation, derogation, and obrogation within the likely actions of the law for 
which the legislators could be prosecuted. As will be seen, this piece of legislation was 
specially crafted to meet the complex circumstances of Cicero's recall, and most likely 
does not represent the general appearance of such protective clauses. Crawford's other 
examples of laws with a caput tralaticlum de impunitate (RS 17, commentary on 11.9-11; 
39), including the complete lex de imperio Vespasiani, do not mention abrogation, 
derogation or obrogation. Only the speculative reconstruction of the Todi fragment fits 
with Crawford's hypothesis. While the reconstruction is seductive, the grounds for 
accepting it are insufficiently firm, especially given Cicero's clear statement that Clodius'. 
law attempted to prevent its own repeal, and that such a tactic was common (Cic., Ad Alt., 
111.23). On this, see below n. 23. See also Bispham, 1997, p. 136 who similarly identifies 
the Todi fragment with a measure to prevent repeal, rather than part of a caput 
tralaticium de impunitate. 
"The absence of explicit clauses against abrogation in the laws examined in this chapter, 
may be explained by either the ample expanse of lost text of the Lex Latina (see RS II, 
fig. VII for the small amount of the sanctio surviving and the ample space for an 
abrogation clause) or that an attempted abrogation would fall under the more general 
strictures against acting in a way as to obstruct the passage of the law. See for example 
the non-specific description of acts which would earn a fine in the Lex Latina (RS, 7,11. 
7-13. ), in comparison with carefully defined acts in the Lex Repetundarum (RS, 2,11. 
69-72). For the Tarentum Fragment, and other laws lacking an abrogation clause, it is 
possible that, the necessity for such a thing was not anticipated and therefore not 
included. 
19Cic., AdAtt., II1.23. 
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omnino non posset nec per senatum nec per populum infnrmari sua lex', 20 and 
subsequently suggests that all laws had such measures attached, `... neque enim ulla est 
quae non ipsa se saepiat difficultate abrogationis'. 2` 
The second function associated with the sanctio is concerned with protection of 
the proposers. These protective measures could include clauses designed to defend the 
proposer of the law both before and after the rogatio became law. Once more Cicero 
proves to be a crucial source. The following clause is mentioned by Cicero as a part of 
the rogatio of the eight tribunes, `Alterum caput est tralaticium, de impunitate: "si quid 
contra alias leges eius legis ergo factuzn sit"'. " Moreau equates this clause with a similar 
one in the Lex de imperio Vespasiani in order to reconstruct the likely formation of tenses 
in the clause: 'Si quis huiusce legis ergo adversus leges rogationes plebisve scita senatus 
consulta fecit fecerit, sive quod eum ex lege rogatione plebisve scito s(enatus)ve 
c(onsulto) facere oportebit non fecerit huius legis ergo, id ei nefraudi esto, neve quit ob 
earn rem populo dare debeto, neve cui de ea re actio neve iudicatio esto, neve quis de ea 
re apud [s]e agi sinito'. 23 He concludes that the clause looked towards protecting the 
201bid, AdAtt. 111.23.2, `For you know that Clodius sanxisse (Shackleton Bailey, 1965, p. 
51 renders this as 'attached sanctions to his bill'), so that it would be difficult or 
completely impossible for his lex to be weakened by means of either the senate or the 
people'. It is perhaps significant that Cicero chooses to use the non-technical word 
infirnrari instead of abrogare. maybe referring to a variety of tactics which could be used 
to undermine Clodius' bill. 
21Ibid., AdAtt., 111.23.2, `... for there is no [law] at all, that does not fence itself in with 
obstacles to abrogation'. 
22Ibid., AdAtt., 111.23.2, `The other clause, on freedom from punishment, is customary: 
"Should there be anything done against other laws for the sake of this law". ' See Moreau 
(1989, p. 158) and Crawford (RS I, p. 22) for the notes on the translation of eius legis 
ergo. Moreau (RS 57, p. 776; 1989, p. 163) also notes that Cicero's use of contra in place 
of the expected adversus demonstrates that this is a paraphrase, rather than a verbatim 
quotation. 
23Moreau, 1989, pp. 156-7; RS, 39,11.34-39. See also Crawford (RS, p. 22) for further 
epigraphic examples of this clause, though with the caveats mentioned at n. 17 above. ('If 
anyone in implementation of this statute has acted or shall have acted contrary to statutes, 
rogationes, or plebiscites, or decrees of the senate, or if in implementation of this statute 
he shall not have done what it shall be appropriate for him to do according to a statute, 
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proposer, once the rogatio became a lex, from any prosecution levelled at him for 
transgressing the principles in any earlier law. " This successfully challenges the 
Mommsenian orthodoxy that the caput tralaticium de impunitate was concerned with the 
protection of any member of the populus who might fall foul of other laws, through 
obeying the new. 25 
Cicero also mentions a third caput in the rogatio of the eight tribunes, but before 
mentioning this it is helpful to consider the better attested closing formula 
SQSSEQNISREHLNR. This formula occurs in several epigraphic texts, including the 
Lex Latina Tabulae Bantinae and the Tarentum Fragment, indirectly in Cicero, and is 
resolved by Probus as si quid sacri sancti est, quod non lure sit rogatum, eius hac lege 
nihil rogatur. 26 Wary of this, Badian points out the likelihood of errors in Probus' 
expansion of the clause. " Moreau, Crawford and Badian argue for a different expansion 
than Probus', altering his rogatum, on the basis of an expanded instance of the formula in 
rogatio, or plebiscite or decree of the senate, that is not to be a matter of liability for him, 
nor is he to be obliged to give anything to the people on account of that matter, nor is 
anyone to have action or right ofjudication concerning that matter, nor is anyone to allow 
there to be action before him concerning that matter'). 
"Moreau (1998, pp. 160-2) argues that Cicero's quotation of the clause is inexact and 
reconstructs the tense of the clause to show that it would only come into effect once the 
rogatio had become a law. He suggests that the clause did not deny that any transgression 
of an earlier law had taken place, but forbade any potential plaintiff from taking 
advantage of any procedure which could punish the rogator. See also Bispham, 1997, pp. 
137-8. This may suggest that the rogatio was not attempting to repeal Clodius' law but 
was merely attempting to recall Cicero despite it. This could give another reason for 
Cicero's annoyance as the tribunes did not attempt a full abrogation as he had suggested 
in an earlier letter. See below n. 36. 
25Mommsen, Straf. p. 882. 
26Probus, 3.14 (in Keil, 1864, IV); RS I, p. 23. Crawford also lists other epigraphic 
occurrences of this formula. ('If there is anything sacrosanct, which it should have been 
not ins to have proposed, then nothing of this is proposed by this law'). 
27Badian (1988, pp. 203-4) points out an episode where Cicero aided Pompey, who was 
struggling to work out the correct form COS. TERTIUM for an inscription (Gellius 
(X. 1.6) states that doctissimi viri had argued over whether the numeral should be 
rendered tertium or tertio. ), and the common error expanding the E in EHLNR as ex 
instead of eins as can be seen in the closing formula of the Lex Latina. 
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the lex Latina tabzdae Bantinae, 28 to read rogare (rogari in Badian's case) and leaving 
the final R as rogatur (Badian argues for the use of rogatur when the clause appears in 
the middle of a law, so that whatever follows is still included, and rogatum when the 
clause comes at the end of a law). 29 With the present infinitive for the first `R' and the 
final verb in the indicative, the tense of the closing statement is changed so that it is 
directed at measures proposed but not yet passed. Therefore it is argued that the clause 
represents a statement by the rogator which would protect him, in the event his bill was 
not passed, from charges of having infringed a body of sacrosanct rules and provisions. 30 
Also, Probus' difficult 'sacri sancti' can be more likely reconstructed as'sacro sanctum' 
on the basis of a reference to the clause in Cicero. " Bispham also suggests that this more 
traditional sounding clause may have been the first part of the sanctio to develop. 32 
The third caput mentioned by Cicero, is examined in great depth by Moreau, who 
sees it as an expanded version of SQSSEQNISREHLNR reflecting its clausal structure. 
Cicero recounts the clause as follows, "'Si quid in hac rogatione scriptum est quod per 
leges plebisve scita" (hoc est, quod per legem Clodiam) "promulgare, abrogare, 
derogare, obrogare sine fraude sua non liceat, non licuerit, quodve ei qui promulgavit, 
<abrogavit>, derogavit, <obrogavit> ob eam rem poenae multaeve sit, E. H. L. N. 
28RS 7,1.4 Adamesteanu fragment. 
"Moreau, 1989, pp. 166-7; Crawford, 1996, p. 22; Badian, 1988, p. 206; 211-2. For 
considerations of the alternative expansions see Moreau. 
"See Moreau, 1989, p. 176; Bispham, 1997, pp. 141-4. Badian (1988, pp. 211-2) on the 
other hand, attaches more significance to the sacra sanctum element of the clause and 
argues that this clause referred exclusively to matters on which religio prevented the 
introduction of legislation. He suggests that the legislation of Tiberius Gracchus to 
depose Octavius may have prompted the introduction of such a clause in subsequent 
laws. 
31Cic. Balb. 32-33; See RS I, p. 23. The corrected resolution of the abbreviation is 
translated at RS I, p. 212 as, 'If there is something prescribed by what is sacred such that it 
be not right to propose, nothing of that is proposed by this statute'. 
32Bispham, 1997, p. 147. 
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R. "'. 33 The similarities with the `SQSS... ' closing formula are apparent in the following 
ways. Firstly, the opening proviso governed by a subjunctive in both cases (sit and liceat) 
implies a hypothetical statement, `Should there be anything illegal... '. Both then use the 
infinitive within a relative clause to describe the hypothetical action (rogare and 
promulgare, abogare... ) it would be illegal to carry out, indicating in both cases that the 
action has not yet been carried out. Finally both end with the identical closing formula 
EHLNR. Moreau sees the clause in Cicero as an unusual one as its provisions effectively 
annulled the rogatio, which plainly broke several of the sanctions in Clodius' law. " 
Cicero too, implies that the clause was damaging to the attempt to secure his recall, `Quo 
maior est suspicio malitiae alicuius... '. 35 Working from Cicero's surprise at the inclusion 
of this clause and its grammatical similarity to the SQSSE... clause, Moreau reasons that 
Cicero has cited the clause accurately36. Moreau argues that the clause is a response to the 
unusual circumstances the rogatores found themselves in. The rogatio was doomed to 
failure as Clodius was still in a position to veto the proceedings and thus the rogatores 
adapted the usual SQSSE... clause, contradicting the contents of their rogatio, in order to 
protect themselves from prosecution based on Clodius' own sanctio. Moreau sees in the 
33Cic., AdAtt., 111.23.3, `Should there be anything that has been written in this rogatio, 
which under laws or plebiscites (that is, under the Lex Clodia) is or was illegal to 
promulgate, abrogate, derogate, or obrogate without deception, or which to him who has 
promulgated, abrogated, derogated, or obrogated there should be punishments and fines 
on account of these matters, then nothing of this is proposed by this lex. '. 
"Moreau, 1989, pp. 164-5. 
35Cic., Ad Att., 111.23.4, `For which reason [the inclusion of the third caput] there is 
greater suspicion of some evil intent. '. Cicero's worry is that the current tribunes did not 
need to include such a clause as they were not bound by Clodius' legislation (he states 
that tribunes were not affected by the legislation of members of their own collegium); but 
as a result of their actions the next tribunes, who would be bound by the Clodius' 
legislation, would be shackled by the same clause. 
"Moreau, 1989, pp. 169-70. The clause, as Cicero cites it, retains the correct verbal 
tenses for a measure in a rogatio, although the final abbreviation ought to read 
E. H. R. N. R.. Moreau (1989, pp. 172-3) accounts for the error by imagining the word lex to 
be used in an anticipatory fashion. 
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sequence of verbs in the clause, a point by point denial of all the things forbidden in 
Clodius' sanctio, promulgation of any law recalling Cicero and abrogation, derogation or 
obrogation against his own law. 37 
Moreau's understanding of the sanctio sees leges rogatae as a part of the world of 
political combat and the sanctio as the offensive and defensive weaponry embedded in 
these, trying, at the same time, to counteract the sanctiones of earlier laws as well as 
protect themselves from hostile attempts to disrupt them in the future. 38 Bispham sums up 
Moreau's position as defining the relationship between the rogator and existing 
legislation so as to protect him, and between himself and future legislation, so as to 
protect his law. While admitting the persuasive nature of Moreau's thesis Bispham goes 
on to make some important qualifications. He argues for a more flexible conception of 
the sanctio raising the point that despite Cicero's comments, not all aspects of the sanctio 
would apply to all laws. As examples he suggests apolitical laws which would survive 
according to their utility and would not need any protection, or laws breaking new ground 
which would not need retrospective clauses as they would not seek to abrogate any earlier 
laws. 39 Bispham's conception of the more flexible sanctio reacting to the circumstances 
facing each law is made all the more convincing by Moreau's analysis of the eight 
tribunes' third caput as a specially tailored solution to Clodius sanctio. This conception 
of the sanctio also makes a lot of sense when we examine the problem of how successful 
its provisions were. Also, flexible sanctiones would help to explain the rather varied 
examples of sanctiones surviving in the epigraphic record. 
371bid., 1989, p. 170. 
381bid., 1989, p. 161; 
39Bispham, 1997, pp. 145-7; Bispham also points to the lack of epigraphic evidence for 
sanctioner having a set formula and notes the significance of Richardson's (1998, pp. 
51-60) theory on the replacement of statutes for this. 
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THE SUCCESS OF THE SANCTIO 
Any attempt to consider the success of the sanctio is somewhat paradoxical as the 
two broad functions it had were diametrically opposed to one another. On the one hand 
the sanctio included provisions which sought to protect its own law from interference; on 
the other, through the caput tralaticium de impunitate, it attempted to cancel exactly that 
sort of measure in any law it was opposed to. In order to attempt a re-evaluation of the 
success of the sanctio it is necessary to look again at the only literary examples we have 
of it in action. This ultimately leads to the descriptions of the events surrounding 
Saturninus' Lex agraria and the attendant exile of Metellus Numidicus and Cicero's 
description of the rogatio of the eight tribunes. The first striking fact from these two 
episodes is their chronological separation of almost forty-three years. This alone would 
suggest that the sanctio was not completely redundant otherwise, over a period of nearly 
half a century, even if it had remained present in laws as a traditional ending to a law, it 
would not be the focus of a dispute. 
The description of events surrounding Saturninus' lex agraria clearly 
demonstrates that at this point the oath clause in the sanctio could not be ignored and that 
even a powerful figure like Metellus Numidicus could not get away with failure to 
comply. 4° As Saturninus died before his bill was repealed, nothing can be said from this 
episode about the success of any measures against repeal which may have been present. 
Cicero's description, on the other hand, offers much more material, demonstrating the 
"App., BC, I. 28-31; Plut., Mar., 28-9; Liv. Per. 69 It is interesting to note that 
Numidicus was not prosecuted under terms of the sanctio which specified a fine of 20 
talents, but was exiled, most likely voluntarily, and interdicted from fire and water 
probably by means of a separate bill. On this interpretation of events see TLRR 77 n. 1. 
That Metellus did not face the penalty prescribed in the sanctio, undermines the theories 
that he faced some sort of prosecution. For the theories that Metellus' exile was the 
outcome of an attempted prosecution under Satuminus' lex de maiestate see Gruen, 1951, 
pp. 21-23; on the suggestion that it was a perdirellio trial see Brecht (1938, p. 279-301) 
and Gruen (1965). 
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workings of both opposed parts of the sanctio. The main challenge that Cicero's letter 
throws up are his comments about the repeal of laws. During his complaints to Atticus 
about the presence of the third caput in the failed rogatio of the eight tribunes, he refers 
to the sanctio of Clodius' bill which made it, `... art vix aut omnino non posses nec per 
senatamz nec per populum it jIrmari sua lex' and then states, `sed vides nuniquana esse 
observatas sanctiones earum legum quae abrogarentur. Nam si id esset, nullafere 
abrogari posset; neque enim ulla est quae non ipsa se saepiat difficultate 
abrogationis. ' 41 That Cicero is exaggerating in order to lay emphasis on his annoyance at 
the actions of the tribunes here is clear. Firstly his point that the sanctiones of laws to be 
abrogated were never observed is shown to be patently false by the very actions he was 
castigating, 42 and secondly the actions of the tribunes themselves would indicate that the 
provisions of Clodius' sanctio, given that their rogatio was likely to fail, was seen as 
offering some measure of threat. It seems unlikely that the tribunes would undermine 
their own rogatio and maybe that of their successors without reason. 
Cicero's subsequent arguments to underline his point are also unsatisfactory and 
in no way suggest that the protective measures of the sanctio were ineffective. He states, 
`Sed cum lex abrogatur, illud ipsuni abrogatur quo non eani abrogari opportet. ', 43 and 
then goes on to say that despite this fact the tribunes had included the third caput. 
41Cic., AdAtt., 111.23.2, ('... so that it would be difficult or completely impossible for his 
lex to be weakened by means of either the senate or the people. But you see that the 
sanctiones of those laws which were to be abrogated have never been observed. For if the 
alternative were the case, it would be possible to abrogate almost no laws at all; for there 
is no [law] at all that does not fence itself in with obstacles to abrogation'). 
42Cicero's main annoyance stems from the fact that, in his opinion, the tribunes were not 
bound by the laws of another member of their college and therefore also not bound by the 
provisions in the sanctio of Clodius, `Lege enim collegi stri non tenebantur. '. Therefore 
Cicero's insistence that nobody at all, including non-tribunes, observed sanctiones further 
underlines his disgust at the situation. 
43Cic., MAIL, 111.23.2, ('But when a law is abrogated, that very thing is abrogated by 
which a duty is imposed not to abrogate it [the law]'). 
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Cicero's logic, in respect of the abrogation of the sanctio along with the law, is flawless 
here but he is being a little unfair to the tribunes as he makes no allowance for the rogatio 
to fail. Surely the point of Clodius' sanctio, as we can see from Moreau's reconstruction, 
is that it strives to stop the rogatio from becoming a lex by presenting legal barriers as far 
as to make even promulgation of a recalling rogatio illegal. " Complaints about the eight 
tribunes' disregard of Clodius' law would give exactly the justification that would make a 
tribunician veto seem reasonable. It is not possible to suggest whether the rogatio would 
have been overturned through the measures of the sanctio alone, due to Clodius' use of 
the tribunician veto. However these measures would have contributed to the legitimacy of 
the case of the vetoing tribune. Cicero's comment, therefore, is not incompatible with the 
idea that sanctiones could be effective as protective measures for laws. 
The wider context of Cicero's recall also hints at the effectiveness of the 
defensive measures in Clodius' sanctio. 45 Once recalled, Cicero recounts some of the 
details of its process in his speech to the senate. It is revealed that in order finally to 
defeat the law of Clodius, which would have to be abrogated or obrogated in order to 
pass a bill of recall for Cicero, the consuls decreed, `... ne quis ulla ratione rem impediret: 
qui id impedisset, vos graviter molesteque laturos... ', 46 and declared such an act to be, 
'... contra rent publicam salutemque bonorum concordiamque civium... ' 47 It was also 
"See n. 31; Crawford (RS I, p. 22) also points out that the lengths Clodius' bill went to 
protect itself were not unprecedented, Sallust (Cat. 51.43) reports that in 63 BC Caesar 
proposed the Catilinarian conspirators to be imprisoned and `neu quis de eis postea ad 
senatum referat neve cum populo agat. '. See also RS 56, introduction; Cie. Ad Att. 111.15; 
Post red. in sen. 8. 
4"For a description of the historical and political context of Cicero's struggle for recall see 
Tatum, 1999 pp. 176-187. 
46Cic., Post Red in Sen., 27, ('... that nobody impede matters for any reason at all; those 
who had impeded this matter you [the senate] would be visit with deep resentment... '). 
47ibid. Post Red in Sen. 27, ('... against the res publica, the safety of the boni, the unity of 
the citizens... '). 
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stipulated that the bill should be `... ad vos de eo statim referetur'. 48 All these actions 
along with Cicero's use of Milo and Sestius physically to block Clodius' access to the 
proceedings illustrate the weakness of Cicero's position. At any point, any magistrate 
opposed to Cicero, on the basis of Clodius' sanctio, could impedire the proceedings. To 
finally expedite the recall of Cicero, such obstructing action had to be declared against 
the interests of the state and the people, and to secure the situation further the bill was 
rushed through while Clodius and his followers were physically prevented from entering. 
This amount of effort does not suggest that a sanctio protecting a law could be easily 
overturned if a determined force were available to support its provisions. Rather it would 
suggest the sanctio to be an important prop to justify a whole range of action to support a 
law, from prosecutions to use of a tribunician veto in extreme circumstances 49 
Looking at Cicero's description of these events, a paradox which Bispham hints at 
becomes clear. 50 Cicero makes the point that if sanctiones should be observed in all cases, 
it would be impossible to abrogate any laws at all. " In fact following Cicero's point, if 
sanctiones were observed in all cases it would be almost impossible to pass any new 
legislation which covered the same ground as any earlier law. As mentioned earlier this 
481bid., Post Red. in Sen.., 27, ('... that the case concerning the person responsible be 
brought before you immediately'). It is difficult to know how much Cicero's comments 
here reflected the actual language of the proposal that ultimately recalled him. Out of the 
evidence quoted, the statement contra rent publicam... seems the most likely to reflect 
actual usage. 
"Precisely what prosecutions could be used is unclear from the present evidence. There 
are no surviving examples of trials against people disregarding sanctioner (following the 
assumption that the exile of Metellus Numidicus was voluntary. See above n. 40) It could 
be that such trials were rare due to the effective use of third clauses as in the case of the 
rogatio of the eight tribunes where any attempted prosecution could be avoided. 
However, the action of disregarding what was written in a law of the Roman people (as 
disregard of a sanctio effectively was) could easily have fallen under the mandate of 
Saturninus' quaestio de maiestate. 
50Bispham (1997, p. 146) makes the crucial point that sanctiones as Moreau describes 
them would not be necessary in all laws, some not requiring retrospective provisions, 
others being purely utilitarian not requiring any protection at all. 
51See n. 35. 
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aspect of the sanctio seems to run contrary to the fact that several different variants of the 
same laws are known, and undermines the position of the people as the source of law. 
Although it has been seen that sanctiones could be an effective block to hostile action 
against their laws, it must be the case that in the majority of instances sanctiones could be 
circumvented by the use of a caput tralaticium de impunitate. When the defensive terms 
of a sanctio were used the struggle between the old and new laws took place between the 
promulgatio and the people's vote. If the law being replaced was old or of little political 
significance, it is unlikely that magistrates would have expended effort attempting to 
defend it, and once the new rogatio became a lex, the caput tralaticitan de impunitate 
would preclude any further action. It seems likely that the provisions of the sanctio would 
only be used in the case of controversial laws and to defend laws under politically 
motivated attack. The motivation for including a section against repeal, would not have 
been a desire to see the new law would never be superceded in future, but more likely a 
desire to give the law a chance to survive should it be immediately attacked by political 
rivals. In this way all of Cicero's comments about the sanctio are compatible with the 
conclusions drawn so far. The sanctio was not a constant threat to any newer law, but was 
a potentially effective weapon on the occasions where somebody chose to enforce its 
provisions. 52 Also, Richardson's argument on the fate of old statutes offers an intriguing 
insight, despite his rather dim view of the efficacy of sanctiones. 53 If, as he suggests, it 
was not common practice to abrogate previous laws with similar competence, it could be 
suggested that this state of affairs was influenced by the potential danger inherent in the 
opportunities a sanctio might offer a political rival. Indeed, in the case of a law 
"It may be that it was just the more popular and controversial laws that had the well 
developed sanctio, and for the rest it served more useful juristic purposes of defining its 
limits and relationship to other legislation. See also Bispham, 1997, p. 137 n. 59. 
"Richardson, 1998; also see above n. 7. 
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establishing a controversial quaestio, for example, a sanctio would have been a success if 
it ensured the continued existence of the old guaestio alongside the new. Now the 
question of the effectiveness of the sanctio as a whole has been addressed, we can turn to 
the specifics of the part the oath clause played in the sanctio. 
THE FORM AND USE OF THE OATH CLAUSE 
A basic picture of the contents of an oath clause can be reconstructed from the 
reports of Metellus Numidicus' exile and the surviving epigraphic examples. This is not 
to disallow the possibility of variation in oath clauses, which must have been tailored to 
fit individual laws as much as sanctiones were, but merely to highlight the striking 
similarities between the different oath clauses. Appian reports that Saturninus' oath 
required that all the senate swear to obey the law within a time limit of five days. He also 
specifies that defaulters should pay twenty talents for the benefit of the people, and the 
oaths were to be sworn to the quaestor at the temple of Saturn. 54 Plutarch summarizes the 
clause as an oath for the senate to abide by whatever the people might vote and that no 
opposition would be made and mentions the `irreparable punishments' prepared by 
Saturninus for those who refused to swear. He adds the variant detail that the senators 
swore to Saturninus himself at the rostra rather than the temple of Saturn. " 
The Lex Latina Tabulae Bantinae preserves an oath clause so reminiscent of 
Saturninus', that on this basis, some scholars have attempted to identify the law with 
Saturninus' Lex agraria or with other of his laws. 56 The oath clause falls in the sanctio of 
"App., BC, I. 28-31. That Appian must be following a reasonably accurate Roman source 
here, is given credence by the precision of his description and the similarities it bears to 
the provisions of the oath clause in the lex latina tabula bantinae, set out below. 
ssplut., Mar., 28-9. Plutarch's description in its rather sensational aspects seems to be 
following a considerably less well informed source than Appian. On the identification of 
Plutarch's rostra though see below n. 84 
56Maschke, 1906 (identified with the Lex Appuleia agraria); Stuart-Jones, 1926 
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the law, just after the penalties for disobeying the statute. It consists of two sections, one 
aimed at the magistrates in office and another including the rest of the senate. 57 The - 
magistrates' oath presents a list of magistrates in office and requires them to swear, as in 
Appian's account of Saturninus' law, within five days of the passage of the statute, 
`[co(n)s(ul), pr(aetor), aid(ilis), q(uaestor), Illvir cap(italis), ? Illvir a(greis) d(andeis) 
a(ssignandeis) ?, qu]ei nunc est, is in diebus (quinque) proxsumeis quibus " quenque sciet 
h(ance) 1(egem) popolum plebemve [iusise iuorato, ita utei i(nfra) s(criptiun) est'. 58 
Following this is a list of future magistrates also obliged to swear, `[Item] dic[tator], 
co(n)s(ud), pr(aetor), mag(ister) eq(uitum), cen(sor), adi(ilis), tri(bunes) pl(ebis), 
q(uaestor), Illvir cap(italis), Illvir a(greis) d(andeis) a(ssignandeis), index ex h(ace) 
l(ege) plebive scito [factus ---c. 5--- queiquomque eorum p]osthac factus erit, eis in diebus 
(quinque) proxsumeis quibiis quisque eorum mag(istratum) inperiumue inierit iouranto, 
[ita utei i(nfra) scriptum est'. 59 The terms of the oath itself differ in specific detail from 
(identified with the LexAppuleia de maiestate); Hinrichs, 1970, pp. 471-502 (identified 
with the Lex Appuleia agraria). For further bibliography on the Bantia laws see RS 7, pp. 
193-194. 
57RS, 7,11.14-22 (magistrate's oath); 11.23-7 (senator's oath). 
58RS, 7,1.14, ('Whoever is now consul. praetor, aedile, quaestor, triumvir capitalis, or 
triumvir for the granting and assigning of land, within the next five days after each of 
them shall know that the plebs or the people have ordered this law, let him swear, just as 
has been written below'). Quinque is enclosed in round brackets following Crawford's 
convention for numerals in a text (1996, p. 35, §10). 
59RS, 7,11.15-16, ('Likewise [? whoever will be? ] a dictator, consul, praetor, master of the 
horse, censor, aedile, tribune of the plebs, quaestor, triumvir capitalis, triumvir for the 
granting and assigning of land or iudex created by this law or plebiscite, whoever of them 
shall be elected after this, within the next five days after each of them shall have entered 
their magistracy or imperium, let them swear, just as has been written below. ') The 
interesting thing about this separate list of magistrates is why it is present instead of the 
first section specifying `current and future magistrates'. This would presuppose 
differences in the two lists. The second list appears to include other possible magistrates 
not in office at the time, thus the offices of censor and dictator are included. The presence 
of tribunes in the second list and not the first perhaps points towards Cicero's comment 
about tribunes not being bound by the laws of their college (see n. 37), rather than 
suggesting that there were no tribunes in office at the time. This could be adduced as 
evidence that the Bantia law was passed by a tribune, however it must remain speculative 
due to the fact that the list of current magistrates is largely reconstructed to fill a lacuna. 
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Saturninus' oath as described by either Appian or Plutarch, but in essence they are very 
similar, `[Eis ---c. 5 --- pro ae]de Castoris palam loci in forum vorsus et ei<s>dem in 
diebus (quinque) apud q(uaestorem) iouranto per Ioven: deosque [Penateis, seese quae 
ex h(ace) 1(ege) oport]ebit facturum neque sese advorsum h(ance) l(egem) facturum 
scientem d(olo) m(alo) neque seese facturum necque intercesurtnn [esse q(uo) h(aece) 
1(ex) minus setiusue fat'. 60 The oath for the senators is constructed in a similar way 
including, `[Quei senator est exit queique in senate sententi]am dixerit... ', 61 but this time 
requiring them swear within ten days after they learn of the passage of the law, `... aped 
quaestorem ad aerarium palam luci... ' also to Jupiter and the Pentates, that, `[... seese 
quae ex hate lege oportebit facturtmz esse neque see]se advorsum hance legen: facturum 
esse neque seese quo minus se<t>[iusve h(aec) 1(ex)fiatfacturum esse]'. 62 
The Lex Latina also preserves the punishments for those who refuse to swear the 
oath, unfortunately only for the magistrates oath, 63 `[... Qu]ei ex h(ace) l(ege) non 
iouraverit is magistratum inperiumve nei petito neive gerito neive habeto neive in sentau 
[posthac sententiam deicito ne]ive quis sinito neive earn censor in senatum legito. '. 64 This 
Crawford (RS I, p. 267,1.11) touches upon this. 
60RS, 7,11.17-19, ('They [---c. 5---] publicly in front of the temple of Castor by the light of 
day facing into the forum, and let them swear, within the same five days, before the 
quaestor by Jupiter and the Penates, that he will do that which will be appropriate 
according to this law, and that he will never act against this law knowingly with wrongful 
deceit nor will he act or intercede to prevent or delay this law being passed'). 
61RS, 7,1.22, ('Those who are or will be senators, or whoever will have spoken his 
opinion in the senate... '). 
62RS, 7,11.24-5, ('... before the quaestor in front of the treasury openly and by light of 
day... ', `... that he will do that which will be appropriate according to this law, and that he 
will not act against this law, and that he will not act that this law be prevented or 
delayed'). 
63The punishment for defaulting senators, if following the trend of the magistrates' oath 
would fall where the text becomes lacunose and breaks off. 
64RS, 7,11.19-20 ('Whoever, according to this law shall not have sworn, let him not seek 
to obtain a magistracy or iniperium nor bear the responsibility of these nor have these nor 
let him speak his opinion in the senate after this, nor let anyone allow him nor the censor 
enrol him into the senate'). 
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punishment is a heavy penalty, effectively barring those who fail to swear from any 
further participation in public life. The instructions to those magistrates who swear to the 
oath are also preserved, demonstrating a concern with recording the names of those who 
have sworn in the public records, `Quei ex h(ace) 1(ege) <iouraverit>, isfacito apud 
q(uaestor) urb(anum) [utei Women in taboleis pobliceis sc]riptum siet; quaestorque ea 
nomina accipito et eos, quei ex h(ace) 1(ege) apud sed iourarint, facito in taboleis 
[pobliceis utei scriptos habeat. ".. 
]'. 65 As with the punishments, the equivalent section for 
the senators is not apparent in the text. The final section of the Lex Latina, before the 
Adamesteanu fragment, is lacunose and its significance is unclear, however, as we will 
see, the Tarentum Fragment can shed some light on this. 
The Tarentum Fragment also preserves some of the distinct characteristics of the 
other two oaths. It requires future magistrates, but not the senate as a whole to swear an 
oath to Jupiter and the Penates within five days of their election and within the presence 
of the urban quaestor. The oath itself is given in a more summary form than those in the 
Lex Latina requiring that, `[... se neque facturum] neque intercesurum esse q(uo) h(aec) 
1(ex) minus setiusve fiat. '. " The law then progresses straight to the punishments for those 
refusing to swear the oath and reproduces the formula present in the Lex Latina word for 
word with variation only in the spelling. " Immediately following this are the instructions 
for magistrates who have sworn, this also agrees word for word with the version in the 
65RS, 7,11.20-2, ('Whoever according to this law shall have sworn, in front of the 
quaestor urbanus let him ensure that that his name be written in the public tables; and let 
the quaestor take these names and ensure that those who have sworn before him 
according to this law are recorded in the public tables. ') The question of what the taboleis 
pobliceis were is an interesting one. It may indicate public records, administered by the 
quaestor in the aerarium, being exploited by the tribunes. 
66RS, 8,1.20, ('... that he not act nor intercede by which action this law should be 
prevented or delayed'). 
67RS, 8,11.20-1. Compare with n. 64. 
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Lex Latina again with some spelling variation. 68 This demonstrates an interesting degree 
of conformity for something considered so innovative or perhaps some amount of 
standardisation of the text between the oath clauses. The law then becomes more 
lacunose but offers a hint at what the end of the main fragment of the Lex Latina might 
say, `[---ex (hac)] l(ege) trinum nondinum contenuo palam prodixerit nondinisq(ue) 
[tertiis-- pros]cripta propositaque aped forum fiierit. '. 69 This could refer to a publication 
of the names of those who swore to the oath to underline the entries in the public tables. 
This idea will be considered later. 
The Lex de provinciis praetoriis preserves the final epigraphic example of an oath 
clause. The more limited aims of the law, regulating the provinciae of the governors of 
Asia and Macedonia, are reflected in the oath clause. 70 The governors of Asia and 
Macedonia are given a separate oath to observe the limitations set in the law; Crawford 
reconstructs the Latin version as: `Praetor [prove consule cui] Asia Macedoniave 
provincia est, [is] in diebus decem proximis quibus [sciet hanc] legem populum in 
comitio [iussisse], iurato se quaecumque (populus) hac lege facere iubeat omnia 
<facturum esse> neque [quid] setius [facturum esse scientem] dolo malo'. 71 The 
68RS, 8,11.21-2. Compare with n. 65. 
69RS, 8,11.23-4, ('--- in accordance with this law ? the quaestor urbanus? will have 
announced the names openly for three market days without break and on the third market 
day --- shall have been published and displayed in the forum. ') Compare with the text of 
the Lex Latina (RS, 7)11.30-31, which mention the public tables again and also three 
market days [---tri]num nondin[um---]. Crawford (RS I, p217) mentions this similarity 
but refuses to speculate further; he follows the idea that the clause may be instructions for 
carrying out legal proceedings. 
70On the purpose of the lex de provinciis praetoriis see Ferrary, 1979; RS I, pp. 236-237 
(pp. 2 31-232 for further bibliography on this law). 
"RS, 12, Delphi Copy, Block C, 11.8-10, ('The praetor or proconsul who has the 
provincia of Asia or Macedonia, in the next ten days after he learns this law to have been 
passed by the people in the assembly, is to swear to do whatever things the people order 
that he do by this law, and that he will not knowingly and with wrongful deceit do 
anything otherwise. ') The wording of this oath in particular, has interesting resonances 
with the popular rhetorical model outlined in chapter 3, and perhaps reflects oratorical 
usage. 
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magistrate's oath is more familiar and, like the Lex Latina, excepts tribunes from the list 
of current magistrates required to swear an oath, `Magistratus qui nunc suntpraeter 
tribunos eosque qui provinciis praesunt, ei in diebus quinque [proximus quibus] populus 
hanc legem iusserit, qui post[hac] magistratum habebunt praeter eos qui provinciis 
praeerunt, ei in diebus quinque proximis [quibus quisque eorum] inagistratuin inierit, 
quicumque eorum Romae [erunt, ] iurato per Iovem deosque Penates quae hac lege 
comprehesa suns se omnia facturum esse curaturunque uti (ita) fiat neque (quid) 
adversus hanc legen facturum quo quis aliusfaciat neque aliter facturum atque uti in 
hac lege (scripture) est uti fiat'. 72 The punishment for defaulters is different in this law. It 
is included in the general punishments for disobeying the orders of the statute, imposing a 
fine rather than a ban on a magistrate's further participation in public life. The fine is set 
at 200,000 sesterces for each offence and a suit can be bought by anyone for whom such 
an action would be lawful, 'Einsque pecuniae qui voles, qui in hac civitate Tiber nattrs 
erit, quibus ex hac lege multam irrogare petereve licebit, agito petito nomen deferto apud 
eum cuius de ea re iurisdictio erit'. 73 
From this breakdown of the evidence for oath clauses, a number of similar 
features in each oath become apparent. The, significance of this uniformity will be 
72RS, 12, Delphi Copy, Block C, 11.10-15, ('Those who are magistrates now, except 
tribunes and those who are in charge of the provinces, these in the next five days after the 
people have ordered this law, also those who will hold magistracies after this, except 
those who will be in charge of the provinces, these in the next five days after each of 
them will have come into his magistracy, whoever of them shall be in Rome, they are to 
swear by Jupiter and the Penates that they will do and see to all those things which are 
included in the law that it should be so and that they will do nothing contrary to the law 
and that they will not act so that anybody else should do so and that they will not do 
anything differently than has been written down in this law so that it can be put into 
effect'). 
73RS, 12, c. 1.24, ('Concerning this money, anyone who wishes, who shall have been born 
free within this citizen body, with those who, according to this law, will be allowed to 
propose a penalty, is to set in motion and bring an action, and bring the name to him who 
has jurisdiction on this matter'). 
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considered in the next section when the novelty of Saturninus' oath is examined. Though 
oath clauses seem to have their roots in popular politics and, as will be seen, assert the 
maiestas of the populus, it will also made clear that they are still expressed in terms 
which fall within the acceptable limits of political discourse so far outlined, and echo 
existing practices. Crawford classifies four parts essential to an oath clause, firstly that 
those to swear include at least the magistrates, that there be a time limit, that there is 
specification of whom the oath is sworn before, and, finally, to which Gods. " Perhaps the 
specification of a punishment could be added to Crawford's essential four as a usual if 
not essential fifth. However, whilst still allowing for variation between different oath 
clauses, these similarities allow more than a bare plan of the oath clause's component 
parts to be made. The recurring themes offer an indication of the aims of the legislator 
and how the oath was intended to fulfil its purpose. Moreover, these inscriptions offer a 
direct source of popular politics at work, how the oath clause was worded, and how it 
appeared in relation to the more well established parts of a law. For instance, the wording 
of the oath itself seems to be intended to supplement the prospective clauses of the 
sanctio. In the Lex Latina, the extant part of which does not include a specific clause 
against abrogation, the wording of the oath covers any attempts to overturn the law. Thus 
any magistrate under oath proposing a bill to repeal the law could be held to have 
committed perjury because his actions would easily fall under the description, `a knowing 
act by which this law would be prevented or delayed'. 75 In fact, by echoing the language 
of the protective measures in the sanctio, the oath clause adds an extra level of defence. 76 
7{RS I, p. 217. 
7SRS 7.1.19. 
"Compare, `Adversus hanc legem ne quisfacito sciens dolo malo... '(RS, 12, Delphi 
Copy, Block C, 1.15, Text from the protective clause. See also RS, 7,11.8-9) and, 
`... neque sese advorsum h(ance)1(egem) facturtnn scientem d(olo) m(alo)... ' (RS, 7,1.18, 
Text from the oath). 
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By swearing not to do anything contrary to the law, any magistrate who did so would not 
only incur the penalties laid down in the sanctio but could also be charged for perjury. " It 
is also interesting to note the similarity between the formulation of the oath clause in the 
Tarentum Fragment and the rhetorical justifications suggested in chapter 3. Consider, for 
instance the clause, '... iurato se quaectwnque (populus) hac lege facere iubeat oninia 
<facturum esse> neque [quid] setius [facturum esse scientem] dolo malo. ', 78 its 
underlying logic is similar to Cicero's rhetoric in the second speech De Lege Agraria 
discussed in chapter 3.79 Rather than reading this as a radical expression of popular 
sovereignty, in the light of the popular rhetorical justifications examined in chapter 3, it 
can be seen to be mirroring a perfectly respectable and recognized understanding of the 
nature of the Roman constitution. 
Another notable feature of the oath clause is the specification of the location 
where the oath was to be taken. As has been shown this occurs in Saturninus' law, the 
Lex Latina and is implied in the Tarentum Fragment, 80 but does not occur in the Lex de 
provinciis praetoriis. 81 The locations given, although varying, are all prominent points in 
the forum; the temples of Saturn and Castor, flanking the Basilica Sempronia along one 
long edge of the forum and the temple of Castor in particular boasting a high podium; the 
rostra from Plutarch's description, naturally occupying a prominent point looking out 
"The significance of committing perjury will be examined below. 
78RS, 12, Delphi Copy, Block C, 11.8-10. See above, n. 71. 
79See Cie. De Leg. Ag. 11.16 where he enunciates the principle that the consul's duty is to 
support and carry out the wishes of the people. 
80The Tarentum Fragment gives no specific location but specifies the oath to be sworn 
apud quaestorem urbanum. This would imply that the oath would be sworn at the 
aerarirrm in the temple of Saturn which was administered by the urban quaestor. See also 
Appian (BC, I. 31) who mentions the temple of Saturn as the place, `... where quaestors 
were accustomed to administer oaths'. 
"Perhaps if not specified, the location could be taken for granted as being the Temple of 
Saturn. See Appian's comment above (n. 80). 
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from the curia towards the centre of the forum. 82 Although some have seen the temple of 
Castor as having specific links with popular politics83 , it is more likely, given the 
obstructions before the main rostra, that the temple was a regular location for contiones, 
and legislative and judicial meetings of the comitia tributa since at least 117 BC, and as 
such would not have seemed an unusual venue for the oath. " 
The detailed instructions in the Lex Latina reveal more about the choice of 
location for swearing the oath: the magistrates and senators are required to swear before 
the quaestor in front of the temple of Castor, openly, by the light of day and facing the 
forum. 85 This careful attention to detail ensures that the act of swearing was about as 
public a spectacle as was possible, with the senators and magistrates high up on the 
tribunal of the temple of Castor facing the daytime crowds in the forum. Appian's 
account of Saturninus' agrarian law indicates that there a large crowd of his supporters 
witnessing the senators swearing the oaths. 86 The concern with spectacle is an important 
clue to the effectiveness of the oath clause. By creating such a public display the 
"Stambaugh, 1988 p. 112, Fig. 8, reconstruction of the Forum Romanum during the 
C2nd BC. Though on the identification of Plutarch's siting of the oath see below n. 84 
83For associations with popular politics see Cie., Har. resp., 27; Dom., 54,110; Sest., 34; 
Pis., 11,23; Mil., 18; Q. Fr., 11.3.6; App., BC, 1.25. See Platner Ashby, 1929, p. 103, 
including the suggestion that the tribunal of the temple formed an anti rostrum; Plut., 
Still., 33; Cie.; Phil., 111.27; De Ruggiero, 1913, suggests that, given the lack of steps on 
the side of the rostra facing the forum, C. Licinius Crassus lead the voters to the temple 
of Castor when he lead them out of the comitium in 145 BC. 
84See Taylor, 1966b, pp. 25-29; Coarelli, 1985, pp. 156-166; Steinby, vol. I, 1993, p. 
242-243. The restoration of the temple by Caecilius Metellus Delmaticus in 117 BC 
created a tribunal with two lateral staircases for access, suggesting use for voting. On the 
likely arrangements see Taylor, 1966b, p. 41-45 for more detail. It is possible, even, that 
Plutarch could have the temple of Castor in mind given that he uses the non-specific term 
f3 ßµa which can refer to any raised space. 
85 See n. 52, pro aede Castorus palam luci in forum vorsus... apud quaestorem iouranto. 
"Appian (BC, I. 30-1) refers to a group of country people who would be dispersed by 
Marius' conditional oath, and also to the city people who were escorting Metellus, all of 
whom were occupying the space between the temple of Saturn and the senate house 
where Metellus was sheltering. The dramatic oppositional topography of this conflict 
between popularis and optimate is striking. See above n. 82. 
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legislators made it even harder for a magistrate to act against the law as he would then be 
breaking an oath which had been sworn before the people. This is a process which seems 
calculated as a demonstration (for the magistrates on the podium, especially) of the 
niaiestas of the populus. It made sure that important gestures were carried out in view of 
the. people so as to make subterfuge impossible. The idea that publicizing the oaths made 
them more binding is supported by the recording of the names of those who swore in 
public records87 and perhaps by the end section of the lex de provinciis praetoriis which 
describes the publication of something in the forum. 88 
The choice of gods involved in the oaths is also likely to have held some 
significance. 89 The temple of Saturn, most likely implied in the Tarentum fragment, as 
well as forming a prominent point in the forum, has interesting cult associations. Saturn's 
festival, the Saturnalia was connected with the idea of liberation, exercised through 
inversion rites during the festival where slaves were granted temporary freedom and 
dined before their masters. 90 This association would fit the popular spirit of the oath 
clause well. The choice of Jupiter for the witness to the oath adds authority due to his 
supreme position amongst the Gods; it was Jupiter, who, through the auspices, gave 
legitimacy to the choices and decisions of the assembly. " All political actions needed his 
approval, and his presence in the oath helps to create an image of political legitimacy in 
the oath. Jupiter was also the patron of oaths and treaties, usually invoked as Jupiter 
"See RS, 7,11.20-22; RS, 8,11.23-24. 
88See RS 12, Delphi Copy, Block C, 11.8-10. 
"It is possible that the location for swearing in oath clauses may have been deliberately 
chosen for their significance in much the same way as Cicero would later pick 
appropriate venues for his speeches. (e. g. In Catilinam IV, see Vasaly, 1993, pp. 40-88). 
90Macrob., Sat., 1.7.18ff. On this festival see Beard, North and Price, 1998, vol. I, p. 50; 
Edwards, 1993, pp. 194-5; Scullard, 1981, pp. 205-207. See also Warde Fowler (1922, p. 
232 n. 18) who suggests that the the cult of Castor and Pollux was connected with oaths 
and oath taking. 
91Macrob., Sat., 1.16.30. 
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Feretrius in the latter. The Penates also had a regular connection with public business and 
would also contribute to the legitimacy of the spectacle. 92 Thus the highly visible 
demonstration of the people's maiestas demonstrates a popular basis to the oath, albeit in 
a form that could be justified in traditional terms, while the both the choice of position 
for the oath and choice of associated deities make a clear statement of its non-radical and 
correct form, mirroring the divine sanction required for measures in the comitia 
centuriata. 93 The oath itself probably resembled those sworn by magistrates on their 
assumption of office, further underlining its connections to accepted practice. 
The popular element of the oath is not only suggested by its use of visible 
accountability. The punishments specified in the oath clauses are as instructive as the 
wording of the oath itself. The sources for Saturninus' oath, however, are somewhat 
confused over the nature of the punishment for defaulters. Appian reports that the 
punishment for refusing to swear was a fine of twenty talents and expulsion from the 
senate. 9; This is inconsistent with the fate of Metellus who is presented, in Appian and 
Plutarch as having been exiled by a separate decree. 95 It may be that Appian and Plutarch 
have confused the identity of the bill proposed, and that rather than a decree proposing 
exile; there was an interdiction from fire and water consequent on Metellus fleeing into 
exile before the penalties from Saturninus' law could be imposed. 96 Despite this, the other 
92See Ogilvie, 1965, p. 81 (Comm. on Liv. 1.14.2); Serv. AdAen. 2.296; Macrob. Sat. 
3.4.11. 
"On the position of Jupiter and the Penates as the central civic dieties of Rome see 
Beard, North and Price, vol. I, p. 140. 
9; App., BC, 1.29. 
95Appian (BC, I. 31) reports that Saturninus and Glaucia, `... proposed a decree of 
banishment against him [Metellus] and directed the consuls to interdict him from fire, 
water, and shelter... '. Plutarch (Mar., 29) reports that `... Saturninus got a vote passed that 
the consuls should proclaim Metellus interdicted from fire, water, and shelter... '. 
96This is not inconsistent with the picture of Metellus exile given in Livy (Per., 69) where 
the interdiction appears more like an opportunistic attack by Marius after Metellus had 
fled, and could easily stem from Cicero who at times compared his own exile with that of 
Metellus (pro Sest., 37); Appian's account also seems to imply that Metellus voluntarily 
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penalties mentioned by Appian are instructive and are both present in the epigraphic 
examples of oath clauses. 
The imposition of a large fine is well attested in the sanctiones of laws and is used 
for the punishment of oath defaulters in the Lex de provinciis praetoriis. A fine of 
200,000 sesterces to be paid to the people is specified. " This along with the fact that 
anybody could bring the prosecution hints again at the idea that the oath clause was a 
defence against senatorial disregard of popular decisions. 98 The other half of the 
punishment in Saturninus' law, expulsion from the senate, is directly paralleled in the Lex 
Latina 99 This once more looks like an expression of popular sovereignty, of the inaiestas 
populi: any senators or magistrates who defy the commands of the people, who had 
entrusted their res to them, forfeit any further part in public life. The oath clause seems to 
rely on the same logical structure and understanding of the res publica as the popular 
rhetorical model outlined in chapter 3: that the magistrates are subject to the wishes of the 
populus, and that their future legitimacy is contingent on their ruling in accordance with 
popular wishes. 
The fate of those who swore to uphold, and were subsequently proved to be going 
against, a law is interesting, allowing some speculation as to how binding such an oath 
was thought to be. Technically, someone breaking a sanctio oath would incur the 
penalties discussed above for disregarding the sanctio, possibly including a trial for 
nraiestas. 10° On top of this, however, the hapless individual would also be guilty of 
left Rome in order to avoid any bloodshed in the forum, thus frustrating the measures in 
Saturninus' law (App., BC, 1.32). So being unable to prosecute Metellus Saturninus had 
to settle for interdicting him from fire and water. On this see above n. 40. 
97RS, 12, Delphi block C, 11.19-24, `... eam pecuniam popido dare debeto'. 
"See n. 65. 
99See n. 65. 
'.. See above n. 49. Although in the case of an oath-breaker, there would be no insurance 
clause (the caput tralaticium de impunitate) to hide behind as was the case with the eight 
tribunes. It should also be remembered that maiestas was the charge used to indict 
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committing perjury, a concept with which the Romans were very familiar. "' Despite this 
familiarity and the distinctions between different levels of perjury, as a crime, it is 
difficult to pin down. Perjury seems to fall into a grey area between religious and legal 
life. The Digest and Theodosian Code have no specific measures for dealing with the 
punishment of general perjury. 102 Instead it is necessary to rely on the isolated references 
to perjury in the ancient texts. In the example from Tacitus mentioned above, Tiberius 
emphasizes the religious nature of the oath, a contract between man and God, and 
suggests that it is up to the Gods to avenge wrongs done to them. 103 Cicero, the 
chronologically closest source to our time period, writing a fictional, but ultimately 
Roman set of regulations, agrees with this sentiment, stating, `Periurii poena divina 
exitium; huniana dedecus'. 104 This concurs but interestingly mentions a human price to 
pay for perjury, perhaps a social price rather than a legal one though. The existence of 
some kind of human price is not surprising, it would be naive to imagine that an oath was 
entirely dependent on fear of divine punishment. 
perjurers against later oaths on the genius of the emperors (see for example Tac. Ann., 
1.73, though, in this case, Tiberius decides not to prosecute the perjurer with maiestas, the 
link was later resumed. On this see Mommsen, Straf p. 568). 
"'Latin has plenty of vocabulary to deal with perjury based around the stem peiur-. See 
OLD, p. 1319. 
"'In the Digest Paulus is quoted (IV. 3.22), mentioning a penalty for perjury, while Ulpian 
mentions bringing an actio de dolo against a perjurer (IV. 3.21). However these examples 
are chronologically divorced from the period in question and deal with perjury in a very 
specific legal context, making in unsuitable for drawing general rules. Apart from these 
examples, the closest charges to perjury in the Digest are some penalties for giving false 
testimony in a capital trial, but these again are from too specific a context to draw any 
general rules (See Latte, 1931, pp. 355-6). 
103Tac., Ann., 1.73. This idea is also backed up by Tertullian who states that the Gods 
should be feared for retribution over a broken oath (Ap., 28). 
'°4Cic., De Leg., II. 9.22, (`For the perjurer the punishment from the Gods is destruction; 
the human punishment shall be disgrace. ') See Latte, 1932, p. 354, ' ingierten aber 
römisches Empfinden'. 
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In his examination of Roman perjury, Latte points some instances of censorial 
reproof for perjury. 105 That the censor would be responsible for earthly punishment is 
consistent with his position as guardian of public morals. 106 Cicero, while bemoaning the 
decline in the sanctity of the oath, mentions, `... notiones animadversionesgue censortmi, 
qui nulla de re diligentius guam de lure iurando iudicabant'. 107 Gellius also notes that the 
censors imposed on perjurers, `... all possible fines and marks of disgrace'. 108 The 
involvement of the censors in the punishment of oath breakers, suggests that perjury was 
seen more as a moral wrong than a criminal wrong. This would help to explain the lack 
of specific measures against perjury in the law codes, suggesting that punishment of 
perjury was not within the jurisdiction of the courts but rather was a censorial 
prerogative. Censorial punishment could have a disastrous effect on a political career as 
the censors were responsible for removing members from the senate for immoral 
behaviour. It is not inconceivable that `all possible marks of disgrace' could refer to the 
infamia which a perjurer might accrue in the event of a censorial nota for such an act. 
The possibility of such punishment adds more weight to the oath once it was taken, but it 
would still be dependent on either the censor taking an interest in any subsequent perjury 
or a supporter of the law trying to force the, censor into action. However, it is worth 
noting the care taken by Marius when swearing Saturninus' oath with no intention of 
keeping it. He carefully avoided perjuring himself by swearing to uphold the law `... as far 
"Latte, 1932, pp. 354. 
106Lintott, 1999b, pp. 71-72; p. 119. 
107Cic., De Off., III. 111., ('... the investigations of the censors and the penalties imposed by 
them; for they judged on no cases more strictly than on the swearing of oaths. ') The tense 
of iudicabant is perhaps significant here; given that Cicero was writing in 44 BC and 
there had been no censors since 70 BC, he must be referring back to this period. Compare 
also Polybius' positive appraisal of the value of Roman oaths at the time of the third 
Punic war in comparison with those of Greeks (Hist. VI. 56). 
"Gell., NA, VI. 18.10, ('... censoresque eos postea omnium notarum et damnis et 
ignominiis adfecerint... '). 
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as it was a law'. "' Evidently Marius considered there to be some danger to his standing in 
crossing the oath without precautions. A stigma such as perjury could be potentially very 
embarrassing if not ruinous for a politician. However, the shortcomings of the evidence 
in this case must be acknowledged. The lack of any examples of any properly historical 
figures who were fell foul of perjury must limit our interpretation. "' It is not clear that 
expulsion from the senate would be an unquestioned outcome of perjury, but it certainly 
seems that the public nature of the oath taking would maximize the stigma that would 
accrue from perjury, while other penalties for disobeying the law would also be available. 
The oath clause can be seen as drawing its strength from an expression of the 
maiestas of the people in relation to the supposedly subordinate position of the elected 
magistrates. The use of a visible display of the subordination of the senate, suggests the 
origin of oath clauses to be popular, but this would not preclude its becoming a tactic 
available to anybody wishing to add another layer of protection to their legislation, 
especially given the traditional terms in which the oath itself was couched. "' Its 
'°9App., BC, 1.30; Although see Cicero, who does not consider this kind of subterfuge to 
cancel out perjury (De Off., 1I1.113). 
"'Marius' careful wording is the best evidence for the potential dangers of committing 
perjury, otherwise we are limited to the story of the Roman prisoners released by 
Hannibal, under oath to return, the perjurers amongst whom Aulus Gellius (VI, 18) 
reports committed suicide under the pressure of the invidia they incurred. This 
information, from Nepos' collection of moral examples (HRR, Nep. Ex. fr. 2) is most 
likely embellished however. Also problematic are comments, like that of Lucilius, 
claiming that atheism was robbing oaths of their worth... . "'Although as Bispham (1997, p. 135) notes, it is significant that Clodius does not appear 
to have used an oath clause in his law exiling Cicero (Cicero would surely have 
mentioned an oath clause in Clodius law given the attempts he made to draw parallels 
between his own exile and that of Metellus). This perhaps implies that, despite its 
traditional trappings, the oath clause was still likely to aggravate certain senators to an 
extent which Clodius did not wish to risk. Perhaps in this instance we can see Clodius 
switching his rhetorical standpoint to one emphasizing the authority of the senate over the 
popidus. This would be consistent with Tatum's idea that Clodius was trying to minimise 
the affront had given to the senate by exiling Cicero. Tatum sees, in Clodius' lex de 
insulo Cypro granting Cato a lucrative special command, and in his other actions, a desire 
to avoid senatorial invidia (1999, pp. 167-8; 174). 
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effectiveness as a part of legislation is suggested by the exile of Metellus and the careful 
actions of Marius, but, like the sanctio, an oath clause could not be binding forever; 
partly due to the impracticality of the swearing of a long and accumulating list of separate 
oaths every time the magistrates were elected, but also due to the paradoxical conflict 
with the people's right to replace laws described above. "' It is likely that, in the same 
way as the sanctio, the effectiveness of the oath clause was directly linked to the 
determination and resources of the legislator and his supporters. If nobody forced the 
observance of an oath clause, it is likely that it could be bypassed by some kind of caput 
de impunitate in much the same way as is proposed for the sanctio above. In fact, the Lex 
agraria on the Tabula Bembina may preserve some kind of clause intended to do just 
that, `[--- ea omnia ei sed f Jraude suafacere liceto, inque eas leges pl(ebei) sc(ita) de ea 
re, quod ex h(ac) [l(ege) aliter, atque utei in eis legibus plebeive scitis scriptum est ---] 
decernere oportebit, sed fraude sua nei iurato neive [quid ei ob earn rem fi"audei esto 
p. 113 As will be seen in the next section, this throws up all sorts of interesting 
questions about this law in relation to the Gracchan leges agrariae if they are supposed to 
have included oath clauses. For our purposes though, the evidence offered by oath clauses 
is significant for the fact that they represent clear expressions of the maiestas populi; they 
are predicated on the same understanding of the res publica as that which informs the 
model of popular rhetoric demonstrated in chapter 3. This would allow an oath clause to 
"'When this conflict with the people's lawmaking prerogative is considered, the wording 
of the oath described by Plutarch is interesting. His version of the oath specifies that the 
senate swear to abide by whatever the people might vote (Mar., 29), rather than 
specifying they obey the law itself. Unfortunately this wording is not attested in any of 
the epigraphic oaths although it does bear some resemblance to the Bouleutic oath sworn 
by the bottle of Athens at the beginning of each year. See Rhodes, 1972, p. 13; 191. 
13RS, 2,1.42, ('... that it be lawful for him to do all these things without personal liability, 
and without personal liability he is not to swear to obey those statutes and plebiscites, 
concerning this matter, namely insofar as it shall be appropriate to issue a decree 
according to this statute other than is written down in those statutes and plebiscites --- nor 
is anything to be a matter of liability for him on account of that matter... '). 
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be justified with appeals to the traditional values of the res publica, while the choice of 
traditional deities for the oath adds legitimacy to the proceedings. Such an understanding 
of the oath clause must cast doubt on the suggestion that they were seen as radical tools 
of radical politicians outwith the normal political order. The language of popular politics 
as we have so far seen, allows for such expressions of popular sovereignty to be 
articulated by traditional terms in the discourse of Roman politics. However we must 
now turn toward a consideration of the novelty of Saturninus' oath clause and its relation 
to the surviving epigraphic examples. 
SATURNINUS AND THE OATH CLAUSE 
In the final section of this chapter, we will address the question of whether 
Saturninus' use of an oath clause represents an important precedent in the development of 
popular political thought. In order to answer this question it will be necessary to examine 
the various theories and identifications which have been applied to the epigraphic 
examples of laws with oath clauses. Once these laws have been examined, Saturninus' 
own contribution can be put into a chronological context thus allowing a judgement to be 
made about the novelty of his oath clause, and consequently judgement also on how 
radical his actions would have appeared.. 
The Lex Latina Tabula Bantina, sharing its reverse side with another law 
inscribed in Oscan, has received a great deal of scholarly interest and an equally great 
number of identifications. I" There are a small number of pointers in the text of the law 
which seem to indicate certain datings and identities. One or more of these usually form 
""See n. 56, and Crawford (RS I, pp. 193-4) for a comprehensive bibliography on the 
subject. 
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the basis of the variant interpretations of this law. However, their inconsistency with one 
another makes identification of the law difficult. 
One of these pointers led Mommsen's dating of the law to 133-118 BC. The clue 
was the inclusion of those who were Illviri a. d. a. in the list of magistrates to swear on 
the oath. Mommsen assumed these to be Gracchan land commissioners who he took to 
have disappeared by 111 BC. 15 This part of the text has been variously interpreted by 
subsequent authors both to support and deny Mommsen's claim. Stuart-Jones thought 
that the argument for the Illviri a. d. a. being Gracchan is inconclusive, and while 
pointing out that other agrarian legislation usually appointed curatores rather than 
magistrates, he suggested that Saturninus may well have revived the magisterial form of 
the commissioner. "' Consequently he dated the law to the time of Saturninus' tribunates. 
Yarnold follows the dating of Mommsen, adding that the inclusion of the Illviri a. d. a. 
in a list of magistrates eliminates the possibility that they were commissioners for a 
colony, and cites Appian's account of the agrarian laws after the death of C. Gracchus to 
support the terminus ante quem of 118-9 BC. "' However Warmington and Brunt have 
both pointed out the fact that the extant list of future magistrates to swear the oath 
includes other magistracies such as the dictator and magister equitum not currently held, 
and thus suggest that the list of current magistrates, restored to fill a lacuna in the text, 
could also have included such empty offices. 18 The presence of the Illviri a. d. a. 
therefore cannot conclusively prove any particular dating. "' 
"'Triumviri agreis dandeis assignadeis, Mommsen, CIL, 1,22, p. 441; Stuart-Jones, 1926, 
p. 170; Yarnold, 1957, p. 163. 
116 Stuart-Jones, 1926, pp. 170-1. 
"'Yarnold, 1957, p. 163. 
"8Warmington, vol. IV, 1967, pp. 294-295; Brunt, 1988, p. 143; the restoration of the list 
of current magistrates to swear is from CIL. Brunt is doubtful even of the presence of the 
lllviri a. d. a. in the list of current magistrates, calling it a `dubious restoration'. 
'For more detail on the problems associated with the Illvir a. d. a. see Crawford, p. 196. 
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Another of these pointers, which, as we have seen frequently leads the 
interpretation of scholars, is the presence of the oath clause and its similarity to the one 
described by Appian. Stuart-Jones cautions against identification with the Lex agraria of 
Saturninus on the basis of both senators and magistrates being included in the oath, 120 
while Yarnold assumes the law cannot be dated immediately before 100 BC due to the 
surprise and outcry he reads into the reaction of Saturninus' oath in 100 BC. 121 Lintott 
disregards any connection between the oath clause and Saturninus' Lex agraria, pointing 
out that the conditions of the oath do not match precisely the oath of Satuminus, although 
he does admit that there is no need to assume that all Saturninus' laws had the same oath 
clause. Lintott goes on to point out the presence in the Lex agraria (RS, 2,1.42), quoted 
above (p247), of what appears to be a clause seeking to protect against an earlier oath 
clause, and on this basis suggests that the oath clause may have been a Gracchan 
innovation. "' The presence of the oath clause therefore is also of little help in dating the 
Lex Latina Tabula Bantina. 
A third indicator to the date of the Lex Latina is mentioned by Yarnold in order to 
support his dating of the law to before 123 BC. He argues that the text of the law states 
that a senator could be both a senator and a juror, `[--- c. 55 ---]+ in sena[tu seiv]e in 
poplico ioudicio ne sen[tentia, n rogato --- c. 25 ---]'. 123 Yarnold suggests that this would 
probably place the law before the Lex Acilia of 123 BC, by which C. Gracchus gave 
control of the juries to the equites. 12' However, as Crawford has pointed out, the text does 
not specify that the person in question be a senator and juror simultaneously. '25 
"'Stuart-Jones, 1926, p. 171. 
121Yarnold, 1957, p. 166 contra. the opinion of Brunt see n. 3. 
'22Lintott, 1978, pp. 129-31. 
'23RS, 7,1.2, `... let him not propose his opinion in the senate or in a popular trial... '. 
' 24Yamold, 1957, p. 169. 
125 Crawford, 1996, p. 196. 
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The final pointer to the identity of the Lex Latina is the presence of a [ioudex] ex 
hac lege plebive scitafactus in the list of future magistrates. This serves to eliminate 
several possible identifications of the Lex Latina but is still insufficient to identify the 
law closely. Stuart-Jones seizes upon this and sees parallels in the Lex repetundarum, 
referring to the presiding magistrate in a quaestio set up by the law. On this basis he 
identifies the law with the Lex Appuleia de maiestate. Yarnold's objection to this (that 
the Lex Latina cannot immediately precede Saturninus' Lex agraria) does not stand up to 
Brunt's suggestion that the tale's notoriety was due to the spectacular exile of Metellus, 
rather than the novelty of an oath clause. "' Lintott's argument against identification with 
the same law is based on the assumption that if the law were a maiestas law, it would 
have provision for rewarding informers included after the punishments. However, the 
identity of the final clause before the sanctio in the Lex Latina, which Lintott takes as a 
section of the punishment clause, is uncertain. "' Also Lintott is working from the model 
of the repetundae laws, to which it is unnecessary to assume the maiestas laws would 
have born any resemblance. From the evidence of the [iuodex] ex hac lege plebive scita 
factus therefore, it is impossible to distinguish between either the alternative of 
Stuart-Jones' Lex Appzdeia de maiestate, or Lintott's suggestion of a Lex de veneficiis et 
sicariis during the Gracchan era. 128 
Brunt sums up the problems with the identification of the Lex Latina Tabula 
Bantina well, `The date and nature of the Latin law is probably an insoluble puzzle'. "' 
Although there are many hints at what the law may have been, none of them can either be 
proven conclusively or disproved beyond suggesting that the law may have established a 
'26See above n. 3. 
"'Crawford, 1996, pp. 205-6. 
128Lintott, 1978, p. 137. 
'29Brunt, 1989, p. 141. 
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quaestio and that the oath clause may imply a popular origin for the law. Crawford leans 
towards associating the law with Saturninus and Glaucia but admits that the arguments 
for this are not conclusive. "' In short, the uncertain dating of this law disallows the 
crediting of Saturninus with having created a new precedent in popular politics by his use 
of an oath clause in his Lex agraria. This uncertainty is also backed up by the reference 
to an oath in the Lex agraria of the Tabula Bembina and Brunt's reading of the accounts 
of Metellus' exile. Denying Saturninus' primacy however, further underlines the sense 
that Saturninus was not acting as a radical or revolutionary, but rather suggests that he 
was working within accepted limits of Roman politics, and using an oath, based on an 
understanding of the respublica which constructed popular politics in terms of the 
traditional duties of the senate. 
The Tarentum Fragment probably due to its lesser extent, has received less 
scholarly attention than the Lex Latina. "' Its date is impossible to establish other than a 
broad estimate based on its letter forms. Such an estimate places it anywhere between the 
Gracchi and the time of Saturninus. There are striking similarities between the texts of 
the oaths in all three epigraphic laws, especially the Lex Latina and the Tarentum 
Fragment which have been shown to contain almost identical clauses, but still this 
similarity cannot give a precise enough date to help in establishing how Saturninus' law 
is chronologically related to the Tarentum Fragment. 132 Despite the similarity in 
instructions for what is to happen after the oath, the exact identity of the law is also 
debated, but, as will be seen, it is most likely a repetundae law. 
"'Crawford, 1996, p. 199. 
13' See Crawford (RS I, p. 209) for bibliography. 
132See above n. 64-68. The similarities in the laws could just as likely represent a 
tralatician clause as a chronologically close one. 
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The identification of the law with Saturninus' lex de maiestate propounded by 
both Schönbauer and Bauman is rejected by Crawford on the grounds that the Tarentum 
Fragment includes provisions for non-citizens who would presumably not be concerned 
with the diminution of the maiestas of the Roman people. "' The frequent parallels 
between the Tarentum Fragment and the extant Lex repetundarum would also point 
towards the conclusion above. In throwing light upon the question of Saturninus' 
primacy, the Tarentum Fragment is an example of an oath clause being used in an 
accepted, and established type of law, and implies again that oath clauses were in use in 
less revolutionary circles than have been previously suggested. 
The Lex de provinciis praetoriis is the only datable law of the three. Interestingly 
it can be dated precisely to a time at which Saturninus was active in passing legislation, 
during the consulship of C. Marius and L. Valerius (100 BC). 134 Crawford dates the 
statute more closely from the fact that the law was intended to affect the holders of the 
praetorian provinces for that year and so with an oath required of them, the law must have 
been passed before they left. For this the month of February is plausibly suggested, 
however Crawford goes on to suggest that this law followed the Lex Appuleia agraria 
and the attempt to expel Metellus Numidicus from the senate and yet preceded the 
prosecution of Metellus by Saturninus. Crawford thus implies that Metellus opposed the 
financial penalty and expulsion set out in Saturninus' law and that there was a separation 
of some time, when the Lex de provinciis praetoriis was passed, before his exile. "' This 
'33E. Schönbauer, 1956; Bauman, 1967, pp. 56-8; Crawford, RS I, p. 210. Contra 
Crawford, see Bauman, 1996, p. 22, who has recently expanded his original views of 
inaiestas to suggest, that the maiestas of the populus included their reputation in the eyes 
of foreigners. For more on this reading of maiestas see Bauman, 2000, pp. 30-32; Ch. 6. 
13; RS, 12, Delphi Copy, Block B, 1.20, `... C. Mario L. Valerio [consulibus]... '. Crawford 
(p. 236) argues that the names of consuls would not be used in anticipation in case either 
should die before they took up office. 
'35TLRR, 77, n. 1; Alexander suggests that a trial may have begun against Metellus 
Numidicus but that the interdiction from fire and water was merely a confirmation of 
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is not inconsistent with Appian's description but such precision is not supported by it 
either. That this law could precede the Lex Appuleia agraria as plausibly as it could 
follow it as well as its close proximity to the aforementioned once again suggests that 
Saturninus was working within an accepted norm in his use of an oath clause. 
The question of the purpose of the Lex de provinciis praetoriis is straightforward. 
Enough of the law survives to show that it outlined the provinciae of Cilicia and 
Macedonia and the actions that were legal for their holders. However a question has 
remained over whether the law was popular in its intentions. Crawford, using the 
traditional terminology of oplimates and populares holds the view that the law was, `... a 
responsible piece of popularis legislation and.. . that 
it forms part of a pattern of interest in 
the East at the turn of the second and first centuries BC, popularis and optimate. ' 136. An 
alternate interpretation of the political basis of the law has been put forward by 
Kallet-Marx, who argues that the law was not popular in origin. Naturally, if sustainable 
such an interpretation would have great implications for the usage of the oath clause 
outside the realm of popular politics, and so this argument must be examined. 
Kallet-Marx initially points out that Saturninus' oath was far harsher than the one 
set out in the Lex de provinciis praetoriis, which does not require an oath from the entire 
senate. He sees in the law reassurances of Roman concern for the problem of piracy in the 
East. He holds this to be representative of an'optimate' concern to be seen to be acting to 
maintain Rome's imperium over its provinces in the East, whereas he suggests that 
tribunician legislation concerning the provinces usually sought to use their resources for 
the benefit of the Roman People. "' Kallet-Marx attempt to fit this law into the artificial, 
bipolar split between optimates and populares soon runs into trouble, not least by the fact 
Metellus' exile which, according to Cicero, seems to have been voluntary. 
"'Crawford, 1996, p. 237. 
137Kallet-Marx, 1995, pp. 237-8. 
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that his idea runs contrary to the involvement of tribunes in repetundae legislation which 
sought to curtail the excesses of provincial governors. Kallet-Marx's explanation for the 
fact that the proposal became a lex rather than a senatus consultuni, as might be expected 
for senatorial instructions to provincial governors is also unsatisfactory. He suggests that, 
rather than representing a tribunician initiative, the bill was sufficiently comprehensive 
that the senate deemed it necessary to have it passed as a lex with legal sanctions to 
enforce it's provisions. The alternative explanation seems to require less stretching of the 
evidence. He concludes that the law was an expression of the development of imperial 
ideology, a widely publicized statement that Rome's friends could sail in safety and that 
the praetors would respect the boundaries of their provinces. "' 
However, the opposite of this argument can be put forward supported by a series 
of interesting connections with concerns current in tribunician thought. Firstly the oath 
clause as it has been examined in this chapter seems to rely on expressions of popular 
niaiestas for its effectiveness. Also the absence of the tribunes from the list of magistrates 
to swear suggests, through the rule that tribunes were not bound by the legislation of 
another member of their college, that this was a piece of tribunician legislation. "' Finally, 
Saturninus had already demonstrated his interest in the wider preoccupation with the 
damage to Rome caused by incompetent generals, and this fits in with the concern 
displayed in the law over praetors who acted beyond their boundaries. "' Indeed a law, 
sanctioned by the populus prescribing the zones of authority of governors, and proposing 
'38Ibid., p. 238 
139See above n. 42, though with the reservations of Crawford (RS I, p. 267-268) who 
points to uncertainty about this particular amongst the eight tribunes who proposed the 
rogatio to recall Cicero. 
'40Saturninus had been involved in the prosecution of Cn. Mallius for military ineptitude 
(Gran. Lie. 21B; Cic., De Or., 11.125). His colleague C. Norbanus prosecuted Q. Servilius 
Caepio on similar grounds in the same year. This case may well have been one of the 
factors which inspired Saturninus to draft his lex de maiestate. 
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penalties for transgressions seems a clear demonstration of the maiestas poptrli, 
reasserting the right of the populus to dictate the terms upon which they delegated their 
res to their elected magistrates. This does not mean that Kallet-Marx's idea of an 
expression of imperium need be abandoned though. Such a conciliatory, measure would 
not be opposed to tribunician aims. 
Thus, after consideration of the evidence, the uncertain dating of the Lex Latina 
and the Tarentum Fragment preclude any attempt to credit Saturninus with the invention 
of the oath clause, and further evidence such as the reference to an oath in the Lex 
agraria and Appian's curious mention of a much earlier oath seem to suggest that the 
oath clause may well have been part of an established practice dating to somewhere 
between the Gracchi and Saturninus. This conclusion is helpful in an examination of 
Saturninus and indeed of popular politics. Rather than being seen as a firebrand tribune, 
recklessly disregarding precedent in his attempts to bend the senate to his will and 
contributing to the general political disorder of the time, Saturninus appears as a 
politician working with a popular agenda, but operating within accepted limits as far as 
his legislation went. The evidence of the sanctio, and the oath clause in particular, offer 
an incomparable source of evidence at the very heart of the political discourse with which 
this thesis is concerned. Rather than the image of the radical tribune, we see a tribune 
using a pre-existing legislative device which utilizes political concepts, which, as we 
have seen, can be propounded in terms of the traditional duties of the senate. The main 
factor allowing Saturninus' law to be subsequently repealed was not its audacious use of 
an oath to attempt to bind the senate, but the fact that Saturninus fell foul of the auspices 
which he disregarded. 
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CONCLUSION 
This chapter has sought to identify Saturninus' role, if any, in the development of 
the oath clause as a tool of popular politics. In order to answer this question it was 
necessary first, to consider the nature of the sanctio itself. As we have seen, modern 
scholars are of mixed opinion over the efficacy of the sanctio. However, as has been 
shown, much of the evidence used to disregard the sanctio can, if approached differently, 
yield a great deal of useful information about how the sanctio was intended to function. 
The sanctio could be adapted to fit the law as required and used a variety of clauses to 
both fend off attacks on the law by hostile legislators and attacks on the proposer for 
violating some earlier law. Naturally, all sanctiones could not succeed in their task and 
could ultimately be circumvented; but we have seen how, in the hands of a determined 
legislator, a sanctio could be used as a prop for effective resistance against new 
legislation. 
Once the purpose and potential use of the sanctio was established, the oath clause 
could be examined as a separate unit. It has been possible through the continuity of 
surviving oath clauses, to reconstruct the basic form of the oath and to gain some 
appreciation of how it was intended to fulfil its task. The clever use of visual 
accountability suggests a popular origin to the oath clause, and its effectiveness is 
demonstrated by the problems of Metellus and the caution of Marius in his attempts to 
avoid the stigma of perjury. Yet despite the popular origin, we have seen that this 
expression of the maiestas popidi did not have to confine itself to the fringes of 
acceptable politics. The understanding of the respublica upon which maiestas lay, has 
been shown to be well within the bounds of political discourse, and could even be 
articulated in terms of the traditional duties of the senate. As well as this, the trappings of 
the oath clause: the locations and divine associations, maintain a sense of traditional 
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Roman political form and continuity. With the form and use of the oath clause examined, 
Saturninus' role in its development could be assessed. As we have seen, the evidence 
does not allow Saturninus' to be credited with the innovation of the oath clause, and 
suggests it to have been an earlier development from around the time of the Gracchi. This 
conclusion however, has served to reduce the image of Saturninus as a revolutionary and 
place him more in the context of mainstream political activity. 
As a result of this conclusion the sanctio and oath clause themselves are shown to 
be acceptable measures amongst the tribunes at least. Consequently the examination of 
the forms, usage, and utility of the sanctio and oath clause give an interesting insight into 
how politicians of Saturninus' era competed through legislation seeking to override 
earlier legislation while at the same time trying to protect their own from similar attack. 
This insight into pieces of popular legislation also offers corroboration of the findings of 
chapters 3 and 4, in that we see, in a very reliable form of evidence, a clear demonstration 
of popular inaiestas, articulated not as a radical alternative to the status quo, but in a form 
that is a natural and traditional part of the res patblica. 
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Conclusion 
This thesis has sought to offer an alternate approach to the problem of how to 
understand and characterize the politics of the Republic. By trying to reconstruct the 
terms in which political differences were articulated in the period outlined on the basis of 
the challenging contemporary evidence it offered a variety of conclusions of interest to 
the debate about the nature of Roman politics, both positive and negative. Firstly, it is the 
contention of this thesis that the contio, far from being a well-to-do party meeting 
contributing to the myth of Roman democracy, was a vibrant and vital political institution 
through which Roman politicians could articulate a discourse with audiences composed 
from a wide social spectrum of the populus. It is also proposed, on the grounds of the 
centrality of persuasive rhetoric amongst the crucial skills of a politician, and of the 
examples of failed contiones, that persuasion of a hostile, or undecided audience was a 
realistic prospect in a conito. 
Having established the viability of the contio as an arena of meaningful political 
discourse, this thesis has outlined the difficulties inherent in reading Cicero's Brutus as a 
source for oratory in the period before Cicero. By examining the political and stylistic 
agendas in the work, this thesis has offered a critical reading of the work which suggests 
an artificial schematization of the orators, slewed towards demonstrating Cicero as the 
apogee of Latin oratory and presenting his own stylistic preferences as the only logical 
outcome of its evolution. In contrast, especially with reference to Tacitus' Dialogus, it has 
been shown that Cicero was writing in a stylistically rich environment. Moreover, in the 
light of the constraints of his stylistic agenda, it has been' demonstrated that the picture of 
a particular style of oratory associated with popular politicians, which can be inferred 
from Cicero's comments elsewhere, is a rhetorical construction. The conclusion 
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foreshadows the subsequent findings of this thesis that popular politicians did not 
actively distance themselves from the political mainstream. 
Chapters 3 and 4 together comprise the core of my argument. Chapter 3 identified 
rhetorical models for oratory one popular, and one emphasizing the authority of the 
senate, both of which constructed their point of view in terms of the traditional duties of 
the senate. Chapter 4 built upon this picture by demonstrating that political debate during 
the period was conducted without a sense of opposition between two distinct political 
identities. This has serious implications for the prevailing understanding of Roman 
politics of this period. Firstly in chapter 3, the versatility of the term respublica, 
encompassing a variety of different constitutional types, demonstrated that an orator need 
not look to foreign concepts in order to advocate a popular measure. Moreover, the 
examination of the legitimizing position of the populus in the concept of res publica 
demonstrated that the term could support more than one interpretation of the relationship 
between populus and magistrates. A politician could argue that the populus ought to 
follow his instructions because they had elected him precisely for his superior wisdom. 
An opposing politician could argue, with equal validity, that those elected officials who 
opposed the wishes of the popadus undermined the legitimacy of the state. This instantly 
weakens any interpretation of popular politics as defining itself in radical opposition to a 
senatorial norm. 
Chapter 4 built on this foundation by demonstrating that the sense of opposition 
between the terms optimas and popularis was a relatively recent addition to their 
meaning. The search for this opposition was instead directed at the possibilities that it 
could have its origin in either an actual, or purely rhetorical opposition within the senate. 
An examination of the career of Crassus the orator demonstrated the difficulty of 
interpreting a political career in terms of popularis or optimas terms. Close analysis of 
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the Rhetorica ad Herennium showed evidence for political debate framed without 
reference to an opposition between distinct political identities. Finally, with reference 
also to the surviving fragments of oratory of the period, it was proposed that the term 
popularis was politically insignificant in this period. Thus it was concluded that Cicero's 
and other later authors' descriptions of this period in terms of competition between 
optimates and populaces are false and anachronistic. 
Despite this negative conclusion, two positive conclusions could be drawn. 
Firstly, it was proposed, consequent to the analysis of Crassus' career, that rather than 
interpreting politicians in terms of popular or conservative standpoints, a far more 
realistic picture of the political variety of the senate could be gained by thinking in terms 
of a non-linear spectrum of opinion stretching from senators who believed in the 
importance of the sovereignty of the populus, to those who believed in the necessity of a 
strong senate who would guide the populus for the best even if it meant going against 
their will. The examples of Crassus and others demonstrate the likelihood that senators 
evaluated individual issues on their own merits, resulting in a variety of opinions in the 
senate on most matters. Secondly, in place of the Ciceronian idea of rhetorical opposition 
between optimates and populares it is the contention of this thesis that the political 
discourse of the period was characterized, not by opposition between radical and 
conservative, but by competition over the same rhetorical standpoint, emphasizing the 
traditional duties of the senate. For a popular politician such a position was far stronger 
than one outwith Roman political norms. 
The final two chapters examined alternate sources of evidence provided by the 
career of Saturninus. Chapter 5 examined the concept of 'naiestas which Saturninus' 
brought into the political foreground. It concluded that this important concept, by 
assuming many of the ideas inherent in the popular rhetorical model suggested in chapter 
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3, strengthened that interpretation. At the same time the existence of such a concept is a 
good example of the richness of political vocabulary with which a popular politician 
could justify his position without placing himself outside Roman political norms. Chapter 
6 was able to take advantage of the epigraphic evidence for the legislation of Saturninus. 
By examining the form of Saturninus' oath clause, remembered as a very contentious 
issue by later historians, it was possible to again strengthen the conclusions of chapters 3 
and 4. The insistence on public administration of oaths represents a clear statement of the 
point of view that magistrates were directly accountable to the populus. Also, rather than 
exhibiting signs of radical legislation it was observed that Saturninus' legislation worked 
within accepted boundaries so that, like the popular speeches in prior chapters, it could 
present itself as merely enforcing the traditional institutions of the r"es publica. 
Overall this thesis has attempted to show the versatility of the political vocabulary 
of the period and its ability to encompass and articulate a variety of political opinions 
without recourse to radical posturing. Furthermore it has attempted to demonstrate that 
popular politics in this period was argued in terms of the traditional duties of the senate; 
that politicians competed over the same rhetorical standpoint whilst trying to undermine 
others' claims. In terms of the debate on the nature of Roman politics I hope to have 
established that traditional justifications of popular politics were present in the Romans' 
conception of their own state and the relationship between populus and magistrates, and 
that popular politics was a good deal less polarized than previöusly thought. 
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